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Zusammenfassung

Im Hinblick auf über eine Milliarde Menschen, die aktuell in informellen Siedlungen leben, untersucht diese
transdisziplinäre Forschungsarbeit den
Einfluss von Licht auf deren nächtliche
Lebensbedingungen. Öffentliche Beleuchtung wird dabei als Grundvoraussetzung für eine Vielzahl von Aktivitäten des Nachtlebens betrachtet.
Anhand einer sowohl quantitativen als
auch qualitativen Fallstudie in Bogotá
wurde die Beleuchtung von informellen
Siedlungen untersucht. Der Doktorand
lebte selber mehrere Tage in einer Siedlung, sodass diese Fallstudie neben einer
lichttechnischen und architektonischstadtplanerischen auch eine ethnographische Perspektive beinhaltet: Der öffentliche Raum wird dabei als sozialer
Raum betrachtet.
Die Untersuchung förderte eine sozial-technische Ungleichheit im Zugang
zu Licht in Bogotá zu Tage: Auf der einen Seite sind ‘formelle’ -von den städtischen Behörden bereitgestellte- Leuchten oft nicht in der Lage, sich dem dynamischen informellen urbanen Kontext anzupassen, wohingegen von den
informellen Siedlern selbstgebaute ‘informelle’ Leuchten weder gängige Pro-

duktsicherheits- noch Lichtverschmutzungsstandards erfüllen. Des Weiteren
tendieren die gegebenen Beleuchtungsbedingungen nicht dazu, einen ausreichenden Beitrag zur nächtlichen Sicherheit zu leisten.
Nichtdestotrotz spielen nächtliche Aktivitäten im öffentlichen Raum eine wichtige Rolle im gesellschaftlichen Leben
der informellen Siedler: Sie pflegen ihre Kontakte nach Sonnenuntergang,
und viele von ihnen sind ausserdem darauf angewiesen, nachts mit öffentlichen
Verkehrsmitteln zu ihrem Arbeitsplatz
zu gelangen. Die Nutzung des öffentlichen Raumes wird jedoch durch die aktuellen Beleuchtungsbedingungen beeinträchtigt.
Eine alternative Beleuchtungsstrategie wurde aufbauend auf dieser Fallstudie entwickelt, die eine neuentwickelte
Leuchtenfamilie einschliesst, für die im
Rahmen dieser Forschung mehrere 1:1
Prototypen gebaut worden sind. Deren
Design wurde unter Einbeziehung von
informellen Siedlern definiert und behebt weitgehend die Mängel der aktuellen Beleuchtungssituation. Eine Umsetzung dieser Strategie würde nicht nur
die Beleuchtungsqualität verbessern,

sondern Vorteile bieten, die über das
Beleuchten als solches hinausgehen: Die
Einbindung von Kommunikationstechnologie ermöglicht das Warnen der informellen Siedler vor potentiellen Erdrutschen.
Ein entscheidender Aspekt der alternativen Strategie ist, die Installation der
Beleuchtung unter Einbindung der informellen Siedler mehrphasig -der inkrementellen Baupraxis folgend- zu realisieren. Mastmontierte Leuchten,
die sensorgesteuert sind, eine autarke
Stromversorgung aufweisen, und deren Lichtstärkeverteilung adaptierbar
ist, werden für die Gründungsphase einer Siedlung empfohlen. Im Gegensatz
dazu werden Leuchten, die mittels einer Seilüberspannung montiert werden,
während der Konsolidierungsphase verwendet.
Computer-Berechnungen zeigen, dass
dieses alternative Lighting-Design die
Mängel der bestehenden Beleuchtungssituation signifikant reduziert, welche gekennzeichnet ist von einer geringen Beleuchtungsstärke-Gleichmässigkeit und einem verhältnismässig hohen Grad von Lichtverschmutzung aufgrund von Licht, das von den Dächern
in den Himmel reflektiert wird oder
welches störend vom öffentlichen Raum
in die Innenräume der Siedlung eindringt.
Abschliessend wurde dieser alternative
Technologie- und Lighting-Design-Ansatz politischen Entscheidungsträgern
in Kolumbien vorgestellt, um zu eruieren, inwieweit er eine neue Lighting-Policy für Bogotá ermöglicht. Dabei zeigte
sich, dass sensorgesteuerte Leuchten
mit einer autarken Stromversorgung
eine vielversprechende Grundlage für
die Implementierung einer Lighting-

Policy darstellen, die eine sofortige -jedoch temporäre- Bereitstellung von öffentlicher Beleuchtung in informellen
Siedlungen ermöglicht. Des Weiteren
scheint die Einbindung von Kommunikationstechnologie, die eine potentielllebensrettende Erdrutschwarnfunktion
ermöglicht, die Installation von Leuchten durch die Behörden auf nicht-legalisiertem Terrain zu rechtfertigen. Darüber hinaus wurde der Vorschlag der
Seilüberspannungsmontage für die
Konsolidierungsphase einer Siedlung
gewürdigt, da er auf einem ganzheitlichen Beleuchtungsansatz fusst, bei dem
die Bedürfnisse des Menschen im Fokus
des Lighting-Designs stehen. Die Implementierung dieser neuen Lighting-Policy setzt jedoch zuerst die Beseitigung
verschiedener rechtlicher und behördlicher Hindernisse unter der Beteiligung
mehrerer Regierungs-Departemente voraus. Dies schliesst eine Anpassung von
Bogotás Planungsverordnungen an die
besonderen Charakteristika informeller
Siedlungen mit ein.
Die hier für Bogotá entwickelte Beleuchtungsstrategie scheint darüber hinaus vielversprechend für informellen
Siedlungen mit anderem lokalen Kontext, wie beispielsweise Siedlungen in
Indien, Thailand, Brasilien und Vietnam zu sein. Jedoch würde dies auch eine Überarbeitung von UN-Habitats momentanen Empfehlungen für das Beleuchten von informellen Siedlungen
erfordern.
Eine Implementierung der in dieser Arbeit entwickelten Beleuchtungsstrategie würde zur Erreichung verschiedener Sustainable Development Goals
der United Nations beitragen, nämlich
SDG 7, SDG 9, SDG 11 und SDG 15.

Abstract

In view of the more than 1 billion informal settlement dwellers worldwide, this
transdisciplinary research project examines the implications that light has on
their nocturnal living conditions. In this
context, public lighting is viewed as a
cross-cutting night-time enabler. Informal settlement lighting was examined
in Colombia’s capital Bogotá in a both
qualitative and quantitative multi-method case study. The researcher himself
spent several days living in a settlement,
which is why the case study includes an
ethnographic perspective in addition to
a technical and architectural one: the
public space was approached as a social
space.
The research revealed socio-technical night-time inequality in Bogotá: on
the one hand, ‘formal’ lighting provided by the authorities often fails to adapt
to the dynamic informal urban context.
On the other, self-built ‘informal’ lighting installed by the settlement dwellers does not comply with product safety and light pollution standards. Moreover, the lighting conditions tend to be
poor in terms of the support of nighttime safety and security.

Despite these conditions, outdoor
night-time activities play a crucial role
in community life: informal settlement
dwellers socialise during hours of darkness and many of them rely on public transport during night-time to commute to work. However, their access to
public space is negatively affected by the
given lighting conditions.
An alternative lighting strategy was developed based on the case-study results
in order to address the shortcomings of
the current lighting conditions. Part of
this strategy includes a newly designed
luminaire family for which several 1:1
prototypes were built. Its design relies
on a co-creational approach that made
use of the settlement dwellers’ local
knowledge. This strategy would not only improve the lighting conditions, but
also goes beyond illumination by using
communication technology that enables
warnings of landslide risk.
A crucial aspect of this strategy is to
provide public lighting in an incremental and participatory way, following the
different phases of incremental dwelling construction. Grid-independent and
sensor-driven pole-mounted luminaires

with an adaptable luminous intensity
distribution are proposed for the foundation phase, with span-wire mounted
luminaires recommended for the consolidation phase of a settlement. Computer calculations showed that lighting design of this type is able to address
the shortcomings of the current lighting conditions, which tend to be characterised by low illuminance uniformity
as well as high degrees of light pollution
and light trespass.
Finally, Colombian policy-making
stakeholders were approached in order
to explore the extent to which the proposed lighting technology and lighting design could influence a new lighting policy for Bogotá. It was found that
the grid-independent and sensor-driven luminaires represent promising pillars of a lighting policy characterised by
an instant but temporary provision of
public lighting in informal neighbourhoods. Moreover, the life-saving potential of the landslide warning technology
seemed likely to justify the provision of
luminaires by the authorities in non-legalised areas. Furthermore, the lighting recommendation for the consoli-

dation phase of a settlement – the proposed use of span-wire-mounted luminaires – was appreciated, since it is
based on a ‘human centric’ lighting design approach. At the same time, a number of legal and regulatory obstacles
would still need to be overcome by the
different departments before the implementation of these policy recommendations can be realised. This includes the
adaptation of Bogotá’s planning regulations to the special characteristics of informal settlements.
The incremental lighting strategy developed for Bogotá also appears promising
for settlements in different local contexts such as India, Thailand, Brazil and
Vietnam. However, its implementation
would require a reconsideration of the
status quo of UN-Habitat’s current informal settlement lighting recommendations.
Achieving the implementation of this
lighting strategy would have a positive
impact on several of the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals, namely
on SDG 7, SDG 9, SDG 11 and SDG 15.
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1.1 Relevance and motivation
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My wife, my daughter and I live in Zurich – one of the most expensive cities in the world. It takes me 20 minutes to cycle to the main train station,
and I can enjoy many of its urban qualities (see Kretz & Kueng, 2016) in an
even shorter time. Most important of
all is that I have also rapid access to my
place of employment. However, my research assistant’s salary has to support
three people, and we live in the heart
of the biggest Swiss city – how does
this work? It was pure chance as opposed to my ‘right to the city’: we found
an apartment in a housing cooperative.
However, just five minutes away from
my apartment, people live in self-built
dwellings on the squatted Koch-Areal
(see Figure 1 on page 19). It seems
that they were not able to find an inexpensive option for formal housing.
What unites me and them is that we
want to benefit from the proximity to
the city – regardless of our income. And
we share this desire with a significant
proportion of the world’s population.
Nowadays, over a billion people (United Nations, 2019) live in some 200,000
informal settlements around the world
(Oltmer, 2017). Fifty-five percent of
Mumbai’s (Sudjic, 2011) and thirty percent of Nairobi’s population (Mitlin &
Patel, 2014) live in such conditions, to

name a couple of examples. These numbers illustrate that housing of this kind
constitutes a noteworthy phenomenon
within today’s urbanisation trends. Dovey (2012, p. 357) argues that, in an oversimplified way, informal settlements
“are a global morphology produced (…)
by sustained rural to urban migration
under conditions of a weak state”. And
Acioly Jr. (2010, p. 223) regards informal settlements as “a symptom of a malfunctioning housing sector earmarked
by high house price to income ratios, a
scarcity of serviced land, lack of transparency and distortion of land, housing
and real-estate markets”.
This PhD research investigates one particular aspect of informal urbanism in
rapidly transforming low and middle income countries, namely public lighting
for pedestrians in informal settlements.
Informal settlement dwellers are primarily pedestrians (Pendakur, 2011)
and artificial lighting is crucial for adequate night-time walking conditions
because obstacle detection reduces the
possibility of collision or tripping and
consequent injuries. Safe walking conditions play an important role in the utility of public transportation and hence
in access to employment (Kretzer,
2020). Furthermore, light can also support night-time activities by reducing
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Figure 1: Koch-Areal in Zurich
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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the fear of crime. Both reduced fear of
crime and improved travel safety facilitate or ease further aspects of informal night-time life (Ibid.) – such as access to public water taps or public toilets. In Nairobi, for example, 68% of
the informal settlement residents share
public toilet facilities (Mitlin & Patel,
2014). In this regard, lighting serves as
a cross-cutting technology that enables
use of other basic services during nighttime. Further aspects of night-time life
in informal settlements are fostered by
“the lack of a precise definition of public
and private spaces” (Imparato & Ruster,
2003, p. 37). Hence, the night-time ‘programme’ as well as corresponding residents’ needs and behavioural responses that tend to be uncommon in formal
public space can be expected to occur
in informal public space. In this regard,
light becomes a night-time ‘programme’
enabler: as the prerequisite for visual
perception, light greatly influences activities and human interaction. Several
of the above-mentioned aspects directly support the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (see 4.4.1.3 on
page 242).
Before I started my PhD studies in February 2017, I had been working as a
product manager for office lighting in
a luminaire company in Basel. One of
the main technological requirements regarding each office luminaire that had
been developed and manufactured under my responsibility was to ensure that
the photometric brightness under certain angles does not exceed 3000 cd/m²
– a four-digit figure. Hence, 3000 cd/ m²
is acceptable, while 3001 cd/m² is not.
In contrast, when I attended a twoweek trip to Colombia with my research

group, the ISTP Urban Research Incubator, at the beginning of my PhD studies, I observed many outdoor luminaires
that had been self-built and installed by
residents of informal settlements (see
page 21 ff.). There I found myself
confronted with significantly different
technological challenges: the challenge
with these ‘informal’ luminaires was not
to reduce a four-digit value by 1 cd/m²,
but instead there was no guarantee that
the basic requirement of electrical safety itself had been satisfied. Seeing how
these people struggle to create their
public lighting touched me immediately, and my attention and motivation
was instantly focused on thinking about
how lighting for these people can be improved. At the same time, I realised during the course of this research that ‘professional’ luminaires would not overcome the challenge of lighting provision in informal neighbourhoods: I observed many ‘formal’ luminaires provided by the authorities that failed to adapt
to the incrementally changing informal
context (see page 26 f.).
Hence, we encounter cities in which the
public space is characterised by fragmented lighting provision: lighting gaps
emerge in-between a lighting network
that are then filled with self-built solutions from the residents. Henri Lefebvre speaks in his work ‘The right to the
city’ about the “(…) crisis of city centres
based on segregation (…) which reject
towards peripheral spaces all those who
do not participate in political privileges” (Butler, 2012, p. 144). It seems that
this segregation is reinforced at night by
the lighting conditions. The aim of this
research is to reduce this socio-technical night-time inequality by developing

A Cartagena
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B Cartagena

C Cartagena

Figure 2: Examples of informal luminaires
Source: David Kretzer, 2017
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A Santa Marta
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B Soacha
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C Bogotá

Figure 3: Examples of informal luminaires
Source: David Kretzer, 2017-2018

A Santa Marta
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B Bogotá

C Bogotá

Figure 4: Examples of informal luminaires
Source: David Kretzer, 2017-2018
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new lighting approaches based on evidence-based lighting design – “a process
for the judicious and conscientious use
of current best evidence from research
and practice when making decisions
about the design of an individual project” aiming “to create a bridge between
research and design practice, augmenting the existing knowledge of organisations, communities, designers, their clients and end users with available evidence about the ways in which people
interact with the new and complex environments the we now occupy” (Davoudian, 2019, p. XIII).
The research is driven by the argument that formal luminaire installation and lighting-design practices and
lighting standards tend to fail to properly address the informal context. This
is caused for example by ongoing densification and expansion of the settlement boundaries, resulting in constant
physical change. However, state-of-theart lighting technology together with an
adequate lighting policy holds the key

to improving the current lighting conditions. It is believed that light has the
potential “to contribute to a pleasing
nightscape, and (…) to comfort, to a
better environment, and even to forging
a distinct urban identity” (Mende, 2013,
p. 12).
Therefore, this research project seeks to
develop a lighting technology solution
and lighting design guidelines that address the shortcomings of existing formal and informal luminaire installations in the informal context in order to
reduce socio-technical and hence sociospatial inequality in cities, believing that
such inequality “is expressed materially
in basic infrastructures” (McFarlane &
Silver, 2017, p. 144).
Furthermore, this research aims to provide policy recommendations for lighting technology implementation.

A Bogotá
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B Bogotá

C Bogotá

Figure 5: Examples of informal luminaires
Source: David Kretzer, 2017-2019
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C

Figure 6: Example of formal luminaires in Bogotá's informal environments
Source: David Kretzer, 2019

A
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B

C

Figure 7: Examples of formal luminaires in Bogotá's informal environments
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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In order to develop the lighting technology and policy recommendations, Colombia’s capital Bogotá, a city of which
great parts are of informal origin, has
been chosen as the focus area of this research project with the intention to develop both Bogotá-specific and generic lighting requirements and their solutions. The main research question as
follows derives from the current fragmented provision of public lighting in
informal settlements on the one hand,
and new lighting technology options
with the potential to influence policies
on the other:
How can lighting technology and
lighting design overcome the fragmentation of public-space lighting in
Bogotá’s informal settlements?
The elements analysed within the
framework of this research question are
the built environment, the people using
it (taking account of their needs and behavioural responses in relation to the
settlement ‘programme’ offered), the luminaire system and the spatial light distribution (see Figure 64 on page 110).
A multi-method research approach was
conducted, embedded in a transdisciplinary strategy consisting of six main
1

steps (see Figure 68 on page 115) that
ultimately resulted in this monographic publication. In step 1, a case-study
site of informal origin was chosen (see
4.1 on page 128). In step 2, the sociospatial and socio-technical characteristics of this site were analysed (see 4.2
on page 146). In step 3, this site and its
lighting was digitally reconstructed under consideration of past and future urban transformations (see 4.3 on page
190). In step 4, an alternative lighting-technology and lighting-design approach was developed (see 4.4 on page
206), which was then evaluated in step
5 (see 4.5 on page 252). Finally, in step
6, lighting-policy recommendations
were provided to policy-making stakeholders (see 4.6 on page 266).
The research has been conducted within the transdisciplinary Urban Research
Incubator (URI) group of the ETH ISTP
(Institute of Science, Technology and
Policy), which mainly focuses on the
topics of inequality & informality, public
infrastructure as well as security & safety in urban environments. Two stages of
this study involved a collaboration with
the URI PhD student Michael Walczak
in order for the two students’ different
research questions to be addressed in a
symbiotic way1.

A journal publication (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020) and an NSL newsletter article (Walczak &
Kretzer, 2020) resulted from this collaboration.
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dad Javeriana in Bogotá. Moreover, the
lighting manufacturer Zumtobel Lighting in Dornbirn provided important assistance regarding technology-related
aspects of the research.
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The ETH Chair of Architecture and Urban Design was chosen as the main supervising body due to its strong focus
on informal urbanism.
Crucial academic support has further been provided by Prof. Dr. Jaime
Hernández Garcia and Sandra Caquimbo Salazar from Pontificia Universi-

1.3 Terms and definitions

Chapter 1

CIE
Commission
Internationale
de
l’Eclairage (International Commission on Illumination).
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Efficacy (of a light source)
“[T]he total light output of a light
source divided by the total input
power. Efficacy is expressed in lumens per watt” (Leslie & Rodgers,
1996, p. 200).
Efficiency (of a luminaire)
“[T]he ratio of luminous flux (lumens) of a luminaire to the luminous
flux of the lamp(s) alone.” (Leslie &
Rodgers, 1996, p. 200).
Fragmented lighting
Inconsistent distribution of light due
to missing luminaires or due to the
obstruction of light by the built environment.
High-pressure sodium lamp
“[H]igh intensity discharge lamp in
which the light is produced mainly
by radiation from sodium vapour operating at a partial pressure of the order of 10 kPa” (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage, 2011, p. 66).

Illuminance E
A measure that quantifies the amount
of light on a certain surface per unit
area. That surface can be oriented in
different directions (e.g. horizontally
or vertically). It can be flat or curved
(e.g. cylindrical). The unit to measure illuminance is lux.
Illuminance meter
“[I]instrument for measuring illuminance” (Commission Internationale
de l’Eclairage, 2011, p. 68).
Illuminance uniformity U0
“[T]he ratio of the minimum illuminance to the average illuminance”
(Commission Internationale de
l’Eclairage, 2006, p. 25).
Informal settlement
A variety of terms such as slum, informal housing or low-income community are being used to describe
this kind of settlement. Those terms
“are used somewhat interchangeably by agencies and authorities”
(UN-Habitat, 2003, p. 9). This doctoral thesis follows the terminology
used at the ETH Chair of Architecture and Urban Design, namely informal settlement. The term ‘informal’ is defined as “not done or made
according to a recognized or pre-

scribed form (…), something that
arises from within itself and its makers, whose form has not yet been recognized, or is unfinished, but which
is subject to rules and procedures
(…)” (Brillembourg & Klumpner,
2005a, pp. 17-18). Besides such a definition that focuses on the built environment’s spatial characteristics and
its production, the legal dimension
needs to be considered too, because
informal settlement dwellers usually exist “outside of the law where they
live and work” without being “able to
access most of the formal institutions
of society” (UN-Habitat, 2003, p. 6).
This in turn has socio-economic implications, since they tend not to be
“able to access regular sources of finance” (Ibid, p. 6). Still, informality is
not regarded as synonym for illegality (Torres Tovar, 2009). Hence, the
boundary between formal and informal can at times be blurred and imprecise.

Light trespass
“[E]xtraneous light on adjacent property, typically produced by straylight
from outdoor lighting systems (…)”
(Leslie & Rodgers, 1996, p. 202). In
this doctoral thesis, the focus is on
light entering dwelling interiors.

Lamp
“[A] manufactured light source. (…).
Lamps are often referred to as light
bulbs.” (Leslie & Rodgers, 1996, p.
202).

Lighting technology
“[E]quipment for lighting or its control” (Commission Internationale de
l’Eclairage, 2011, p. 82). In this doctoral thesis, this term also includes
components used to supply power to
a luminaire, if this equipment is directly mounted on the luminaire or
its pole.
Luminaire
“[A] complete lighting unit consisting of a lamp or lamps together with the parts designed to distribute the light, to position and protect
the lamps, and to connect the lamps
to a power suppy” (Leslie & Rodgers,

Chapter 1

Lighting system
“[T]he equipment used to produce
and distribute light, including a luminaire and control system” (Leslie
& Rodgers, 1996, p. 202). This term
is used as synonym to ‘luminaire’ in
this doctoral thesis, if the control system is directly mounted on the luminaire or its pole.
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Light pollution
“[A]dverse effects, including glare,
light trespass, and sky glow, of unwanted light in the atmosphere, typically produced by the upward components of outdoor lighting systems
at night (Leslie & Rodgers, 1996, p.
202). In this doctoral thesis, the focus
is on light causing sky glow.

Lighting design
“[T]he planned application of a lighting system to a space” (Leslie & Rodgers, 1996, p. 202), including, for example, the choice of luminaire type,
luminaire location, luminaire height
and lamp spectrum.

1996, p. 202). In this doctoral thesis,
this term also includes components
used to supply power or to control
a luminaire, if these components are
directly mounted on the luminaire or
its pole.
Luminaire family
A set of luminaires that follows a
common product design but varies in
some characteristics (e.g. regarding
its mounting options).

Chapter 1

Luminaire system
Two or more luminaires working together.
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Luminous flux Φ
“[T]he rate of the flow of light, measured in lumens. The overall light output of a lamp” (Leslie & Rodgers,
1996, p. 203).
Luminous intensity I
“[T]otal luminous flux within a unit
solid angle, in units of candelas”
(Leslie & Rodgers, 1996, p. 203).
Motion detector/sensor
“[A]lso called an occupancy sensor,
a device that senses the movement
of people, animals, and objects (…).
Motion detectors control other devices, such as luminaires and alarm
systems that activate when motion is
detected” (Leslie & Rodgers, 1996, p.
203).
MUAP
Manual Único de Alumbrado Público (i.e. Bogotá’s lighting standard).

Optical design
The luminous intensity distribution
created by a certain optical technology. For example: A narrow beam angle of 8° is created for a spot light by
using lens technology – this luminaire is then used to highlight a small
sculpture located in the centre of a
public square. The luminous intensity distribution describes the light distribution of a luminaire referring to
the angle of radiation.
Photosensor
“[A] device that converts light to
electrical current. Photosensors
switch lights on or off, based on the
amount of incident light” (Leslie &
Rodgers, 1996, p. 203).
Policy
See ‘public policy’.
Programme (in informal settlements)
Points of attraction and the associated activities that can be found within informal settlements. Informal
street vending, community gatherings or football matches are examples
of such ‘programme’ offered in informal settlements.
Prototype
A prototype is an early sample of a
product (e.g. a luminaire). The prototype is being used to test and improve the defined technical characteristics. The aesthetics of the object
play a subordinated role.
Public policy
P. p. is defined “as ‘what governments

UAESP
Unidad Administrativa Especial de
Servicios Públicos (i.e. Bogotá’s administration unit for public services
(including public lighting)).
Chapter 1

Public space
Defined according to Carmona et
al. (2010) as streets (e.g. roads, paths
and lanes) and squares (e.g. plazas, places and courts), with outdoor
stairs also regarded as streets. However, there are also non-physical aspects that can define a space as ‘public’ (Marcuse, 2003) – from those aspects non-exclusive access is regarded as especially important for this research. Moreover, public space can
be regarded as semi-public in informal settlements, because it is partly
treated as an extension of the home
(Hernández-García, 2013). Within
this definition, the focus is on spaces
for pedestrian activities, not for motorised transport.

Reflectance
“[A] measure of how effectively a surface (…) reflects light. Reflectance is the ratio of lumens reflected from a surface to lumens
incident upon it” (Leslie & Rodgers, 1996, p. 204). RETILAP
Reglamento Técnico de Iluminación
y Alumbrado Público (i.e. Colombia’s
lighting standard).
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choose to do or not to do’”, and such
government decisions are composed
of two interrelated elements, namely
policy goals and policy means (Howlett, 2019, p. 43). Policy goals are regarded as “the basic aims and expectations governments have in deciding to pursue (or not) some course of
action” and policy means “the techniques they use to attain those goals”
(Ibid., p. 44).

2. Literature review

This literature review approaches the topic from three main perspectives: Firstly,
public space lighting will be investigated with a focus on lighting requirements and
current technology options. Secondly, the informal settlement context will be examined with a focus on its general characteristics, informal settlement lighting and specific attributes of informal urbanism in Bogotá. Thirdly, the role of public policies
and stakeholders in upgrading projects will be outlined as well as infrastructure financing and implementation strategies.

Chapter 2

2.1 Public space lighting

This chapter is divided into two main
sub-sections. The first section will analyse light and lighting requirements.
These requirements will serve during
the course of the research as a benchmark for the evaluation of luminaire
systems. The second section will highlight state-of-the-art lighting technolo-

2.1.1 Light and lighting requirements
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gy in order to illustrate technology options that may support context-related
lighting application in informal settlements. The specific relevance of public
space lighting in informal settlements
will be outlined as part of the informal
settlement literature review section (see
2.2.2.1 on page 71).

This section is looking at two different aspects of requirements, namely requirements regarding street2 luminaires

and requirements regarding the spatial
distribution of light.

2.1.1.1 Luminaire requirements
A street lighting luminaire should feature a minimum protection against solid particles and liquid ingress of IP54
(Bodenhaupt, 2015). Regarding electric safety, Protection Class II is desirable (Ibid.), which means a double insulated appliance. Furthermore, structural safety of luminaire poles must be ensured, and a maximum luminaire head
weight of 15 kg should not be exceeded

2

(Ibid.). Depending on the degree of security, a luminaire needs to be vandalresistant with an impact protection (IK)
rating of 10 (Tuller, 2016). Furthermore,
security screws may be used to hinder the removal or dismantling of luminaires (Schönfeld, 2019).
The optical design of a luminaire has a
great impact on the creation of obtrusive
light (see Figure 8 on page 37). 90°

In the following sections, it is often referred to ‘street’ lighting (not ‘public’ lighting) technology and activity requirements. The comments on ‘street’ lighting technology in this section are
expected to apply equally to ‘public’ lighting technology.

Chapter 2

Figure 8: Unrecommended and recommended luminaire design characteristics regarding light pollution
Source: Brewig et al. (2011), p. 28

Figure 9: Proportionality between the urban space and a luminaire system
Source: Uhrig (2015), p. 31

Figure 10: Dark façades versus distinguishable façades
Source: Uhrig (2015), p. 36

degree above nadir, a luminaire should
be shielded in order to prevent from
direct light pollution (Brewig, et al.,
2011). Indirect light pollution is created

by light reflected from certain surfaces
such as street tarmac, roofs or walls into
the sky. Additional luminaire shielding
might be required in order to prevent
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from light trespass (which means light
intrusion into private dwellings) and
glare (Ibid.). Still, Uhrig (2015) argues
that some vertical illumination is necessary for the visibility of façades (see Figure 10 on page 37).
The height and geometry of a street luminaire play an important role. Uhrig
(2015, p. 29) states that “it is always important to consider proportionality between urban space, system structure and
luminaire” when selecting and arranging luminaires. He regards the street
width, roof height and the empty space
in between as important parameters of
perception. Tulla (2016, p. 10) states
that “[i]n residential areas, columns
should be no higher than the eaves of
the adjacent buildings”. Mehta (2013)
argues that street luminaires need to ad-

dress the human scale in order to create a sense of enclosure for the pedestrians as well as to suit other furniture on
the sidewalk. Lynch and Hack (1984, p.
246) point out alternative mounting options for public lighting by stating that
“[o]n local roads (…) individual dwellings can be required to maintain door or
post lamps to illuminate their entrances
and the adjacent walk.”
From an aesthetic point of view, a luminaire family is of advantage because
it contributes to a consistent appearance of a lighting installation (Brandi & Geissmar-Brandi, 2007). Furthermore, it is of advantage regarding the luminaire maintenance as well as the luminaire cost due to economy of scale effects (Ibid.).
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2.1.1.2 Spatial light distribution requirements
This section addresses the functional requirements of the spatial distribution of
light in public spaces used by pedestrians. This spatial light distribution (also referred to as ‘light space’) is the result of light emitted by a luminaire system in a specific built environment. The
requirements are derived from lighting standards as well as lighting research publications. Several qualitative and quantitative criteria serve dif-

ferent night-time requirements. The
following natural light levels are stated here as a reference for the quantitative criteria: full moon at 90° (0,27 lux),
full moon at 60° (0.21 lux), full moon at
30° (0.10 lux), half moon at 90° (<0.03
lux), half moon at 60° (0.025 lux), half
moon at 30° (0.012 lux) (Kuphal , 2013)
and overcast sky (approx. 0.00001 lux)
(Posch, et al., 2010).

2.1.1.2.1 Night-time activities
A key aspect of public lighting is to
make objects visible in order to support
night-time activities. Such objects can
be moving (e.g. cars, cyclists or pedes-

trians) or stationary (such as street surface bumps, kerbstones or tree roots).
Walking constitutes a key activity in the
public space, and the visibility of ob-
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Figure 11: People require support for wayfinding under most moonlight conditions, as can be seen at the bell pulls of the Fuggerei in Augsburg, which is the worldwide oldest social housing complex still in use (founded in 1521): “Allegedly, the bell pulls at the house entrances in
the Fuggerei were designed individually to a large extent so that at night on the unlighted lanes, residents could find the right entrance by
‘feeling’ their way home. Today, however, the lanes are lit up at night.”, explains a signboard.
Source: David Kretzer, 2017
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jects reduces the possibility of collision
or falling over and consequent injuries. Hence, light supports people to react adequately to upcoming hazards, because “[a]ny factor that aids visual effectiveness increases the probability that a
person will detect a hazard and take appropriate action” (DiLaura, et al., 2011,
p. 25.8).
Fotios and Uttley (2018) come to the
conclusion that a range of horizontal illuminance from 0.22 lux up to 0.93 lux
is necessary to detect an obstacle having a height of 10 mm at 3.4 m distance.
This value range (instead of a fixed value) is based on the circumstance that the
vision of different age groups differs3.
Hence, Fotios and Uttley argue “that a
minimum photopic illuminance of 1.0
lux is sufficient light for pedestrians of

all ages to safely detect and avoid trip
hazards under any type of lamp” (Ibid.,
p. 400). However, it should be noted that
informal ‘public’ space can to a certain
degree be regarded as semi-private (see
2.2.2 on page 70). Therefore, the required illuminance values must not only be determined in order to support
safe walking but also in order to allow
for other activities. Hernández-García
(2013) describes for instance the existence of platforms intended to facilitate
the entry to houses (that are built along
stairs). These platforms are also be used
for rest-pauses and collective activities such as playing and chatting (Ibid.).
Moreover, informal economic activities
are likely to be found in the public space
(Bhatt & Rybczynski, 2003).
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2.1.1.2.2 Crime and fear of crime
According to CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design)
theory, three interrelated factors need to
converge in time and space for a criminal event to take place, namely “a motivated offender, a suitable target, and
the absence of capable guardians” (Steventon , 2012, p. 283). The CPTED approach aims to reduce crime and the

3

fear of crime by designing out the elements of the built environment that facilitate crime (Ibid.). Luminaires constitute one element of the environment
that requires consideration - as already
pointed by Jane Jacobs (1965). Below it
will be outlined which qualitative and
quantitative lighting requirements can
be defined in order to support their in-

Furthermore, light sources’ S/P ratio (Fotios & Uttley, 2018) and hence people’s off-axis detection differs (Boyce, 2014).
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Figure 12: Nahum Gutman's mosaic in the Shalom Meir Tower, illustrating Tel Aviv's early days of development: The art work is divided into
four chapters of the city's history. Tel Aviv's first street luminaire constitutes the centre of the third chapter: People are gathering in its light
and admire this technological achievement. The fact that this scene was incorporated illustrates impressively the meaning of public lighting
to a city.
Source: David Kretzer, 2018
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direct effect on night-time crime and
their direct effect on fear of crime4.
In 1995, Boyce and Gutkowski published a review paper that greatly illustrates the complexity behind the relationship of lighting and crime. They
show that a variety of studies had been
conducted in the past in order to analyse the impact of lighting on crime.
They argue that until the late 1980s, the
results of these studies had been inconclusive, mainly caused by three aspects
that had limited the studies’ sensitivity:
the investigated areas had been mostly
too large, the evaluation had primarily
relied on police crime statistics (instead
of including also, for instance, observational data and interviews), and the effect of different types of lighting on different types of crime had not been examined, as outlined in a publication of
Kate Painter in 19885 (Boyce & Gutkowski, 1995).
Boyce and Gutkowski also analysed in
their paper why lighting might still influence crime. First, they limited the impact of lighting by explaining that “virtually all human thought and behaviour
is multiply caused, the result of many
co-acting factors (…) [which] means
that lighting is only one among many factors which can influence the incidence of crime” and “[i]f better lighting
was all that was required, there would

be no crime during the daytime” (ibid.
p. 105). However, then they gave reason
why its influence is still significant:
“Functionally, the most obvious and
only certain effect better lighting can
have is to change how well people can
see. It is well established that increasing the adaptation luminance increases the speed of visual processing, improves the discrimination of detail and
makes color judgments more accurate
(…). The greater the distance at which
a threat can be detected and the finer
the discrimination of detail possible, the
greater is the time available to select and
act out an appropriate response. For example, it may be possible, because facial
expression and body language are visible at a distance, to recognise a threatening situation while there is still time
to escape. Similarly, greater visibility at
a greater distance may enable people behaving in a suspicious manner to be recognised or at least described. Such observations at a distance are a benefit to
the law-abiding and a disadvantage to
the criminal. He or she is less certain
that his/her activities have gone unnoticed or that he/she has not been recognised” (ibid. p. 105).
Boyce and Gutkowski’s argumentation
that visibility at greater distance results
in a greater reaction time for a potential
victim appears to be plausible. A per-

4

The requirements stated here are based on lighting research conducted in Europe or North
America. It is possible that in certain areas of the Global South, the lighting requirements
with regard to crime or fear of crime might differ. Penglase (2009), for example, describes how
drug organisations in Rio de Janeiro would provide safety, conflict resolution and assistance to
favela residents; in return they would require these residents to turn a blind eye to their illegal
activities (this arrangement is called ‘law of the hillside’). Also Neuwirth describes regarding
Rio de Janeiro that “[i]n a city where assaults and violence of all sorts can be common, there is
no crime in the squatter communities – as long as people look the other way when the dealers
are doing their business” (2006, p. 17).

5

See Painter (1988).
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since Painter shows in one of her studies
that certain crimes had increased after
a lighting improvement (namely physical assault in public places, vandalism
and theft from vehicles), even though
an overall reduction of crime had been
achieved (Painter, 1991).
Boyce (2019, p. 362) concludes “that
lighting does not have a direct effect
on the level of crime”. However, he describes two mechanisms through which
lighting can indirectly affect crime:
Firstly, lighting enables people on the
street during hours of darkness to observe their environment more clearly and recognize the intentions of others; furthermore, it enables surveillance
by the authorities and the community in
general. Secondly, an investment in improved lighting might affect the level of
crime through increasing community
confidence and hence the degree of informal social control.
While the direct impact of lighting on
crime has not been proven by empirical research yet, the positive impact
of lighting on fear of crime could be
demonstrated (Fotios, et al., 2015). Schweitzer, Kim and Mackin argue that fear
of crime may even have a greater effect on some urban residents than actual crime, since fear of crime makes “many citizens suffer psychological distress
and to remain prisoners in their homes”
(1999, p. 59). Silva (2006) describes how
the crime rates went down in Bogotá
during the deactivation of street lighting
in a period of rationalisation. He argues
that one possible reason for the crime
reduction could have been that people
might have left their workplaces earlier and might have chosen more secure
routes home – if this was the case, peo-
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son could for example make use of the
extra time by running away and having
a greater lead compared to the offender. Identifying possible escape routes at
great distance could again be of advantage for the victim. Moreover, identifying early potential hiding places (for
both the victim and the offender) appears advantageous as well.
The research design quality of lighting
and crime studies further improved after the Boyce and Gutkowski’s publication in 1995 (by, for example, evaluating the effect on crime not only in experimental areas but also in adjacent areas and non-adjacent control areas (see
Painter & Farrington, 2001)).
In 2002, Farrington and Welsh intended to answer the question whether lighting has direct impact on crime by comparing 13 different lighting and crime
studies. The result of their meta-analysis was “that the 13 studies, taken together, showed that improved lighting
led to reductions in crime.” (Farrington
& Welsh, 2002, p. 313). However, the
outcome of this meta-study was afterwards questioned by Marchant who argues that “(…) the statistical claims and
methods are unfounded” (Marchant,
2004, p. 441), resulting in a dispute between the researchers (see Farrington
and Welsh (2004), Marchant (2005/6),
Welsh and Farrington (2008), Marchant
(2010)). Furthermore, Boyce raises the
point that two specific studies were not
included in Farrington and Welsh’s meta-study (Boyce, 2019).
Hence, a generalising answer to the
question of whether lighting reduces crime can not be given based on the
existing studies. Care must be also taken regarding the specific type of crime,
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ple would have altered their travel behaviour due to their fear of crime.
Fear of crime during night-time needs
to be assessed in comparison to the degree of fear during daytime – in other words, if people are afraid of walking
through a certain area during daytime,
lighting is unlikely able to improve this
impression during night-time. However, it might create an impression that is
similar to the one experienced during
daytime. Based on this, Fotios, Liachenko Monteiro and Uttley (2019) came to
the conclusion that good lighting (i.e.
lighting that creates an after-dark feeling of reassurance that is slightly below
the feeling during daytime) is either be
characterised by an average illuminance
Eav of 7.0 to 9.0 lx, a minimum illuminance Emin of approximately 2.0 lx or a
uniformity U0 of approximately 0.25,
and that adequate lighting (i.e. lighting
that is sufficient to induce a significant
effect on walking behaviour) is characterised by either an average horizontal
illuminance Eav of 3.0 to 5.0 lx, a minimum illuminance Emin of 0.6 to 0.9 lx, or
a uniformity U0 of approximately 0.15.
Based on these findings, the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (2019)
recommends an average horizontal illuminance Eav of 4.0 lx and a minimum illuminance of 0.8 lx. Furthermore, the
CIE argues that a high illuminance uniformity and a high S/P (scotopic/photopic) ratio of a light source is beneficial.
Light sources having a high S/P ratio
produce a greater perception of spatial
brightness and hence safety compared
to those having a low S/P ratio (Boyce,
2014). The S/P ratio for high-pressure

sodium lamps is around 0.6, for 3000 K
fluorescent lamps around 1.3, for 6000 K
LEDs around 2.0 and for 6500 K fluorescent lamps around 2.2 (Raynham,
2012), to give examples. Even though
people fixation is the second-important
visual night-time task of pedestrians after path scanning (Fotios, et al., 2015),
current data do not reveal an optimum
luminance or illuminance for the evaluation of other people (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage, 2019). Besides such quantitative recommendations, qualitative aspects require consideration too. Fisher and Nasar (1992) illustrate that three site features are crucial in relation to fear of crime, namely prospect, refuge and the opportunity
to escape. Boyce (2019) argues that light
is able to help with these three features
(as long as they exist), by making them
visible at night. Therefore, it is important not to follow a purely quantitative
lighting approach (based on the technical recommendations stated above), but
to do a qualitative lighting design that
adapts the light to its three-dimensional environment under the consideration
of the three potential site features prospect, refuge and escape. However, Boyce
also shows that the impact of lighting on
the fear of crime is limited through the
built environment: “A narrow alley with
no access to refuge and no means of escape will always be viewed with concern, no matter how well lit” (2019, p.
361).
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Figure 13: When Ebenezer Howard published in 1898 the “The Three Magnets” diagram as part of his Garden City-theory
(see Lampugnani, 2010), he illustrated advantages and disadvantages of both towns and the countryside. One out of seven
characteristics he positively associated with towns are “Well-Lit Streets” (indicated in red by D. Kretzer).
.Source: Lampugnani (2010), p. 26
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2.1.1.2.3 Space perception
Besides horizontal illuminance and its
uniformity (as already specified regarding the fear of crime), vertical illuminance on, for example, walls and façades
is important, because vertical spatial elements are crucial for space perception6
(see Figure 10 on page 37). Also
Hessling (2015, p. 134) defines a “sharp
cut between bright light on the street
and complete darkness off the street”
as inadequate because “citizens want to
have at least a bit of light in front gardens or facades”. Moskvina (2017) analysed the quantitative requirements
for façade lighting in her Master thesis.
She compared the vertical illuminance
of the lower (3.6 m) and upper (5.2 m)

part of façades to the horizontal illuminance of the street surface. She came to
the conclusion that the lower part is regarded as pleasant, if its illuminance is
39 percent of the street surface illuminance, and the upper part, if its illuminance is 13 percent of it. The analysed
street was comprised of two lanes for
cars (each 3.5-metre-wide) as well as
two sidewalks (each 3-metre-wide), resulting in a 13-metre-wide street. Further research would be required to determine whether these quantities are also applicable in a pedestrian street setup. However, this study shows that at
least some vertical illumination on façades is appreciated by street users.
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2.1.1.2.4 Light trespass
While street users appreciate some vertical illumination for the perception
of the three-dimensional street space,
too much street lighting may create
an over-illumination of the street edges that negatively affects the building interiors (Mehta, 2013). “[E]xtranous light on adjacent property, typically produced by stray light from outdoor
lighting systems (…)” (Leslie & Rodgers, 1996, p. 202) is called light trespass. Medical research is currently exploring the chronobiological hormonal effects that are triggered by artificial
6

light at night, which “(…) are suspected
to increase the risk of depression, cancer, cardio-vascular diseases and obesity” (Schulte-Römer, et al., 2019, p. 5).
Thus, light trespass may negatively affect human health. Different measures
can be applied to mitigate artificial light
entering building interiors: Luminaires
can be additionally shielded (Brewig,
et al., 2011) or dimmed (Boyce, 2012),
to give examples. Otherwise people
might be forced to cover their windows
by curtains or blinds. It was, for instance, found in London that “some res-

Vertical illuminance is one factor that influences night-time space perception. However, it is
not the only one: In addition to revealing the tangible three-dimensional characteristics of the
built environment, light can greatly influence the perceived atmosphere of a space, e.g. by the
light colour and its uniformity (Stokkermans, et al., 2018). However, this topic is very complex
and requires further research (Ibid). Observer preferences can, for example, vary depending on
gender and cultural background (Bodrogi, et al., 2017). Hence, lighting atmospheres are not the
focus of this research (to reduce complexity), but functional lighting requirements.

idents had to tape black bin liners over
their windows so that they could sleep
at night or use their living rooms” (Bordonaro, et al., 2019, p. 10) due to overlit walkways in front of their flats. Sim
et al. (2017) argue that residential environments with narrow alleys and houses built adjacent to it are especially ex-

posed to light trespass; this describes a
situation that can often be found in informal settlements.
Regarding light trespass, the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (2003,
p. 10) limits the maximum vertical illuminance on residential windows caused
by street lighting indirectly7 to 1 lx.

7

czy, 2018).
Direct light pollution can be mitigated by the luminaire housing design:
Light emitted 90° degree above nadir
should be prevented (see Figure 8 on
page 37) with regard to light pollution (Brewig, et al., 2011). Furthermore,
there is indirect light pollution created by light reflected from certain surfaces (such as the street tarmac, roofs

The contribution of street luminaires to the total vertical illuminance on windows is only
directly defined for natural environments in this technical report. A generous interpretation of
the recommendation might allow for up to 2 lx in suburban and up to 5 lx in urban environments.

Figure 14: Spatial light distribution quality criteria in relation to night-time requirements
(no optimum light levels are known for the dotted variables)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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The term light pollution addresses a variety of “adverse effects, including glare,
light trespass, and sky glow, of unwanted light in the atmosphere, typically
produced by the upward components of
outdoor lighting systems at night” (Leslie & Rodgers, 1996, p. 202). Light pollution influences the environment in several ways: for instance, birds, insects and
humans might be affected by it (Goron-
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2.1.1.2.5 Light pollution
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or walls) into the sky. Reducing indirect
light pollution appears to be more difficult than mitigating direct light pollution, because it depends strongly on the
surface reflexion characteristics of the
surrounding built environment. Still, a
luminaire’s light distribution, its height
and location can be adapted to the surroundings in order to reduce the resulting indirect light pollution. Further-
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more, both direct and indirect light pollution can be mitigated by switching or
dimming a luminaire: As Boyce (2012,
p. 12) states, “[u]nlike most other forms
of pollution, when the light source is extinguished, the (…) light goes away very
rapidly”.

2.1.2 State-of-the-art lighting technology
New lighting technology has recently made street lighting “undergo a minor revolution” (Schneck, 2015, p. 88).
Due to new LED, sensor and communication technology, the Kanton Zürich,
for example, has been testing new public
lighting approaches since 2012; by doing
so, the energy consumption as well as
light pollution was reduced significantly (Haller, 2016). Kelly and Davoudian
state that the technological progress rev-

olutionises lighting design and enables
innovations in lighting use and application: “Lighting, sensors, and connectivity through the IoT [Internet of Things]
bring a wider and deeper interface between people, lighting and public space”
(Kelly & Davoudian, 2019, p. 94). This
section will present such technological
advances with the intention to explore
their potential in overcoming informal
settlement lighting challenges.

Figure 15: Adaptive light output
Source: Bajpai et al. (2016), p. 19

adaptive light output. Such lighting is
based on “control systems to dim the
lights at the right light level at the right
time” (LonMark International, 2015, p.
57). Stockmar describes adaptive light
output “as a possibility to reduce energy consumption, light pollution, and
CO2-emission while keeping road safety and security at an appropriate level” (2020, p. 3). Being able to control
the usage of street lighting only when
and where it is needed (see Figure 15
on page 49) constitutes a great sustainability advantage, because it “generates pointless waste of energy involving fully illuminating roads at times
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The emerging light source LED has a
significant impact on this ongoing technological revolution. On the one hand,
the efficacy (energy efficiency) of LEDs
plays an important role, but on the other
hand, further LED characteristics have
become increasingly important:
Compared to some other light sources used in street lighting, LEDs are dimmable (Heinz, 2014). Moreover, they are
dimmable from 0 to 100% (Schneck,
2019), and the dimming can be realised “without any waiting time” resulting in “completely new options for intelligent, adaptive control” (Hessling,
2015, p. 134), further referred to as

Chapter 2

2.1.2.1 Adaptive light output

when there is no traffic, and lighting
streets and public areas when there is
no one around” (Skøien, 2015, p. 89).
Light pollution can be reduced since
“[r]eflected light is a major contributor
to sky glow (…)” - which results in the
necessity “to limit the amount of light
produced by the installation” (Boyce,
2012, p. 11). Light pollution influenc-

es the environment in several ways: for
instance birds, insects and turtles might
be affected by it (Posch, et al., 2010).
Furthermore, dimming the luminaires
also offers the opportunity to reduce
light trespass (i.e. encroachment or intrusion into buildings) that affects residents inside their homes (Boyce, 2012).
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2.1.2.2 Sensor-controlled lighting systems
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The integration of sensors in luminaires
has changed lighting systems during recent years. Sensors offer the possibility to adapt the lighting to changing external factors. In Colombia, the application of photosensors for street lighting
is common. Such sensors control an individual luminaire (or a group of luminaires) according to ambient light levels;
thus, a luminaire can be switched on or
off automatically depending on whether it is daytime or night-time (Ministro de Minas y Energía, 2007). However, a motion sensor (e.g. a PIR sensor) can be used in addition to a pho-

tosensor in order to adapt the light output in a dynamic way: It controls a luminaire or a group of luminaires once a
user approaches such a motion sensor
(by switching or dimming the lighting
installation). A PIR sensor “respond[s]
to a change in the temperature pattern
across the field of view of the sensor”
(Guo, et al., 2010, p. 416). Also other
sensors such as radar (Skøien, 2015) can
be used to control a luminaire according
to street activity. Motion-sensor-controlled luminaires are one way to realise
an adaptive light output.

2.1.2.3 Miniaturised light sources and adaptable light
distributions
The luminaires of the last century were
characterised by gas discharge lamps
whose resulting spatial light distributions tended to be imprecise (Völker &
Steblau, 2016). However, LEDs allow for
more sophisticated optical designs, even
offering the possibility of a time- and
place-variable spatial light distribution
(Ibid.). LEDs are also characterised by a
size that differs from lamp technologies

one was traditionally familiar with (Uhrig, 2015). The small size of LEDs makes
it possible to ‘break’ a rather big light
source into several small ones, which allows for more detailed lighting installations. Nowadays, a luminaire’s optical design and the resulting light distribution can be adaptive: Völker and Steblau (2017) argue that the choice of the
matching light distribution for a giv-

2.1.2.4 Constant Light Output (CLO)
Lighting installations intentionally produce more light than the minimum required light levels defined in lighting
standards. This ‘oversizing’ of light levels is caused by the gradual reduction of
a light sources’ luminous flux over time.
Furthermore, dirt accumulates on the
luminaire housing and absorbs light.
When it comes to indoor installations,
dirt accumulation on room surfaces
has an additional negative effect. In order to provide the minimum required
light level defined by an outdoor lighting standard, a maintenance factor is
defined (Bean, 2004) according to the
maintenance interval and light source

characteristics. If for example, the maintenance factor is defined as 0.8 and the
required minimum illuminance is 10
lx, the lighting is designed in a way that
at the beginning of the installation (as
well as after each maintenance) the illuminance level is 12.5 lx (10 lx / 0.8 =
12.5 lx). Shortly before the maintenance
is conducted, the 12.5 lx will have decreased to 10 lx. These additional 2.5 lx
cause a higher consumption of energy, more light pollution and it may even
increase the number of installed luminaires. However, specific electronic control gears can be found for luminaires
that counterbalance a lamp’s luminous
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the same luminaire increases the safety
on wet streets; they illustrated by an exemplary calculation that the luminaire
spacing of an installation with only one
light distribution needs to be around
20% shorter in order to fulfil the minimum requirements for both a wet and
dry street. Hence, equipping a luminaire
with different optical designs allows for
increasing the luminaire spacing, thereby potentially reducing the amount of
installed luminaires, the energy consumption and light pollution. Adaptable
light distributions also seem to be beneficial regarding informal settlements,
whose built environment is permanently transformed (Hernández-García,
2013) and characterised by informal
building extensions (Bhatt & Rybczynski, 2003). Such light distributions could
be adapted manually by the residents to
the non-uniform built environment.
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en situation is done with only little experience, resulting in over lit streets and
non-satisfying light uniformity. They
state that adaptable light distributions
provide a lot of new possibilities to create better safety while consuming less
energy. They explain that simulation
tools are required to find the best fit of
an optimal light distribution and available lenses or reflectors. Moreover, they
argue that only one single light distribution does not satisfy the different lighting demands (e.g. adequate lighting for
a wet street versus a dry street). Therefore, they promote to equip a luminaire
with different LED panels and optical designs. Such systems could then be
self-calibrated for the optimal light distribution by using integrated video processing or adjusted by mobile devices
such as mobile phones. Also Walkling
and Schierz (2015) argue that the integration of several light distributions into

flux decrease: The luminaire is dimmed
from the start and with time, the light
source is boosted in order to counteract the decline in luminous flux (Müller,
2015). By doing so, 10% of energy can
be saved by a luminous flux decline of
20%, and additional 6% if temperature-

adaptive CLO technology is used (Kupferschlaeger, 2019), to give examples.
Besides saving energy, CLO technology reduces light pollution – 20% of reduction at the beginning of service life
down to 0% at the end of it (with regard
to Kupferschlaeger’s example).
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2.1.2.5 Bidirectional communication and central
management systems
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Controlling a luminaire can be realised
by technology that is directly implemented into the luminaires (such as motion and photosensors) or by some kind
of communication between a lighting
installation and an operator. Communication between the operator and the
lighting installation can either be unidirectional or bidirectional. While unidirectional communication does not provide feedback from the luminaires, bidirectional communication (wireless or
via a powerline (Schneck, 2015)) can exchange data with the operator. Data sent
by the street lighting systems are handled by central management systems.
With such systems, a street lighting network can be configured, installed, controlled and monitored from anywhere
and at any time (LonMark International, 2015). Also lamp failures can automatically be detected and energy sav-

ing calculations realised (LonMark International op. cit.), to give examples of
the potential of such management systems. Schneck predicts further saving
and safety potential of such systems in
the future by managing lighting installations “in direct response to diverse parameters and events, such as (…) fog,
pedestrian crossings that draw more attention to themselves by changing the
colour of the lighting when a person actually crosses the road, [or] flashing luminaires to alert approaching motorists
that an accident has occurred behind a
curve” (2015, p. 82). However, various
competing technologies can be found
when it comes to light management system interfaces, which calls for standardisation in order to enable the integration of various luminaires brands into
the same management system (Schneck,
2015).

2.1.2.6 ‘Smart lighting’ and IoT
Another aspect of the street lighting revolution is created by leveraging a “streetlight grid as a backbone to
supply energy to smart city equipment
and to monitor environmental sen-

sors and other electrical or communication equipment (…)” (LonMark International, 2015, p. 60) - such as surveillance cameras, information panels, EV charging stations, Wi-Fi spots

2.1.2.7 Grid-independent energy supply
Besides technological aspects related to
the light source, sensors, control and
communication technology as well as
the Internet of Things, the street luminaires’ energy supply plays an important
role. Boyce, Fotios and Richards (2009)
state that replacing mains electricity
with electricity from a battery charged
during daytime by power from a photovoltaic array is an action that is often advocated. Also Przewloka et al. state that
“[i]ncreasingly, autonomous lighting
systems are requested” which [i]deally (…) work fully independently from
external power supplies, usually solar
powered” (2016, p. 140).

8

Tulla (2016) highlights that there is also the possibility of using photovoltaic
and wind power in combination, however, both kind of technologies require
stand-by power from batteries.
The cost for solar photovoltaics (PV)
have reduced substantially in the past
decades (Schmidt, et al., 2019). This has
increased the possibility of installing luminaires instantly, “regardless of existing electricity connections” (Kretzer,
2020, p. 8).

Nowadays, cyber-physical systems (CPS) are usually referred to as ‘smart’ systems (Krautter,
2019).

Chapter 2

platform for IoT applications, namely
ubiquity, access to power, location information and connectivity (Ibid.). The data gathered through such systems “may
support new value propositions and services that are not directly concerned
with illumination (…)” (Ibid., S. 117).
Van Bommel (2019) illustrates that the
sensors collecting information from the
things around us are crucial in IoT systems, and he shows that the network of
light points in street lighting can serve
as their infrastructure in the context of
smart cities.
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(Ibid.), parking-aid and traffic aid-systems (Krautter, 2019). This shows the
relevance and potential of lighting systems for the diffusion of IoT (Internet
of Things) technologies. Pandharipande
and Newsham argue that “the rapid development of smartphones has led to a
dramatic fall in the cost of sensors, networking chipsets and processors, and a
new generation of LED lighting systems
with sensors, networking and processing capabilities in every luminaire has
become possible” (2018, p. 116). Such
‘smart8 lighting’ systems have four attributes that make them an attractive

2.2 Informal settlements

This chapter investigates the special
conditions of informal settlements as
the built environment in which a luminaire system has to perform. Therefore,

2.2.1 General characteristics of informal
settlements
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it is divided into two main parts: The
first part examines informal settlements
in general, while the second part focuses
on Bogotá’s informal settlements.

This section is divided into four main
parts. The first part illustrates low-income owner occupation types and governments’ reactionary responses to it,
the second part examines the physical
and organisational characteristics of in-

formal settlements, the third part focuses on informal settlement lighting and
the fourth part on the role of public policies and stakeholders in informal settlement upgrading projects.

2.2.1.1 Owner occupation types and reactionary
responses
Pacione (2009) outlines fives types
of owner occupation by low-income
groups in the Global South, namely
building a dwelling in (1) squatter settlements, (2) illegal subdivisions9 or (3)
government site and services or core
housing schemes, (4) a government
temporary camp – or (5) invasion of
empty houses or apartments. “A precise
definition of owner-occupation is difficult” because “a considerable propor9

Also referred to as ‘pirate subdivisions’.

tion of the population live in shelters of
which they are de facto but not de jure
owner occupiers” (Ibid, p. 519). Regarding fragmented public lighting, squatter settlements and illegal/pirate subdivisions seem to be especially vulnerable,
since the other three types are (or had
been) pre-planned by the government.
Pacione describes the construction of
squatter settlements as well organised
and planned operations. Moreover, that

Figure 17: ...two days later the dwelling is occupied.
Source: Ward (1982), p. 192

Chapter 2

Figure 16: A space is cleared and a support frame constructed...
Source: Ward (1982), p. 192

Figure 18: A familiy outside their home (one week old) in 1991...
Source: Kellet (2015), p. 224

Figure 20: Informal cadastral map of a settlement in Cartagena
Source: Schütz (1987), p. 125

Figure 19: ...and the same family in 2008, Santa Marta (Colombia).
Source: Kellet (2015), p. 224
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normally “some form of tacit approval
has been secured from political groups
interested in the future support of the
residents” (Ibid, p. 522). An organising
committee demarks building plots with
the aim of settling the land as quickly
as possible (Ibid.). Simple huts are constructed first, and with increased security, permanent building materials are
used (Ibid.). He states that in contrast to
the illegal occupation through squatter
settlements, in the case of pirate subdivision the site is “bought or rented from
[a] landowner or ‘middleman’ who acts
as developer for [a] land-owner” (Ibid,
p. 522). Governments often tolerate illegal subdivision, while they strongly suppress squatting (Ibid.) However, pirate
subdivisions are in “direct contravention of the planning regulations” (Ibid.,
p. 525). Werthmann and Bridger argue that formal and informal urbanisation rarely occur in any pure form, since
“one neighbourhood might have been
planned illegally by developers, but with
the tacit support of authorities, while
another neighbourhood might have
been formally planned, but enabled by a
shady land deal” (Werthmann & Bridger, 2015, pp. 9-10).
There are different reactionary responses to informal settlements by governments. If eviction is not applied, in-situ upgrading can be chosen as a strategy. Upgrading “can involve the improvement of dwellings but more usually refers to the insertion of basic infrastructure into a neighbourhood” (Pacione,

2009, p. 539). In contrast, site and service schemes aim to prepare the land
and to provide infrastructure before the
settlement is constructed (Ibid.). Perlman (2010, p. 272) states that sites and
services “lowered the cost per unit dramatically as compared with retrofitting
the water and sewerage pipes around
and under existing (…) dwellings”. In
Bogotá, for example, upgrading facilities
and services costs 3.2 times more compared to planned settlements (Aristizabal & Ortíz Gómez, 2004). Besides cost
considerations, secure land tenure plays
an important role: Imparato and Ruster (2003, p. 248) argue that secure land
tenure constitutes “one of the most important factors in the sustainability of
any intervention in informal settlements”. However, they also state that full
legalisation should not be considered as
prerequisite, but that “it is important to
identify the minimum level of legal recognition (…) to provide services and
promote urban upgrading projects (Imparato & Ruster, 2003, p. 248). Referring
to a case study evaluation in Rio de Janeiro, also Handzic comes to the conclusion that full land tenure legalisation is not required for informal settlement upgrading – the implementation
of an upgrading programme even “has
had the effect of increasing the security of tenure of (…) residents” (Handzic,
2010, p. 11).

Chapter 2
Figure 21: A multi-scale typology of informal morphologies
Source: Dovey and Kamalipour (2018), p. 226

Figure 22: A typology of public/private interfaces in informal settlements
Source: Kamalipour (2016b), p. 5
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2.2.1.2 Physical characteristics of the built environment
and its public space
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Considering that informal settlements
can be found in different countries on
different continents, a variety of building structures and urban structures can
be expected to exist. Culture, climate,
topography, available building material
and the organisational origin of a settlement can be seen to influence the built
environment significantly. Nevertheless,
this section attempts to illustrate common characteristics of informal settlements or characteristics that are likely to
occur in a significant number. Samper
(2017, p. 186) states that the body of literature on the physical aspects of informal settlements is sparse and that it focuses predominantly “on the housing
units (…) rather than on the logic of the
urban form”. However, in order to provide adequate public lighting it is crucial
to have detailed information regarding
street sections and plan views. Therefore, an overview of several published
plan views and street sections or axonometric drawings (usually resulting from
case studies) will be presented in addition to common informal settlement
characteristics, in order to analyse local
differences and similarities.
Dovey and King (2011) define eight settlements types, using the term ‘type’ in
a morphological rather than functional
way: (1) districts (such as Kibera in Nairobi), (2) waterfronts (i.e. settlements
between the formal city and the water),
(3) escarpments (i.e. urban topography
that is regarded as too steep to build
on it), (4) easements (i.e. buffer zones
or easements of urban infrastructure
such as railways, highways, large pow-

er or sewer lines), (5) sidewalks (that
are lined with fences or walls and do not
provide access to adjacent properties),
(6) adherences (i.e. informal structures
that are attached to formal constructions, (7) backstages (i.e. insertions between or attachments to existing buildings in a way that they are largely hidden from the public view) and (8) enclosures (i.e. informal settlements that are
built into a formal shell of a large building). Dovey and Kamalipour (2018) emphasise the importance of distinguishing between urban design and architecture and by presenting a multi-scale typology of informal morphologies.
An important characteristic of informal
settlements is constant physical adaptation. This is described by HernándezGarcía as a state of “permanent transformation”, of “change as the main characteristic of informal settlements” (2013,
p. 172). Informal building structures can
emerge within a few days (Ward, 1982),
and they are modified over time - “one
wall at a time, and sometimes simply
one brick at a time” (Neuwirth, 2006, p.
310). Thus, both the architectural structures and the open space in between are
subject to constant modification.
House extensions can often be found,
and the simplest of them constitute
stoops that are usually less than 1 metre
wide (Bhatt & Rybczynski, 2003). Moreover, stairs leading to the upper floors
may be installed outside the dwelling
(De Maat, 2015). In several countries,
extending the entire upper floors in order to gain additional square metres of
housing space results in overhangs as
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Figure 23: Overhangs in Mumbai's informal settlements
Source: De Maat (2015), p. 166
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Figure 24: An informal overhang in Ho Chi Minh City
Source: Metzger (2000), p. 72

Figure 26: Several overhangs in Bangkok's informal settlements
Source: Kamalipour (2016a), p. 65

Figure 25: Informal overhangs in São Paulo
Source: Prevost (2011), p. 20
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Figure 27: Morphology of informal settlements in Nairobi (05.), Lagos (06.), Caracas (19.), Mumbai (24. & 25.) & Manila (31.)
Scale: 250 x 250 m
Source: Taubenböck, Kraff & Wurm (2018), pp. 158-159

Figure 28: Morphology of an informal settlement in Bogotá (drone footage)
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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Figure 29: Morphology of informal settlements in Bangkok, Nairobi and Recife
Source: Barros & Sobreira, 2008, p. 271
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Figure 30: Morphology of an informal settlement in Quezon City (The Philippines)
Source: Cabalfin (2016), p. 163

Figure 31: Morphology (including the number of building storeys) of informal settlements in Bangkok, Medellín and Pune
Scale: 100 x 100 m
Source: Kamalipour and Dovey (2018), p. 263
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can be seen in the drawings provided
by Metzger (2000), Prevost (2011), De
Maat (2015), Kamalipour (2016a), and
Kamalipour and Dovey (2020). Public/private interfaces in informal settlements were systematically analysed by
Kamalipour (2016b), and he proposes a
typology that is based on the two variables of connectivity and proximity. Six
types of such interfaces are defined by
him (Ibid.), namely (1) adjacent/impermeable, (2) adjacent/accessible, (3) adjacent/porous, (4) distant/impermeable, (5) distant/accessible, and (6) distant/porous.
“Although informal sites can be found
that are subdivided ‘into uniform lots
with conventional street grids’ (Davis,
2007, p. 41), there are others that are
characterised by a complex non-uniform layout [(see Baker, 2012)] consisting of paths of varying and often inconstant widths [(see Dovey, 2016)] as well
as limited linearity10” (Kretzer, 2020, p.
1). This can be seen in the plan views
provided by Ribeiro (1997), Barros
and Sobreira (2008), Cabalfin (2016),
Taubenböck, Kraff and Wurm (Taubenböck, et al., 2018) as well as Kamalipour
and Dovey (2018).
Building heights vary significantly:
Structures can be found that are only
one or two stories high but “[i]n some
very dense cities (…) there are informal areas where informal dwellings
have grown seven to ten stories high”
(Gouverneur, 2015, p. 26) as a result
of densification. “Taubenböck, Kraff
and Wurm11 discovered dwellings of
10

See also Kretzer (2020, p. 1).

11

See Taubenböck et al. (2018).

12

See Kamalipour and Dovey (2019, p. 64).

up to four storeys in Makoko (Lagos)
and Paraisópolis (São Paulo) as well as
dwellings of up to seven storeys in Petare (Caracas) and Tondo (Manila), for
instance. Such architectural structures
grow incrementally over time, ‘mostly constructed through room-by-room
accretion in a process driven by the imperatives of poverty and the slow accretion of resources’12” (Kretzer & Walczak,
2020, p. 4).
Usually, recycled construction materials are used such as timber, steel, plastic, canvas, bricks, concrete bamboo
and rubber (Dovey & King, 2011). Tall
and complex informal building structures may block out incidental light
from sources high above such as the
sun, the moon or street luminaires: Brillembourg and Klumpner (2005b) have
for example reported situations in Caracas where the daylight penetration to
the ground is only seven percent. Kamalipour and Dovey (2020) analyse
this issue in a comparative study of informal settlements in Medellín, Bangkok and Pune, referring to it as the right
to air and ventilation; regarding Pune,
they even report overhangs that meet
each other and hence “turn[] the access lane below into a tunnel and also
blocks light and ventilation to the interiors on both sides” (Ibid., p. 6). Probably the most extreme illustration of
the impact of informal building extensions on daylight penetration is Kowloon Walled City in Hong Kong, that
was demolished in the early 1990s. Girard and Lambot (1993, p. 10) describe
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Figure 32: The informal settlement Kowloon in Hong Kong: The bottom left image shows one of the few places where daylight could
still penetrate the informal structure through narrow gaps. The bottom right image shows one of Kowloon's four major alleys.
Source: Girard and Lambot (1993), p. 45 (bottom left), p. 12 (bottom right) & pp. 10-11 (top)
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in their work City of Darkness that this
informal building complex, comprised
of around 350 buildings with up to 14
storeys, appeared as “a single organic
block” that was dark from inside since
daylight could only penetrate at few
places through narrow gaps. Here, artificial public lighting is not only relevant
during night-time but even during daytime.
The public space13 in informal settlements is an important social place the place for cultural exchange and for
building values (Hernández-García,
2013). It is often associated with the pedestrian scale, and footpaths and streets
constitute the major part of it (Beza &
Hernández-García, 2014). Footways are
not just thoroughfares, but the public
space closest to the house where much
of the settlement activity occurs (Ibid.).
Beza and Hernández-García (2018) describe a blurring of public and private boundaries, in that public and private spaces are accessible to anyone in
the community, with doors and windows usually left open when a resident
is at home. Moreover, the “[o]pen space
is frequently seen as an extension of the
home, which is often small and limited”
(Hernández-García, 2013, p. 21). Also Bhatt and Rybczynski (2003, pp. 1.32) argue that the house extensions are
spaces usually belonging to “the public realm, but that have acquired private
character through use (…)”. In many
cases, informal buildings lack sanitation and connection to water, resulting
in shared water taps (see Figure 39 on

13

page 67) and the usage of pit latrines
or defecation in the open (Baker, 2012),
which constitutes another aspect of the
public space’s semi-private character.
Besides footpaths and streets, an open
space for recreation and meetings can
usually be found (Hernandez, 2009).
Those functions are often combined:
The same place can be used for playing
football and for community meetings,
to give examples (Ibid.).
However, an informal settlement’s public space may be affected by intangible
structures: Briceño-León (2019) shows
that invisible borders exist in some settlements, where inhabitants have created their own informal institutionality. Such borders “(…) mark the space
in which criminal actors deal in illegal
goods and protection” and “they are territories gained over years of bloody battles and building bonds of solidarity or
fear with local inhabitants and of respect by others” (Ibid., p 161). If existing in informal settlements, “(…) these
borders are accentuated, given that the
presence of law enforcement and the
rule of law is scarce or non-existent, so
security and order must be provided
by the inhabitants themselves” (Ibid., p
161). In such situations, the publicness
of a public space is negatively affected,
because excluding any group from the
use of public space reduces its public
character (Marcuse, 2003).

Hernández-García also refers to it as ‘open space(s)’, arguing that the use of public spaces
cannot be regarded as entirely public in informal settlements, because outsiders are not always
welcome.

Figure 35: An informal basketball court in Caracas
Source: Brillembourg & Klumpner (2013), p. 140
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Figure 33: A community meeting in Bogotá
Source: David Kretzer, 2017

Figure 34: An informal shop in Caracas
Source: Brillembourg & Klumpner (2013), p. 291

Figure 37: Informal settlement church in Langa (Cape Town)
Source: David Kretzer, 2016

Figure 36: Informal enterprise sign in Langa (Cape Town)
Source: David Kretzer, 2016
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2.2.1.3 Organisational characteristics of informal
communities
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The life in informal communities is
characterised by clear internal organisation and a variety of activities are offered to the residents. In their extensive
study of an ‘informal’ community living
in the 45-floor-building Torre David in
Caracas, Brillembourg and Klumpner
(2013) document the existence of several grocery stores, a basketball court and
a church, to give examples. Moreover,
services such as haircutting, cloth tailoring, internal transport through mototaxis or the delivery of potable water can
be found (Ibid.). They describe a leadership structure as “a sequence of concentric circles of influence and authority” (Ibid., p. 148). Also Schütz (1987) illustrates that many informal settlements
in Latin America have a structured internal organisation. This includes, for
example, plenary meetings, self-help
groups, collectively organised childcare
and shopping, community kitchens, informal newspapers and the implementation of infrastructure such as water
pipes. Furthermore, informal production in, for example, carpenter’s workshops or tailor’s shops can found. Per-

lman (2010) states that some informal
enterprises represent off-site sweatshops
of national and international companies. She (Ibid.) also illustrates that
shops, bars, restaurants, barber shops
and religious meeting rooms exist in informal settlements, to give examples.
Brillembourg and Klumpner (2005b)
demonstrate, based on research in Caracas, how one of the first settlers in
an informal settlement became the settlement leader and established a settlement committee in order to develop the
community and to share the responsibility of providing assistance to others.
Furthermore, they illustrate that even
though individual initiative is required
to construct an informal dwelling, much
of the underlying decision-making regarding where and what to build is done
collectively (Ibid.). In some settlements,
the families organise an informal guard
duty at night in order to prevent crimes
such as burglary and rape (Schütz,
1987). There may also be committees
that act as courts and impose punishments (Ibid.).

2.2.1.4 Settlement development processes
Samper (2017) states that there are three
distinctive phases of progressive increase in population and number of
housing units, namely (1) foundation,
(2) infill and (3) consolidation (see Figure 40 on page 67): The first erection of a group of dwellings constitutes
the foundation phase, while an increase

in density and a reduction of open space
happens in the infill phase; during the
consolidation phase, the dwelling quality improves and most growth happens
in the third dimension. Also Barros and
Sobreira (2008, p. 268) describe that the
process of settlement growth starts as
“isolated building units combined with
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Figure 38: Shared toilets (on the right-hand side) as part of the public space of an informal
settlement in Cape Town.
Source: David Kretzer, 2016
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Figure 39: Residents are using a shared water tap in an informal settlement in Cape Town.
Source: David Kretzer, 2016

Figure 40: Informal development (illustrated by a settlement in Medellín): stage 1 (foundation), stage 2
(infill) and stage 3 (consolidation). Regarding lighting, it can be concluded that pole-mounted luminaires
are required during the first two stages, because walls (to mount the luminaires on) are partly missing.
Source: Samper (2017), p. 187
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open areas and as the density increases,
the clustering and densification are inevitable”. With regard to the provision
of public lighting, one can derive from
these findings that pole-mounted luminaires are required in the first phase
of settlement in order to light the open
spaces between the different dwellings.
However, later in the consolidation
phase, the dwelling façades might be
used for the luminaire installation.
Acioly Jr. (2010) illustrates that the developing logic of informal urbanisation is reverse compared to the development of formal urbanisation: While
informal urbanisation usually begins
with land occupation and building construction (with the aim to become legalised one day), formal urbanisation regards the legalisation as precondition
for any construction (Ibid.). Furthermore, the implantation of basic services and infrastructure happens after the
construction of dwellings in informal
settlements (Ibid.). Also Kamalipour
and Dovey (2018, p. 249) argue (regard-

ing the street layout) that in contrast to
the formal city, where “the street network comes first and the architecture
plugs into it”, the buildings come first
in informal settlements “and access networks co-emerge with them” over time.
The reason for the co-emergence of services and infrastructure can be found
in the incremental construction process of informal dwellings. Dovey (2016,
p. 46) describes incrementalism as a
“(…) process of room-by-room accretion (…)”, “(…) a process whereby the
shape of urban morphology and public
space emerges (…) through a multiplicity of design decisions (…)” and “(…) a
process of intensification as rooms are
added horizontally and vertically (…)”.
Hence, the implementation of infrastructure happens in certain phases of
the building construction simultaneously rather than consecutively. This constitutes a challenging condition for the
provision of public lighting because the
street space is likely to change after a luminaire was installed.

2.2.1.5 Disaster risk in informal settlements
Informal environments are likely to be
located in “low-value urban land, usually in hazardous or extremely marginal locations such as floodplains, hillsides, swamps or contaminated brownfields” (Davis, 2007, p. 39). Settling in
such hazardous areas is usually caused
by poverty, droughts and famines (Anderson & Holcombe, 2013). Thus, many
informal settlements are constantly exposed to disaster risks caused by the potentially dangerous ground they are lo-

cated on. Dovey and King (Dovey &
King, 2011) state that, for example, waterfront settlements may be exposed to
potential flooding, storms and tsunamis. Furthermore, that escarpment settlements might be threatened by landslides (Ibid.). The steep hills of Aburrá Valley, that houses several Colombian cities such as Medellín, were urbanised by land invasions and occupied by
illegal land developers, to give an example (Echeverri, et al., 2012). In 2010, 44
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Figure 41: A landslide in one of Medellín's informal settlements
Source: Echeverri et al. (2011), p. 6
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Figure 42: Illustration of the 'monitoring and early warning' pilot project according to
Claghorn and Werthmann
Source: Claghorn & Werthmann, (2015), p. 11
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600 of the housing units built there were
estimated to be located in high risk areas – and since 1900, around 850 people had lost their lives, 52 000 people had been killed and 11 500 dwellings had been destroyed there as a
consequence of landslides (Ibid.).
Regarding landslide risks in informal settlements, Claghorn and Werthmann14 (2015) argue that there are three
general intervention strategy categories,
namely mitigating risk in existing neighbourhoods, anticipating future occupation and the resettling of dwellers living
in the most dangerous sites. Moreover,
five pilot projects are proposed in order
to test such strategies of risk alleviation
which are based on monitoring and early warning systems, drainage improvements, micro-farming, slope forestation, and the development of sites with

supplied services (Ibid.). Regarding the
monitoring and early warning system,
an evacuation infrastructure is provided within an informal settlement – and
in case a landslide is about to occur,
the residents are informed by an alarm
sound to evacuate to safer sites and established shelters (Ibid.). Currently, in
the project Inform@Risk such monitoring and early warning system (based
on geo sensors that detect earth movement) is implemented in an informal
settlement in Medellín (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, 2019).
The World Bank argues that there is a
higher risk of disaster exposure during the night (due to a higher probability of residents being home) than during
the day-time when people tend to be at
work or school (Anderson & Holcombe,
2013).

2.2.2 Public space lighting in informal
settlements
Relative little research has been conducted on public space lighting in informal settlements so far. This is likely to
be influenced by the circumstance that
already the superordinate topic of ‘public space in informal settlements’ has
not been broadly investigated, because
“[l]iterature on informal settlements has
been focused especially on housing issues (…); however, on public spaces exploration has been limited” (Hernández-García, 2013, p. 180). The available
information on lighting has mostly been

14

presented as sub-aspects of broader informal settlement matter and rarely discussed in-depth. This section is divided into two main parts: In the first part,
the relevance of public lighting in informal settlements will be outlined, and research findings and theory will be presented in the second part.

Claghorn and Werthmann summarise the results of a larger research group of landscape
architects from Germany and urbanists in Medellín (including, for example, Alejandro Echeverri).

experience high degrees of heat during
the day tend to conduct their activities in public spaces during the evening
to make use of the shade (Aljawabra
and Nikolopoulou 2010), the possibility for which relies on the degree of
light available - as Gehl points out that
“[t]o the extent that public spaces are to
function in periods of darkness, lighting is crucial” (Gehl , 2006, p. 165).
Safe and secure walking conditions
through adequate public lighting also
enable night-time connectivity; this, in
turn, supports public health: Giles-Corti et al. (2015) describe street connectivity as the directness and availability of alternative routes from one point
to another within a street network, and
they argue that undertaking 30 minutes of daily moderate activity, including walking, should be regarded
as necessary to support public health.
Public lighting is also economically relevant for informal settlement dwellers. In
fact, they service the formal city, where
they may represent up to half of the
workforce (Dovey & Kamalipour, 2018).
Dovey and King argue that [t]hey “are so
economically (…) integrated with their
urban contexts that most developing
cities are unsustainable without them
(…)” (2011, p. 11). Informal settlements
are often located at the urban fringe,
which is likely to extend their residents’
daily commute into hours of darkness.
Pendakur argues that the urban poor
are primarily pedestrians, stating that
“[t]hey walk, they cycle, and where the
trip lengths are high and the trip is both
essential and affordable, they take the
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UN-Habitat (2003) refers to the lack of
basic services such as street lighting as
a frequently mentioned characteristic
of informal settlements. However, (as
shown earlier in the lighting section of
this literature review), artificial outdoor
lighting is required for adequate obstacle detection and it can furthermore reduce the fear of crime. Thus, artificial
lighting can be regarded as the precondition for safe night-time walking.
Musembi (2015), for instance, points
out that public lighting helps residents of informal settlements to safely find their way to communal toilets after sunset, and Ravindra Prasad
and Malla Reddy (1994) argue that
it enables them to avoid snakes
and stray dogs (see Kretzer, 2020).
Kapindu (2010) reports a case in which
residents appealed to the South African constitutional court demanding
public lighting for their informal settlement in order to enhance (security and) easy access by emergency vehicles. Hence, public lighting also becomes an important element in enabling
health care. Pandemics such as COVID-19 can easily spread in informal settlements, since the density of residents
tends to be very high and the hygienic conditions limited. If the night-time
access of emergency vehicles is limited
due to inadequate outdoor conditions,
help for affected people will be delayed.
A lot of activities in addition to walking
occur in an informal settlement’s public space (Beza & Hernández-García,
2014; Hernández-García, 2013; Hernandez, 2009). Residents of countries that
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2.2.2.1 The relevance of public space lighting for
informal settlement
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bus.” (2011, pp. 203-204). In Addis Ababa, walking accounts for 70 percent of
daily trips, and in Dakar for 81 percent
(Ibid.), to give examples. Godard (2011)
argues that urban travel transport represents a major potential strategy component to eradicate poverty. Dotson
(2011, p. 262) states that “[u]rban transport provides the mobility and accessibility needed for cities to function as the
engines of economic growth and social
development”. Adequate walking conditions play a crucial role in the utility
of public transportation in contemporary cities – because “[n]o matter how
efficient public transportation becomes,
some pedestrian movement will be
needed to get people to their final destination” (Bell, et al., 1990, p. 413). In order to provide safe and secure access to
the workplaces throughout the whole
day, adequate lighting conditions for

pedestrians are required. On the other hand, public lighting is economically relevant because it “enables people to
run their businesses later into the night
(...)15, thereby supporting economic empowerment, since the informal street is
a place of work, shopping and commercial activity (…)16” (Kretzer, 2020, p. 1).
According to local business owners in
the informal settlement in Jinja (Uganda), the installation of public lighting
enabled them to trade for additional five
hours per day, resulting in a trading increase of around $20 per day (Gillard, et
al., 2019), to give an example.
As stated before, an informal settlement’s open space is an important social place (Hernandez, 2009). In that regard, Bordonaro et al. (2019) emphasise
the importance of conducting social research prior to designing the lighting for
such space.

2.2.2.2 Informal settlement lighting theory and
research findings
As mentioned above, only little research
has been conducted on public space
lighting in informal settlements. For his
Master thesis, Prevost (2011) investigated in São Paulo the night-time conditions in such a neighbourhood amongst
others by conducting interviews and luminance measurements. He found that
the special spatial conditions such as
very narrow and windy streets challenge
common street lighting approaches.
Furthermore, that privately installed luminaires contribute to the overall light15

See UN-Habitat (2011).

16

See Bhatt & Rybczynski (2003).

ing scheme. However, he brings up the
issue of consistent controlling (switching on/off) of such luminaires. He concluded that public lighting in such conditions is likely to benefit from a collaboration between the dwellers and the
authorities. Also Ravindra Prasad and
Malla Reddy (1994) address lighting in
informal settlements. They point out
that even in informal settlements “that
have already been (…) supplied with
public lighting, a lack of lighting in certain areas can recur because of inmigra-
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Figure 43: A public luminaire (red) being 'absorbed' by a growing informal house unit in Las Casitas (Caracas)
Source: Brillembourg & Klumpner (2005b), p. 223
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Figure 44: A public luminaire collides with an incrementally built
balcony in Mumbai
Source: Criqui (2016), p. 99

Figure 45: A public luminaire being absorbed by its surrounding
architecture in São Paulo
Source: Prevost (2011), p. 20

Figure 46: Kretzer's analysis of high-mast lighting in informal settlements
Source: Kretzer (2020), p. 2
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tion and expansion of the settlement
boundaries” (Kretzer, 2020, p. 1).
A distinctive characteristic of informal settlement dwellings is that they
are built by their inhabitants at the same
time as they are inhabited (Kellet, 2015).
Brillembourg and Klumpner (Brillembourg & Klumpner, 2005b) highlight
the impact of incremental construction
practices on public lighting in informal settlements by documenting a case
in Caracas where a one-storey housing
with an adjacent luminaire had become,
after 15 years, a multi-storey building
that had ‘absorbed’ the luminaire. Also Criqui (2016) illustrates how Delhi’s
informal settlement residents caused
a high density of urbanisation by encroaching on public areas and road
widths, leaving little space for infrastructural elements such as electricity or
lighting poles: Streets represent a scarce
resource in fast-growing cities and have
become “spaces of competition between
buildings, constructions and infrastructure” (Criqui, 2016, p. 97).
Once the infrastructure is installed, its
proper functioning is threatened by the
built-up environment that is constantly
encroaching upon it; by doing so horizontal and vertical safety distances can
not be guaranteed (Ibid.). Regarding
public lighting, it can be derived from
Brillembourg, Klumpner and Criqui’s
findings that once a luminaire is installed in informal environments, “it
can be expected that both the architecture as well as the public space will subsequently undergo physical transformation” (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020, p. 4).
Imagining the solid parts of the built
environment as positive and the empty
space in-between as negative space (An-

agnostopoulos & Hui-Ju Lee, 2016), the
negative space tends to shrink horizontally over time due to informal building
extensions and tends to expand incrementally in the vertical axis due to the
incremental construction of additional
building floors. Consequently, the lighting effect created within the negative
space in the beginning of a lighting installations changes over time – forming
a constantly changing ‘incremental light
space’. Furthermore, not only the lighting effect created by public luminaires
but also the public “luminaires as physical objects themselves may be affected
by such incremental building growth”
(Kretzer & Walczak, 2020, p. 4).
Kretzer (2020) has evaluated by computer calculations the strategy of lighting informal settlements with high-mast
luminaires, a lighting approach for informal environments that can primarily be found in some African countries
(see Annex H on page 384). Such luminaires are between 20 and 40 metres high (Commission Internationale
de l’Eclairage, 1996). Even though only single-storey dwellings were used in
Kretzer’s model with the intention of
creating a ‘best case’ scenario, he shows
that high-mast lighting still tends to create low illuminance uniformity on pedestrian paths: The ‘light space’ is inconsistently filling the negative space.
Furthermore, Kretzer reveals that highmast lighting creates the highest illuminance values on the dwellings’ roofs,
which results in so-called light pollution
because part of the light is reflected into the sky.

2.2.3 Characteristics of informal settlements in
Bogotá
This section is divided into three parts.
The first part will provide a brief introduction on the Colombian city Bogotá.
The second part will focus on its infor-

mal settlements, and the third part will
outline the landslide risk in those settlements.

(Aristizabal & Ortíz Gómez, 2002; Rueda-García, 2003). Some of the migrants
came to Bogotá to look for work or opportunities they could not find elsewhere, whereas many others have been
displaced as victims of the armed conflict, which has resulted in around 1
million internal refugees that have arrived in Bogotá since the mid 1980s
(Zeiderman, 2016). It is one of the most
densely populated Latin American cities
(see Figure 47 on page 77) having a
net built-up density of 272 inhabitants
per hectare, which is 2,5 times higher than the average in Latin America
(Ibid.). During the last twenty years, a
27 percent net built-up density increase
can be found in Bogotá, which has happened in a compact rather than expanding way, if compared with the rest of the
continent (Ibid.).
In the mid-twentieth century, Bogotá’s migrants first lived in rented rooms
in centrally located tenement housing; however, once the existing housing
supply had ran out quickly, they started to settle on the hillsides of Bogotá’s
southern periphery (Zeiderman, 2016).
A socioeconomic division between the
northern and southern parts of Bogotá can be found with poorer residents
in the south and wealthier residents in
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Bogotá is the capital of Colombia and
has nearly 8.000 000 inhabitants. It is located 2640 m metres above sea level in
a mountainous region, whose topography influences the predominant directions of city growth (Skinner, 2004).
Latin America’s urban areas have been
planned since colonial times according
to orthogonal principles based on gridiron layouts of standard blocks (Kellet, 2015). Also Bogotá’s layout had
been characterised for many centuries
on this principle (Torres Tovar, 2009;
Kaufmann, 2012), as can still be seen
in today’s city centre. Since the beginning of the 20th century it has attracted the highest number of internal migrants within Colombia (Skinner, 2004),
resulting in a great number of informal
settlements. Bogotá has grown from 700
thousand to over 8 million inhabitants
since 1950 and the city has not stopped
growing yet (Zeiderman, 2016). Its population has almost doubled during the
last 30 years, while this growth has been
2,8 times in Bogotá’s surrounding areas
(Guzman, et al., 2017). There are sources estimating that around 50% of this
city is of informal origin (Kaufmann,
2012; Hernández-García, 2013) having had 1433 settlements of illegal origin at the beginning of the millennium
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2.2.3.1 An introduction to Bogotá
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the north (Berney, 2017). The informal settlements in the southern part of
the city “have traditionally received the
least amount of public investment because they developed outside of the official city planning process, and improving informally developed and poorer areas such as these involves disproportionately high costs due to lack of public space and infrastructure” (Ibid., p.
108). During mayor Antanas Mockus’s second administration, for example, retrofitting informal settlement areas with basic utility services and public space cost around 4500 USD per
family (Ibid.). Bogotá and its surrounding region constitutes the centre of the
national economy: In 2012, for example, it contributed 32 percent of Colombia’s GDP (Guzman, et al., 2017).
In the 1980s and early 1990s, Bogotá was one of the most dangerous cities in Colombia – with homicide rates
of up to over 80 per 100.000 inhabitants (Hoelscher & Nussio, 2016). Bogotá experienced a remarkable period of urban renaissance by a sequence
of extraordinary mayors that had started with the mayor Mockus in 1995 resulting in a significant drop of the homicide and traffic fatalities rate as well
drastic improvement of the transport
infrastructure (McGuirk, 2014). Some
of Bogotá’s innovations in infrastructure and services, such as the local bus
system Transmilenio are internationally regarded as best-practices (Guzman,
et al., 2017). However, McGuirk (2014)
argues that nowadays many of the problems that had been tackled successfully in the beginning of this urban renais-

sance era re-emerged: The traffic is terrible and street thefts and muggings are
increasing again.
In Colombia, the public utility services (such as electricity, gas, piped water
and sewerage) for poor neighbourhoods
are supported by a cross-subsidy system
due to new legal guidelines included in
Colombian constitution in 1991 and in
law 142 and in law 143 of 1994 (Medina
& Morales, 2007). In this system, subsidies and taxes are targeted “based on
dwelling external conditions and habitat surroundings” (Gallego, et al., 2016,
p. 1). Thereby, all houses are categorised to one of six groups called strata
(see Figure 49 on page 78): those in
stratum 1, 2 and 3 receive subsidies on
the utility bills, while those in stratum 5
and 6 are affected by a consumption tax
(Ibid.). Guallart, Müller and Hernández
Correa (Guallart, et al., 2011) state that
the covering and quality of public infrastructure services in Bogotá reflects the
different strata. Regarding the payment
for public lighting, different tariff characteristics can be found in Colombia
(Gutiérrez Castro, 2011) – in Medellín,
for example, each household has to pay
a certain percentage (according to its
stratum) of its electricity bill, whereas
in Cartagena the lowest stratum exempt
from paying for public lighting, and in
Cúcuta there are fixed costs per stratum
(e.g. 400 COL$ for stratum 1 and 20.000
COL$ for stratum 6 in 2011). In Bogotá,
the capital district (el Distrito Capital)
monthly covers the public lighting operation cost (see Annex F on page 366).
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Figure 47: Population density and built up area density distribution in Bogotá
Source: Guzman et al. (2017), p. 132
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Figure 48: Schematic comparison of governmental housing regimes in Bogotá, 1918 - present
Source: Zeiderman (2016), p. 109
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Figure 49: The strata system in Bogotá
Source: Gallego et al. (2016), p.5
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Figure 50: Formal lighting in a rather neglected area in Bogotá
Source: David Kretzer, 2017
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2.2.3.2 Bogotá’s informal settlements
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Between 2010 and 2018 the number of
new informal lots in Bogotá fluctuated
between 2.000 and 4.500 per year (Bogotá Cómo Vamos, 2019). In most cases, Bogotá’s informal settlements are
formed by illegal17 subdivision (Skinner, 2004; Aristizabal & Ortíz Gómez,
2002; Gonzalez, 2009; Acioly Jr., 2010),
on the peripheral areas of the city (Rueda-García, 2003). While the land purchase by settler families from a proprietor or developer is usually be legal,
“the subdivision typically fails to comply
with applicable requirements regarding
zoning, permits and licenses, and access
to urban services (such as water, electricity, paved roads, drainage and sewers)” (Gonzalez, 2009, p. 241). Muñoz
Neira (2004) argues regarding pirate
subdivision, that the vendors maximise their profit by selling low developed
land that does often not offer more than
some flattened streets and water pipes –
and by leaving then the problems to the
buyers and municipalities. Aristizabal
and Ortíz Gómez (2002) describe that
the land is subdivided into plots of between 36 and 72 m² (reaching a density of more than 100 dwellings per hectare) and only narrow pedestrian ways
having a width of around 3 to 4 metres
are built. Torres Tovar (2009) shows that
the construction of an informal Colombian dwelling usually starts with one or
several multi-function rooms. The first
transformation is to build a room for
differentiated use or a bedroom. The
second annex is the kitchen and the
third the bathroom (Ibid.). Lots created
17

Also referred to as “pirate subdivision”.

by urbanización pirata have reduced its
size over the last decades, and at the moment they tend to have a size of around
10 x 5 m (Torres Tovar, 2009). Informal settlement residents in Bogotá commonly expand their dwellings vertically
in order to accommodate growth in the
household and/or to rent out part of it
(Acioly Jr., 2010). Many of the resulting
multiple-storey buildings in Bogotá’s informal neighbourhoods are characterised by overhanging floors at the front
façade (Tarchópulos Sierra & Ceballos
Ramos, 2005; Torres Tovar, 2009), in order to gain additional square metres of
housing space in the upper floors (see
Figure 53 on page 81). In Colombia, over 70% of the informal dwellings
are built first with ‘temporary’ building
materials such as wood or metal; afterwards they are changed to permanent
ones such as brick or concrete (Torres
Tovar, 2009). After the illegal developer has disappeared and the house construction begun, the struggle for settlement upgrading and legal tenure obtaining begins involving several intermediate tenure systems (Aristizabal &
Ortíz Gómez, 2002); since 1991, the Colombian Constitution regards the access to public services such as water and
electricity as a fundamental right regardless of whether people have legal titles (Ibid.). Gilbert (2011) describes how
the city authorities were able through a
mixture of public and private enterprise
to turn the service situation round so
that by 2011 “poor [were able to] benefit from Bogotá’s virtually complete
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Figure 53: Informal dwellings characterised by multiple overhangs in Ciudad Bolívar (Bogotá)
Source: David Kretzer, 2018
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Figure 51: Bogotá's public lighting cost structure
Source: Bajpai (2016), p. 11

Figure 52: Luminaires of similar height in a 9-metre-wide (left-hand side), less than
6-metre-wide (middle) and less than 3-metre-wide (right-hand side) street in Bogotá
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 2 (within that publication, this figure was created by D. Kretzer)
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electricity, water and sewerage coverage” (Gilbert, 2011, p. 8). However, Gilbert also states that the continued city
growth beyond the current administrative border was still a problem.
Since 1997, the street lighting in Bogotá has been operated by the local electricity provider Codensa (a joint venture between the local government and
the Italian Enel Group) and supervised
by the local government through the
UAESP (Special Unit for Public Services) (Bajpai, et al., 2016): Codensa is the
owner of the public lighting infrastructure and the city “pays a monthly fee to
the electricity provider based on a formula [(see Figure 51 on page 81)],
which includes electricity, operations
and maintenance, and use of light poles”
(Ibid, p. 10). Codensa is supplying be-

yond Bogotá’s municipality boundaries
– some 95 municipalities in the Department of Cundinamarca were served by
it in 2011 (Gilbert, 2011). Codensa directly benefits financially with each luminaire installed. Due to this policy, luminaires are even installed in remote
and neglected areas (see Figure 50 on
page 79). However, besides this positive precondition, such luminaire systems often fail to adapt to the informal
context (see Figure 7 on page 27).
Furthermore, often luminaires of a similar height were installed regardless of
the street width (see Figure 52 on page
81). Moreover, residents install selfconstructed luminaires to compensate
for missing non-existing public lighting
(see Figure 5 on page 25).
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2.2.3.3 Landslide risk in Bogotá’s informal settlements
23 999 illegal occupations were registered in Bogotá by the Secretaría Distrital del Hábitat in 2017 (Bogotá Cómo Vamos, 2018), with 2 919 new lots
in 2018 (Bogotá Cómo Vamos, 2019).
Around 70% of such occupations happen in either very steep or environmentally protected terrain (Bogotá Cómo Vamos, 2018). Steep terrain tends to
be characterised by challenging walking conditions that are reinforced by the
absence of light. Moreover, such settlements tend to be threatened by landslides. Claghorn and Werthmann (2015,
p. 6) argue that “fatal events occur most
frequently in geologically young mountain ranges with active seismic processes, such as the Himalayas and the Andes”. Correlation of data show that poor

households in Bogotá are disproportionately threatened by earthquakes
– facing almost twice the seismic risk
compared to higher-income households
(Baker, 2012). One of the distinct factors that contribute to landslide vulnerability is intensive rainfall, resulting in a
sharp increase of landslides during local
monsoon seasons (Claghorn & Werthmann, 2015).
In the late 1990s, initial calculations of
disaster risk in Bogotá were made after every municipality having a population of over 100.000 peoples had
been obliged by Colombian legislature
in 1989 to maintain an inventory of
high risk zones – for example, regarding landslide and flood risk - and to begin either mitigation work or relocation
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Figure 54: Bogotá's zones of high risk for landslide
Source: Zeiderman, (2016), p. xi-xii

Figure 55: Bogotá at night
Source: David Kretzer, 2017
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programmes in such areas (Zeiderman,
2016). The 1998 completed risk studies
broke landslide threat into three levels,
namely low, medium and high, and areas were defined as ‘high risk zones’, if the
expected average loss of life, property
and infrastructure was estimated at over
62,5 percent in the event of a landslide
(Ibid.). However, the boundary of the
risk zone is not of a permanent nature
due to Bogotá’s unstable ground, and
hence the risk predictions have to be
permanently monitored (Ibid.). Therefore, staff engineers and architects of the
DPAE (Departamento de Prevención y
Atención de Emergencias) conduct onsite evaluations (Ibid.). Families living
in areas that are not regarded as safe are
included in a resettlement programme
of the Caja de la Vivienda Popular
(Ibid.). Nowadays, the DPAE is called
IDIGER (Instituto Distrital de Gestión
de Riesgos y Cambio Climático).
In Bogotá’s settlement San Rafael, the
largest case of ‘remoción en masa’, (i.e.
a geological process combining subterranean and surface movement) in any
Latin American city can be found, covering 110 hectares (Ibid.). There, hundreds of houses were destroyed and several people were killed by a landslide
in 1999; a second landslide affected
over 150 dwellings in 2000, a third one

85 homes in 2001, and finally a fourth
landslide damaged over 800 dwellings
in 2002 (Ibid.), to give an example of
the possible quantity and magnitude of
such landslides. In 2008, over 50 percent of the 10 715 properties located in
Bogotá’s risk zones could be found in its
poorest district Ciudad Bolívar (Ibid.).
Zeiderman (2016, pp. 86-87) illustrates
how the life of people living in Bogotá’s landslide risk zones is characterised,
and also why some remain living there
regardless of the constant threat:
“(…). Joaquín described that it had
been raining nonstop for a week
(…). Small streams were developing along the steep slopes (…). Eventually, Joaquín concluded, ‘the earth
couldn’t hold up any longer and started to slide. It took out homes… bam,
bam, bam… they all fell to bits. The
stream turned into a flow of mud and
buried the houses. (…)’. The rains continued for three more days. Fearing
of their own lives, Joaquín and Helena lay awake at night. They heard the
sounds of other shacks collapsing and of
their inhabitants shouting for help. (…)
when the weather dried out a total of
129 homes were damaged and approximately 60 families left without homes.
The Caja and DPAE both arrived to re-
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just went right back’. (…). The general
perception was that the Caja was trying
to lure people to leave their homes so
they could demolish the area and then
cut off support. Many were afraid that
they would be left homeless. Helena and
Joaquín stayed in place for an additional six months. They remained skeptical
about the relocation plans and were determined to keep their house. (…)”.
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spond to the disaster (…) and to facilitate the relocation of the remaining households. The police went house
to house, (…), forcing people to abandon their homes. (…) Joaquín and Helena refused to go far, camping out close
enough to their house to prevent looting. (…). By day, DPAE carried on with
their evaluation of the likelihood of another disaster. (…). [T]hey declared the
entire area a zone of high risk and ordered the relocation of everyone still living there. ‘We told them we’d go’, Joaquín
said, ‘but in the middle of the night we
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Elaborating on public lighting requires
to address its societal functions. As
shown in the previous chapters, such
societal functions include, for example,
night-time access to public transport
and communal toilets. Geels illustrates
(2005, p. 1) that technologies and artefacts help fulfilling societal functions,
but that they do not fulfil those functions on their own:
“Artefacts by themselves have no power; they do nothing. Only in association with human agency, social structures and organisations do artefacts fulfil functions.”
He further explains that in real life situations, we do not encounter artefacts as
such, but rather artefacts in their context. This leads to the term socio-technical system, which stands for a cluster of elements such as technology, markets, regulation, cultural meaning and

maintenance networks (Ibid.). As a consequence, Geels suggests an analytical
framework of three interrelated dimensions (2005, p. 16):
“Socio-technical systems are maintained and reproduced by human actors
and social groups. Human action is coordinated by rules and institutions.”
Furthermore, he argues that different
regimes (defined as “semi-coherent sets
of rules” (Ibid., p. 13)) coexist in a socio-technical regime such as technological, science, socio-cultural, user/market
and policy regimes.
The previous chapters have focused on
lighting science and lighting technology. Furthermore, some socio-cultural aspects of life in informal settlements
were presented. Therefore, in this chapter, the focus will be on the policy regime.

2.3.1 An introduction to public policy
Public policy can be defined “as ‘what
government chooses to do or not to
do’18” (Howlett, 2019, p. 43), and such
government decisions are composed
of two interrelated elements, namely
18

Howlett quotes Thomas Dye here.

policy goals and policy means (Ibid.).
Howlett describes policy goals as “the
basic aims and expectations governments have in deciding to pursue (or
not) some course of action” and policy
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Figure 56: The policy regime as part of a socio-technical regime
Source: Geels (2005), p. 23
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Figure 57: The five stages of the policy cycle and their relationship to applied problem solving
Source: Howlett (2019), p. 47

means as “the techniques they use to attain those goals” (Ibid., p. 44).
Extensive use of policy analysts is increasingly made by cities in their strategy and planning departments, and key
coordinating organisations such as the
World Bank use them to monitor various transnational developments as well
activities on the national level (Mintrom & Williams, 2013). However, the
transformation of policy ambitions into practice constitutes a complex pro-

cess, and many noble efforts of policymakers have failed due to the lack of desire to alter elements of existing policies
in a more logical and instrumental way
or due to poor policy design capacity
(Howlett, 2019).
Howlett and Giest (2013) describe a
five-stage policy process model (see
Figure 57 on page 87) that is commonly used: agenda setting (first stage),
policy formulation (second stage), decision-making (third stage), policy im-
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plementation (fourth stage) and policy evaluation (fifth stage). Furthermore,
they describe that policy implementation tools usually fall into two policy
types, namely ‘substantive instruments’
(see Figure 58 on page 89) providing
directly goods and services to members
of the public or government (e.g. regulation, loans and grants) and ‘procedural instruments’ (see Figure 59 on page
89) whose impact on the policy outcome is less direct (e.g. hearings, education and research). These two types
can be found in organisational, authoritative, financial and information-based
implementation tools: Regarding authoritative implementation tools, for example, regulation is as substantive authoritative instrument and advisory
councils are procedural authoritative instruments (Howlett, 2019).
Two modes of policy-making can be
found, namely comprehensive-rational
analysis (‘root method’) and the incremental decision-making (‘branch method’) (Stuart, 2016). In the root method, a decision is based on the consideration of all policy options and on an
impact evaluation of all these options,
whereas the branch method is an incremental decision-making process, where
policy options are eliminated quickly as
unfeasible, and some potential impacts
may not be considered because they appear irrelevant (Ibid.). Even though the
comprehensive-rational approach seems
to be superior at first blush, it cannot be
successfully realised, because it is impossible to consider all potential impacts of all possible alternatives (Ibid.).
The reason is that comprehensive-rational analysis requires “1) a well-defined problem, 2) a full array of alterna-

tives to consider, 3) full baseline information, 4) full information about the
consequences of each alternative, 5) full
information about the values and preferences of citizens, and 6) full adequate
time, skill, and resources” (Ibid., p. 16).
Regarding the Global South, Brinkerhoff and Brinkerhoff (2013) illustrate
the relevance of international development management in policy implementation; they state that competing perspectives exist on it, namely a reformist
perspective and a radicalist/rejectionist one (see Figure 60 on page 91).
The reformists recognise the constraints
of externally supported socio-economic
alterations and criticise development in
practice, but they still believe in its potential contributions to favoured development outcomes. In contrast, the radicalists/rejectionists believe that development management is closely connected
with neocolonialist power relations and
managerialist control that conflict the
interests of developing countries and
their residents in need (Ibid.).
When researchers intend to provide information to policy-makers, they need
to take into account that those policymakers tend to work in a significantly
different way as illustrated by Baron:
“Scientists are excellent at asking questions, challenging assumptions and
providing plausible alternatives (…).
In contrast, policymakers look to science for clear, unambiguous answers – even if the answers is ‘our educated guess’” (Baron, 2010, p. 80).
Policy-makers are generalists, “more
like journalists than scientists in that
they need to be quick studies” (Ibid., p.
80).They want to hear the bottom line
and tend not to be interested in the de-

Figure 59: A resource-based taxonomy of procedural policy instruments
Source: Howlett & Giest (2013), p. 23
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Figure 58: A taxonomy of substantive policy instruments
Source: Howlett & Giest (2013), p. 22

tails of a study – “they want to know
what it means for the decisions they

must make” (Baron, 2010, p. 83).

2.3.2 The role of public policies and
stakeholders in informal settlement upgrading
While forms of technological advancement and implementation are essential
components of the solution to informal
settlement public lighting deficits, at the
same time developments in the realm
of public policy are required also, considering the role the policy regime plays
in a socio-technical system. The widespread expansion of informal settlements has become a “central policy issue
during the last two decades” (UN-Habitat, 2016, p. 13). UN-Habitat (Ibid.) argues that informal settlements represent
the unfinished business of an old urban

agenda that needs to be addressed by
a new one. A public policy of informal
settlement eviction and resident relocation appears questionable in many cases – instead Perlman promotes an integration of informal environments into
the surrounding urbanised areas without moral judgements:
“Thinking about how to integrate (…)
[informal environments] to the benefit of all depends on the way poverty is
understood. Viewing the basis of poverty as deviant behaviour, moral turpitude, or just plain laziness implies one
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line of policy. Viewing poverty as a systemic problem implies very different solutions. The tendency toward ‘blaming the victim’ has never led to a single
useful policy” (Perlman, 2010, p. 266).
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According to UN-Habitat, the promotion of universal access to basic services “should clearly be one of the cornerstones of the new urban agenda” (UNHabitat, 2016, p. 14) for informal settlements.
Making policies for the provision of basic services in informal environments
seems to be a complex issue, because
in many cases a legal framework needs
to be defined for an illegally built environment. Nevertheless, adequate policies represent a crucial precondition to
improve and upgrade informal environments: UN-Habitat (Majale, 2011) argues in his policy guide Enabling Shelter
Strategies that political will constitutes a
key driver behind successful shelter projects, underlining the importance of legislative and policy recognition. Regarding the provision and operation of infrastructure and service, “[c]entral governments and local authorities in many
developing countries lack the capacity and resources to effectively deliver
infrastructure and services to their citizens” (Majale, 2011, p. 13). In this regard, Dovey refers to informal settlements as “a global morphology produced (…) by sustained rural to urban
migration under conditions of a weak
state” (2012, p. 357). Therefore, UNHabitat recommends a shift in the role
of governments from provider to enabler, by acting as initiator through “instigating policy” (Majale, 2011, p. 13).
The important role of the informal sec-

tor needs to be recognised; for this, legislation is required to ensure that urban
planning systems respond positively to
this phenomenon (UN-Habitat, 2009a).
Mitlin and Patel (2014) argue that effective local services requires citizens to be
engaged in the implementation of policies as well as in the negotiation of modifications in practices and programmes.
However, Brillembourg and Klumpner
(2015, p. 199) emphasise that informal
settlement dwellers “have been kept at
a distance from political decision making processes (…).” Moreover, Avni and
Yiftachel (2014, p. 487) state that the
impact of planning policy in the production of informal settlements “have
generally been absent from theoretical
and professional discourses”. Furthermore, they outline several typical stages
of urban policy responses to the emergence of informality, and refer to it as
the ‘toolkit’ of managing the unwanted
or irremovable (Ibid., p. 490):
“(a) Ignore – prolonged turning a blind
eye;
(b) Neglect – intentional denial and under-development;
(c) Limit – institutional and at times violent control and containment;
(d) ‘Whiten’ (selectively) – gradual recognition of (selected) sections, accompanied by anesthetization, privatisation
and gentrification.”
Acioly Jr. (2010) argues that many policy-makers do not understand the complexity of informal land development
and that their policies continue to stimulate rather than slow informal urbanism; furthermore, he argues that policy decisions and government measures

“have been limited to pilot initiatives or
scattered interventions (…) [that] have
failed to address the problems of the informal city at a scale that would make
any decisive difference” (Ibid., p. 227).
Moreover, the concept of decentralisation has gained wide acceptance during the last decades, following the rationale “that decentralization, by delegating resources and responsibilities to
the lowest appropriate level, brings government closer to the people it serves
(…)” (Ibid., p. 270). Furthermore, Cotton and Franceys (1994) argue that an
incremental upgrading of services allows low-income settlement residents to
upgrade physical infrastructure at their
own pace. Moreover, Mitlin and Patel
(2014) state that an emphasis on selfhelp and partnership with the authorities is reassuring to politicians who are
often scared of being challenged by social movement organisations. Self-help
communities also help to stretch limited government resources further (Ibid.).
Moreover, if informal settlement dwellers committed their own efforts and resources to the settlement development,
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lack the required evidence and baseline
information regarding the logic of informal settlement formation.
There are a variety of reasons why public sector programmes for assisting lowincome communities in accessing infrastructure services have usually fallen
far short of their objectives – for example, a lack of technical capacity of implementing agencies, top-down approaches that have little overlap with the needs
of the communities, and numerous legal
and/or regulatory obstacles (Imparato &
Ruster, 2003). The active participation
of beneficiaries is regarded as one solution to this challenge, with studies showing “that participation improves project
performance and increases project impact and sustainability” (Ibid., p. 18).
There are many reasons for integrating
participation into a project, including
benefiting from local know-how, overcoming resource limitations through
community labour, and ensuring stakeholder ownership (Ibid.). A further aspect to be considered is scalability: in
Latin America, for example, most participatory urban upgrading initiatives
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Figure 60: Competing perspectives on development management
Source: Brinkerhoff & Brinkerhoff (2013), p. 378
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“their contribution is more likely to be
recognized by those with a higher status
and higher income” (Ibid., p. 302). Mitlin and Patel conclude that “[s]trong local organizations, collaborative relations
with government, autonomous knowledge and learning around both local
conditions and the solutions that work
for the urban poor, and city-scale mobilization of the urban poor provide the
basis to push for material redistribution and policy reform” (Mitlin & Patel,
2014, pp. 305-306).
Imparato and Ruster state that once
the decision for settlement upgrading
is made, a city needs to “[b]uild an appropriate information base on informal settlements (…) [, e]lliminate legal
regulatory, and procedural bottlenecks
that impose requirements (…) that are
not appropriate to local conditions (…),
promote the preparation of participatory development plans (…) and physical plans (…) [and e]stablish funding
arrangements with a built-in long-term
perspective (…)” (Imparato & Ruster,
2003, pp. 230-231). Furthermore, they
emphasize the importance of building
strategic alliances with the key actors
since “[u]rban upgrading cuts across
disciplinary and institutional boundaries and involves an impressive array of stakeholders (…)” (Ibid., p. 253)
such as local residents, public authorities, NGOs, micro- or small enterprises
providing infrastructure services, technical professional associations and microfinance institutions (Ibid.). For this,
they see the public sector as the first interlocutor – however, “decisionmaking and power over projects are being
shared more and more with other actors” (Ibid., p. 256).

Perlman (2010, p. 288) lists a variety of
issues to be taken into account when it
comes to the creation of informal settlement upgrading policies:
“• Time frame. What measures can be
taken in the short, medium, and long
terms?
• Agency. Which citizens, civil society organizations, public sector agencies, and private businesses would be required to initiate, and implement, each
measure?
• Collaboration. What type of partnerships would be needed among the stakeholders and how could they develop
mutual trust?
• Scaling up. How could successful initiatives, often birthed at the grassroots
level, be brought to scale without compromising the integrity that made them
work?
• Obstacles and opponents. What barriers might be faced, which groups might
be threatened or institutions opposed and how to overcome these barriers and
threats?
• Windows of opportunity. What openings might occur, in the political context, for moving forward and how to
take advantage of them?
• Sharing approaches that work. How
can solutions that have worked in one
context be useful in similar circumstances elsewhere, and how can the
peer-to-peer exchange that makes this
work be fostered?”
Moreover, she outlines three distinct approaches to public policy with regard
to the challenge of integrating marginalised populations into the city, namely
place-based approaches, poverty-based
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strategy of a certain upgrading technology (in this case luminaires) must be
carefully considered. A variety of stakeholders should be involved in a project, and the new strategy should balance
their different interests. Public authorities, financial entities, local residents
and local enterprises can be regarded as
key stakeholders. Even though governments of low and middle income countries may be weak in informal settlements (e.g. due to resource limitations),
they have the possibility to support a
technology by policy-making. Local residents can support the development of
new technology by their local knowhow and by labour. In return, the technology helps to address their specific
needs more effectively. Local enterprises
can support the technology by producing it and by providing services for it. In
return, the technology creates new business opportunities for them. Possible
resource limitations of public authorities can be balanced by financial donors
(e.g. the World Bank). In return, the
technology can support the fulfilment
of national or international development goals such as the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals) of the United
Nations.
An example of a comparable approach
can be found regarding the implementation of solar street luminaires in the informal settlement Kibugumbata in Jinja (Uganda): Gillard et al. (2019) show
how five residents from this settlement
were trained to become technicians in
order to take control of the technical
aspects of the project. The luminaire
poles were manufactured locally, while
the rest of the technology was imported from a South African company. A fi-
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approaches, and universal approaches:
“Place-based approaches target defined
territories of exclusion, such as favelas (…). Poverty-based approaches target individuals or families that fall below a defined poverty line, regardless
of where they live. (…) Universal approaches are those that apply equally to
everyone in the city or country, regardless of location, property title, income,
or assets. The three approaches are not
mutually exclusive - they are each an essential piece of the puzzle” (Perlman,
2010, p. 284).
With regard to the provision of public
lighting, aspects of both a place-based
approach and a universal approach become relevant. National lighting standards do not distinguish between formal and informal environments, hence
the lighting requirements are ‘universal’ and should lead to a consistent lighting quality throughout an urbanised area regardless of the wealth accumulated in a certain area. This is indirectly
expressed by the SDG 11, demanding
“[a]ccess to transport systems for all”.
Night-time access to transport requires
lighting, and “all” refers to everyone regardless of where he/she lives or how
much he/she possesses. However, informal settlements tend to have specific characteristics regarding the architecture, urban fabric and availability of related infrastructure (such as electricity).
Therefore, an informal-settlement-specific lighting approach seems necessary. In this way, the policy approach
becomes place-based. Such place-based
approach can also be seen in SDG 11,
when the “[u]pgrading of underprivileged urban regions” is defined as a goal.
Hence, the design and implementation

nancial contribution was provided by
the Jinja municipal council. Gillar et al.
(Ibid.) illustrate how a variety of stakeholders was benefiting of this project:
the city government, for example, by
having lower electricity bills, the national government, for instance, by developing a domestic solar market, the private

sector, for example, by extending the
operation hours into the night, and the
citizens, for instance, by having employment and training opportunities. The
five residents are still paid by the municipality for providing luminaire maintenance work in both their informal settlement and other parts of the city.
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2.3.3 Infrastructure financing and
implementation
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Estache (2010) states that in all countries, infrastructure costs are covered by
two main sources, namely either by user charges or subsidies. Furthermore, he
describes that “[t]he poorer the country,
the more likely a large number of users will have to benefit from subsidies”
(Ibid., p. 76). In low-income settlements,
the costs for infrastructure are very high
compared to the residents’ income levels
(Cotton & Franceys, 1994). This results
in a narrow tax base, which makes governments likely to “rely on loans, grants,
and on bonds for those with relatively
developed financial markets” (Estache,
2010, p. 78). Hence, a large share of today’s high infrastructure subsidies needs
to be financed by the future generation
of taxpayers (Ibid.). The competitive
character of the development business
can be seen in the large number of institutions interested in financing infrastructure in developing countries: the
infrastructure sector is a major business
for development agencies, and their infrastructure loans add up to at least a
third of the portfolio (Ibid.).
Estache and Iimi (2011) argue that traditional infrastructure procurement
procedures may no longer be applica-

ble or effective regarding today’s rapidly changing and uncertain conditions
that are characterised by climate change
and new technologies, which diffuse
quickly over the world. Those circumstances often hinder governments to
assess market developments as well as
to design optimal procurement packages (Ibid.). They present and discuss
three approaches that had been developed to adopt to this fast-changing circumstances, namely (1) combinational or product-mix auctioning, (2) performance-based contracting (more
generally, public-private partnerships
(PPPs), and (3) relational contracting (Ibid.). Regarding combinational
or product-mix auctioning (1), they argue that while bundled procurement is
able to realise economies of scope, the
unbundled approach is able to facilitate the participation of more small, but
specialised contractors (Ibid.). The aim
of combinational or product-mix auctioning is to let prospective bidders decide themselves in which way to package contracts, and “[t]he mechanisms
are designed to induce contractors to reveal their cost structure in their proposals and to internalise economies of scale
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Figure 61: Public lighting financing can also be challenging in the Global North: The 17 luminaires of the pedestrian and cyclist path 'Ole
Karkpadd' near Oldenburg (Germany) were funded by several citizens, companies, unions and institutions - but not by the authorities. The
path connects two municipalities and is located on a former military air base, whose site nowadays belongs to three different municipalities.
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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or scope automatically” (Estache & Iimi,
2011, p. 111). Estache and Iimi (Ibid.)
further explain that performance-based
contracting (2) aims to specify targets
and calls for prices from a contractor.
The payments depend on the accomplishment of these targets, and the contractor covers the risk of project delays
and cost overruns (Ibid.). Furthermore,
the contractor is in charge of proposing
the technology for the project (Ibid.).
One example of a possible disadvantage is that PPP infrastructure requires
more technical, financial and managerial skills from private contractors, which
may challenge an implementation especially in developing countries (Ibid.).
Relational contracting (3) is an “(…) extension of the traditional procurement
procedure but it focuses more on the
past performance of contractors” (Ibid.,
p. 119). A contractor’s reputation represents an effective incentive mechanism,
and the goal is to exclude incompetent
contractors from the procurement process (Ibid.). Estache and Iimi argue that
community-driven infrastructure development is closely related to relational contracting since the procurement for
community-driven projects is strongly based on a long-lasting relationship
with the communities involved; due to
the close monitoring by these communities, decentralised infrastructure procurement and provision should theoretically improve allocative efficiency,
transparency and accountability (Ibid.).
On the other hand, the management
and monitoring capacity may not always
be available at the community level, and
community-based projects may also be
prone to corruption (Ibid.).
Regarding the provision of infrastruc-

ture for low-income settlements, Cotton
and Franceys (1994) argue that those
implementing the infrastructure have
only limited interest in the communities that live in these settlements. Furthermore, that such provision has failed
to keep pace with the demand and that
‘radical rethinking’ is required in order to provide sustainable infrastructure (Ibid.). On the other hand, they argue that large-scale service provision
programmes are only possible in informal settlements with government support (Ibid.).
Estache and Fay state that the basic debates on infrastructure policy have not
changed significantly over the last decades and that they focus on two main
questions (Estache & Fay, 2009, pp. 4344):
“Who should be in charge of the [infrastructure] sector: the government or the
private sector (…)? Who should pay for
the services: the users, the taxpayers, or
in some case the donors?”
With respect to public service provision in Latin America, Pírez (2000) argues that state-provided infrastructure
tends to be economically unsustainable.
On the other hand, private sector models show the incapability of the market
processes to solve the problem of public service provision in societies with a
great part of the population unable to
pay for it (Ibid.). Furthermore, he states
that the control and regulation systems
of the government support in many cases the interests of the private sector, but
not the interests of the users. Moreover, corruption often exists between the
private sector and public decision makers (Ibid.). Regarding Buenos Aires,
for example, Pírez, Gitelman and Bon-
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infrastructure and delivering services.”
However, he continues that such partnership still requires a lot of effort from
the public sector:
“It is an all too common initial view
amongst politicians and public servants
that going into partnership with the private sector permits the public sector to
pass all the responsibility and risk for
a project onto the private sector, and
therefore relieves it of further work and
decision-making. The reverse is in fact
the case. The public sector has to create within existing organizations specialized units to interact with the private
sector, populated by experts with backgrounds in or experience of private sector finance, contract design and management. To be able to enter into meaningful discussions with the private sector, the public sector also has to undertake a considerable amount of planning,
design and costing work in order to undertake due diligence on the private sector proposals” (Dotson, 2011, p. 269).
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nafé (1999, p. 23) describe “a change in
the relationship between producer and
consumer: from a consumer as a citizen user to a client”, and that privatisation “has moved the power from public actors to private ones”; furthermore,
the companies in charge of service provision did not show responsibility for
people that cannot afford the prices they
charge (Pírez, 1998). Moreover, the degree of corruption in the infrastructure
sector is one of the main concerns of
policy-makers in developing countries,
and in many countries the perceived increase of it in the early 1990s was one of
the arguments to motivate privatisation
(Estache, 2004). Even though many users have enjoyed a better service level
in most countries in Latin America and
the Caribbean since the widespread liberalisation and institutional transformation of the infrastructure sectors in the
1990s, many of the poor and vulnerable people remain excluded (Estache &
Serebrisky, 2020).
Dotson (2011, p. 269) argues that public-private partnerships (PPPs) “have
become an increasingly important
mechanism for financing public sectors
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Public space in informal settlements
tends to be characterised by permanent
physical transformation caused by the
incremental manner of informal dwelling construction. Varying street widths
and informal building extensions
may result in highly complex urban
morphologies that may further be intensified by overhanging vertical dwelling structures. The settlements are often located on hazardous terrain such as
steep slopes that are threatened by landslides.
Walking is the main mode of transport
within informal settlements. At night,
certain lighting characteristics are required in order to provide an outdoor
‘light space’ that allows for safe nighttime activities through adequate obstacle detection, reduces the fear of crime
and supports sufficient perception of
the three-dimensional space while keeping the negative impact on the building interiors as low as possible. Moreover, light pollution negatively impacts
the environment, so measures need to
be considered that reduce this downside
of outdoor lighting as much as possible.
Lighting serves as a cross-cutting technology that enables the usage of other basic services or infrastructure during hours of darkness, by supporting
for example night-time access to public

toilets and public transport. Hence, its
relevance is not only of social, but also
of economic nature for both the informal settlement dwellers and the city as
a whole.
Even though public-space lighting is so
essential for informal settlements, lighting there tends to be characterised by
fragmentation. On the one hand, this
fragmentation is caused by the attempt
to apply ‘formal’ technology in ‘informal’ environments that undergo constant physical change and expansion.
On the other, lightning tends to be installed by authorities who lack the capacity and/or resources to deliver lighting technology effectively. Both processes often result in ineffective policies in
terms of how and when adequate lighting infrastructure can be delivered. As a
consequence, settlements can be found
in Colombia in which residents install
self-built ‘informal’ luminaires that do
not seem to comply with product-safety and sustainability standards. Bogotá’s
public lighting is supported by a crosssubsidy system; due to this policy, luminaires are even installed in remote and
neglected informal areas.
However, where public lighting is formally supplied in Bogotá’s informal settlements, the resulting light space often seems incompatible with common
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as environmental hazards and would
enable tracking of the location of a luminaire in informal settlements by a
central management system, to name a
couple of examples. Thus, both temporary and permanent luminaires could
serve as the backbone for sensors that
are beneficial for the management of
informal settlements, resulting in an
‘intelligent’ lighting system contributing to the Internet of Things (IoT). The
authorities might monitor for instance
pedestrian flows in informal neighbourhoods during pandemics such as
COVID-19.
These technological opportunities appear to be promising entry-points
for adequately addressing the reverse
development logic of both squatter and
illegal subdivision settlements in which
the implantation of lighting infrastructure happens in parallel or subsequent
to the construction of dwellings. Nevertheless, lighting technology alone is
unlikely able to solve all existing challenges. It is therefore crucial to collaborate with a variety of stakeholders in
order to design and implement a new
lighting approach successfully. Public authorities in particular play a crucial role as initiators through policies.
However, putting policy ambitions into practice is a complex process and efforts in the past have often failed due to
the poor policy design capacity in many
countries. The enormous expansion of
informal settlements has become a central policy issue, as can be seen for instance in the formulation of the Sustainable Development Goal 11. Still, informal settlement dwellers have rarely been
involved in the political decision-making processes.
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lighting standards and/or research findings.
Lighting technology has recently undergone a minor revolution. The new technological opportunities are likely to provide solutions for the special socio-spatial, socio-technical and socio-economic challenges of informal environments:
Luminaires that are grid-independent
(e.g. based on solar panels) and that incorporate a dynamic sensor-driven control mechanism (e.g. a motion sensor
combined with a photosensor) can constitute the basis of a temporary, decentralised and scalable lighting approach,
since such technology could be installed
and operated safely by laypeople, while
the sensors would allow for automatic switching or dimming (see Kretzer,
2020). Moreover, an optical design of
a luminaire that allows the light distribution to adapt flexibly to the complex
and varying built environment appears
promising in terms of appropriately addressing the different spatial light distribution requirements: such flexible adaptation can be realised manually by
the residents instead of relying on integrated video processing technology that
tends to be complex and expensive. Furthermore, communication technology
seems to be beneficial for informal settlements, since it could for example allow for the automatic detection of lamp
and electrical failures on permanently installed luminaires – “facilita[ting]
maintenance in areas that are difficult
to access frequently by the authorities”
(Kretzer, 2020, p. 8). Moreover, as regards the temporary luminaires, such
communication technology would permit the remote control of a luminaire
based on life-threatening events such
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In order to implement a new lighting technology and lighting design in
the informal context of Bogotá, a variety of information is required that has
not been answered comprehensively by
the literature review: the socio-technical
strengths and shortcomings of both existing formal and informal lighting systems in informal environments need to
be further understood. Furthermore,
the socio-spatial conditions – especial-
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ly the specific characteristics of the informal urban fabric, as well as the nighttime ‘programme’ offered to the residents as well as the resulting needs and
behavioural responses – require further
analysis. Last but not least, the stakeholder and policy context as part of the
socio-technical and socio-spatial context requires further analysis.
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This research project is embedded in a
transdisciplinary strategy “as a collaboration of academic as well as non-academic thought-styles, and based on the
understanding of transdisciplinary research as research that develops a comprehensive, multi-perspective, common-good oriented and useful approach to a socially relevant issue (…)”
(Pohl, 2011, p. 618). A multi-method case study of an informal settlement
in Bogotá that is divided into six main
steps (see Figure 68 on page 115) and
involves a variety of stakeholders was
conducted. Qualitative research methods “oriented towards analysing concrete cases in their temporal and local
particularity and starting from people’s
expressions and activities in their local
contexts” (Flick, 2014, p. 22) were applied in a 183-metre-long19 pedestrian
street, relying on an inductive reasoning
approach that also includes quantitative data collection through instrument
measurements.

Based on the findings, a new lighting approach was developed using abductive reasoning (see Groat & Wang,
2013). Existing and alternative lighting technology and lighting design was
evaluated based on simulation research
(see Wang, 2013), using a lighting software application for a quantitative evaluation following deductive reasoning
(see O’Dwyer & Bernauer, 2014). Finally, the findings were communicated to policy-makers using virtual reality (VR)20 technology.
This chapter will present the research
question as well as its sub-questions.
Furthermore, it will give reasons for the
research location and will define the
case-study selection criteria. Moreover,
it will present the analytical framework
as well as the operationalisation and
methodology.

19

183 metres were measured by using a measuring wheel and taking into account the winding
shape of the footpath. The street’s section is 167 metres long, of which 81 metres belong to the
formally lit part and 86 metres to the informally lit part.

20

The 3D model of the case-study street as well as a night-time virtual environment (VE) was
created by the PhD student Michael Walczak, based on David M. Kretzer’s fieldwork data and
lighting calculations as well as open source data such as satellite imagery.

RSQ 2: What are the socio-technical
characteristics of both formal and informal public lighting installations in Bogotá’s informal settlements?

How can lighting technology and
lighting design overcome the fragmentation of public-space lighting in
Bogotá’s informal settlements?

RSQ 3: What spatial light-distribution
quality is created in Bogotá’s informal
settlements by the current formal luminaire systems?

This main question is further divided
into five research sub-questions (RSQs):

RSQ 4: What would an adequate technology and design brief for informal
settlement lighting look like?

RSQ 1: What are the lighting-relevant
socio-spatial characteristics of Bogotá’s
informal settlements?

RSQ 5: What are the policy requirements for the lighting technology implementation?
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The following main research question
(MRQ) was derived based on the outcome of the literature review (see 2.4 on
page 98):
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3.1 Research question
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3.2 Research location
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The Colombian capital Bogotá was selected as the main research location because large parts of this city are characterised by informality. Some sources estimate that around fifty percent of this
city is of informal origin (Kaufmann,
2012; Hernández-García, 2013), with
1433 settlements of illegal origin at the
beginning of the millennium (Aristizabal & Ortíz Gómez, 2002; Rueda-García,
2003). This offers a variety of informal
conditions to be analysed for the development of a technology for upgrading lighting. Bogotá seemed to be especially worthy of study because its public
lighting is supported by a cross-subsidy
system from which the lighting provider Codensa directly benefits financially
with each luminaire installed (see Figure 51 on page 81). Due to this policy, luminaires are even installed in remote and neglected areas (see Figure 50
on page 79). However, besides this
positive precondition, public lighting is
still characterised by fragmentation (see
page 22 ff.).
Moreover, Bogotá would directly benefit
in different ways from lighting research
in its informal settlements. Colombia
has been facing severe internal displacement due to a longstanding armed conflict between communist rebels (such as
the FARC and ELN) and government
forces (Nussio, 2016), and internal ref-

ugees have contributed to Bogotá’s rapid growth (Skinner, 2004). Even though
a peace process has recently started, “it
is (…) to be expected that the transition
to peace will bring forth a realignment
of the criminal world” (Nussio, 2016,
p. 3). Several hundred former FARC
members have been killed in the meantime and the current government ended negotiations with the ELN that had
been initiated by its predecessor (Cevallos, 2020). Furthermore, internal migration can be expected as a result of future climate change in Colombia (Eaton, 2011). Hence, it can be assumed
that the spread of Bogotá’s informal settlements will be fuelled further. Moreover, Latin America’s urban poor experience disproportionately higher levels of
crime compared to the middle and upper classes (McIlwaine & Moser, 2007),
which is likely to be mitigated by adequate public lighting due to its indirect
effect on night-time crime (as well as its
direct effect on fear of crime). Furthermore, around fifteen percent of Bogotá’s
poor do not have a sufficient travel budget and hence walk daily distances of up
to 15 km (Kaufmann, 2012). Therefore,
lighting technology that addresses the
special conditions of the public space in
Bogotá’s informal settlements seems to
be urgently required.

3.3 Case study selection criteria

2. The site should feature both ‘formal’ luminaires (provided by the authorities) and self-built ‘informal’ luminaires (installed by the residents)
in order to allow for the comparison
of their characteristics.
3. The site should be characterised
by different degrees of building consolidation as well as vertical (see Figure 62 on page 107) and horizontal

Figure 62: Analysing the impact of the building height (vertical densification) on the lighting quality
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

Figure 63: Analysing the impact of the street width (horizontal densification) on the lighting quality
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

Chapter 3

1. The w hole site should be of informal origin. At least some part(s)
of it should belong to the lowest official social stratum (i.e. stratum 1)
in Bogotá (which receives subsidies based on weak external dwelling
and surrounding conditions (see section 'Characteristics of informal settlements in Bogotá' on page 75)),
or it should alternatively be located
in an area that has not yet been recognised by the authorities (‘stratum
0’). It is likely that such a site reflects

the variety of informal characteristics described in the literature review
as closely as possible (see 2.2.1.2 on
page 58).
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The selection of the case-study site within Bogotá was based on several criteria:

densification (see Figure 63 on page
107) in order to facilitate an analysis of the built environment’s incremental impact on spatial light distribution.

Chapter 3

4. Part(s) of the site should be exposed to potential landslides in order
to allow for the exploration of public lighting’s impact on such ‘public’
space.
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In addition to these primarily socio-physical characteristics, the site had
to provide safe access to the doctoral
student during his fieldwork.

• Element 1: The built environment.
Compliance of the spatial light distribution quality criteria (see 2.1.1.2 on page
38) depends on the built environment in interaction with the luminaires’
optical design and system geometry (luminaires’ location, height and spacing).
• Element 2: People using the built
environment under consideration of
their needs and behavioural responses in relation to the informal settlement
‘programme’ offered. Resulting requirements include living in an environment
in which people are not harmed by the
luminaire systems and in which they are
exposed to lighting that adequately supports their night-time activities, reduces their fear of crime and keeps the negative impact of light trespass on the resident’s sleeping quality to a minimum.

21

• Element 3: The luminaire (system21). Two complexes of criteria need
to be considered: physical criteria (IP
rating, IK rating, electrical safety, structural safety safety22, geometry23) and
the optical design (see 2.1.1.1 on page
36).
• Element 4: The spatial light distribution. This results from the interaction of the built environment (element
1), the optical design of the luminaire
and the luminaire system geometry (element 3). Six main quality criteria generally appear to be of importance (see Figure 14 on page 47), namely adequate
horizontal illuminance and horizontal illuminance uniformity (to support
night-time activities and reduce the fear
of crime), vertical illuminance on the
façades (for space perception), vertical
or semi-cylindrical illuminance on people (for facial recognition), low illuminance values on roofs (to limit light pollution) and low vertical illuminance on
windows to reduce light trespass. However, since the location of future win-

The quality of a luminaire system depends not only on the product, but also on the lighting
design. Good luminaires can still result in a bad luminaire system if the lighting-design process
fails. Therefore, characteristics related to the single product refer to the ‘luminaire’ and characteristics related to several luminaires working together refer to the ‘luminaire system’.

22

Compliance of these criteria needs to be confirmed by laboratory tests.

23

A further aspect to be considered is the possibility of social stigma created by certain physical
luminaire characteristics. This topic is currently investigated by the ISTP doctoral student
Stephanie Briers.
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Four different elements of public nighttime space were analysed in order to develop adequate lighting approach for it
(see Figure 64 on page 110):

Chapter 3

3.4 Analytical framework
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Figure 64: The 4 elements of lighting analysis: the built environment (E1), the people using it (E2), the luminaire system as the emitter of
light (E3) and the spatial light distribution (resulting from the interaction of emitted light and the built environment (E4))
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

dows is unknown, the two aspects of illuminance on windows and illuminance
on façades were reduced to the aspect
of illuminance on façades in the calculations. Moreover, current data do not
reveal optimum light levels on people
and façades (see 2.1.1.2 on page 38).
Therefore, this variable was not directly addressed by lighting calculations and
measurements.

The built environment (element 1) and
the people using it (element 2) are merely analysed and described by this research. The optical design of the luminaire and its system geometry (element
3) constitute the independent variable
of this research and create a certain spatial light distribution (element 4), which
is the dependent variable.
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Figure 65: The 6 lighting quality criteria: horizontal illuminance (variable 1), its uniformity (variable 2), vertical illuminance on façades
(variable 3), vertical and semi-cylindrical illuminance on people (variable 4), light pollution (variable 5) and light trespass (variable 6)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

Chapter 3

3.5 Operationalisation and
methodology

In order to operationalise the dependent variable (i.e. the spatial light distribution (element 4)), its six24 quality criteria as well as the five night-time requirements were also analysed using
both qualitative and quantitative methods (see Figure 67 on page 113).
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In order to operationalise the independent variable (i.e. a luminaire (element
3)), two dimensions of investigation
were defined: the luminaire as a threedimensional physical object and its optical design. These dimensions were operationalised by several variables (based
on the literature review) and analysed
using a variety of qualitative and quantitative methods (see Figure 66 on page
113).

24

Optimum data can be found for four of these six quality criteria.
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Figure 66: Research dimensions, variables and methods regarding the independent variable (element 3)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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Figure 67: Night-time requirements, variables (see Figure 14 on page 47) and methods to analyse the dependent variable (element 4)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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3.6 Research steps

A multi-method case study consisting
of six main steps and (see Figure 68 on
page 115) involving a variety of stakeholders was applied. Different formal
and informal luminaires were analysed
within their physical and social context
of a 183-metre-long pedestrian street,

3.6.1 Overview of step 1: Case-study location
selection
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an alternative lighting approach was developed accordingly, and this alternative
approach was then evaluated by computer calculations. Finally, policy recommendations for its implementation
were defined and presented to policymaking stakeholders in Bogotá.

In order to find an adequate research location for the case study, six different informal settlements in the metropolitan
area of the Colombian capital city of Bogotá were visited and analysed (see 4.1.1
on page 128). Five of these settlements
belonged to the city of Bogotá (namely
San German, San Isidro, and the three
adjacent settlements Potosi, Arboriza-

dora Alta and Caracolí), whereas Cazucá belonged to the nearby municipality Soacha. The aim was to find a location that fulfils as many of the pre-defined selection criteria (see section 3.3)
as possible. The visits were mainly characterised by walkthroughs, spatial measurements, photo-documentation and
occasional interviews with residents.

3.6.2 Overview of step 2: Analysis of the
current25 night-time situation
This ethnographic step of the research
was motivated by the belief that “[a]s
difficult and complex as conditions are

25

in low-income communities, they provide clues to their own improvement”
and that the cultural adaptations and

The selected settlement Caracolí was partly evicted and demolished in 2019. Hence, ‘current’
refers to the moment when step 2 was conducted in the beginning of 2019 (before the settlement’s demolishment).

Chapter 3
Figure 68: The main six steps of David Kretzer’s doctoral research
(each step is presented with larger fonts in chapter 4)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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survival strategies found in non-formal
cities “can guide future interventions”
(Beardsley & Werthmann, 2008, p. 1).
This step served as the fundament that
defines the application and technology requirements for the technology development in step 4, because it is believed that a researcher should “not begin a project with a preconceived theory
in mind (unless his or her purpose is to
elaborate and extend existing theory)”
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 12). Moreover, “objects should be designed and
evaluated based on a deep understanding of cultural practice” (Cranz, 2016, p.
3), since technical products are part of
a wider social setting (Neubert, 2017).
Kelly (2016) emphasises the importance
of using both qualitative and quantitative data in lighting research, which explains the different methods used in this
phase of the research. This research step
had two complementary foci, namely on
socio-spatial and socio-technical settlement characteristics.
Step 2a: Socio-spatial analysis
As shown in the literature review, pirate subdivisions tend to be in contravention of planning regulations, which
results for instance in non-compliance
with zoning requirements, narrow pedestrian streets and informal building extensions. Furthermore, informal
public space is constantly transforming due to incremental building practices. Moreover, it has been illustrated that parts of the public space in informal settlements tend to be semi-public, since it is regarded as an extension of
the private homes. In order to define informal-settlement-specific spatial light
distribution criteria, the spatial characteristics of the public spaces need to be

known first. Furthermore, the nighttime ‘programme’, corresponding resident needs and behavioural responses/
activities as well as their locations need
to be analysed and mapped. Moreover,
the lighting requirements and the residents’ preferences for such ‘programme’
and activities need to be understood.
These different considerations lead to
the first research sub-question:
RSQ 1: What are the lighting-relevant
socio-spatial characteristics of Bogotá’s informal settlements?
Methods:
1. Ethnography (interviews, observations and behavioural mapping): Five days were spent in the informal settlement Caracolí “observing [during night-time] what is going on in the field by participating in
the field” (Flick, 2014, p. 320), with a
particular focus on the spatial usage.
Furthermore, a semi-structured interview was conducted with residents
regarding aspects of their life such as
night-time activities and travel preferences. Several (participant) observations were realised during hours of
darkness in order to map “the number and type of activities and where
they take place” (Gehl & Svarre,
2013, p. 24) as well the related lighting conditions.
2. Spatial dimensions documentation: The spatial dimensions (such
as street width and dwelling heights)
of the case-study street were manually measured using different instruments.

Step 2a: Socio-technical analysis
Formal and informal luminaires coexist
in Colombia’s informal settlements. On
the one hand, it seemed that the formal
lighting design would neglect the informal context by installing a ‘one fits all’
solution in a variety of spatial configurations (see Figure 52 on page 81).
Hence, an analysis was required to evaluate to what extent such a lighting approach fulfils the spatial light distribution requirements. On the other hand,
the informal luminaires seemed to fail
compliance with several luminaire requirements such as electrical safety. However, those informal luminaires
have been developed by the residents
in direct response to the informal public space – this means that the luminaire
systems as well as their builders might
impart information on how to develop an adequate formal luminaire system for such environments. Furthermore, as shown in the literature review,
it is crucial for urban upgrading projects

RSQ 2: What are the socio-technical
characteristics of both formal and informal public lighting installations in
Bogotá’s informal settlements?
Methods:
5. Ethnography (interviews, observations and behavioural mapping): A semi-structured interview
was conducted with informal resident dwellers regarding technological
aspects of the case-study street’s outdoor lighting - such as the lighting
produced by the formal and informal
luminaires (this interview was combined with the one in step 2.1). Furthermore, night-time observations
and behavioural mapping was realised with a particular focus on the relation of luminaire systems (both formal and informal) and resident activities (these observations were combined with the ones in step 2.1).
6. Interviews (with informal luminaire builders and/or owners):
A semi-structured interview was
conducted with informal luminaire
builders and/or owners to understand their design intentions, the luminaire characteristics (e.g. the control system and power supply) as well
as installation and maintenance details (this interview was combined
with the one in step 2.5).

Chapter 3

4. Expert interviews: The urban
planning department Secretaría Distrital de Planeación (SDP) and the
housing department Secretaría Distrital del Hábitat (SDHT) were interviewed regarding the role of public
lighting in the legalisation and planning process of informal settlements.

to build strategic alliances with the key
stakeholders across disciplinary and institutional boundaries (which includes
the informal settlement dwellers).
These different considerations lead to
the second research sub-question:
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3. Building construction household survey: The different phases
of the incrementally built dwellings
were documented in a survey - in order to provide data for an analysis of
the impact of a dynamically transforming built environment on the
light space in-between.

7. Lighting audit: Different characteristics of both formal and informal luminaires were documented (such as their lamp type, height,
spacing, material and optical design).
Furthermore, on-site illuminance
measurements were conducted on
the street surface to analyse whether
the informal luminaires comply with
the local lighting standard MUAP
(Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá D.C.,
2001).
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8. Laboratory measurements: An
informal luminaire of the case-study
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street was evaluated by laboratory
measurements in Europe to evaluate
its photometric characteristics and to
determine its IP rating.
9. Expert interviews: Bogotá’s public lighting authority Unidad Administrativa Especial de Servicios Públicos (UAESP) as well as the public
lighting provider Codensa were interviewed regarding technology- and
policy-related challenges associated
with the provision of public lighting
in informal settlements.

3.6.3 Overview of step 3: Digital site and lighting
reconstruction – from the past into the future
A digital 3D model of the lit case-study
street was created (in collaboration with
the doctoral student Michael Walczak)
based on the spatial (step 2.2) and temporal (step 2.3) construction data, the
lighting audit data (step 2.7), laboratory
measurements (step 2.8) as well as open
source data such as Google Earth satellite imagery. The intention for creating
such digital representation was to use it
subsequently for simulation research (in
order to evaluate the current (step 3b)
and alternative lighting approach (step
4 and step 5)) as well as to use it later
to communicate the research findings to
policy-makers based on virtual reality
VR technology (step 6).
Conduction simulation research for the
evaluation of the current formal lighting
was based on the following four main
reasons:
26

1. Limited accessibility: Two of
the dependent variables defining
the spatial light distribution quality (namely the horizontal illuminance on roofs and the vertical illuminance on façades) appeared difficult to be evaluated during the fieldwork. Physical access to the building
interiors would be required to measure the vertical illuminance on the
façade parts that are higher than the
ground floor26, because using a ladder to reach the upper storeys on an
unpaved street with over 35% inclination was regarded as dangerous.
Even conducting measurements on
the ground floor’s façade turned out
to be challenging, since many informal settlement dwellers let their dogs
roam around the dwellings for security reasons – and accessing this part

The ground floor is regarded here as the first storey.

3. Continuous research in the
‘same’ environment: The settlement
Caracolí was partly evicted and demolished in 2019. This included a
major part of the case-study street.
4. Lighting design practice: Lighting design is commonly conducted based on computer calculations.
Hence, doing the evaluation of current and alternative lighting approaches in the same manner would
constitute a coherent lighting design
approach.

Still, it has to be taken into account that
simulation research has several limitations, especially with regard to the completeness of data input, replication accuracy, programmed spontaneity and
model generation cost (Wang, 2013).
A simulated environment can never be
an exhaustive representation of its real-world counterpart but only a satisfying one (Ibid.).

2. David Kretzer used Michael Walczak’s 3D model (representing the street’s
current physical condition) to incorporate it into the lighting software Dialux 4.13. Within Dialux 4.13, the current lighting condition was reconstructed by using photometric data (luminous
intensity distribution files).

Step 3b: Evaluation of the formal lighting in 15 different densification scenarios
The spatial light distribution characteristics of the current case-study’s luminaire system were analysed by lighting software calculations in potentially varying street-width and dwelling-height scenarios, because examples
had been found in Bogotá showing the
application of formal luminaires of similar heights within significantly different
building-height and street-widths scenarios of informal origin (see Figure 52
on page 81).
These calculations were conducted
in order to answer the third research
sub-question:

Chapter 3

2. Systematic scenario planning:
Simulation research allows for a systematic evaluation of different environmental variables (in this case different luminaires, street widths and
dwelling heights).

Step 3a: Digital reconstruction of the
case-street
The digital site and lighting reconstruction consisted of two main steps:
1. The doctoral student Michael Walczak built a 3D model of the entire casestudy street (including its topography)
based on the spatial measurements as
well as drone and 360° camera footage
(measurements and filming conducted by David Kretzer during step 2a) as
well as based on open source data such
Google Earth satellite imagery and Geotiff raw data) in Rhinoceros 3D.
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of the façade would often require
stepping on semi-private ground.
Moreover, access to the roof would
need to be granted by the settlement
dwellers for the illuminance measurements there. Under the given security conditions, it seemed unlikely
for a stranger to get an entry permission to all dwelling interiors.
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RSQ 3: What spatial light distribution
quality is created in Bogotá’s informal
settlements by the current formal luminaire systems?
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The following hypothesis was formulated regarding such lighting application:
A certain luminaires system (characterised by the same luminaire type, the
same luminaire height, and the same
luminaire spacing) does not create a
consistent spatial light distribution if
it is applied in informal environments
that are characterised by varying street
widths and/or building heights.
This hypothesis is formulated based
on the assumption that the amount of
light ray reflexions between the façades
vary, if the street width varies. Furthermore, that reflexions of artificial light
by the roof surface (causing light pollution) are eliminated if the dwellings
are higher than the light source. Moreover, that the light levels on windows increase, the closer the windows are located to the luminaires (which hap-

pens if the street width is reduced)
due to the inverse-square law (E=I/d2).
To test this hypothesis, the part of the
case-study street featuring four formal
luminaires was adapted to 15 spatial
scenarios27 (five different degrees of vertical densification (zero storeys, one storey, two storeys, three storeys, and four
storeys) for three different scenarios of
horizontal densification respectively (a
seven-metre-wide street28, a five-metre-wide street, and a three-metre-wide
street)). Each of these 15 scenarios were
equipped with several calculation points
on the street surface, façades and roofs
between luminaire F2 and F3. The resulting 15 lighting models were all calculated in order to compare their spatial light distributions. The evaluation
criteria were the local lighting standards
MUAP (Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá D.C.,
2001) and RETILAP (República de Colombia: Ministerio de Minas y Energía,
2010) as well as the spatial light distribution criteria defined in chapter 3.4.

3.6.4 Overview of step 4: Luminaire and lighting
design development
During the fourth step, the technological requirements for an adequate informal-settlement-specific lighting approach were derived from the findings
of step 2 and step 3b under consideration that “the smallest change in design can have far reaching consequences (…)” (Papanek, 1985, p. 220). Based
on those findings and the technologi27

cal possibilities presented in the literature review (see on page 47), design
review questions (see Zeisel, 2006) were
developed for a luminaire being temporarily used during the foundation stage
of informal settlements (see Figure 40
on page 67). Based on this, several
luminaires were designed and built as
1:1 prototypes, using those prototypes

The 15 required 3D models had been provided by the doctoral student Michael Walczak.

28 This width represents the real width at the beginning of the case-study street.

Step 4a: Development of a luminaire
for an informal settlement’s foundation
phase
The development of an informal-settlement-specific luminaire consisted of the
following three main steps:
1. Design review questions: Step 2
had revealed both technical shortcomings and innovative solutions regarding the existing informal luminaires in the case-study street. Based
on this outcome, requirements were
defined for a luminaire (that is able
to adequately light an informal settlement during its foundation phase),
and these requirements were formulated as design review questions in
order to guide the design decision
process (see Zeisel, 2006).

Chapter 3

RSQ 4: What would an adequate technology and design brief for informal
settlement lighting look like?

2. Luminaire design and prototyping: Starting from the informal
luminaire I1 that had been brought
from the case-study street to Europe and analysed in two laboratories, twelve luminaires were designed that consecutively improved
aspects of their forerunners. Based
on the design ideas, 1:1 prototypes
were built to test their technical applicability, since “[p]rototypes are
as much about failing and changing
course as they are about demonstrating and proving” (Stappers, 2013, p.
86). The design aspects of the prototypes presented are ‘carriers of ideas’ and do not represent a final product design, because the prototype
is seen here “(…) as the pathway to
the final product, and never the final product itself (…)” (Oosterhuis & Lénárd, 2016, p. 252). All prototypes use a PIR sensor for the detection of pedestrian motion, to give an
example. However, motion detection
could also be realised with a radar
sensor. Hence, the main design idea
is the detection of motion, not necessarily the use of a PIR sensor. For a
final design, the involvement of a luminaire company would be required,
since such a company would have access to a greater variety of tools and
technological components. Furthermore, the final luminaire’s compliance with a variety of product standards would need to be done in laboratories (which luminaire manufacturers have access to). Moreover, the
product design focused primarily on
the luminaire’s functionality, not on
its aesthetics. The 12th prototype has
a box-shaped luminaire-head hous-
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“(…) as research instruments, both for
exploring new directions and for validating expectations” (Stappers, 2013,
p. 86). At the same time, it was analysed which existing outdoor luminaire
type(s) would constitute adequate successors of such an early-stage luminaire,
as part of a long-term lighting design
strategy. The different lighting solutions
were afterwards evaluated in step 5 (as
part of an iterative process between step
4 and step 5), leading to several technology and design proposal refinements as
well as a design brief formulation.
Step 4 addressed the fourth research
sub-question:
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ing, to give an example. However,
a final design and production process could lead to a different housing
shape. The main reason for selecting this particular box-shaped housing during the prototyping process
was to provide sufficient space for
the electronic components in a safe
manner.

While the design of an informal-settlement-specific luminaire in step 4a focused on the foundation phase of a settlement, it was determined in step 4b
what luminaire type and lighting design
would be required for a long-term lighting approach (focusing on a settlement’s
consolidation phase). This process consisted of two main steps:

3. Technology and cost comparison: All technological components
were listed and their technical characteristics compared. Furthermore,
each component’s price was documented. The prices were based on
single unit purchases, and the valueadded tax had been deducted. However, it can be expected that the costs
can be significantly reduced by massproduction. Therefore, the listed
costs should be interpreted in relative
rather than absolute numbers.

4. Comparison of existing outdoor luminaires: To determine an
adequate long-term lighting solution for informal settlements, different common luminaire types were
compared. The selected type was afterwards evaluated in step 5b. Specific technological implementation and
adaptation suggestions were further
described in a design brief (step 4.5).

Each ‘foundation phase luminaire’ (i.e.
the prototype (step 4a)) was evaluated
in step 5a.
Step 4b: Development of an alternative
long-term lighting approach

5. Lighting technology and design
brief formulation: A technology and
lighting design brief for an overall
(short- and long-term) lighting approach was formulated, summarising
the findings of step 4 and step 5 and
making suggestions for further informal-settlement-specific adaptations.

3.6.5 Overview of step 5: Luminaire and lighting
design evaluation
During, the fifth step, the different design approaches of step 4 were evaluated, following the theory of Aicher
(2015) that design needs to be justified.
Step 5a: Evaluation of the ‘foundation
phase luminaire’
The evaluation of ‘foundation phase lu-

minaire’ happened after the designing of
each prototype respectively and was done in two different ways:
1. Lighting calculations: For each
prototype, the maximum spacing
was calculated that just allowed for
fulfilling the lighting requirements

2. Luminaire workshops with a
lighting manufacturer and ETH
scholars: When the luminaire appeared to have reached a mature design, it was presented to the luminaire manufacturer Zumtobel Lighting in Dornbirn (Austria) in order to
receive a feedback of its experts during a workshop. Furthermore, the
prototype was presented to several
ETH scholars. These workshops were
done with the 10th prototype, and the
different feedbacks led to addition-

al prototype design adaptations afterwards. Step 5b: Evaluation of the luminaire used during an informal settlement’s foundation phase

3. Lighting calculations: To conduct this comparison, the ‘best case’
and ‘worst case’ street-width-todwelling-height model (as determined in step 3b) was selected. The
evaluation criteria were defined according to the MUAP/RETILAP and
the four spatial light distribution criteria. Based on the results, the lighting design (luminaires’ position,
height and spacing) was adapted and
recalculated until it met (most) of
these pre-defined criteria.

29

In the informally lit section of the street, the street width is around 3.6 metres at the narrowest
point. Hence, 5 metres were defined for the street width to represent neither the minimum nor
the maximum street width.

30

The width is 7 metres at the beginning of the case-study street.
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The common luminaire type for a longterm lighting approach (as defined in
step 4b) was tested based on the casestudy street calculation models developed during step 3b. In this way, a direct
comparison could be made between the
proposed alternative luminaire type and
the existing 9-metre-high pole-mounted luminaires:
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stated in the local lighting standard
MUAP and RETILAP (i.e. a certain
average illuminance and illuminance
uniformity value) in a 5-metre-wide
street29. Moreover, the 12th prototype
was finally tested in the case-study
street calculation models30 (developed in step 3.2 and step 3.3) in different ways: On the one hand, it was
‘installed’ in the currently informally lit part of the street to test whether it would fulfil the MUAP and RETILAP requirements there. Furthermore, it was tested in the ‘best
case’ and ‘worst case’ street-widthto-dwelling-height models as determined in step 3b according to the
MUAP and RETILAP as well as the
spatial light distribution criteria defined in chapter 3.4. Based on the results, the lighting design (position
and spacing of the luminaires) was
adapted and recalculated in order to
meet these different criteria.

3.6.6 Overview of step 6: Lighting policy
exploration
The new lighting approach as well as related policy recommendations were presented to key policy-making stakeholders in Bogotá and elaborated on them.
The stakeholder’s feedback was collected in a semi-structured interview. Based
on this, a policy brief for Bogotá was
formulated. This final research step addressed the fifth research sub-question:

Four mains steps were conducted to approach this question:

lation results, but by also providing
a dynamic visual experience, arguing that a VE constitutes a promising
instrument to communicate lighting technology and policy in a manner understandable to the layman
(Kretzer & Walczak, 2020). Furthermore, “dynamic visualisations will
often add additional value (…) to the
data set particularly when it comes to
enabling (…) interested parties to explore data in a fashion that is not reported within the original publication [(which is in this case the policy
brief (see below)]” (Ellis & Merdian,
2018, p. 142).

1. Development of policy recommendations: Policy recommendations were developed for the implementation of the new two-phase
lighting approach, comparing the
current lighting technology with the
newly developed one.

3. Expert interview: After the
presentation, a semi-structured interview was conducted with the policy-making stakeholders in order to
receive their feedback regarding the
new lighting technology and lighting
design recommendations.

2. Presentation of policy recommendations to policy-making
stakeholders: The policy recommendations were presented online to policy-making stakeholders, based on
both a Powerpoint presentation and
virtual reality (VR) technology: A
virtual night-time environment (VE)
had been created by the doctoral
student Michael Walczak based on
the data produced by David Kretzer
during step 2, step 3.2, step 3.3., step
4 and step 5. The intention was to
communicate the research findings
not only by showing numeric calcu-

4. Policy brief formulation: Based
on the research findings and the
feedback provided by policy-making
stakeholders, a policy brief was formulated. The intention was to provide a short summary in the form
of a written document to the policy-making stakeholders that had attended the online presentation (step
6.2 and 6.3) - which they could then
further distribute among other colleagues involved in the policy-making process.
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RSQ 5: What are the policy requirements for the lighting technology implementation?
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4. Research
implementation and
results

The research implementation began in December 2018 by visiting several informal
settlements in Bogotá in order to find an adequate location for the case study. This
first step of the research as well as the five following ones will be outlined in this
chapter. Both the implementation methods and the results of each step will be described in the same section, since each step relies on the outcome of the preceding
one.

Chapter 4

4.1 Step 1: Case-study location
selection

This chapter will describe the process of
selecting an informal settlement in Bogotá that serves as a case-study location according to the predefined criteria in chapter 3.3. In addition to searching a case-study location as the primary intention, visiting different informal settlements offered the opportu-

nity to observe further public lighting
contexts. Therefore, discoveries during
these visits that impart relevant information about informal settlement lighting are included in this section in order
to broaden the understanding of this
phenomenon.
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4.1.1 Informal settlement inspections
Six informal settlements were inspected in the metropolitan area of Bogotá in
December 2018, namely San German,
San Isidro, Potosi, Arborizadora Alta, Caracolí and Cazucá. The intention
was to find an adequate case study-location by conducting a walkthrough in

each settlement. Lighting-relevant situations were documented by photography during these walkthrough. Moreover, a laser distance meter was used to
determine the street widths and luminaire heights. Furthermore, some residents were occasionally interviewed.

4.1.1.1 San German settlement inspection
San German was the first informal settlement to be visited (see Figure 71 on
page 131). It is located in the southeastern part of Bogotá. The vast majority of dwellings were single-storey
dwellings, constituting a rather low degree of settlement consolidation. Common building materials were wood,
corrugated iron as well as bricks, and

the streets were unpaved. Many selfbuilt luminaires had been installed
there, even though some of the streets
featured also formal public lighting.
A resident explained that the piece of
land on which San German was built
would have belonged to a farm before.
During that time, the street luminaires
would have been formally installed. As

Chapter 4

Figure 70: The locations of the inspected settlements for
the case-study selection: San German (green), Cazucá
(pink), San Isidro (yellow), Caracolí (dark blue), Arborizadora Alta (blue) and Potosi (light blue)
Source: https://mapas.bogota.gov.co
(online: accessed on 6 May 2019)
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Figure 69: Step 1 of the research
(see Figure 68 on page 115)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

an act of pirate subdivision, the farm
land was subdivided afterwards and
sold to the informal settlement dwellers.
The new streets that resulted from subdividing the farm land would have been
lit with self-built luminaires installed by
the residents. These informal luminaires
were pole-, dwelling- or tree-mounted.

Moving through the settlement was only possible to a limited degree, since ‘invisible borders’ exist that mark the local
influence of different authorities within
it. Therefore, I was advised by a resident
not to enter certain areas of the settlement for security reasons.

Chapter 4

4.1.1.2 Cazucá settlement inspection
Cazucá was the second informal settlement to be visited (see Figure 72 on
page 132). It is the only one not belonging to Bogotá but to the adjacent
municipality Soacha (southwest of Bogotá). Dwellings having up to three storeys were found, constituting a rather high degree of settlement consolida-

tion, although the streets were unpaved.
Even though some dwellings were made
of temporary building materials, the
majority was made of bricks. Some selfbuilt luminaires existed, but the streets
usually featured formal public lighting.
The Self-built luminaires were randomly scattered throughout the settlement.
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4.1.1.3 Arborizadora Alta settlement inspection
Arborizadora Alta was the third informal settlement to be visited (see Figure 73 on page 133). It is located in the
south-western part of Bogotá. Dwellings
having up to five storeys could be found.
The degree of settlement consolidation
is very high, because even the streets
were paved and stairs provided. The
dwellings were usually made of permanent building materials. Formal lighting
could be found in all streets. Still, luminaires were often added by the residents
underneath the overhanging second storeys that tend to protrude into the street
space, with lamps of up to 150 W (see
Figure E). Those luminaires were usually professionally manufactured ceramic sockets mounted upside down. Sometimes, the formal luminaires seemed not

to match its built environment. An example of a less than 6-metre-wide street
was found, in which an approximately
9-metre-high pole-mounted luminaire
was installed in the centre of the street.
Since all surrounding dwelling storeys
protrude several centimetres into the
street respectively, the distance between
the luminaire head and the opposite façade was rather low. It seems that the luminaire had been installed before the
upper storeys were constructed, resulting over time in a conflict between the
luminaire and the incremental building
practice of informal urbanism.
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Formal luminaires in a non-legalised settlement

Figure 71: San German settlement
Source: David Kretzer, 2018
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Figure 72: Cazucá settlement
Source: David Kretzer, 2018
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Figure 73: Arborizadora Alta settlement
Source: David Kretzer, 2018
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4.1.1.4 Potosi settlement inspection
Potosi was the fourth informal settlement to be visited (see Figure 74 on
page 135). It is located in the southwestern part of Bogotá and adjacent to
Arborizadora Alta. Dwellings having up
to four storeys could be found. The degree of settlement consolidation is very
high, because the streets were paved
and the dwellings are usually made of
permanent building materials. Formal

lighting could be found in all streets.
Still, ceramic-socket luminaires were
also sometimes added here by the residents underneath the overhanging second storeys. Several streets having a
width of around 9 metres could be identified, and the pole-mounted formal luminaires seemed to be adequate for
such situations.
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4.1.1.5 Caracolí settlement inspection
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Caracolí was the fifth informal settlement to be visited (see Figure 75 on
page 136). It is located in the southwestern part of Bogotá and adjacent to
Potosi. A large part of Caracolí featured
single-storey dwellings made of temporary construction materials, whereas
another large part was characterised by
multiple-storey buildings made of permanent construction materials. However, most of the streets in both parts
were unpaved. A significant part of the
settlement had been built on a slope.
That is why parts of the settlement are
classified as landslide risk zones. Espe-

cially in these zones, formal luminaires
tended to be absent, and to compensate
for that, many self-built informal luminaires had been installed by the residents. Those informal luminaires were
up to around five metres high. Several examples of formal luminaires colliding with the surrounding built environment were detected in Caracolí, indicating a conflict between formal lighting
design practice applied in informal environments.
Both the formal and the informal luminaires composed consistent zones of either informal or formal lighting.

4.1.1.6 San Isidro settlement inspection
San Isidro was the sixth informal settlement to be visited (see Figure 76 on
page 137). It is located in the southwestern part of Bogotá. Dwellings having up to four storeys could be found.
The degree of settlement consolidation is rather high, because the dwellings are usually made of permanent

building materials and some of the
streets are paved. Even free WiFi is provided by the city of Bogotá on an outdoor sport facility and playground site.
Formal lighting was installed in most
of the streets, and only one informal luminaire was detected. However, two
streets featured several luminaires from
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Figure 74: Potosi settlement
Source: David Kretzer, 2018
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Figure 75: Caracolí settlement
Source: David Kretzer, 2018-2019
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B 'Liter of Light' luminaires...

E ...of which several are broken.
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Figure 76: San Isidro settlement
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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the ‘Liter of Light’ initiative (see Figure B and E), which is “a global, grassroots movement commited to providing affordable, sustainable solar light to
people with limited or no access to electricity” (MyShelter Foundation, 2020).
However, several of those luminaires
were broken (see Figure E). One resident even reported he would have contacted the ‘Liter of Light’ organisation
to ask for a repair, since the residents
would not know how to repair the lumi-

naires themselves. He would have been
waiting for someone to come and fix
them. This became the most important
lesson during the visit of San Isidro: It
seems to be of advantage that informal
settlement dwellers are able to repair
and maintain such kind of luminaires by
themselves. Otherwise, they would rely
on others to help them, which may result in a long period of insufficient lighting conditions due to the limited access
to such informal environments.
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4.1.2 Case-study location selection result:
Caracolí
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Caracolí was selected from these six inspected settlements, because a 183-metre-long pedestrian street had been discovered there that matched all pre-defined selection criteria (see Figure 77
on page 139):
88 metres of this north-south oriented street were lit by four high-pressure
sodium street lights, with the remaining 95 metres lit by nine luminaires that
had been installed by the residents (see
Figure 78 on page 140). The dwellings within that area are regarded as one
block (‘manzana’) that is classified as
‘stratum 1’ by the city of Bogotá. “The
street begins at 2720 m and ends at 2770
m altitude, resulting in a very steep incline of over 35% (…)” (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020, p. 7 (see Figure 82 on page
145)). The lower part of this unpaved
street was connected to one of the settlement’s main streets featuring tarmac,
two sidewalks as well as different enterprises such as shops and restaurants,
while the upper part was connected to
an unpaved subsidiary street. The dwellings in the lower part of the case-study

street were made of permanent construction materials and featured up to
three storeys, while mostly single-storey
dwellings made of temporary materials
characterised the upper part. Especially the fact that several informal luminaires could be found in one consistent
zone was unique in Caracolí compared
to the other five case-study options.
The majority of the dwellings was built
on land classified as high risk by the authorities (see Figure 80 on page 142)
due to the threat of landslides (Secretaría Distrital de Planeación, 2007a;
Secretaría Distrital de Planeación,
2007b) and are regarded as illegal (Secretaría Distrital del Hábitat, 2016). As a
consequence, buildings in the high-risk
zone had been demolished in the past,
but re-built afterwards (see Figure 108
on page 185).
One of the families living in Caracolí offered to host me for five days as well as
to accompany me during my fieldwork.
This family’s support was crucial in order to be able to conduct the research in
a safe and secure way.
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Figure 77: The case-study street in Caracolí: view into the formally
(top) and informally (bottom) lit part
Source: David Kretzer, 2018
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Figure 78: The case-study street in Caracolí (documented by a drone in 2019): The street's lower part is lit by four 'formal'
high-pressure sodium luminaires (provided by the municipalities (F1-F4)), whereas the upper part is lit by nine 'informal'
luminaires (installed by the residents (I1-I9)).
Source: David Kretzer, 2019 (a similar version can be found in Kretzer & Walczak (2020))
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Figure 79: Caracolí during day and night
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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Figure 80: Caracolí's legalisation plan (the beginning and the end of the case-study is marked with two red arrows):
the hatched areas indicate high-risk zones.
Source: Secretaría Distrital de Planeación (2007b)
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Caracolí is organised in a grid pattern
and has grown from pirate urbanisation
as well as private land invasion by individual residents at the beginning of the
1990s, with an ongoing land ownership
process having achieved land titles for
less than 30% of the plots in 2014 (Beza & Hernández-García, 2014). The settlement was legalised in 2007 and mains
water connected in 2009, while ener-
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gy, telephone and gas services had been
available prior to 2007 (Beza & Hernández-García, 2014). Caracolí belongs to
Ciudad Bolivar (see Figure 54 on page
83) – a district in Bogotá characterised by the highest rates of poverty, marginalisation, exclusion and insecurity
(Beza & Hernández-García, 2018).

Chapter 4
Figure 81: The distinct light colour of the formal high-pressure sodium luminaires makes the border between the legal and illegal
part of Caracolí clearly visible (emphasised by the white line). In the illegal part, 25 informal outdoor luminaires can be identified
from this limited perspective due to their differing light colours.
Source: David Kretzer, 2019

Figure 82: Case-study street section including construction dates: The street has an altitude of 2 720 to 2 770 metres.
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 9 (within that publication, this figure was created by M. Walczak based on construction dates
and spatial data provided by D. Kretzer as well as open source data (such as Geotiff raw data regarding the topography))
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4.2 Step 2: Analysis of the current
night-time situation
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This chapter describes the research that
was conducted in order to analyse the
socio-spatial characteristics of the casestudy street in Caracolí as well as the socio-technical characteristics of its lumi-

naire system. In the first section, the research methods will be described, while
the results will be presented in the subsequent section.

4.2.1 Current night-time situation analysis
methods
A multi-method approach was applied
in January and February 2019 to collect
both quantitative and qualitative empirical data in Caracolí. This approach included ethnography (night-time observations, semi-structured resident interviews and behavioural mapping), spatial
measurements, a building construction
household survey, expert interviews

with four different government authorities, interviews with luminaire builders and/or owners, a lighting audit (see
Fetters, 1997) and laboratory measurements. I lived during this study in Caracolí with a local family in order to deepen my understanding of common cultural practices in this settlement.

4.2.1.1 Night-time ethnography (step 2.1 and 2.5)
Night-time ethnography included (participant) observations, resident interviews, and behavioural mapping. Both

socio-spatial and socio-technical aspects were mostly analysed in parallel.

4.2.1.1.1 Resident interviews
The resident interviews analysed the
residents’ travel behaviour, their night-

time activities, their reasons for installing the self-built luminaires, their light-
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Figure 83: Step 2 of the research
(see Figure 68 on page 115)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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ing design and luminaire design strategies, as well as their lighting quality appraisals. Semi-structured interviews
were conducted with members of ten
different households, “(…) designed
to have a number of interviewer questions prepared in advance but (…) [also] designed to be sufficiently open that
the subsequent questions of the interviewer cannot be planned in advance
but must be improvised (…)”, because
“most of the informant’s responses can’t
be predicted in advance (…)” (Wengraf,
2011, p. 5). Eight households were located in the informally lit part, while two
were just adjacent to the border between
the informally and formally lit part of
the street. Unfamiliar technical terms
were omitted, because ”theory questions should be formulated in the theory-language of the research community”, whereas interview questions should
be “formulated in the language of the
interviewee” (Wengraf, 2011, p. 62).
The interviews were usually conducted
in the interviewees’ dwellings. Several
people refused to give interviews, probably due to the legal status of the settlement. This explains the rather low number of conducted interviews. Each interview usually took between 20 and 30
minutes. The following questions were
asked in Spanish language (in addition
to questions addressing the interviewee’s name, age and profession):

this house?
5. Where in Bogotá are these people working?
6. How long does it take approximately for each person to get to
work?
7. What transport besides walking
do these persons use to get to work
and back?
8. How much time does each mode
of transport roughly take?
9. At what time do you and your
household members usually leave the
house in the morning?
10. At what time do you usually return home in the evening?
11. What activities do you conduct
usually during the day outside your
house and on the street? Can you
please differentiate between men,
women and children in your household?
12. What activities do you conduct
usually during ours of darkness outside your house and on the street?
Can you please differentiate between
men, women and children in your
household?

1. Since when are you living here?
2. Have you built this house?
3. When did you built it?
4. How many people are living in

13. When and how long do you do
these activities?
14. Is the lighting outside adequate
regarding the activities you conduct
during hours of darkness?

Participant observations

Spatial measurements

Spatial measurements
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Drone filming

Illuminance measurements

Hidden time lapse camera observations
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360° filming

Figure 84: Fieldwork methods
Source: David Kretzer, 2019

15. When is usually the most busy
period on the street during hours of
darkness?
16. How do you evaluate the lighting conditions here compared to
the lighting conditions at the beginning of the street [a photograph was
shown to the interviewee to make
clear that this question refers to the
formal lighting of the case-study
street]?

Chapter 4

17. Have you ever asked the municipality to install formal lighting in
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this street?
18. Besides streets, what other public spaces in your neighbourhood do
you regularly visit?
19. For what purposes do you visit them?
20. Is lighting in those places adequate? If not, is this an impediment
for you to use those spaces? Can you
please differentiate between men,
women and children in your household?

4.2.1.1.2 Night-time street observations & behavioural mapping
Observations were conducted during
both a weekday (Thursday to Friday)
and a weekend day (Saturday to Sunday) based on participant observation as
well as a hidden time-lapse camera. On
the one hand, the intention was to analyse the number and type of activities
as well as their location (Gehl & Svarre,
2013), “and how the environment [(including the lighting)] supports or interferences with behaviour” (Cranz, 2016,
p. 30). One the other hand, to experience the night-time atmosphere (which
is caused also by non-visual information such as sound and smell), to examine the relationships between residents and to learn about their cultural habits. Each observation began one
hour before sunset and ended one hour
after sunrise the next morning. Due to
security reasons, the participant observation was not continued throughout
the whole night: it ended 2.5 hours after
sunset on the weekday and two hours

after sunset on the weekend day and it
was continued 1 hour before sunrise on
both days. Latin America’s urban poor
experience disproportionately higher
levels of crime compared to the middle
and upper classes (McIlwaine & Moser,
2007), and the host family strongly advised me not to spend more time outside their dwelling observing the street
at night. Therefore, the missing observation hours were recorded by a hidden time-lapse camera and analysed afterwards. During the hours of participant observation, I was able to overlook
both the formally and informally lit part
of the street simultaneously, standing at
the threshold of both parts of the street.
The time-lapse camera was only able
to record activities in the informally lit
street section, since it was positioned at
the upper end of the street.
Any action that had a) started in a
dwelling within the informally lit part of
street and ended outside of it in a for-
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Figure 85: Fieldwork tools: illuminance meter (A), tape recorder (B), drone (C), tally counter (D), 360° camera (E), time-lapse camera (F),
measuring wheel (G), notebook and pen (H), string with weights to indicate the calculation point distance (I), laser distance meter (J), measuring tape (K), camera (L)
Source: David Kretzer, 2019

mally lit part (i  f), b) started outside
the informally lit part and ended in one
of the dwellings located in the informally lit one (f  i), c) started in a dwelling of the informally lit part and ended in the same dwelling (i) or in another dwelling within the informally lit part
of the street (i  i) or d) passed through

the entire informally lit part (f  f) was
documented as one activity respectively regardless of the activity duration.
Based on this documentation, the activities and their location were graphically
illustrated on a plan-view photograph of
the area (see Figure 96 on page 171).
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4.2.1.2 Spatial dimensions documentation (step 2.2)
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Since informal settlements are characterised by permanent transformation,
spatial measurements had to be conducted first because no up-to-date maps
were available prior to the study’s inception (see also Kretzer & Walczak, 2020).
Therefore, such measurements were
conducted through the use of a drone,
a 360° camera, a measuring wheel, a laser distance meter as well as a measuring tape (Ibid.) - as shown on page

149 and on page 151. The case-study
street is very steep, having an inclination of over 35% (see Figure 82 on page
145). Hence, walking up the street in a
straight manner was not possible in several sections of the street. Instead, the
pedestrian path was slightly winding,
and the measuring wheel measurements
followed this winding course of the pedestrian path.

4.2.1.3 Building construction household survey (step 2.3)
The building construction survey constituted a continuation of the building
construction data collection that had
been part of the resident interviews.
The data of the 10 dwellings (collected during the resident interview) all referred to single-storey dwellings located
in (or near) the informally lit part of the
street. The intention of the survey was
to collect data of buildings along the entire street, covering also the formally lit
part. Moreover, to collect data on buildings having more than one storey. The
aim was to develop an understanding of
the densification process and the resulting impact on the lighting.

The survey collected construction data of 26 dwellings in addition to the data that had already been collected during the 10 resident interviews (hence,
the construction data of 36 out of total
52 dwellings (see Figure 102 on page
175) within the case street were collected (see Table 1 on page 176)).
All 52 dwelling households were approached, however, some residents refused to participate or were not at home.
This survey was conducted by the research assistant (and settlement resident) Alejandra Miranda in March and
April 2019 on behalf of David Kretzer.
The survey addressed two questions:
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Figure 86: The case-study street during day and night
Source: David Kretzer, 2019

1. When was each storey of your
dwelling built respectively?

In order to minimise error in data (see
Fowler Jr., 2014), the answers were afterwards compared to satellite imagery.

2. Which materials were used for
each step of the construction process?

4.2.1.4 Expert interviews with the urban planning
department SDP and the housing department SDHT
(step 2.4)

Chapter 4

The urban planning department Secretaría Distrital de Planeación (SDP) and
the housing department Secretaría Distrital del Hábitat (SDHT) were inter-
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viewed in order to analyse what role
public lighting plays during the legalisation and planning process of informal
settlements.

4.2.1.4.1 Interview with the urban planning department Secretaría
Distrital de Planeación (SDP)
The interview with the UAESP (see
4.2.2.3.2 on page 182) had highlighted
the role of the urban department Secretaría Distrital de Planeación (SDP) in
the legalisation process of informal settlements. Therefore, an interview was
conducted on 27 March 2019 with the
director of the settlement legalisation
and improvement:
1. What is SDPs policy regarding
public lighting in informal settlements?
2. What are the challenges regarding the provision of formal lighting
in an informal environment?
3. I noticed that many informal settlements are built on illegal and hazardous sites. What is your policy regarding the provision of public lighting on such sites?

4. I have found self-built luminaires in Bogotá, Santa Marta and
Cartagena [three photographs of selfbuilt informal luminaires were presented at this point]. Do you know
about the existence of such self-built
luminaires?
5. Do you know why people in informal settlements built such luminaires?
6. Have you heard about any particular problems related to such selfconstructed luminaires?
7. I have also found examples of
formal lighting provision in Bogotá’s informal settlements like the ones
shown on these photographs [three
photographs of formal lighting in informal environments were presented at this point]. What is your opin-

ion about providing this kind of formal luminaires in informal environments?

conflict with the dynamic transformation processes of informal buildings?

8. Don’t you think that the luminaires might be ‘oversized’ regarding the dense areas of informal urban
fabric, and that they are sometimes in

9. What aspects would be particularly relevant for the improvement
of public lighting in informal settlements?

4.2.1.4.2 Interview with the housing department Secretaría
Distrital del Hábitat (SDHT)

1. What initiates the informal settlement legalisation process?
2. What is SDHT’s policy regarding public lighting in informal settlements?
3. What are the challenges regarding the provision of formal lighting
in an informal environment?
4. I have found self-built luminaires in Bogotá, Santa Marta and
Cartagena [three photographs of selfbuilt informal luminaires were presented at this point]. Do you know
about the existence of such self-built
luminaires?
5. Do you know why people in informal settlements built such lumi-

6. Have you heard about any particular problems related to such selfconstructed luminaires?
7. I have also found examples of
formal lighting provision in Bogotá’s informal settlements like the ones
shown on these photographs [three
photographs of formal lighting in informal environments were presented at this point]. Was the formal public lighting on these photographs installed before or after the legalisation
of these settlements?
8. I have heard that water, gas and
electricity are usually provided before the legalisation of an informal
settlement, because they would constitute ‘fundamental rights’. Is that
correct?
9. Is public lighting provided at
the same time as electricity? Is public lighting regarded as a ‘fundamental right’?
10. Don’t you think that the lumi-
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The interview with the UAESP had also
highlighted the role of the housing department Secretaría Distrital del Hábitat
(SDHT) in the legalisation process of informal settlements. Hence, an interview
was conducted on 22 August 2019 with
a coordinator of informal settlement legalisation and regularisation:

naires might be ‘oversized’ for the
dense parts of the informal urban
fabric, and that they are sometimes in
conflict with the dynamic transformation processes of informal buildings?
11. I noticed that many informal
settlements are built on illegal and

hazardous sites. What is your policy regarding the provision of public
lighting on such sites?
12. What aspects would be particularly relevant to be considered for the
improvement of the lighting conditions in informal settlements?

4.2.1.5 Night-time ethnography (step 2.5)
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The socio-technical aspects of the ethnographic analysis were included in step 2.1
(see section 4.2.1.1).
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4.2.1.6 Semi-structured interviews with informal
luminaire builders/owners (step 2.6)
A semi-structured interview was conducted with six informal luminaire
builders and/or informal luminaire
owners as part of the resident interviews
in step 2.1, because some of the ten interviewees had informal luminaires installed around their dwelling, while others had not. In some cases, the interviewees had installed their informal luminaire themselves, whereas in other
cases, the luminaires had been provided
by someone else. For example, one luminaire builder had installed a self-built
luminaire in front of his own dwelling, a second one in front of his mother’s dwelling, and a third luminaire at
the dwelling in which his grandson was
living. The aim of the interviews was to
learn more about the dwellers’ installation intentions and operation habits.
Furthermore, about the luminaire design, financing, and power supply. The
interview was based on the following
questions:

1. Who has built this luminaire?
2. What was the reason for you to
install this luminaire in front of your
house? Can you please explain?
3. Was the luminaire installed in
order to light private or public space?
4. Who has defined the location of
this luminaire?
5. Who has defined the height of
this luminaire?
6. Who has defined the material
and components of this luminaire?
7. What were the selection criteria
for the material and components?
8. How much was the cost of this
luminaire?

11. Where did you learn to build
such luminaires?
12. Who switches this luminaire
on and off? Is the luminaire switched
on/off every day at a fixed time?
13. Who changes the lamp (‘light
bulb’), if it is broken?
14. Who pays for the lamp replacement?

16. What negative impact does the
self-constructed luminaire have on
the night-time life here?
17. Has there ever been a problem
with such luminaires (for example,
an accident)?
18. Is there anything negative that
needs to be technically improved regarding this luminaire? Or would
you say it is a perfect lighting solution?

4.2.1.7 Lighting audit (step 2.7)
During the lighting audit, the number
of luminaires, their spacing and several technical characteristics (namely the
lamp type, the lamp wattage, the housing material and the luminaire height)
were documented (see Figure 99 on
page 172). Furthermore, horizontal illuminance measurements along the entire 95 m informally lit street segment
as well as directly underneath each informal luminaire were conducted us-

ing a Konica Minolta CL-200. For the illuminance measurements along the 95
m street segment, a 1 m ‘curved square
grid’ of calculation points on ground
level was defined, laid out according to
the winding centre-axis of the street, because a square grid is recommended by
the CIE for pedestrian areas of irregular
shape (Commission Internationale de
l’Eclairage, 2006).

4.2.1.8 Laboratory measurements (step 2.8)
A self-built pole-mounted luminaire
designed by two informal settlement
dwellers was shipped from Colombia to
Europe and tested in two laboratories.
Zumtobel Lighting’s goniophotometer
in Dornbirn (Austria) was used on 16
May 2019 to examine the luminous in-

tensity distribution (see Figure 104 on
page 180). Photometric files (representing the luminous intensity distribution) of both the luminaire and its bare
lamp were generated, in order use them
later for calculations in a lighting software. Based on this, conclusions could
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10. Who pays for the electricity
that runs this luminaire?

15. What positive impact does the
self-constructed luminaire have on
the night-time life here?
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9. How long did the construction
of this luminaire take?

be drawn regarding the luminaire’s light
output ratio (indicating its optical efficiency) and its upward light output ratio
(in order to determine the luminaire’s
contribution to direct light pollution).
Paconsult Swiss in Neuhausen am
Rheinfall (Switzerland) analysed on 29

May 2019 the luminaire’s Ingress Protection (IP) in their laboratories, primarily in order to assess the degree of
electric safety. Therefore, an IP 2X, IP
3X, IP X2 and IP X3 test was conducted
(see Figure 105 on page 181).
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4.2.1.9 Expert interviews with the lighting provider
Codensa and the lighting authority UAESP (step 2.9)
Bogotá’s public lighting authority Unidad Administrativa Especial de Servicios Públicos (UAESP) and the public lighting provider Codensa were interviewed in order to analyse the policy dimensions of public lighting. Moreover, to gather information on commonly used lighting technology and re-

lated lighting design strategies in Bogotá. Furthermore, to examine to what degree the collaboration of the UAESP (as
the public authority) and Codensa (as
a semi-private company (a joint venture between the local government and
the Italian Enel Group)) harmonises.
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4.2.1.9.1 Interview with the lighting provider Codensa
The interview was conducted on 12 December 2018 with Codensa’s head of
‘B2G’ in Colombia, using the following
questions:
1. What is Codensa’s strategy regarding public lighting in informal
settlements?
2. What is the current policy in Bogotá regarding the provision of public lighting in informal settlements?
3. How do you know about the
construction of new buildings?
4. I have found examples of formal lighting in Bogotá like the ones
shown on these photographs [three

photographs of formal lighting in informal environments were presented at this point]. What are the criteria regarding where to install luminaires in informal settlements and
how many of them?
5. Do you install luminaires in illegal settlements?
6. I have also found self-built luminaires in Bogotá, Santa Marta and
Cartagena [three photographs of selfbuilt informal luminaires were presented at this point]. Do you know
about the existence of such self-built
luminaires?
7. What do you think about such

self-built luminaires?
8. Have you ever heard about any
particular problems related to such
self-built luminaires?

9. What aspects would be particularly relevant for the improvement of
the lighting conditions in informal
settlements?

4.2.1.9.2 Interview with the public lighting authority Unidad
Administrativa Especial de Servicios Públicos (UAESP)

2. What are the challenges regarding the provision of formal lighting
in an informal environment?
3. I noticed that many informal settlements are built on illegal and hazardous sites. What is your policy regarding the provision of public lighting on such sites?
4. I have found self-built luminaires in Bogotá, Santa Marta and
Cartagena [three photographs of selfbuilt informal luminaires were presented at this point]. Do you know
about the existence of such self-built
luminaires?
5. Do you know why people in informal settlements built such luminaires?

7. I have also found examples of
formal lighting in Bogotá’s informal settlements like the ones shown
on these photographs [three photographs of formal lighting in informal
environments were presented at this
point]. What is your opinion about
providing this kind of formal luminaires in informal environments?
8. Don’t you think that the luminaires might be ‘oversized’ regarding the dense areas of informal urban
fabric?
9. What different types of luminaires are usually installed in the city
of Bogotá?
10. How do you monitor and evaluate Codensa’s provision of public
lighting in Bogotá – both in general
and in informal settlements in particular?
11. What aspects would be particularly relevant for the improvement of
the lighting conditions in informal
settlements?
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1. What is UAESP’s policy regarding public lighting provision in informal settlements in Bogotá?

6. Have you heard about any particular problems related to such selfconstructed luminaires?
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The interview with Codensa had highlighted the UAESP’s role as Bogotá’s
public lighting authority. The interview
was conducted on 12 January 2019 with
UAESP’s deputy director and two of her
colleagues, using the following questions:

4.2.2 Current night-time situation analysis
results
The results of the current night-time
analysis will be presented in four main
sections: Firstly, the fieldwork results
(step 2.1 to 2.3 and step 2.5 to 2.7)
will be presented in one coherent section. Secondly, the luminaire laborato-

ry tests will be elaborated on. Thirdly,
the expert interviews’ outcome will be
presented. Finally, conclusions will be
drawn for the preceding research steps
(step 3 to 6).
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4.2.2.1 Light in a bucket - fieldwork results (step 2.1 to
2.3 & 2.5 to 2.7)
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The street observations revealed a vivid and long-lasting outdoor community life during hours of darkness in the
informally lit part of the street: 308 activities were documented between sunset and sunrise on the weekday (see Figure 90 on page 165), and 301 activities on the weekend day (see Figure 91
on page 165). On average, the number of activities during the first three
hours after sunset was comparable with
the number of activities one hour before
sunset. After 10 pm, the number of activities dropped below 10 on the weekday, whereas this happened only after
11 pm at the weekend. During the two
hours before sunrise, twice as many activities could be found on the weekday
compared to the weekend (presumably
because fewer people need to go to work
at the weekend). Walking was the main
activity. Furthermore, other outdoor activities such as talking, playing, smoking, smartphone use and cooking were
observed in the evenings (see page 161
f.). The longest case of residents talking on the street took 32 minutes, and
such socialising usually happened next
to informal luminaires. Ten times, people used additional mobile light sourc-

es (see Figure 97 on page 171) to light
the way, especially near the upper part
of the street in which two lamps were
broken. Social ties were evident between
people living in both the formal and informal part of the street. Near the end
of the formally lit part, a dwelling was
located in which several young people
met to play video games or to watch TV
(see Figure 96 on page 171).
Residents walking from the informally lit part of the street to this ‘media
dwelling’ (and back later on) was a frequent occurrence. Furthermore, people
spending time in this media dwelling
often also visited the informal shop that
was located in the informally lit part
of the street. There were several family ties in the informally lit part of the
street, partly stretching across the border to the formally lit part. Pupils living
in the formally lit part of the street were
also relying on the informal lighting system, because their school Colegio Sierra Morena was located behind the upper part of the street (that was informally lit). The main night-time activities
in the formally light part were walking
and socialising. However, the closer the
dwellings were located to the main road
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Figure 87: Examples of activities in the case-study street's informally lit public space: socialising and walking
Source: David Kretzer, 2019

Figure 88: Activities in the semi-public spaces (informally lit):
smartphone use, gathering at the informal shop, and smoking
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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at the lower section of the street, the
more consolidated became the dwellings. And according to this increase of
dwelling consolidation, fewer socialising activities between residents could
be observed. On several occasions, the
reason for walking in both the formally
and informally lit part was buying fresh
meat (carried in a plastic bag) at the
main road that is adjacent to the bottom
of the formally lit part of the street. In
the morning, the main activity during
hours of darkness in both the formally and informally lit part of the street
was walking, though many residents also carried a rubbish bag to the trash collection point at the main road on their
way to work.
The gender and age could not be identified for all people during night-time,
because several residents could only be
observed from behind, or people were
too far away to be clearly identified.
Moreover, the lighting conditions did
sometimes not allow for clear identification. Regarding the cases that allowed
for gender identification (68%), 37% of
the observed activities were conducted
by women and 63% by men in the informally lit part of the street. Regarding
the cases that allowed for age identification (i.e. 59%), night-time street users
with an estimated age of up to 60 years
were found, while the youngest were
less than 10 years old. The majority of
people were between 20 and 30 years
old (41%). Zero to ten-year-old nighttime street users constituted 23%, ten
to 20 years old 25%, 30 to 40 years old
6%, 40 to 50 years old 3% and 50 to 60
years old 2%. 54% of the activities followed pattern i  f and f  i, 19% followed pattern i, 16% followed pattern i
 i and 7% followed pattern f  f (see

Figure 96 on page 171). The remaining 3% were by people that entered the
informal part of the street but went back
immediately – for example, because
they intended to visit someone who was
not at home. The observation method also revealed that the eight manually
controlled informal luminaires were not
switched on and off at the same time.
Hence, the lighting levels were not constant throughout the night.
The lighting audit revealed that nine luminaires had been installed by the residents in order to light the 95 metres
long non-legalised part of the street (see
Figure 99 on page 172). Their lighting technology was fully adapted to the
built environment: Some luminaires
were mounted on dwelling walls, while
others were mounted on poles. Moreover, in contrast to ‘common’ street lighting schemes, the spacing between those
luminaires, their heights and their distances to the centre of the street varied strongly. Here, each luminaire was
owned by a household, and its residents had used their knowledge about
the specific architectural conditions in
front of their dwelling to adapt the lighting accordingly.
Six informal luminaires used inefficient incandescent or halogen lamps
and there was one LED retrofit. Two
light sources could not be clearly identified since they were out of reach or not
visible through their luminaire housing.
One luminaire was professionally made,
whereas the other eight self-built ones
were based on a socket that was either
mounted underneath an overhang or a
simple cover (such as an upside-down
plastic bucket or a modified water container) to protect the electric parts from
water. The outdoor cables were single-
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Figure 89: Examples of night-time activities in the case-study
street's formally lit public space: walking and socialising
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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insulated. Eight luminaires were manually switched by the residents, while one
luminaire was controlled by a PIR- and
photosensor. Some light sources were
out-of-reach; however, the power of the
incandescent and halogen lamps that
could be identified ranged from 53 to
70 W. The highest luminaire head was
mounted 3.3 m above ground and the
lowest 2.1 m. The distance from the informal luminaires to the centre of the
road varied significantly, from around
1.0 to 5.0 m.
The highest illuminance measured directly underneath an informal luminaire
was 12.6 lx, while the lowest was 6.6 lx
(see Figure 99 on page 172). The informal luminaires created a peak illuminance of 11.0 lx at the centre of the road,
and the lowest value measured there was
0.3 lx. Two informal luminaires were
broken during the illuminance measurement due to a failure of the informal electricity grid. Another luminaire
broke due to the ingress of water caused
by heavy rain. This rain occurred during an indoor resident interview and it
turned the whole steep street within seconds into a ‘river’. Since the street was
untarred, it remained extremely slippery for several hours after the rain had
stopped. If the illuminance values near
the two broken informal luminaires as
well as near the adjacent formal luminaire F4 are taken out of the calculation, the average illuminance in the informally lit part of the street is 2.93 lx.
In contrast, the illuminance measured
directly under the fourth formal 70 W
high-pressure sodium street luminaire
was 15.4 lx. The height of those formal luminaires’ head was 9 metres, and
they were controlled by a photosensor. All formal luminaires were pole-

mounted, and two of them were in conflict with the informal architecture.
The interviewed residents had been living in this street between three and seven years. 30% of the household members were workers (working outside
their home), 5% university students, 2%
self-employed (working at home), 30%
non-working adults (unemployed residents, housewives or elderlies), and 34%
children or school pupils. The majority of workers or students had to travel every day to Bogotá’s city centre or
even further north. Most of these residents relied on public transport, resulting in travel durations of around 1.5 to
2.0 hours (see Figure 94 on page 169).
Due to Bogotá’s proximity to the equator, the sun sets and rises at fairly similar times throughout the year: the earliest sunrise is at 05:40 (22 to 29 October)
and the latest at 06:12 (01 to 06 February), the earliest sunset at 17:37 (9 to
10 October) and the latest at 18:13 (13
to 23 July). Hence, the majority of these
working or studying residents leave the
house in the morning before sunrise
and return in the evening after sunset
during the whole year due to the great
distance to the workplaces and universities. Besides walking, the residents
named talking to neighbours and playing as their main night-time activities.
The main reported reason for installing the self-built luminaires was fear of
crime, followed by improving the visibility of the street. Other reasons were
the ability of observing what kind of
people are walking into the neighbourhood, to see who knocks at the door,
and to detect street dogs. The majority of luminaire owners said they would
have installed the self-built luminaires
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Figure 90: Night-time street activities (weekday) in the informally lit part (sunset at 18:07, sunrise at 06:07)
Source: D. Kretzer, 2019

Figure 91: Night-time street activities (weekend day) in the informally lit part (sunset at 18:08, sunrise 06:08)
Source: D. Kretzer, 2019
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Figure 92: Time-lapse images showing the rapid sunset in Caracolí in 15-minute intervals
Source: David Kretzer, 2019

D 06:07 am (sunset)

B Workshop
05:37 am at ETH
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A 5:22 am
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Figure 93: Time-lapse images showing the rapid sunrise in Caracolí in 15-minute intervals
Source: David Kretzer, 31 January 2019
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for both the community in the public
space and for their own private space
- expressed by a 58 year old woman in
the following way: “Pues claro eso es para la comunidad también, por que usted sabe que todos necesitamos” (translation: “Of course it is for the community as well, because you know that we all
need it”). Most residents reported that
the informal lighting had improved the
night-time visibility significantly compared to the former condition (without
artificial lighting) and that security had
increased. However, the majority explained that the amount of light was still
not sufficient – and this was the main
suggestion how it could be improved;
however, they did not differentiate between horizontal and vertical light levels. Furthermore, several residents mentioned the light was not equally distributed, because not every dwelling had a
luminaire installed and because some
luminaires were broken. The owner of
the 3.3-metre-high luminaire (see Figure 101 on page 173) suggested to increase the pole height and to change its
wooden material to metal in order to
prevent luminaire theft. It was reported that the two broken informal luminaires detected during the lighting audit
(I7 & I8) were not working due to a failure of the informal electricity grid. The
costs of the informal luminaires ranged
from 1.5 USD to 12.4 USD, as reported by the owners. To put this into perspective, one of the four formal highpressure sodium luminaires costs (including the lamp) around 100.00 USD.
It seems that the neighbourhood representatives would have approached
the municipalities in the past to ask
for the provision of public lighting, but
that their request would have been re-

jected due to the settlement’s legal status; however, the interviewees’ answers
were not consistent on this incident.
A father and his son had built the informal luminaire I1 together. Their reason behind integrating a PIR- and photosensor into luminaire I1 was to extend
the lamp’s life and “saving the Earth”.
This appears plausible since the electric connection to his dwelling was informal, and hence the owners were not
paying for electricity. Furthermore, the
luminaire builders provided detailed information on the design of luminaire
I1, which was the most sophisticated
informal luminaire in the case-study
street (see Figure 101 on page 173):
A plastic plate was mounted on top to
protect the sensors and the lamp socket from water. Moreover, they had installed a lamp cage to protect the light
source against external mechanical impact and water. One the one hand, the
luminaire’s height was chosen to prevent
from lamp theft, and on the other hand,
to stay within the detection range of the
PIR sensor. The location of the luminaire was chosen to light both the dwelling’s entrance door and the street. The
father was working in construction; that
is where he had learned how to build
such a luminaire. It had taken him and
his son around 20 minutes to create luminaire I1.
In order to get hands-on experience regarding the construction of such informal luminaires, I visited a do-it-yourself
store in Bogotá. Within around 15 minutes I could find all components commonly used for the self-built luminaires
in the case-study street: A halogen lamp,
a ceramic socket, a wire mesh lamp
guard, a combined motion and photosensor, 6.6 metres of single-insulated
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Figure 95: Departure/arrival time, modes of transport and travel duration of surveyed residents (A to N) in the afternoon and
evening (earliest annual sunset at 17:37, latest annual sunset at 18:13)
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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Figure 94: Departure/arrival time, modes of transport and travel duration of surveyed residents (A to O) in the morning
(earliest annual sunrise at 05:40, latest annual sunrise at 06:12)
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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cable, a plug and – in order to protect
those components from water - a bucket
(see Figure 100 on page 173). The total cost for these items was 59 264 COP
(≙ 15 USD). All those components fit
into the bucket and could easily be carried home, which shows the effectiveness of this self-help solution: In a situation of a weak state that has no lighting technology and policy answer to
the night-time needs of informal settlement, the residents become creative by
designing and installing public lighting
by themselves.
Spatial measurements revealed that
the luminaire spacing was highly uneven, ranging from 14.8 m to 0.5 m regarding the informal luminaires (in the
latter case, two luminaires were located nearly opposite of each other), and
between 22.5 and 29.5 metres regarding the four formal luminaires. Furthermore, the street width varied constantly, while the distance between dwellings
and street edge also changed (see Figure 78 on page 140). The street width
is 7 metres at the lower end of the street
(which is connected to Caracolí’s main
road), and around 3.6 metres at the narrowest point (located in the informally
lit section). The majority of the dwellings in the informally lit part were single-storey structures, with only one
double-storey dwelling. In the formally
lit part of the street, dwellings with up
to three storeys could be found, and the
upper storeys often protruded into the
street. Besides private and public spaces, areas were found having semi-public
characteristics such as porches and a little informal shop with outdoor benches
covered by a roof.
The building construction enquiry revealed that the dwellings (see Figure

102 on page 175) have been built in an
incremental way (see Table 1 on page
176). The first floor was usually made
of temporary material in the beginning, mostly corrugated iron or wood
(in some cases tarpaulin had served as
the forerunner of these two materials).
After some time, the temporary material turned into a permanent one (especially brick). After several years, a second storey was added, and again some
time later a third floor. Changing from
tarpaulin to corrugated iron took 0.3
years on average in the reported cases, to give an example. Changing from
corrugated iron to brick took on average 4.1 years. The time between the beginning of a certain storey construction
to the beginning of an additional storey
construction took on average 11 years.
These average data, the actual data reported during the survey, and data derived from satellite imagery were used
in a subsequent step to estimate the construction for the buildings that had not
been covered by the survey. Moreover,
predictions were made for the future development of the settlement. Such estimations and predictions were produced
in order to be integrated in the virtual environments (VE) which served as
communication tools during the policy
exploration phase of the study (step 6).
A significant number of former casestudy street dwellings had been demolished between 2010 and 2012 (according to satellite imagery (see Figure 108
on page 185)), presumably because
they were located in the area of the
street that is classified as high-risk zone
by the authorities.
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Figure 96: Night-time activity hot spots & activity patterns: Hot spots: a dwelling where young adults watch TV and play video games (a),
a little informal shop with outdoor benches (b) and a luminaire where residents meet to socialise (c). Activities starting in a dwelling of
the informally lit part and ending in one of the formally lit parts (i a f) or starting in the formally lit parts and ending in a dwelling of the
informally lit part (f a i), activities starting in a dwelling within the informally lit part of the street and ending in the same (i) or in another
dwelling within the informally lit part (i a i), and passing through the informally lit part (f a f).
Source: David Kretzer, 2019

Figure 97: Residents using mobile light sources due to low light levels - recorded by the time-lapse camera
Source: David Kretzer, 2019

Figure 98: Examples of surface characteristics in the case-study street that illustrate the importance of adequate obstacle detection at night.
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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Figure 99: Horizontal illuminance values (lx) & informal luminaire characteristics (the horizontal illuminance measurement points along
the street were done at 1.0 m distance to each other; the illuminance value next to each luminaire photograph (Eh) shows the horizontal
illuminance directly underneath each luminaire; the red values along the street were excluded for the calculation of the average value Eav (i.e.
2.93 lx) because luminaires I7 and I8 were broken and luminaire F4 is a luminaire provided by the authorities).
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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Figure 101: Design intentions regarding informal luminaire I1: clues for technology co-creation
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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Figure 100: 'Light in a bucket': The components that are commonly used for the contruction of informal luminaires in Caracolí, as found in a
do-it-yourself store for 15 USD. This metaphor may evoke an association with the “Schildbürger” – however, this is not a fairy tale but
the harsh reality of people trying to serve their basic needs of night-time safety and security.
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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Figure 102: Case-study street buildings (drone and 360° images)
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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Table 1: Building construction data (see also the two previous pages)
Source: David Kretzer (data collection supported by Alejandra Miranda), 2019
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Building no.

1st storey

2nd storey

3rd storey

4th storey

1a

1995

2000

2013

2024

1b

1994

1999

2012

2023

2a

2004

2018

2029

2040

2b

1985

2016

2027

2038

3a

2011

2026

2037

2048

3b

1995

2001

2005

2016

4a

2007

2018

2029

2040

4b

2000

2011

2022

2033

5a

2002

2013

2024

2035

5b

2000

2011

2022

2033

6a

2000

2011

2022

2033

6b

1994

2004

2015

2026

7a

2000

2011

2022

2033

7b

2000

2011

2022

2033

8a

2015

2026

2037

2048

8b

2001

2012

2023

2034

8c

2001

2012

2023

2034

9a

2015

2026

2037

2048

9b

2015

2026

2037

2048

9c

2015

2026

2037

2048

10a

2015

2026

2037

2048

10b

2015

2026

2037

2048

11a

2017

2028

2039
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Figure 103: An example of incremental construction in the case-study street
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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4.2.2.2 Laboratory measurement results (step 2.8)
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The goniophotometer-based assessment
(see Figure 104 on page 180) of informal luminaire (I1) revealed two important findings. First, the luminous intensity distribution curve is not well designed for street lighting, since a spacing of 4.1 m would be required in order
to create an average of 7.5 lx with a uniformity of 0.33 (which are the requirements stated in the local lighting standard MUAP and RETILAP) in a five-metre-wide street. Second, the luminaire
fails to be fully shielded upwards (to
prevent direct light pollution) by having
an Upward Light Output Ratio of 13%
(see Annex A). The light output ratio
was 68%, which means that 32% of the
lamp’s light output was absorbed by the
luminaire (for the official report, please
see Annex A on page 316).
The IP rating assessment (see Figure

105 on page 181) revealed that a finger would be able to touch several electric parts of the luminaire, and that the
plastic plate is not able to prevent the
potentially harmful ingress of water.
The luminaire failed the IP 2X, IP 3X,
IP X2 and IP X3 test (for the official report, please see Annex B on page 322).
Therefore, such self-built electric device
constitutes a danger for both its owner
as well as for other residents.
When the luminaire was mounted on
the goniophotometer for the photometric assessment, a short circuit occurred:
The two conductors had detached from
the ceramic socket and touched each
other between the socket and the luminaire pole. This had been a first-hand
experience of the potential hazard emanating from such informal luminaires.

4.2.2.3 Outcome of the expert interviews (step 2.4 & 2.9)
The findings of the interviews with the
urban planning department Secretaría
Distrital de Planeación (SDP), the housing department Secretaría Distrital del
Hábitat (SDHT), the public lighting authority Unidad Administrativa Especial
de Servicios Públicos (UAESP) as well
as the lighting provider Codensa will be

presented below in chronological order.
Possible judgemental answers regarding
the collaboration quality between the
four different departments are excluded,
since they should primarily serve to inform me.

However, informal settlements would
often emerge near legalised neighbourhoods that feature already street lighting. Thus, settlements may be built
along the already lit streets, and in such
cases, the lighting is provided before legalisation31. Problematic would especially be if houses were approved as single-storey dwellings - but additional storeys were still added afterwards. Those
storeys would often protrude into the
street to gain additional interior space,
sometimes even by 1 metre. The dwellings would then be built around the luminaires, so that the luminaires would
sometimes even be inside the dwellings32. This would be very common in
some streets. However, it would be difficult to regulate the way how the people
built their houses.
The self-built informal luminaires
would be dangerous for the people
that set up the illegal electricity connections. Moreover, such connections may damage the infrastructure.
Codensa would recently have started to
analyse the suitability of solar-run luminaires. Such luminaires could also be
helpful for informal settlements, especially because extending infrastructure
to remote areas may become very expensive.

31

A comparable example can be found in San German (see step 1).

32

This phenomenon was also observed in Caracas by Brillembourg and Klumpner (2005b).
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Codensa explained that there main policy would be to provide the same lighting quality in the whole city of Bogotá. Furthermore, that the requirements
stated in the lighting standards would
need to be fulfilled in all parts of Bogotá as well. Recently, a process would
have started to upgrade the city’s highpressure sodium luminaires to LED luminaires. The photometry of the highpressure sodium luminaires would be
quite similar, and there would be only few wattages (especially 70 W, 150 W,
250 W and 400 W). However, LED
would now offer a significantly greater number of options regarding a luminaire’s wattage and photometry. Therefore, Codensa intends to define a rather
compact LED luminaire portfolio to facilitate maintenance.
Every lighting scheme that is designed
and implemented by Codensa would
need to be approved by the lighting authority UAESP in advance. Foreign luminaire brands and also Colombian ones (such as Celsa or Roy Alpha)
would be used – however, Codensa
would have no preference, because the
luminaire choice would be determined
in a tender process.
The installation of formal luminaires in
informal settlements would first require
the settlement’s legalisation.
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4.2.2.3.1 Interview with Codensa on 12 December 2018
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Figure 104: Goniophotometer measurements at Zumtobel Lighting
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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Figure 105: IP rating assessment at Paconsult Swiss
Source: David Kretzer, 2019
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4.2.2.3.2 Interview with the UAESP on 12 January 2019
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The conversation with Bogotá’s lighting
authority UAESP began with the predefined interview questions. It was reported that a lighting modernisation
plan (that promotes the implementation
of LED) would currently be executed in
Bogotá. Furthermore, that solar-run luminaires would be tested in some pilot
projects. However, when the interview
addressed informal-settlement-specific questions, the conversation turned into an extensive analysis of the responsibilities and operational sequences related to the legalisation of an informal settlement and the provision of lighting for
it (see Figure 106 on page 183):
Three governmental departments (the
Secretaría Distrital del Hábitat’ (SDHT), the Secretaría Distrital de Planeación (SDP) and the Unidad Administrativa Especial de Servicios Públicos (UAESP)), the lighting provider Codensa (a joint venture between
the local government and the Italian
Enel Group) as well as a private consulting company (Interventoría) are involved in the process (see Figure 106
on page 183). Firstly, the SDHT develops an informal settlement upgrading strategy for the SDP. Secondly, the
SDP evaluates SDHT’s upgrading strategy – and if the SDHT approves it, the
UAESP is asked by the SDP to provide
public services. Thirdly, the UAESP (as
the guarantor of public lighting) orders Codensa to install, operate and
maintain the public lighting. Moreover, the UAESP orders the Interventoría to do the quality control for
Codensa’s public lighting installations.
The UAESP explained that any lighting

installation, maintenance or expansion
(through Codensa) would require the
approval by the UAESP. Moreover, that
Codensa would also operate the electrical grid, but this service would be (from
a legal point of view) independent from
the provision of public lighting. Codensa’s lighting design would need to fulfil the requirements stated in the lighting standards RETILAP and MUAP, and
it would follow the street classification
stated in the Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial (POT).
After the clarification of responsibilities and operational sequences, the interview continued with addressing
the prepared interview questions: The
UAESP explained that the biggest challenge of informal settlement lighting
would be time, since a legalisation process can take several years. The second
big challenge would be the lack of control through the authorities – because
if they were in control of the construction process from the very beginning,
the provision of lighting would be easier. Sometimes, luminaire poles could be
found inside informal houses and electric cables hanging in front of windows,
because some residents would not fulfil the minimum distance requirements
between a dwelling and a luminaire
pole. Moreover, the UAESP stated that
it would not be easy to install the lighting retroactively in informal neighbourhoods. Furthermore, the interviewees
stated that they would know about the
existence of self-built luminaires, but
that they had not heard of any accidents
or problems associated with them so far.
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Figure 106: Process of lighting provision in informal settlements in Bogotá
Source: David Kretzer (approved in Spanish by the UAESP (see Figure 107 on page 183)), 2019-2020

Figure 107: Proceso de provisión de alumbrado en asentamientos informales en Bogotá
Source: David Kretzer (approved by the UAESP), 2019-2020

4.2.2.3.3 Interview with the SDP on 27 March 2019
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The interviewee of the urban planning
department SDP reported that 20% of
Bogotá’s neighbourhoods would be informal. For the SDP, ‘informal’ would
mean that a settlement would not be in
line with urban planning regulations.
The main challenge of lighting provision would not be caused by the lighting technology, but by the legalisation
process [which is the precondition for
the installation of luminaires], because
settlements may be located in high-risk
zones. The interviewee had not heard of
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any self-built luminaires – however, she
had heard of accidents in informal settlements regarding residents that tried
to set up illegal electricity connections.
The interviewee further mentioned
cases of public luminaires in informal dwelling interiors. Moreover, she
would have observed that many streets
in informal settlements would be very
narrow, however, the minimum street
width defined in Bogotá’s urban planning regulation would be 8 metres.

4.2.2.3.4 Interview with the SDHT on 22 August 2019
The interviewee of the housing department SDHT mentioned that she would
be rather unfamiliar with public lighting
in informal settlements, because lighting would not directly be related to the
SDHT. However, she mentioned that the
self-built luminaires would be a common phenomenon in informal settlements. There would be cases in which
formal public lighting was installed before settlement construction and other cases in which it was installed afterwards.
Regarding the legalisation of informal
settlements, she explained that if a settlement is located in protected or highrisk areas, a legalisation process would
normally be rejected. However, the SD-

HT would try to resettle the people
in such a case. Moreover, it was mentioned that SDHT’s part in a legalisation process would take six to twelve
months (the SDHT would, for example, produce drawings of the settlement
during this time). Afterwards, they
would send their material to the SDP,
and it would take the SDP up to two
years to finish the legalisation process.
With regard to the provision of electricity, it was mentioned that around 90% of
Bogotá’s electric power distribution features overhead cables. However, the city
would have started increasing the installation of underground cables.
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Figure 108: Development of the case-study street over time: At least one time, it had already been evicted.
Source: Google Earth (online: accessed on 28 May 2020)
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4.2.3 Conclusions drawn from step 2
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The street observations revealed that
night-time activities play an important
role in community life. Some activities are for leisure, while others are economically relevant with many residents
needing to go to and return from work
during hours of darkness. However, the
light levels created by the self-built informal luminaires were found to be inadequate for safe walking in that triphazard detection for all age groups was
not afforded. Moreover, the light levels
measured in Caracolí were also unable
to adequately address the fear of crime.
The single-insulated cables of the informal luminaires and their overall product design constitute a potential source
of danger due to non-compliance with
electrical safety standards, which poses challenges for a safe walking environment from another angle.
In order to outline how optimal lighting conditions can be achieved, the results of the illuminance measurement in
the informally lit part of the case-study
street will be discussed. The average
horizontal illuminance was Eav = 2.93
lx, with a uniformity of U0 = 0.1 due
to the minimum value of Emin = 0.3 lx.
To put this value into perspective, several lighting standards will be referred to,
namely the lighting requirements stated
in the CIE Technical Report 180:2007
‘Road transport for lighting for developing countries’ (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage, 2007, p. 26), the
requirements stated in the Colombian
lighting standard RETILAP (República
de Colombia: Ministerio de Minas y Energía, 2010, p. 122 (table 510.2.2)) and
the requirements stated in Bogotá’s local

lighting standard MUAP (Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá D.C., 2001, p. 76 (chapter
VI)).
Two major conclusions can be drawn
from these measurement results. First
of all, self-built informal luminaire enabled the residents to exceed the average
illuminance requirements for developing countries. This is a clear illustration
of empowerment through resident participation. Second, it demonstrates that
even though this ‘informal’ lighting approach improves the night-time conditions, it is still limited since it is neither
able to reach the uniformity requirements (defined in the CIE, RETILAP
and MUAP standards), nor the average
illuminance requirements (stated in the
RETILAP and MUAP standard).
People’s desire for higher light levels was
expressed explicitly in the resident interviews as well as implicitly by several residents using mobile light sources
to supplement the informal luminaires.
Therefore, improving the light levels on
this particular street of Caracolí should
be targeted towards an average illuminance of 7.5 lx and a minimum illuminance 2.5 lx (U0 ≙ 0.33). In this way,
all requirements stated in the CIE, RETILAP and MUAP standards would be
met.
The informal lighting technology was
fully adapted to the built environment: some luminaires were mounted on dwelling walls, while others were
mounted on poles. Moreover, in contrast to ‘common’ street lighting installations, the spacing between those luminaires, their heights and their distances
to the centre of the street varied strong-

The light pollution caused by the selfbuilt luminaires challenges the resilience of regional ecosystems to presentday processes of urbanisation. While the
luminaire tested in the laboratory emitted little light upwards (13%), there are
examples of a complete absence of up-
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With the exception of the informal luminaire with a motion sensor, all informal luminaires were switched on/off
manually. This makes it difficult to ensure that all luminaires light the streets
in harmony, due to for example residents
not being at home to switch on their luminaire. Combining a motion-sensor
with the informal luminaire represents
a more sophisticated solution than the
formal luminaires provided by the municipalities that run all night long. The
motion sensor also compensates for the
low efficacy of most light sources. None
of the interviewed residents mentioned
the automatically PIR-sensor-switched
lighting in a negative way – hence,
this technological approach seems to
be promising for future innovations.

ward shielding in Bogotá (see Figure
C on page 22 and page 23). Conversely, a large proportion of the luminaire parts are made from recycled materials.
Two of the four formal luminaires installed by the authorities collide with
the architecture since they failed to anticipate future vertical densification in
informal settlements. The remaining
two luminaires may also collide with the
informal dwellings during future stages
of vertical growth.
The expert interview with the local
lighting authority UAESP revealed that
the time between the settlement construction and its legalisation is the key
challenge of lighting provision in informal settlements: formal luminaires
are not provided before a settlement is
legalised, and the legalisation process
usually takes several years. The reason
is that four different departments are
involved (in sequenced steps) from the
beginning of this process until the luminaires are installed (see Figure 106 on
page 183).
Three out of the four interviewed departments were aware of the existence of
informal luminaires, and three of them
also reported the conflict between formal luminaires and incremental building practice resulting in luminaires that
can even be found inside the dwellings.
Furthermore, the interviews revealed
that the city of Bogotá has started to replace its current luminaires with stateof-the-art solutions and that it has been
testing pilot projects that use for example solar-operated luminaires. This
shows that Bogotá’s authorities are open
to new lighting approaches and actively involved in testing them. This seems
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ly. Here, each luminaire was owned by
a household, and its residents had used
their knowledge about the specific architectural conditions in front of their
dwelling to adapt the lighting accordingly. The designers of informal luminaires I1 could give clear reasons for
choosing the specific height and position of their pole-mounted luminaire.
Making use of such local knowledge also for formal lighting installations (once
a neighbourhood is legalised in the future) is likely to result in a better lighting
design than if they are planned somewhere far away in Bogotá’s city centre.
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to constitute a sound prerequisite for
the development and testing of lighting
approaches specific to informal settlements.
The current provision of public lighting
in Caracolí can be summarised with reference to three phases (see Figure 148
on page 251):
Phase 1: Since no public lighting is provided during the early stage of informality, residents install the lighting themselves to improve night-time access to
public space. The lighting tends not to
comply with lighting and electric safety standards and is powered via illegal
connections to the electrical grid. This
phase can last up to several years.
Phase 2: Once the authorities approve
the legalisation of a settlement, formal
street luminaires are provided. These luminaires barely vary in size and shape,
thereby limiting the potential for spatial
adaptation. They are merely controlled
by a photosensor and consequently
burn throughout the night.
Phase 3: Informal settlements are characterised by constant physical change
and vertical densification. As a result,
their formal public lighting tends to collide with the architecture over time.
Brillembourg, Klumpner and Schwartz
(2013, p. 25) argue that “[o]nly if we

shift our expectations away from a
product, to a process, and reconsider
traditional development strategies we
will be able to find economically feasible solutions for the masses of people in
the slums.” Hence, for the current provision of lighting (resulting in a variety
of shortcomings as described above), an
alternative approach needs to be developed – abandoning the idea of ‘building’ a public luminaire forever, “in favor of new goals: resilience, adaptability
and transformability” (Schlueter, et al.,
2013, p. 334). We have seen how Caracolí’s residents filled the gap left by the
authorities by installing self-built luminaires that do not create ‘perfect’, but
nonetheless improved, night-time lighting conditions. Making use of the resident’s participation and local knowledge
for the implementation of a new lighting approach seems to be promising.
As regards the luminaire development,
“(…) shifting the emphasis from [a]
(…) form-driven to [a] (…) purposeoriented (…)” (Brillembourg & Klumpner, 2010, p. 12) product design would
be desirable.
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4.3 Step 3: Digital site and lighting
reconstruction – from the past
into the future
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This chapter describes how a digital 3D
model of the case-study street was created in collaboration with the doctoral
student Michael Walczak based on the
data collected in step 2 and open source
data such as Google Earth satellite im-

agery. This digital representation served
as the basis for simulation research (step
3b and step 5) as well as for creating a
virtual environment (VE) in order to
present the research findings to policymakers (step 6).

4.3.1 Step 3a: digital reconstruction of the casestudy street
The digital reconstruction of the casestudy street consisted of two main steps:
Firstly, Michael Walczak built a 3D
model of the architecture, objects and

topography. Secondly, I used this 3D
model to reconstruct the current lighting conditions in a lighting calculation
software using photometric files.

4.3.1.1 Building a 3D model of the case-study street
(step 3.1)
This section describes the 3D model development process and it was written in
Kretzer & Walczak (2020) by Michael
Walczak:
“For [this] step (…), transforming the
data gathered by drone and 360° filming
as well as distance measurements into a
3D model was a complex iterative process. The drone footage was the basis for
establishing information about the plan

view, combined with information provided by Google Earth satellite imagery and digital elevation maps from the
NASA shuttle mission. The 360° footage
provided the vertical information for
the model with regards to the number of
building storeys as well as the location
of windows, doors and stairs, the roof
geometry, overhangs, terraces, materialisation, topography, and vegetation.
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Figure 109: Step 3 of the research
(see Figure 68 on page 115)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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The static elements visualised within the
VE/VR visualisation framework comprise the topography, buildings, vegetation as well as specific objects such as
luminaires, fences, and tyres. Each of
these elements is further explained in
the following section.
As regards the static topography visualisation, the Geotiff raw data for Bogotá is
accessed through the NASA shuttle mission. Within Q-GIS Version 3.4.8-Madeira, the QGis2Threejs Plugin is used
to convert Geotiff Data into gltf format.
Aspose.3D Conversion is used for the
translation from gltf to stl format, allowing the topography to be opened in Rhinoceros 3D and the format to be translated to Unreal Engine readable format
(fbx). Additional elements such as trees,
bushes, and significant objects are added and materialised manually through
the Rhinoceros 3D and Unreal Engine
workflow. Regarding the static building
visualisation, the Unreal Engine is extended with custom C++ code. GDAL
Library is used for loading all geolocated building footprints and their respective numeric building storeys provided
by ‘Mapas Bogotá’. If no spatial building
measurements could be taken the fol-

lowing method is applied: according to
aggregated field observations, the building footprints are extruded by the multiplication of a 2.4-metre building height
for the ground floor and 2.6 metres for
all the subsequent floors, which have additional height for the ceiling compared
to the ground floor which has its ground
plate below ground level. Another observed specificity is that the first floor
(i.e. the second storey) on average overhangs the streetscape by approximately 0.6 metres. Each consecutive floor,
starting from the second floor, was
found to overhang the streetscape by an
average of around 0.2 metres. Custom
code relocates the buildings by their altitude to their respective position in accordance with the topography by finding their intersection point. The buildings are materialised and UV-mapped
automatically with a selection of common materials in the settlement including bricks, corrugated steel, glass, and
wood. Windows, doors, railings, specific roof geometries, and terraces are added and materialised manually through
the Rhinoceros 3D workflow and Unreal Engine framework” (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020, pp. 9-10).

4.3.1.2 Reconstruction of the case-study street’s current
night-time lighting (step 3.2)
This section describes the lighting reconstruction process. The text parts
quoted from Kretzer & Walczak (2020),
were written by David Kretzer:
“The lighting of the entire street was reconstructed in a lighting software program (…) [(see page 195)] using the
3D model constructed (...) [by M. Wal-

czak] and photometric files. The software used for the calculation was Dialux 4.13. Each object within the model
had matt surfaces with a reflectance of
0.5, and the ground’s matt surface had a
reflectance of 0.3. Moreover, the informal luminaires had surface reflectances
according to their object colours. A re-
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Figure 110: Fieldwork data collection: Michael Walczak transformed the spatial data gathered by David Kretzer (through drone
filming, 360° filming, and distance measurements) into a 3D model by combining them with information provided by satellite imagery
and digital elevation maps.
Source: Walczak & Kretzer (2020): online, accessed on 28 May 2020 (within that article, this figure was provided by David Kretzer).
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flectance of 0.5 was chosen for the model objects (which are mainly architectural structures) as a value that represents
a variety of building materials: dark red
bricks have a reflectance of 0.1 to 0.15,
light grey concrete has a reflectance of
0.4 to 0.6, and wood has a reflectance in
the range of 0.1 to 0.5 [(Neufert, 2019)],
to name some examples. A reflectance
of 0.3 was chosen for the ground since
the street was unpaved and sandstone
has a reflectance of 0.2 to 0.4 [(Ibid)].
The calculations consisted of two main
parts. The lighting of the four formal
luminaires (F1-F4) in the lower part of
street (…) was reconstructed by documenting the luminaire codes written on
the housing of each luminaire. Based on
these codes, the luminaire specifications
were provided by Bogotá’s public lighting authority. In this way, the luminaire
manufacturer’s photometric file could
be identified and used for lighting calculations. The height of the luminaire
heads was 9 metres; the spacing was
22.5 metres between luminaire F1 and
F2, 29 metres between F2 and F3 and
29.5 metres between F3 and F4.
The lighting of the nine informal luminaires in the upper part of the street (…)
was reconstructed to ensure the correct
lighting levels within the virtual environment software [(during step 6)]. The
photometric file derived from the goniophotometer measurement [(step 2)]
was used for luminaire I1. Photometric

files of comparable light sources were
used for the other luminaires and integrated into 3D replicas of the informal
luminaires; [for this, the photometry of
the bare lamp of luminaire I1 (that had
also been produced by the goniophotometer in order to determine I1’s light
output ratio) was used for the other luminaire having halogen lamps.] The
lighting levels were adapted in Dialux
4.13 to the on-site illuminance measurement results” (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020,
pp. 10-13).
Regarding the informally lit part of
street, an average horizontal illuminance Eav of 3.16 lx was achieved in the
Dialux reconstruction, compared to an
Eav of 2.93 lx measured by the illuminance meter in that street section. Thus,
an accuracy of 93% was achieved in the
computer-based reconstruction with regard to the reference points measured
during fieldwork.
“Regarding the formally lit part of the
street, a horizontal luminance of 15.4 lx
was measured on site at a reference
point under formal luminaire F4 (…);
the computer simulation resulted in a
horizontal illuminance of 17.0 lx at the
same point in the [calculation] model.
Hence, an accuracy of 90% was achieved
regarding this reference point” (Kretzer
& Walczak, 2020, p. 13).
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Figure 111: Reconstruction of the case-study street's lighting in the Dialux lighting software
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 12 (within this publication, this figure was created by D. Kretzer)

Figure 112: The illuminance values of the case-study street illustrated as pseudo colours in Dialux
Source: Kretzer, 2020
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Figure 113: Creating a digital copy of informal luminaire I1, including its photometric characteristics.
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 11 (within that publication, this figure was co-created by both authors)
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Figure 114: Informal luminaire I1 as part of the Dialux model
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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Figure 116: Reconstruction of the case-study street's lighting in the Dialux lighting software: view from the top of the street into the informally lit part
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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Figure 115: Reconstruction of the case-study street's lighting in the Dialux lighting software: view from the bottom of the street into the
formally lit part
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

4.3.2 Step 3b: evaluation of the formal lighting
currently provided by the authorities
In this section, a systematic evaluation of the lighting quality produced
by the case-study street’s formal luminaires (applied in different dwellingheight- and street-width-scenarios)
will be demonstrated. This evaluation

is based on computer calculations. The
calculation method will be presented
first, followed by the calculation results.
The text parts quoted in the following
two sections from Kretzer & Walczak
(2020), were written by David Kretzer.
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4.3.2.1 Calculation method (step 3.1)
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In step 3.1, “the impact of vertical densification on the lighting quality was calculated. This involved an analysis of the
street segment currently featuring formal luminaires provided by the authorities (…). These luminaires used 70 W
high-pressure sodium lamps, and the
luminous intensity distribution curve
of the manufacturer was used for the
calculation with a maintenance factor of 0.86 according to Bogotá’s lighting standard MUAP [(Alcaldía Mayor
de Bogotá D.C., 2001)]. Lighting calculations of five different degrees of vertical densification (zero storeys, one storey, two storeys, three storeys, and four
storeys) were conducted for three different scenarios of horizontal densification respectively (seven-metre-wide
street33, five-metre-wide street, threemetre-wide street) under current light-

33
34

ing conditions34 [(see Figure 119 on
page 201)] (…)” (Kretzer & Walczak,
2020, p. 7). Four different aspects were
analysed according to the four pre-defined quality criteria: “horizontal illuminance on the street [as well as its uniformity] (in order to evaluate whether the requirements in Bogotá’s lighting standard MUAP [and Colombia’s
lighting standard RETILAP35] would
be met), horizontal illuminance on the
dwellings’ roof (in order to analyse the
degree of light pollution), and vertical
illuminance on the dwellings’ façade (in
order to evaluate how much light would
potentially enter the interior through
windows and disturb the residents, also called light trespass). This detailed
analysis was done between formal luminaire F2 and F3 to ensure that there was
an adjacent luminaire on either side that

This width represents the real width at the beginning of the case-study street.

“The luminaire outreach arms were shortened to 0.6 metre and 0.2 metre for the five-metreand three-metre-wide street respectively in order to take into account the luminous intensity
distribution with regards to the street width” (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020, p. 13). Furthermore,
vegetation was not included in the calculation models.
35 Bogotá’s lighting standard MUAP a horizontal illuminance E av of 7-11 lx (U0=0.33), whereas
Colombia’s lighting standard RETILAP (República de Colombia: Ministerio de Minas y
Energía, 2010) defines an E av of 7.5 lx (U0 =0.2) for class P5. Hence, an E av of 7.5 lx having a
uniformity U0 of 0.33 was chosen to meet the criteria of both standards.
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Figure 117: Calculation points were put on the street surface (red), on the façades (green) and on the roofs (purple)
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 12 (within this publication, this figure was created by D. Kretzer)
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Figure 118: The calculation points on the street surface (indicated red in the figure above, indicated green/yellow in this figure)
was arranged in a grid of up to 7 rows at the widest part of the case-study street
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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might impact the calculation results.
For the horizontal illuminance measurements along the street, a one-metre ‘curved square grid’36 of calculation
points at ground level was defined and
laid out according to the winding centre
axis of the street (…) [(see Figure 118
on page 199)]. The calculation point
spacing of one by one metre was arranged based on the plan view, resulting
in a slightly greater spacing due to the
inclination of the street. For the horizontal illuminance on the roofs, one calculation point was placed on each roof
[(see Figure 117 on page 199)], one
metre distant from the façade edge, perpendicular to the façade midpoint (seen
from plan view).

For the vertical illuminance on a façade,
one calculation point was placed on
the midpoint of each façade part (seen
from plan view); the calculation point
was located 1.2 metres below the ceiling
height of the first storey and 1.3 metres
below the ceiling height of the second,
third, and fourth storeys respectively (since the first storeys tend to be 2.4
metres and the other storeys 2.6 metres
high)” (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020, p. 13).
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36 A square grid is recommended by the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (2006) for
pedestrian areas of irregular shape.
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Figure 119: Calculation renderings showing the 15 lighting calculation scenarios, analysed by using the lighting software Dialux
(the calculation results can be found in the next section (see Table 2 on page 202)).
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 20 (within this publication, this figure was created by D. Kretzer)

4.3.2.2 Calculation results (step 3b)
The lighting calculation results of
step 3b are presented in Table 2 (see also Kretzer & Walczak, 2020, p. 16 ff.).
“Various conclusions can be drawn regarding the different lighting characteristics calculated:

can be assumed that this is caused
by more square metres of dwelling
façade that reflect light from the luminaires on to the street. Bogotá’s
lighting standard requires an average illuminance of at least 7 lx [and
Colombia’s lighting standard RETILAP requires an average illuminance of 7.5 lx [(see Table 3 on page
202)]; (...) [both lighting levels are]
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1. Average illuminance (lx) on
street surface: The more storeys, the
higher the average illuminance. It
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Table 2: Lighting calculation results (formal lighting)
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 18 (within that publication, this data was created by D. Kretzer)
Street width
Number of storeys

7m

5m

3m

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

Average illuminance on
street surface Eav (lx)

11.0

10.8

10.4

9.8

9.3

11.3

11.0

10.5

9.8

9.3

9.1

8.9

8.8

8.6

8.5

Min. illuminance on
street surface Emin (lx)

0.6

0.5

0.3

0.2

1.7

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.1

1.8

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

1.8

Illuminance uniformity on
street surface U0

0.06

0.05

0.03

0.02

0.18

0.05

0.04

0.02

0.01

0.19

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.21

Max. illuminance on
a roof (lx)

0.1

3.9

14.0

15.0

n/a

0.1

12.0

23.0

33.0

n/a

0.2

6.5

79.0

50.0

n/a

Max. illuminance on
a façade (lx)

33.0

32.0

32.0

20.0

n/a

52.0

50.0

39.0

20.0

n/a

95.0

91.0

29.0

7.6

n/a

Table 3: Informally created levels in Caracolí compared to different lighting standard recommendations
Source: Table compiled by David Kretzer, 2020
Average illuminance Eav

Illuminance uniformity U0

Current lighting levels in Caracolí achieved
through informal lighting

2.93 lx

0.1

International CIE lighting requirements for
developing countries

1.0 – 2.0 lx

0.2

7.5 lx

0.2

7-11 lx

0.33

Colombian RETILAP Class P5 lighting
requirements
Bogotá’s local MUAP lighting requirements
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3. Maximum illuminance on a roof
(lx): In all three street-width scenarios, most of the light is emitted on to
the roofs when there is only one or
two storeys. Significantly less light
reaches the roof of three- and fourstorey buildings; in this case, the
dwellings have heights comparable
to the street luminaires themselves
– and the light therefore tends to
be emitted against the façades. This
makes sense: if a luminaire is located higher than the roof (and if the luminous intensity distribution of the
luminaire is not focusing the light
very precisely on to the street surface), a lot of light can be expected

Illuminance uniformity U0 is defined by the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (2006)
as well as in the MUAP and RETILAP as the minimum illuminance E min divided by the average illuminance E av.

Figure 120: The minimum illuminance value Emin (indicated by the red dot) of the lighting calculation results (see Table 2 on page 202)
is caused by an informal building extension (indicated by the white frame). The location of the calculation point is illustrated by a lighting
calculation rendering (left-hand side), a lighting calculation pseudo colour image (middle), and a 360° photograph (right-hand side).
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 20 (within that publication, this figure was created by D. Kretzer)
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2. Minimum illuminance (lx) and
illuminance uniformity U0 on street
surface: The wider the street, the
higher the minimum illuminance
and hence the illuminance uniformity37. In this case, the lowest illuminance was calculated behind an informal building extension (…) that
shades the direct light emitted by one
of the four luminaires. It seems that
the wider the street, the more light
could be emitted to surfaces nearby (that then reflect this light on to
the calculation point measuring the
lowest illuminance), since informal building structures (such as levelling foundations, porches, separation walls, and overhangs) protruded
less into the street’s centre. According to Bogotá’s lighting standard, the

uniformity U0 should be at least 0.33
[(see Table 3 on page 202)] – however, in none of the 15 scenarios is
this uniformity achieved.
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achieved in all 15 scenarios.
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to be emitted on to the roofs. However, such light is partly reflected by
the roofs into the sky, creating socalled light pollution. Light pollution
has a negative impact on the nighttime fauna: for example, migrating
birds may be disorientated [(Goronczy, 2018)].
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4. Maximum illuminance on a façade (lx): In all three street-width
scenarios, most of the light is emitted
on to a façade of the four-storey scenario, with a maximum illuminance
of 95.0 lx in the three-metre-wide
street (on the calculation point of
the third storey). However, light that
is emitted on to a façade may enter
a dwelling through windows and affect the residents’ circadian rhythms
[(Goronczy, 2018)]. The maximum
illuminance on a window should not
exceed 1 lx [(Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage, 2003)], but in
these scenarios, it is up to 95 times
higher”38 (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020,
pp. 17-18).

“Defining a ‘worst case’ and a ‘best case’
scenario for the alternative lighting approach (…) [step 5b] cannot be done in
an absolutely clear way here, since there
are a variety of characteristics that are
not all consistently good or bad in each
of the different densification scenarios. Hence, the characteristics need to be
weighted: average illuminance Eav and
illuminance uniformity U0 are given
first priority because they are the only
ones defined in the local lighting standards MUAP [and RETILAP].
The degrees of light pollution (illuminance on a roof) and light trespass (illuminance on the façades) are given lower priority; however, since light trespass
caused by high illuminance values on a
façade could be mitigated by curtains on
windows, it is regarded as a more minor issue in this context (third priority)
compared to the light pollution (second
priority) resulting from light reflected
by the roofs” (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020,
p. 18). As a result, the ‘seven-metre
street width with four storeys’ scenario
was selected as the ‘best case’-scenario,

38 Please consider the related comment in the literature review (see section 'Light trespass' on page
46).
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vealed shortcomings regarding the luminaire product design: it was found
that all four formal luminaire poles collided with at least the fourth storey”
(Ibid., p. 21).
The present calculations confirmed the
hypothesis, that a certain luminaires
system (characterised by the same luminaire type, the same luminaire height,
and the same luminaire spacing) does
not create a consistent spatial light distributions, if it is applied in different informal environments that are characterised by varying street widths and/or
building heights.
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“since it over-fulfils the average illuminance requirements, it has the highest
illuminance uniformity value, the lowest maximum illuminance values on a
roof, and the second lowest maximum
illuminance value on the façades within the three- and four-storey scenarios” (Ibid., p. 18). The ‘three-metre street
width with two storeys’-scenario was selected as the ‘worst case’ scenario “since
it has the lowest value of illuminance
uniformity and the highest degree of illuminance on a roof, even though the
maximum illuminance value on the façade was on the low side compared to
most of the other scenarios” (Ibid., p.
18).
“Apart from the lighting quality, the future vertical densification projection re-
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4.4 Step 4: Luminaire and lighting
design development
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This chapter is divided into two main
parts. The first part deals with the design of a luminaire family for the early phase (i.e. the foundation phase (see
Figure 40 on page 67)) of an informal settlement. The second part analy-

ses how this luminaire family can be integrated into a long-term lighting design strategy for a settlement’s consolidation phase, by making use of an already existing luminaire type.

4.4.1 Step 4a: Development of a luminaire family
for the early construction phase of an informal
settlement
This section is divided into three main
parts:
Firstly, design review questions (see Zeisel, 2006) will be formulated.
Secondly, different luminaire designs,
built as 1:1 prototypes, will be presented.

Thirdly, the technology and cost of the
newly developed luminaire will be compared to the technology and cost of the
current formal and informal luminaires
in the case-study street.

Chapter 4
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Figure 121: Step 4 of the research
(see Figure 68 on page 115)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

4.4.1.1 Design review questions (step 4.1)
The following questions were formulated in order to guide the luminaire (family) design process:
1. Does the luminaire provide electric safety?
2. Can the luminaire be installed
and maintained by laymen?

Chapter 4

3. Does the luminous intensity distribution address possible informal
building extensions?
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4. Does the luminaire address the
incremental building practice resulting in protruding dwelling storeys?
5. Are the two conflicting goals of
maximising the luminaire spacing

and providing adequate illuminance
uniformity harmonised?
6. Is ensured that all luminaires are
switched on, even if the residents are
absent?
7. Does the luminaire reduce the
effect of light pollution by limiting
the upward light output ratio?
8. Is possible luminaire theft addressed?
9. How can the cost be reduced and
the functions maximised?
10. How can the luminaire help to
support landslide risk mitigation?

4.4.1.2 Luminaire design and 1:1 prototyping (step 4.2)
As stated in section 3.6.4 (see page
120), the different prototypes presented here (see page 215 ff.) constitute
‘carriers of ideas’ and do not represent
the final product design, because this
would require the involvement of several departments of a luminaire manufacture.
Informal luminaire I1 (that was brought
from Caracolí to Switzerland (see Figure 123 on page 213) served as the
starting point for the luminaire development. On the one hand, the intention
was to adopt design solutions from informal luminaire I1. On the other hand,
the aim was to improve its product and
lighting quality based on the different

design review questions (see 4.4.1.1 on
page 208).
There are several limitations that need
to be considered for the comparison of
the different prototypes:
a) The minimum pole height of all
prototypes is 3.3 metres which exceeds
the ceiling height of the interior space
in which the photographs of the prototypes were taken. Hence, the upper part
of the pole was shortened for the photographs, except for prototype no. 11
and 12. Furthermore, the outreach arm’s
length is only displayed in its final dimension on the photographs of prototype no. 11 and 12. On page 238, the
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Figure 122: Protoype building
Source: David Kretzer, 2019 (top, centre) & 2020 (bottom)
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total size of the final prototype can be
found.
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b) The reflector that is used for the
prototypes no. 9 to 12 was provided by
a manufacturer. The main aim was to
represent a common reflector size. Normally, a reflector needs to be designed
to address the specific luminous intensity distribution of a certain lamp. Therefore, a matching reflector still needs to
be developed for the prototype in the
future. However, for the lighting calculations, a luminous intensity distribution file of an existing street luminaire was used, which also represents
the target luminous intensity distribution for a future reflector development
(see the left luminous intensity distribution curve of the prototypes no. 9-12 on
page 231 ff.). The luminaire referred to
is Thorn Isaro with the intensity distribution V6L1 (product code: 96262903).
c) The maintenance factors (MF) were
determined according to the prototypes
IP rating and the related requirements
stated in the lighting standard MUAP
(Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá D.C., 2001,
pp. 15-17 (Capítulo IX)).
d) The calculations are based on a flat
and straight 5-metre-wide street, using
a single-sided pole arrangement. From

prototype no. 1 to no. 8, the luminaire
head is kept in the same position relative to the street edge. Only for the mature prototypes (no. 9 to 12), the luminaire head shift caused by the special
pole shape as well as the outreach arm is
taken into account for the calculations.
e) The luminaire costs only refer to
the luminaire head and do not include
the cost of the pole. The reason is that
the pole’s material has not been finally determined so far, since it turned out
during the policy outreach (step 6) that
only ‘temporary material’ can be used
in non-legalised environments. However, what ‘temporary’ exactly means
could not be explicitly clarified during
the policy outreach meeting. Furthermore, the luminaire might also be used
as a wall-mounted span-wire-mounted
version (see page 238). Moreover, the
cost of the pole would be similar for all
prototypes, and the main aim of the cost
comparison was related to the luminaire
head.
f) The costs also do not address the
expenses for the solar PV and battery.
The cost of the solar PV system was excluded because the first prototypes were
built in comparison to the informal luminaire I1 that was connected to the
electrical grid. Furthermore, the cost

of the solar system would be similar for
all prototypes, and the main aim of the
cost comparison relates to the luminaire
head.
g) Prototypes no. 1 to 10 can all be
run based on a solar system. This is one
time illustrated by prototype no. 3 (see
page 219).

was not considered for the lighting calculations because it can not be predicted where the residents will direct them
to. This auxiliary light source is regarded as an add-on, and the calculations refer to the main light source only. Therefore, the second luminaire’s light is usually not shown in the software renderings (an exception are the renderings on
page 241).
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h) The impact of the second (swivelable) light source used in prototypes
no. 8-12 (see Figure 131 on page 229)
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Informal
Luminaire I1
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The starting point for the prototype development was informal luminaire I1
that had been brought from Caracolí to
Switzerland.
On the one hand, the product design of
this informal luminaire provided design
clues for the new prototype (see Beardsley & Werthmann, 2008), espescially regarding its sensors, theft protection, and
height.
On the other hand, laboratory tests had
revealed several shortcomings (see Annex A and B on page 316 ff.): The luminaire failed the IP rating test, hence
it does not comply with electric safety
standards. Moreover, an analysis of its
photometry revealed that the spacing of
this luminaire can only be 4.1 m in order to fulfill the local lighting standard
(i.e. Eav=7.5 and U0=0.33).
Main technical characteristics:
53 W (halogen lamp)
425 lm luminaire output
η luminaire: 0.68
IP IK: not tested
Controls: PIR motion & photo sensor
Height: 3.3 m
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Spacing: 4.1 m

Figure 123: Illustrations and calculations referring to informal luminaire I1. Please note, regarding the luminaire quality matrix, that the
value 10 represents the best rating (with regard to the cost per luminaire, the value 10 means that the price is very low, to give an example).
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Prototype no. 1
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The main intention of prototype no. 1
was to solve the electric safety issue of
informal luminaire I1. Therefore, a luminaire was bought for less than 10
CHF (including an LED lamp) and a
double-insulated cable. Moreover, informal luminaire I1's idea of controlling the luminaire by a motion and photo sensor was adopted in order to ensure that all luminaires in a street are
switched on at night (even if some owners are not at home). Moreover, the
height was adopted from informal luminaire I1. However, the luminaire spacing had to be reduced in order to fulfill
the lighting standards.
A fundamental decision for all prototypes was to use E27 lamps, so that the
residents can conduct maintenance
themselves in case a lamp fails. Furthermore, recycling is supported in this way.
Main technical characteristics:
7 W (LED, E27)
604 lm luminaire output
η luminaire 0.75
2700 K
IP 44
IK: data not provided
Controls: PIR motion & photo sensor
Height: 3.3 m
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Spacing: 2.6 m

Figure 124: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 1
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020

Main technical characteristics:
7 W (LED, E27)
604 lm luminaire output
η luminaire 0.75
2700 K
IP 44
IK ?
Controls: PIR motion & photo sensor
Height: 3.3 m

Chapter 4
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The luminaire of prototype no. 1 was
mounted directly on the pole. However, this results in around half of the light
not being emitted onto the ground causing light pollution and low light leves. Hence, for prototype no. 2 an outreach arm was added to rotate the luminaire by 90°.
By doing so, the spacing could be increased to 3.9 metres.
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Prototype no. 2
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Spacing: 3.9 m

Figure 125: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 2
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Prototype no. 3
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The fieldwork had shown that formal
pole-mounted luminaires in informal
settlements often collide with overhanging upper building storeys. Many examples of such overhangs had been found,
that protruded around 0.6 metres into
the street. This happened in average at
around 2.4 metres height.
Therefore, the main design improvement of prototype no. 3 was to change
the pole-shape in a way that it anticipates future overhangs (see Figure 139
on page 239): At 2.3 m, a 0.6 m outreach arm is integrated into the pole.
Moreover, prototype 3b explores a gridindipendent power source: A 20 W solar
PV panel as well as a battery (including
an inverter). Prototype 3b stands for all
other prototypes (except from prototype
no. 11 and 12). The cost of PV panel and
battery was 144 CHF.
For the technical characteristics, please
see prototype no. 2.
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Spacing: 3.9 m

Figure 126: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 3.
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Prototype no. 4
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The spacing of the first three prototypes
was still less than the spacing of informal luminaire I1.
However, the limitation was not caused
by the illuminance uniformity but by
the average illuminance. Therefore, the
main aim of prototype no. 4 was to increase the luminous flux by using another lamp. However, this lamp did not
fit into the luminaire housing of the previous prototypes - hence, an alternative
luminaire was bought.
The spacing could be increased to 10 m.
Since no photometric file was provided
by the manufacturer, the one of the previous prototypes was used.
Main technical characteristics:
12 W (LED, E27)
1020 lm luminaire output
2700 K
IP 54
IK 08
Controls: PIR motion & photo sensor
Height: 3.3 m
Height: 3.3 m
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Spacing: 10 m

Figure 127: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 4
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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The PIR sensor of the previous prototypes (no. 1-4) can only switch one luminaire on/off. Therefore, a wireless
motion sensor was used for prototype
no. 5. It controls all luminaires in a radius of 30 m by radio. It is assumed that
the fear of crime is reduced if all luminaires within a 30 m section of an
adaptive lighting (see page 49) are
switched on simultaneously (see Haans
& De Koort, 2012).
For the luminaire's technical characteristics, please see prototype no. 4.
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Spacing: 10 m

Figure 128: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 5
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Prototype no. 6
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When no motion was detected by the
sensor of prototype no. 5, the luminaire
was switched off completly (0% of light).
An additional photo sensor and a dimmer was added to prototype no. 6 in order to keep the luminaire always at 20%
after sunset.
It is assumed that the fear of crime is
further reduced if a person can see at
least a little bit along the entire length of
the street.
For the technical characteristics, please
see prototype no. 4-5.
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Spacing: 10 m

Figure 129: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 6
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Prototype no. 7
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In order to increase the luminaire spacing, a special E27 lamp with a luminous
intensity distribution for streets and
more luminous flux was chosen. However, this lamp did not fit into the previous luminaire housing. Therefore a luminaire was built, based on an empty
IP66 enclosure.
By doing so, the spacing was increased
to 28 m. Even though the lamp costs
180 €, the cost per metre lit street is less
than prototype no. 6 due to the great
spacing.
The lamp is not dimmable, hence an
auxilary lamp was added for the constant low light level when no motion is
detected.
The main LED lamp contributes to further energy savings due to CLO technology (see page 51).
Main technical characteristics:
26-32 W (LED, E27), main LED
2500 lm (lamp output of the main LED)
η luminaire: unknown
4000 K
IP 66
IK 08
Controls: wireless PIR motion & photo
sensor (dimming from 10% to 100% for
the feeling of safety), 2 W auxillary lamp
(250 lm), CLO
Height: 3.3 m
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Spacing: 28 m

Figure 130: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 7
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Prototype no. 8
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Informal settlements are characterised
by permanent transformation. Hence,
an adaptable second luminaire was built
and added to the luminaire pole. It contains a swivable 36° spot light. This light
source can be used to adapt the light to
the dynamically changing public space
(see figure on page 241, illustrating
this principle based on the final prototype) or to light up dark areas between
two dwellings (when a dwelling is yet
to be build there). This light source is
switched on when no motion is detected
and it replaces the auxilary lamp of the
previous prototype.
The spotlight is a 2.6 W lamp with a luminous flux of 230 lm.
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Spacing: 28 m

Figure 131: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 8
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Prototype no. 9
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There are three problems regarding the
luminous intensity distribution of prototyp no. 7 and 8: Firstly, it allows for a
great spacing, but this means also a high
possibility of glare. Secondly, a wide
spacing would be an advantage from an
economic point of view. However, this
is likely to create low illuminance uniformity due to informal building extensions. Thirdly, if such a 180 € lamp
breaks, it will unlikely be replaced by
the same kind of lamp.
Hence, the optical design was changed:
The same LED lamp as in prototype
no. 4-6 was used, but integrated in a
special reflector. Again, a luminaire
had to be built first to house this reflector and the other components. Since no
photometric data were available for this
luminaire, the luminous intensity distribution curve from another reflector luminaire was used for the calculations.
In this way (and by increasing the luminaire height to 3.5 m), a spacing of
13.5 m could be achieved. Based on the
reference luminaire's light output ratio
(η 0.75), the 12 W LED would create a
luminaire output light of 1146 lm. Further characteristics are as follows:
IP 66
IK 08
Height: 3.5 m
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Spacing: 13.5 m

Figure 132: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 9
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Prototype no. 10
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Prototype no. 10 has the same lighting
characteristics as no. 9. However, additional bidirectional communication
technology was integrated:
An alarm light is added that can be controlled remotely via GSM technology in
case a landslide occurs. The luminaire
also contains a GPS tracker, so that the
position of each luminaire can be determined. In this way, luminaires within a certain endagered zone can be identified and their red alarm lights can be
switched on to mark the zone(s) from
which the residents need to escape if a
landslide is about to happen (see Figure
138 on page 239).
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Spacing: 13.5 m

Figure 133: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 10
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Prototype no. 11
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Prototype no. 10 was redesigned to prototype no. 11 based on the outcome of
the three prototype expert workshops
(see 4.5.1.2 on page 258): The second
luminaire (containing the swivable 36°
spot light), the GSM controller and the
GPS tracker were intergrated into the
main luminaire housing. Furthermore,
the housing is used to mount solar PV
panels on it.
Furthermore, the swivable lightsource
is pointing downwards. By doing so, it
can more easily be used to light up nearby semi-public/semi-private spaces. Alternatively, the luminaire can be pointed into dark corners (resulting from informal building extensions (see Figure
144 on page 241)). In this way, the residents participate in the lighting design, and hence the sense of ownership
is supported.
Two further suggestions for improvement resulting from the expert workshops were to change the whole system
to 12 V and to integrate the battery into
the housing. However, those reasonable
suggestions could not be covered here
due to limited resources.
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A Brione sopra Minusio
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Spacing: 13.5 m

Figure 134: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 11
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Prototype no. 12
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Protoype no. 12 has the same technical characteristics as prototype no. 11.
However, spikes were added to the pole
in order to address possible luminaire or
luminaire component theft.
An alternative approach would be to
use security screws (see 2.1.1.1 on page
36). The specific tool to loosen these
screws can be given together with the
luminaire to the resident who installs
and maintains it.
Finally, the luminaire head should be offered in four different mounting options
(see figures on page 238):
1. The special-shape pole (as shown
on the photographs), if installed near
dwellings.
2. A straight pole, if installed next to environments that will unlikely feature architecture (such as a river bank).
3: Wall-mounted in case the second storey has already been built.
4. Span-wire-mounted, to light areas
wider than 7 metres. Or, if the light level for certain activities needs to be increased by mounting two luminaires
opposite to each other with a shorter
distance.
Ideally, all these 4 options should be realised by using the same housing and
additional mounting components.

B Brione sopra Minusio
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A Brione sopra Minusio
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Spacing: 13.5 m

Figure 135: Illustrations and calculations referring to prototype no. 12
Source: David Kretzer, 2019-2020
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Figure 136: Prototype no. 12 as a luminaire family: wall-mounted (left-hand side), 'straight pole'-mounted (middle),
'densification-anticipating pole'-mounted (left-hand side) and span-wire-mounted (below)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

Figure 137: Prototype no. 12 span-wire-mounted: the light levels for special activities can be increased
or wide public spaces be lit.
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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Figure 138: Wireless communication technology enables a street luminaire to provide a visual alarm (red light)
within an endangered area, if a landslide is about to occur in an informal settlement.
Source: Kretzer, 2020
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Figure 139: Anticipating vertical densification: the pole of the 3.5-metre-high luminaire (used during a settlement's foundation phase) does
not collide with potentially overhanging building storeys and results in a wide street space that is barely obstructed by luminaire poles.
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 20 (within this publication, this figure was created by D. Kretzer)
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Figure 140: Example of a protruding pole-design in Stade
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

Figure 142: Example of a prodruding pole-design in Stade
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

Figure 141: Example of a protruding pole-design in Cinque Terre
Source: Hubert Klumpner, 2020 (unpublished)

Figure 143: Example of a protruding pole-design in Zurich
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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A The secondary swivable light source only:
no pedestrian movement detected
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B The main light source only

C Both light sources together:
pedestrian motion detected

Figure 144: The prototype's main light source, and the impact of the secondary swivable light source: The residents can use the secondary
light source to adapt the lighting to the complex informal environment by pointing into dark corners or by lighting the semi-public / semiprivate spaces. The secondary light source is switched on all night long (photo-sensor controlled), whereas the main light sources is only used
when the motion sensor detects pedestrians.
Source: Kretzer, 2020
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4.4.1.3 Technology and cost comparison (step 4.3)
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In this section, considerations regarding the cost of the ‘foundation phase luminaire’ (developed during step 4.2)
will be outlined, based on the accumulated purchase costs of the prototype components (see Annex F on
page 366). This cost will be compared to both the cost of informal luminaire I1 and the cost of the formal high-pressure sodium luminaires.
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Prototype no. 12 costs 9839 CHF (without the landslide-warning function and
the pole) and it allows for a luminaire
spacing of up to 13.5 metres40. The informal luminaire I1 costs 14.4 CHF
and allows for a spacing of 4.1 metres41.
Hence, lighting one metre of a street
costs 7.25 CHF using prototype no. 12,
and 3.5 CHF using the informal luminaire I1. This means that lighting a public space (in a comparable lighting quality) based on prototype no. 12 is around
two42 times more expensive than based
on the informal luminaire. However,
for the higher cost the following additional benefits are provided:
1. Electric safety.
2. Increased ownership and adaptability (due to an adaptable luminous intensity distribution).

3. Reduced fear of crime (because the
motion sensor controls luminaires in a
radius of 30 metres and because the luminaires continue providing 20% of
light output when no motion is detected).
4. Reduced light pollution.
5. A consistent product design
throughout the entire street (possibly
increasing the degree of community
confidence (see Boyce, 2019)).
6. Sustainable Development Goal 11
is supported, by the ”[u]pgrading of underprivileged urban regions” (United
Nations, 2015).
The solar PV panel and battery costs additional 135 CHF. However, a solar PV
system would provide the following additional benefits:
1. The luminaire can be installed instantly, regardless of an existing electrical grid.
2. Residents do not connect the luminaires illegally to the electrical grid,
hence possible damage to themselves or
other residents and the grid is avoided.
3. Sustainable Development Goal 7
is supported by increasing the “[s]hare

39

The value-added tax was deducted from all prototype costs presented here. A detailed component cost overview can be found in Annex F.

40

In this case, the street is up to 5 metres wide, straight, and has 0° of inclination.

41

Ibid.

42

This number would be lower if the reduced number of poles would be included too.

The ‘landslide warning function’ would
cost additional 116 CHF. Embedded in
a landslide warning strategy such as Inform@Risk (Bundesministerium für
Bildung und Forschung, 2019), the following additional benefits could be provided:
1. Lives can potentially be saved in
case a landslide occurs, because people
can escape to safe sites at night.
2. Through the GPS coordinates of the
luminaire, the authorities can monitor
in real-time the development of a settlement. This enables them to arrange
early settlement-development strategies. However, if this function were applied, this would need to be made transparent to the informal settlement dwellers. Otherwise, they might find out by
themselves and feel betrayed (because
they may think they are supervised),
which might lead to a total rejection of
their participation. Furthermore, such
function might be regarded as supporting the creation of a ‘surveillance society’. Therefore, this option will not actively be promoted in the policy brief (step
6).Through the GPS coordinates a stolen luminaire’s location can be tracked.
3. Through the bidirectional commu-

So far, the prototype cost have only
been compared with the informal luminaire I1. The cost of one of the four formal high-pressure luminaires (see Figure 166 on page 349) would be 87
CHF plus around 11 CHF for the lamp.
A concrete pole costs around 150 CHF
in Colombia (but this value is not included in the cost comparison to maintain consistency). Four high-pressure
sodium luminaires light 88 metres of a
7-metre-wide street, hence one metre of
lit street costs 4.5 CHF per lit metre, if
the concrete column is not considered.
As shown above, lighting one metre of
a street costs 7.25 CHF using prototype
no. 12 in a five-metre-wide street; the
spacing would need to be 0.5 m shorter in a 7-metre-wide street which results
in 7.5 CHF per lit metre. Thus, lighting
the street using prototype no. would be
nearly 1.7 times more expensive. However, also compared to the high-pressure sodium luminaires several advantages can be achieved by the luminaire
for a settlement’s foundation phase (i.e.
the prototype):
1. The minimum illuminance values are improved to ≥1 lx enabling adequate obstacle detection (see step 5)
– thus supporting SDG 11 through
“[i]mproved road safety” (United Nations, 2015).
2. The illuminance uniformity is improved (see step 5) – thus reducing fear
of crime.
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4. Sustainable Development Goal 9
is supported, by ”[u]pgrading of infrastructures to make them sustainable,
with increased resource-use efficiency
and greater adoption of clean and environmentally sound technologies” (United Nations, 2015).

nication technology, other sensors could
be added to the luminaire – for instance,
environmental sensors or sensors that
can monitor pedestrian flows during
pandemics such as COVID-19.
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of renewable energy in the energy mix”
(United Nations, 2015).

3. The installation cost for the three
10-metre-long and one 12-metre-long
concrete poles can be saved. Those need
to be inserted 1.6 and 1.8 metres into
the ground.
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4. Due to motion-based adaptable
dimming technology, the energy consumption and light pollution is reduced,
with the latter supporting Sustainable
Development Goal 15 by taking “urgent and significant action to reduce the
degradation of natural habitats, [and]
halt[ing] the loss of biodiversity” (United Nations, 2015).
5. SDG 15 is further supported due to
the reduction of light pollution caused
by light emitted on to dwelling roofs
(see step 5).
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6. Less light is emitted on to the façades, hence light trespass is reduced
(see step 5).
7. Again, Sustainable Development
Goal 7 and 9 is supported due to the solar PV system (see above).
The implementation of the luminaire
prototype in all of Bogotá’s informal settlements can be roughly estimated: As
stated in the literature review, Bogotá’s
informal settlements are formed in most
cases by illegal subdivision (Skinner,
2004; Aristizabal & Ortíz Gómez, 2002;
Gonzalez, 2009; Acioly Jr., 2010), and
the lots tend to have a size of around 10
x 5 m (Torres Tovar, 2009). 23.999 illegal
occupations were registered in Bogotá by the Secretaría Distrital del Hábitat
in 2017 (Bogotá Cómo Vamos, 2018).
If the informal dwellings are located
on either side of a street, and each lot

length would be 5 metres, this would result in about 60 000 metres of informal
street in Bogotá in 2017 (23 999 dwellings divided by 2 street sides, and multiplied by 5 metres lot length). 10 prototypes were required to light the informally lit part of the case-study street (95
metres) – resulting in an average spacing of 9.5 metres (see step 5). Thus, to
light the 60 000 m of informal streets in
Bogotá would require 6 316 prototypes.
Based on this, lighting all these streets
would cost about 1 470 000 CHF for
the luminaires without a pole and ‘landslide warning function’ (each unit costs
98 CHF for the luminaire and 135 CHF
for the solar PV panels and battery), and
around 2 200 000 CHF for the luminaire
including the landslide-warning function but without a pole (additional 116
CHF for the ‘landslide warning function’). Hence, it would cost around 1 420
000 USD to equip all informal settlements in Bogotá with the prototype, and
on top about 700 000 USD for the landslide warning function.
It needs to be emphasised that the prototype cost outlined above are based on
single unit purchases. Hence, economy
of scale effects have not been considered. Further indirect cost savings can
be expected due to the following advantages of the luminaire for a settlement’s
foundation phase (i.e. the prototype):
1. Maintenance cost are saved, since
this service can be done by the informal
settlement residents.
2. Expenses caused by the potential
damage of the electrical grid as a result
of informally connected luminaires are
saved.

3. Treatment expenses for potentially
injured residents (caused by inadequate
night-time walking conditions or the luminaires’ non-compliance with electric safety standards) are likely to be reduced.
A further aspect that needs to be considered is that these temporary luminaires can be de-installed (once formal

luminaires are provided by the authorities) and re-used in other emerging informal settlements. Furthermore, it is
difficult to estimate the societal benefits of increasing socio-technical equality within a city as a monetary value.
Hence, simply comparing the cost of
one metre of lit street does not illustrate
the indirect gains achieved by this technology.

of incremental settlement growth. In the
first part, different common types of luminaire for public space lighting will be
compared. In the second part, a lighting
technology and design brief based on
this analysis will be presented.

4.4.2.1 Comparison of existing public space luminaires
(step 4.4)
In this section, common types of outdoor luminaires are compared in order
to determine what luminaire type would
be most suitable to serve as successor
‘foundation phase luminaire’ (i.e. the
prototype) developed during step 4a.
The public spaces of a city can be lit by
a great variety of luminaire types. There
are, for example, cobrahead street luminaire, post-top luminaires, bollards,
decorative ‘lanterns’, sign lighter, spot
lights, flood lights (Leslie & Rodgers,
1996), ground-recessed and catenary luminaires (Brandi & Geissmar-Brandi,
2007). These different luminaire types
can be divided into five main mountingoptions, namely ground-mounting (e.g.

a recessed uplight to illuminate a canopy from below), pole-mounting, wallmounting, span-wire mounting and
roof-mounting (e.g. a floodlight to light
a nearby church tower).
Ground-mounted luminaires do not
seem to be a promising approach to
light the public spaces of an informal
settlement, because they require a surface (e.g. a canopy) that serves as a reflector in order to create horizontal illuminance. Moreover, they usually produce a lot of light pollution, and they require a high-degree of cleaning maintenance - which is problematic in light of
the fact that many informal settlements
are unpaved.
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In this section, it will be analysed how
to combine the luminaire designed for
the initial phase of an informal settlement (step 4a) with existing luminaire
types in order to form a long-term strategy that addresses the different phases
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4.4.2 Step 4b: A long-term two-phase lighting
design strategy
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A roof-mounted luminaire would be
problematic due to the incremental
building practices common in informal
settlements: Over time, the distance between a luminaire and a street would increase and hence the light levels on the
street would decrease.
Therefore, pole-mounted, wall-mounted and span-wire mounted luminaires
seem to be the most suitable options to
provide constant light levels in informal
environments (see Figure 145 on page
247).
There are three distinctive phases of
progressive population and housing
unit increase in informal settlements
(see Figure 40 on page 67), namely (1) foundation, (2) infill and (3) consolidation (Samper, 2017). During the
foundation stage, pole-mounted luminaires seem to be most appropriate because only few dwelling walls may be
available for the installation of wall- or
span-wire-mounted luminaires (spanwires might be also attached to other
objects such as trees – yet it is also not
granted that those objects are equally
distributed). However, luminaire poles
are usually replaced after 30 to 40 years
(Boyce, et al., 2009) and those poles
barely vary and are often made in a serial manufacturing process (Brandi &
Geissmar-Brandi, 2007). This results in
a conflict between the informal architecture and luminaire poles during the
infill and consolidation phase, as observed several times in Bogotá (see page
26 f). This problem may be solved by
installing the poles in the centre of the
street and by making use of more complex optical designs that prevent the
43

poles from casting shadows – however,
by doing so, the street space is obstructed, which would especially become
problematic in narrow and/or winding informal streets. Therefore, wallmounted or span-wire-mounted luminaires appear more suitable for the consolidation phase. Among the two, spanwire luminaire seem to be more effective because they can be installed earlier: The span-wires can be installed diagonally43 (see Figure C on page 248), so
even if a wall does not exist as a mounting surface in certain parts of a street or
public space yet, a span-wire approach
may already allow for a uniform luminaire spacing. If the luminaires are positioned over the centre of a street, obstructions caused by informal building
extensions or overhanging floors can
be avoided best (see Figure B on page
250). In that case, the luminous intensity distribution should be symmetric instead of asymmetric. It makes no
difference for a span-wire-mounted luminaire where to position the luminaire
above a street, whereas for wall- or polemounted luminaires long outreach arms
would be required to reach the centre of
it (except if a street is very narrow).
In any case, the luminaires’ height and
spacing needs to be considered: Kretzer
(2020) showed that 30-metre-high luminaires with a spacing of 100 metres
do not create sufficient illuminance uniformity in informal environments. Furthermore, the calculations in step 3 have
revealed that the same problems are created by 9-metre-high luminaires with a
spacing of around 30 metres. Hence, the
luminaire spacing of all three mount-

In this case ‘diagonally’ means, that one is looking at a street or public space from plan view.

B Wall-mounted (Zurich)
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A Pole-mounted (Zurich)

C Span-wire-mounted (Zurich)

Figure 145: Outdoor luminaire types that appear suitable for public space lighting in informal settlements.
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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B Locarno
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A Locarno
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C Münsterhof Zurich

Figure 146: Examples of span-wire-mounted luminaires: They can be easily installed in rather dense urban fabric (see A & B). Furthermore,
the installation can be diagonal (C).
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

ing options would need to be reduced.
A reduction of the height seems to be
beneficial as well, because the chance
would be lower to have informal building extensions below the luminaire that
might obstruct the light. Furthermore,
light trespass in the upper storeys can be
avoided in this way. However, the luminaires should not be mounted too low,
because this may cause glare. Besides,
low-hanging luminaires can be more

easily stolen. Moreover, a high quantity
of luminaires would be required to ensure adequate uniformity. During the
luminaire builder interview (step 2.6),
3.3 metres or higher were recommended as mounting height, and such height
was also found during fieldwork to be
installable by laymen.
Based on these considerations, the following design brief is formulated:

Phase 1: Instant but temporary reaction
Instant but temporary public lighting in
informal settlements should be provided regardless of its legal status.
The luminaire applied should follow the
technological characteristics as developed during step 4b (see 4.4.1 on page
206), by functioning grid-independently, being sensor-controlled, having
(ideally) an adaptable intensity distribution as well as a 3.5-metre-high pole
that anticipates future dwelling growth
up to the second storey. Moreover, the
luminaire needs to be installable and
maintainable by laymen. Such provision of lighting by the public authorities
does not approve the existence of a settlement: Instead, it only guarantees adequate night-time conditions until a decision for or against legalisation will
have been taken. A strategy needs to be

developed by the authorities how to give
informal settlement dwellers free access
to such temporary luminaires. In this
way, they can set up the lighting in an
instant manner and adapt it to the given
built environment and their own social
needs, based on their local knowledge.
This temporary lighting solution can
additionally be equipped with bidirectional communication technology to integrate it in an alarm system (such as
Inform@Risk) when a landslide risk occurs (see 2.2.1.5 on page 68).
Phase 2: Maintenance by resident participation
A sense of ownership should be created
by giving informal settlement dwellers
free access to luminaire spare parts (in
exchange for broken components). In
this way, they can repair broken luminaires instantly, and the initial lighting
quality will be maintained at low cost.
Phase 3: Adapt to the informally built
environment and its constant physical
transformation
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The provision of public lighting in Bogotá’s informal settlements should follow the three settlement phases of (1)
foundation, (2) infill and (3) consolidation (see Figure 40 on page 67):

Chapter 4

4.4.2.2 Lighting technology and lighting design brief
(step 4.4)

B Brione sopra Minusio
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A Brione sopra Minusio
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C Zurich

Figure 147: Examples of span-wire-mounted luminaires: They can also be installed diagonally seen from the side (A) and can be combined
with a pole (C), if necessary. Image B shows a situation similar to informal environments: objects protrude from both sides into the pedestrian space - however, the span-wire luminaire is located right over the center of it, which supports illuminance uniformity.
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

In case the usage of lighting poles is indispensable as part of the electricity distribution (in order to suspend overhead power lines from it), an outreach
arm, whose length locates the luminaire above the centre of a street or public space, is recommended (using a symmetric (instead of an asymmetric) luminous intensity distribution). The luminaire spacing should not exceed around
15 metres (depending on the street
width and inclination as well as the luminaire photometry (see step 5b)) in order to adequately address the impact of
informal building extensions. Furthermore, the luminaires’ pole should then
be designed in a way that it does not collide with future building extensions or
overhangs.

Chapter 4

When the second floor of a street section is nearly completed, the temporary lighting is exchanged for a permanent span-wire solution that is motion-sensor-controlled. The luminaire
height should be around 4 metres and
its spacing around 15 metres (depending on a street’s width and inclination
as well as on the luminaire photometry
(see step 5b)). The luminaires should
be equipped with bidirectional communication to allow for automatic electric
component or lamp failures.
Maintenance needs to be carried out on
the used and deinstalled temporary luminaires (used during phase 1 & 2), and
these luminaires can then be reused for
other newly constructed settlements in
the future.
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Figure 148: Current lighting technology for informal settlements in Bogotá: Phase 1: during the early phase of informality, residents install
dangerous self-built lighting. Phase 2: once acknowledged by the authorities, Codensa provides public lighting. Phase 3: over the years, the
lighting collides with vertical building densification
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

Figure 149: Recommended lighting technology for informal settlements: Phase 1: In the initial phase of settlement construction, temporary
lighting is installed by the residents that anticipates subsequent vertical densification. Phase 2: During the ongoing densification, the luminaires are maintained by the resident and they do not collide with the architecture due to their pole-shape. Phase 3: Once the second floors
are completed, the temporary lighting is replaced by a permanent span-wire solution.
Source: David Kretzer, 2020

4.5 Step 5: Luminaire and lighting
design evaluation

Chapter 4

This chapter will evaluate the different
prototypes developed during step 4a as
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well as the long-term strategy development in step 4b.

4.5.1 Step 5a: Luminaire prototype evaluation
The luminaire prototypes were evaluated in two different ways. On the one
hand, computer calculations were conducted. On the other hand, workshops
were conducted to discuss the nearly

finished 1:1 prototype with different experts from the lighting industry and academia.

4.5.1.1 Prototype evaluation by computer calculations
(step 5.1)
First, the maximum spacing of each
prototype was calculated that just allowed for fulfilling the lighting requirements stated in the local lighting standards MUAP and RETILAP (i.e. an average illuminance of 7.5 and illuminance uniformity value of 0.33 (see Table 3 on page 202)) on a flat and strait
5-metre-wide street44, using a singlesided luminaire pole arrangement. According to the CIE Technical Report
140–2000 (Commission Internationale
44

de l’Eclairage, 2006) a calculation field
of 3 rows, each consisting of 10 calculation points (resulting in 30 calculation points for each section), was placed
between two luminaires. If a prototype
over-fulfilled the lighting requirements,
the spacing was increased and the calculation repeated until the spacing just
fulfilled them. If the requirements were
not fulfilled, the spacing was reduced
and the calculation(s) also repeated. The
impact of the second (swivelable) lumi-

In the informally lit section of the street, the street width is around 3.6 metres at the narrowest
point. Therefore, the street width was defined as 5 metres (in order to represent neither the
minimum nor the maximum width).
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Figure 150: Step 5 of the research
(see Figure 68 on page 115)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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naire used in prototypes no. 8 to 12 was
not included in the calculations because
it can not be predicted where the residents will direct them to – this second
light source is regarded as an add on,
and the calculations refer to the main
luminaire light source only. Therefore,
the second luminaire’s light is usually
not shown in the software renderings.
However, the case-study street has an
average inclination of around 21° and
it is 7 metres wide at the beginning.
Thus, it was calculated how the luminaire spacing would need to change in
order to maintain the illuminance uniformity on wider and inclined calculation field. It turned out that the spacing would need to be shortened to 10.6
m (10.0 m seen from plan view). However, this resulted in an average illuminance increase. Therefore, the luminous
flux was reduced to 82% in order to create an average illuminance Eav of 7.5 lx
(which is the requirement in the RETILAP) under the given condition.
Second, the 12th prototype was finally
tested in the case-study street calculation models (developed in step 3.2 and
step 3.3) in different ways: On the one
hand, it was ‘installed’ in the currently
informally lit part of the street (see Figure 151 on page 255) to test whether
it would fulfil the MUAP/RETILAP requirements there. Furthermore, it was
tested in the ‘best case’ (i.e. the sevenmetre-wide street with four storeys (see
Figure 152 on page 256)) and in the
‘worst case’ (i.e. the three-metre-wide
street with two storeys (see Figure 153
on page 257)) model as determined
in step 3b according to the MUAP/RETILAP and the four spatial light distribution criteria (defined in chapter 3.4).

Based on the results, the lighting design (position and spacing of the luminaires) was adapted and recalculated
in order to meet the different criteria.
The aim of testing prototype no. 12
in this way was to analyse the lighting
quality not only on a flat street without architecture, but in an environment
that represents the complex nature of an
informal neighbourhood: An inclined
street that is winding, has a changing width, and features informal building extensions and overhangs. The luminaires were adapted in the model to
the given architectural conditions. The
spacing varied between 4 and 9.5 metres
in the seven-metre- and between 6.5
and 9.5 metres in the three-metre-wide
street (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020).
In the 95-metre-long informally lit part
of the street (see Figure 151 on page
255), the local and national lighting standard could be fulfilled by using ten of the 3.5-metre-high ‘foundation phase luminaires’ (i.e. the prototype): The average illuminance Eav was
14.1 lx and the uniformity U0 was 0.4.
In the 88-metre-long formally lit part
of the street, the application of eleven
3.5-metre-high ‘foundation phase luminaires’ (see Figure 152 on page 256)
was able to create an average illuminance Eav of 12.3 lx, an illuminance uniformity U0 of 0.34, a maximum illuminance on a roof of 0 lx, and a maximum illuminance on a façade of 9.2 lx
(Kretzer & Walczak, 2020) in the ‘best
case scenario’ (seven-metre-wide street
with four storeys). Regarding the ‘worst
case scenario’ (three-metre-wide street
with two storeys), ten 3.5-metre-high
‘foundation phase luminaires’ (see Figure 153 on page 257) created an av-
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B Plan view

Figure 151: Informal-settlement-specific luminaires' positions in the upper (informally lit) part of the case-study street
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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A 7-meter-wide case-street

B Plan view

C The
Example
Prototype
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Figure 152: Informal-settlement-specific luminaires' positions in the lower (formally lit) part of the 7-meter-wide case-study street
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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A 3-meter-wide case-street
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B Plan view

Figure 153: Informal-settlement-specific luminaires' positions in the lower (formally lit) part of the 3-meter-wide case-study street
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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erage illuminance Eav of 11.6 lx, an illuminance uniformity U0 of 0.40, a maximum illuminance on a roof of 1.1 lx,
and a maximum illuminance on a façade of 23 lx (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020).
The average illuminance exceeded in
all scenarios the 7.5 lx (as required in
the RETILAP), because - compared to
the first calculations that were based
on a street without architectural elements - applying the ‘foundation phase
luminaire’ in the complex case-study
street model required more luminaires
in order to create an adequate illuminance uniformity. This illustrates that
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the lighting design in informal environments requires detailed knowledge
about the given architectural complexity. The residents do have this information – however, a lighting design department in Bogotá’s city centre probably not.
It can be concluded that the ‘foundation
phase luminaire’ proves able to provide
lighting according the local and national
lighting standards. Furthermore, it improves the shortcomings of the current
four 9-metre-high pole-mounted luminaires (step 3b), namely light trespass
and light pollution, in both scenarios.

4.5.1.2 Prototype evaluation by expert workshops
(step 5.2)
Prototype no. 10 (see Figure 133 on
page 233) was regarded as mature
enough to be introduced to other experts for their feedback (see Figure 154
on page 259). Therefore, the luminaire
was presented to the luminaire manufacturer Zumtobel Lighting in Dornbirn
(Austria) as well as to several ETH Zurich scholars.
The workshop with experts from Zumtobel Lighting took place on 28 January
2020. Six Zumtobel experts attended the
meeting. They belonged to the engineering, lighting design, product management and lighting application department. The luminaire and its pole had
been brought to the company and built
up as a 1:1 prototype. Firstly, some background information was provided on
the research and afterwards the ten prototypes’ different designs were presented – with a focus on prototype no. 10.
Afterwards, the Zumtobel experts were

asked to provide their feedback on it.
The main feedback was that all the separate components (which were mounted
on different parts of the luminaire pole)
should be mounted in one luminaire
housing. Especially the second (swivelable) luminaire should be integrated into
the main one. Moreover, they suggested
to offer also a wall-mounted version to
the informal settlement dwellers.
They further mentioned that it would be
unlikely to achieve a quick payback for
the motion and photosensors if LEDs
were used. However, they appreciated
that one motion sensor controls several
luminaires at once. Regarding the dimming values they supported the idea of
100% (motion detected) and 20% (no
motion detected).
The Zumtobel experts further mentioned that the cost of the prototype
could be significantly reduced, if it was
manufactured in an industrial way.

A Workshop at Zumtobel Lighting
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B Workshop at ETH

C Workshop at ETH

Figure 154: Luminaire prototype workshops
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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They estimated the cost could be lowered by around 50%.
On 28 January 2020, prototype no. 10
was presented during one meeting to
Dr. Ndaona Chokani and Prof. Hubert Klumpner, and in a second session
to Prof. Dr. Tobias Schmidt. The main
feedback from Dr. N. Chokani and Prof.
H. Klumpner was to integrate the battery in either the luminaire pole or the
luminaire housing. Furthermore, they
suggested to combine the solar PV panel with the luminaire housing. Moreover, the question was raised whether the
luminaire pole could fulfil further functions than just ‘holding’ the luminaire
head.
Professor Tobias Schmidt recommend-

4.5.2 Step 5b: Evaluation of the long-term
lighting approach
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ed to keep the whole system as simple
as possible, especially by applying direct current (DC) and low voltage. This
would reduce conversion losses and
make the luminaire safer.
The overall feedback of both the Zumtobel experts and the ETH scholars
was to make the prototype design more
compact, ideally to integrate all components in one luminaire housing. Hence,
prototype no.11 and no. 12 were developed afterwards based on the workshop
outcomes.
Recommendations that could not be
implemented in those prototypes due to
resource limitations were documented
for future changes.

The long-term lighting approach that
had been developed in step 4b was evaluated in step 5b/5.3 by computer calculations.
The lighting quality produced by spanwire mounted luminaires was analysed
using the case-study street calculation models (developed in step 3.2 and
step 3.3) in different ways45: This luminaire mounting type was tested in the
‘best case’ (i.e. seven-metre wide street
with four storeys) and the ‘worst case’
(three-metre-wide street with two storeys) scenario, as determined in step 3b
according to the MUAP/RETILAP and
the four spatial light distribution criteria
(defined in chapter 3.4). Based on the
results, the lighting design (position and
45

spacing of the luminaires) was adapted and recalculated in order to meet the
criteria defined in the MUAP/RETILAP
standards.
Finding an adequate luminaire spacing
and height was achieved in several steps:
Firstly, the intensity distribution file
from a span-wire-mounted luminaire
was chosen from a luminaire company
and tested in flat and street that is 7 metres wide and features no architecture.
The mounting height was determined to
be 4 metres, because the luminaire was
supposed to be mounted on the second
storey that is normally situated at 2.4 to
5 metres above ground in the case-study
street. In this setup, the illuminance
uniformity could be achieved at a lumi-

The luminous intensity distribution file of Bega 99458 was used for the calculations.

46

The text parts quoted in this section from Kretzer & Walczak (2020) were written by David
Kretzer.

Figure 155: The current formal lighting approach (left-hand side) versus the two-phase alternative
lighting approach (phase 1 (settlement foundation)): 3.5-metre-high pole-mounted luminaires, phase 2
(settlement consolidation)): span-wire-mounted luminaires).
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 19 (within that publication, this figure was created by D. Kretzer)
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spacing had to be changed and recalculated in order to fulfil the lighting requirements:
The span-wire solution was mounted
4.1 metres high on the second storey
with a constant spacing of 15.5 metres
in the seven-metre-wide street (see Figure 157 on page 263) and 13.5 metres
in the three-metre-wide street (Kretzer
& Walczak, 2020)46 as shown on page
262. The luminaires were dimmed in
order to create horizontal illuminance
values that are similar to the ones created by the current four 9-metre-high
luminaires, namely 10.1 lx in the ‘best
case’ and 8.3 lx in the ‘worst case’ scenario. Regarding the ‘best case scenario’
(seven-metre-wide street with four storeys), applying the span-wire-mounted luminaires (see Figure 157 on page
263) created an illuminance uniform-
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naire spacing of 20 metres.
However, the case-study street has
an average inclination of around 21°.
Hence, it was calculated how the luminaire spacing would need change caused
due to the inclined calculation field. It
was found that the uniformity would
be 0.32 (just not fulfilling the uniformity requirement) at a height of 4 metres and a spacing of 16.1 metres. However, changing the height to 4.1 metres
and the spacing to 16.2 metres just fulfilled the required illuminance uniformity of U0 = 0.33. Therefore, this height
and spacing was tested in the case-study
street calculation models. However, the
models feature informal architecture
and street sections of different inclination (some sections have an inclination
of more than 21°, while other’s inclination is less than 21°) – and therefore, the
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A 3-meter-wide case-street

B Plan view

C Example
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Figure 156: Span-wire-mounted luminaires' positions in the lower (formally lit) part of the 3-meter-wide case-study street
Source: Kretzer, 2020
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A 7-meter-wide case-street

C Example
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B Plan view

Figure 157: Span-wire-mounted luminaires' positions in the lower (formally lit) part of the 7-meter-wide case-study street
Source: Kretzer, 2020
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ity U0 of 0.36, a maximum illuminance
on a roof of 0 lx, and a maximum illuminance on a façade of 9.8 lx (Ibid.).
Regarding the ‘worst case scenario’
(three-metre-wide street with two storeys), “[a]pplying the span-wire-mounted luminaires (see Figure 156 on page
262) created an illuminance uniformity U0 of 0.36, a maximum illuminance
on a roof of 0.1 lx, and a maximum illuminance on a façade of 32 lx. The 32 lx
on the façade created by the span-wire
installation in the ‘worst case scenario’
was 3 lx higher than under the current
nine-metre-high pole-mounted lights,
and hence it constitutes the only criterion that was not improved by the alternative lighting approach.
However, it is likely that the locations
of the windows are already determined
when the span-wires are attached to
the façades. If a luminaire was initially planned to be mounted in front of a
window, it could instead be mounted either below or next to such window: the
uniformity of 0.36 exceeds the uniformity requirement of 0.33, and hence a little flexibility regarding the luminaire
position would be possible. Mounting a luminaire below or next to a win-

dow reduces its negative effect on the
interior space caused by high vertical illuminance. In contrast, such flexibility cannot be realised by a luminaire that is pole-mounted, nine metres high, and possibly installed before the storeys have been built”
(Kretzer & Walczak, 2020, p. 19 f.).
Alternatively, both pole-mounted and
span-wire-mounted luminaires can be
shielded, in case they cause light trespass.
Hence, it can be concluded that 3.5-metre-high pole-mounted luminaires
for the foundation phase, followed by
4.1-metre-high span-wire-mounted luminaires for the consolidation phase
(using the photometries and installation
details described above) can improve
all spatial light distribution characteristics created by the current pole-mounted low-pressure-sodium luminaires
with the exception of just one criterion, namely the potential light trespass
in the 3-metre-wide street caused by the
span-wire-mounted luminaire (Kretzer
& Walczak, 2020). However, this criterion is not addressed in Bogotá’s lighting standard.
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4.6 Step 6: Lighting policy
exploration
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In the final step, the new two-phase
lighting approach as well as related policy recommendations were presented to
key policy-making stakeholders in Bogotá. The stakeholder’s feedback was af-

terwards collected in a semi-structured
interview. Based on this, a Bogotá-specific policy brief was formulated.

4.6.1 Lighting policy recommendations (step 6.1)
Based on the literature review as well
as the outcomes of research steps 1 to
6, the following conclusions regarding
a new lighting policy in Bogotá were
drawn:
The local government in Bogotá is eager
to adopt new lighting technology in the
city. Moreover, compared to many other cities worldwide, Bogotá’s policy regarding the provision of public lighting in informal settlements can be regarded as progressive: Luminaires are
even installed by the authorities in remote and neglected areas featuring unpaved streets and dwellings of temporary construction materials (see Figure
50 on page 79). In contrast to informal settlements in some African countries that are lit by high-mast luminaires characterised by a great height
and spacing (Kretzer, 2020), the luminaires installed in Bogotá’s informal settlements by Codensa (through the ap-

proval of the UAESP) seem to have the
same product quality as the luminaires
in the rest of the city.
However, there is a difference regarding the spatial light distribution quality,
because the current formal lighting approach does not follow the incremental
nature of construction in informal settlements. Furthermore, several common street widths of informal environments are not adequately addressed in
the Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial
(POT) and in the local lighting standard
MUAP. Moreover, the provision of lighting in informal neighbourhoods happens only after those settlements have
been legalised by the Secretaría Distrital
de Planeación (SDP), a process that usually takes several years (see Figure 106
on page 183).
As an alternative lighting policy it is recommended to provide lighting in informal settlements regardless of their legal
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Figure 158: Step 6 of the research
(see Figure 68 on page 115)
Source: David Kretzer, 2020
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status, because it would be beneficial for
both the informal communities and Bogotá as a whole. The luminaire installation and maintenance would be based
on resident participation, benefiting
from the dweller’s local knowledge. Such
lighting would last until a settlement is
either evicted or legalised: It would be
a temporary installation that does not
directly or indirectly approve the existence of a settlement. Moreover, the luminaires and their spare parts would be
provided to the dwellers free of charge.
In case legalisation would be achieved
one day, long-term luminaires are implemented by Codensa. For the first
lighting phase (during a settlement’s
foundation), low pole-mounted luminaires with a short spacing would be installed, followed by span-wire-mounted
luminaires in the second phase (during
a settlement’s consolidation (for details,

please see step 4 on page 206 ff.). This
two-phase approach would represent
a policy of incremental lighting provision. The immediate implementation
of temporary lighting during the first
phase can be realised due to specific
lighting technology, namely above all a
grid-independent energy supply as well
as a motion and photosensor. Moreover, such temporary luminaires would
be used as the backbone for bidirectional communication technology in order
to protect informal settlement dwellers
in hazardous areas. This would also enable the authorities to monitor in realtime the development of informal settlement. However, such function might be
regarded as supporting the creation of a
‘surveillance society’. Hence, this option
will not actively be promoted in the policy brief below.

4.6.2 Presentation of policy recommendations
to the lighting authority UAESP and the urban
planning departments SDP (step 6.2)
The technology and policy recommendations developed during the previous steps were presented on 23 July
2020 to the Unidad Administrativa Especial de Servicios Públicos (UAESP)
and to the Secretaría Distrital de Planeación (SDP). The UAESP was chosen
because it is Bogotá’s lighting authority
and it has an impact on the content of
the local lighting standard MUAP. The
SDP was selected due to its crucial role
in the legalisation process.Moreover, the
SDP influences the content of the Plan
de Ordenamiento Territorial (POT).
The SDP’s director of settlement legal-

isation attended the meeting as well as
UAESP’s deputy director and two of her
colleagues (a lawyer and an engineer).
The research findings and policy recommendations were presented online
to them, based on both a Powerpoint
presentation and virtual reality (VR)
technology: A virtual night-time environment (VE) had been created by the
PhD student Michael Walczak based
on the data produced by David Kretzer
during step 2, step 4 and step 5. The intention was to communicate the consequences of the current and alternative lighting policy not only by numer-
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Figure 159: During the online policy outreach meeting on 23 July 2020, the research results were presented by virtual reality (VR).
Source: M. Walczak & D. Kretzer, 2020 (unpublished)
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Figure 160: VR goggles had been sent to the Colombian policy-making stakeholders. In this way, they could experience the different lighting
conditions in an 'immersive' way.
Source: M. Walczak & D. Kretzer, 2020 (unpublished)
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ic calculation results, but also by an incremental and dynamic visual experience (see Kretzer & Walczak, 2020).
Therefore, VR goggles had been sent
to interviewees prior to the meeting.
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The creation of the virtual environment
(VE) is described by Michael Walczak
in Kretzer & Walczak (2020) as follows:
“[A] dynamic real-time visualisation
framework was developed. The simulations and visualisations were run on
multiple (six) CPU cores (9th Generation Intel(R) Core i7(R) CPU 9750H
clocked at 2.6 GHz) with 32GB of
RAM. The GPU-accelerated visualisation model runs on a single NVIDIA
RTX 2070 with Max-Q Design and 8GB
of RAM. The Unreal Engine version 28
is used as the elemental visualisation
framework.
The dynamic elements visualised within the visualisation framework comprise
the buildings, pedestrians/footfall, luminaire geometries, and photometric characteristics. Each of these elements is further explained in the following section.
In terms of the dynamic building visualisation, the time component in the form
of the historical growth (as documented
in the household survey) and anticipated densification process (extrapolation
of historical data into future) of the settlement were translated into the visualisation framework by tagging each building with its respective years of storey
construction and characteristics such as
material or luminaire types. The respective buildings with all their characteristics are visualised for the specific year in
which the user is navigating or is located.
Regarding the dynamic footfall visual-

isation, custom code allows for automated adaptation of pedestrian paths to
the topography through an extrusion of
multiple spline knots up to the moment
of intersection with the topography surface. These intersected spline points are
then again connected together and form
the walking path of the footfall visualisation.
In input terms, it was necessary to import a geo-located spline as the path of
each individual ‘agent’ (which in this
case constitutes data in the form of a
detailed night-time participant observation sequence of five minutes), to set
the pedestrian walking speed, and to set
a start time. The ‘agent’ appears at the
start time and disappears as soon as the
sequence is finished. The visualisation
timeframe, in this case 30 seconds, can
randomly start within the five-minute
scenario sequence. The animated 3D
characters including character geometry
in the form of meshes and virtual skeleton of bones are from Adobe Mixamo.
The built-in Unreal Engine framework
is applied to visualise the physical and
photometric lighting characteristics
within the dynamic environment, which
allows for the use of three-dimensional
photometric data in the form of IES files
(…) for each luminaire. Nvidia RTX
graphics card and Nvidia CUDA technology enable real-time ray tracing to
be used and more adequate lighting and
reflection results to be achieved. Custom code is applied for the incremental upgrading of luminaires and the response of the luminaire in the form of
motion sensors.
The interactive visualisation can be experienced through either front-ofscreen or virtual reality in the form of
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Figure 161: Examples of the virtual environments (VE) presented to the policy-making stakeholders
Source: Kretzer & Walczak (2020), p. 22 (within that publication, this figure was created by M. Walczak)
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Oculus Rift/Rift S goggles. The visualisation can be experienced either on a
fixed/predefined path or open world.
Where a predefined path is the input,
it is necessary to provide a geolocated
spline on which the user can be guided and also enter the movement/walking speed, as with the footfall visualisation framework. For an open world setting, the user can navigate either with
a standard gaming setting (‘WASD’ or
arrow keys) or with the Oculus joysticks (Oculus Touch). To experience
the growth of the settlement, the user
can navigate through years by pressing
a dedicated keyboard or Oculus control-
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ler button. The respective year to which
the user is exposed is displayed on the
virtual ‘cockpit’, graphical user interface
(GUI) (Kretzer & Walczak, 2020, pp.
15-16).”
The presentation contained an analysis of the current lighting policy as well
as an illustration of the alternative twophase lighting policy recommendation.
Furthermore, the landslide warning
function as well as the GPS-based settlement growth monitoring function were
presented (even though the latter function was finally not included in the policy brief (see page 275 ff.).

4.6.3 Follow-up expert interview (step 6.3)
After this presentations of the research
findings, the different policy-making
stakeholders of the Unidad Administrativa Especial de Servicios Públicos

(UAESP) and to the Secretaría Distrital
de Planeación (SDP) were interviewed.

4.6.3.1 Expert interview questions
The following eight questions were
asked during the expert interview to
the SDP and UAESP representatives:

this policy? If not, what needs to be
changed regarding the presented approach?

1. What is your opinion about this
lighting solution? What advantages
and what disadvantages or challenges do you see in it?

3. Do you see any obstacles for the
implementation of this alternative
technology/policy?

2. Do you think that the new technological approach presented here
enables a new policy for lighting informal settlements in Bogotá? If
yes, what would be the next necessary steps for the implementation of

4. Does the construction of a luminaire in a not-yet legalised (or environmentally protected) environment
bring any restrictions with it (for example, regarding the materials used)?
5.

Do you have a suggestion in

7. Maybe you wonder way this luminaire has a red alarm light. This
light can receive a warning from
earthquake sensors, in case a landslide occurs in a certain area (this
sensor system is currently developed by the German professor Christian Werthmann, Leibniz University Hannover). The red light can warn
people to escape from a particular area. In order to locate the luminaire, it can send GPS coordinates.

What do you think about these two
additional luminaire functions (function no. 1: sending a visual warning
to informal settlement dwellers when
a landslide occurs; function no. 2:
monitoring the spatial development
of an informal settlement)?
8. Do you think that the potential life-saving function and the spatial development monitoring function of a luminaire could justify the
installation of such public luminaires
in ‘not-yet-legalised’ areas?

4.6.3.2 Expert interview outcome
The SDP and the UAESP gave a detailed
feedback on the technology and policy proposals. The eight interview questions helped guiding the discussion.
The UAESP appreciated that the lighting proposals were in line with the local
lighting standards. It was pointed out
that they also addressed aspects of ‘human centric’ lighting (referring to the
reduction of light trespass). The recommendation to save energy by using different sensors as well as the suggestion
to use a sustainable source of energy was
positively mentioned. It was also appre-

ciated that the current negative impact
of informal luminaires on the electrical
grid could be reduced by implementing
the informal-settlement-specific ‘foundation phase’ luminaire. From a legal
point of view, it would create a certain
tension to provide such luminaires in
informal settlements. However, it would
still be a great alternative during the legalisation process, because this process
would be very slow, and the risks associated with the self-built luminaires could
be reduced. However, the question was
raised how to distribute this lighting
technology to the people. Furthermore,

Chapter 4

6. Do you think that the POT and
the MUAP take informal settlements
and public lighting in this context
sufficiently into account (for example, regarding the minimum street
width classification)?

Besides the advantage of enabling the
earthquake sensors to send the landslide information to the right luminaire, the government can also see
in real-time how an informal settlement grows. Hence, this government can immediately develop strategies for informal settlement growth.
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what way a temporary lighting solution for not yet legalised settlements
could be financed by the government?

Chapter 4

they worried that the battery for the solar PV system might be very expensive.
Moreover, the question was brought up
whether the available amount of solar
radiation would be sufficient in Bogotá.
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The SDP appreciated that the proposed
lighting approach would take into account the incremental development of
informal settlements. Usually, only the
characteristics of the formal city would
be considered – however, the formal city
would develop in a very different way
than the informal city. Moreover, they
appreciated good illuminance uniformity created by the alternative lighting approach, and that the luminaires would
not rely on the electrical grid.
Regarding the implementation of the
new lighting technology, the UAESP
suggested to do a pilot project with a
local university first. As the technical standards would usually lag behind
progressive technology, the standards
would need to be adapted as well. Furthermore, the implementation would
need to be coordinated between the different governmental entities. In order
to cover the cost, it would be advisable
to calculate the reduction of CO2, because subsidies for sustainable solutions
would be available in Colombia.
The SDP mentioned that a new chapter would currently be developed for
the Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial (POT). It would deal with urbanism,
sustainable construction, clean technologies as well as pollution, and it seemed
to the representative of the SDP that
the outcomes of this research might be
of importance for this chapter. Still, it
would be important to also consider the
economic aspect of the proposed light-

ing approach, because this would always
be a critical issue regarding informal
neighbourhoods.
When the question of potential policy/technology implementation obstacles was explicitly raised again (question 3), the UAESP reconsidered the legal issue of the government’s involvement in informal settlements. The SDP
replied that the authorities would have
to stick to the law. However, the government would always intervene in informal settlements – in all stages, there
would be some degree of involvement.
Therefore, the chance of addressing the
research findings in the new POT chapter was again emphasised.
Regarding the question of whether there
would be any luminaire installation restrictions in informal environments, the
SDP answered that the provision of services would not be considered to be definite there: It would be of a provisional
nature as long as they would not be legalised. Thereupon, the interviewee was
asked to define ‘provisional’ in this context, for example, regarding the materials that are allowed to be used. She replied that in the past, generators would
have been put up in some settlements
in order to provide electricity. However,
constructions could not be carried out
before legalisation was achieved.
The SDP agreed that the POT [and
hence the MUAP] would not take informal settlements into account sufficiently. The minimum street width defined
in the POT would be 8 metres, but narrower streets would be common in informal settlements. This would result in
the problem, that if a street analysis is
made by the authorities in an informal
settlement, there might be no adequate

4.6.3.3 Policy brief formulation
The following 4-page policy brief was
formulated based on the research findings and the feedback provided by the
policy-making stakeholders. The intention was to provide a short summary in
the form of a written document to the
stakeholders that attended the online
presentation (step 6.2 and 6.3). They
can further distribute this policy brief

among other colleagues involved in the
policy-making process. The present policy brief is written in English. However,
the version that was sent out to Bogotá’s
policy-making stakeholders was translated into Spanish.
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Both departments appreciated the landslide-warning function of the luminaire,
because it can potentially safe lives. The
SDP mentioned that a map of Bogotá
would exist that illustrates high, medium and low landslide and flooding risk
zones. Hence, a monitoring instrument
would be helpful. Moreover, some landslide-monitoring devices were already
installed in Bogotá’s area Altos de la
Estancia [belonging to the Ciudad Bolivar district].
The SDP mentioned regarding the spatial-development-monitoring function
that the Secretaría Distrital del Hábitat monitors the informal settlement
growth in the city. However, currently they would need to go to those areas themselves in order to observe them.
Hence, a real-time measuring instru-

ment would make sense. Furthermore,
the SDP asked whether the luminaires
could also monitor the vertical growth
of buildings.
To sum up, both departments appreciated the proposed alternative lighting approach presented during the meeting.
Legal and regulatory obstacles would
still need to be overcome by the different departments for its implementation.
Furthermore, the landslide-warning
function seems to be a promising addon to help justifying the installation of
luminaires provided by the authorities
in areas that have not been legalised yet,
because this function could help saving
lives. Moreover, a pilot project by a local university would be a good starting
point for the implementation of the informal-settlement-specific luminaire. It
was further mentioned that aspects of
the research results would be considered
for the forthcoming Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial (POT).
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street classification to refer to. Hence,
when the infrastructure would be delivered, it may not fit into the area.

ISTP Policy Brief

SAFE NIGHT-TIME LIFE FOR ALL:
SMART LIGHTING FOR BOGOTÁ’S URBAN POOR
The provision of public lighting in Bogotá's informal settlements has been carried out with good
coverage but with years of delay, and the current technology fails to meet the particular requirements
of the informally built environment. However, state-of-art lighting technology offers the chance to
address these shortcomings and, in so doing, increase residents' safety, security, and economic
opportunities.
David Kretzer, 12/2020

Bogotá’s 'Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial' (POT) –
as well as the local lighting standard 'Manual Único de
Alumbrado Público' (MUAP) – do not address the
street widths common in informal settlements.
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Public lighting reduces the fear of crime during nighttime, and thus promotes outdoor activities and social
cohesion. Moreover, lighting supports safe access to
public transport at night. Informal settlement
dwellers represent a significant component of
Bogotá’s workforce. However, their settlements are
usually located far from the city centre, which is likely
to extend their daily commute into hours of darkness.
Therefore, lighting is of economic relevance for both
informal settlement residents and Bogotá as a whole,
because these people service the city and rely on
walking to public transport hubs to get to work.
23.999 informal occupations were registered in
Bogotá by the Secretaría Distrital del Hábitat (SDP) in
2017, with 2.919 new ones in 2018. Despite the
magnitude of this phenomenon, an effective lighting
solution is missing.

As a result of recent technological advances, street
lighting is poised to undergo a minor revolution, and
the City of Bogotá has recently begun considering the
implementation of such lighting technology. Bogotá’s
informal settlements could benefit especially from a
number of opportunities. These include sensordriven luminaires with grid-independent energy
supplies that allow for instant and scalable lighting
provision, and LEDs that generate plenty of light with
little energy expenditure. Moreover, communication
technology allows for controlling luminaires remotely
based on landslide warning systems.

SUMMARY

Significant parts of Bogotá’s informal neighbourhoods have already been supplied with public lighting
by Codensa (Enel). However, the legalisation process
of informal settlements is often only completed by
the Secretaría Distrital de Planeación several years
after the first dwellings are constructed, and access
to electricity may be unavailable beforehand. Hence,
the installation of public lighting tends to be delayed.
To compensate for this, residents often install unsafe
self-built luminaires in the informal public spaces.
Such lighting lasts until a settlement is either evicted
or legalised. Once legalisation has been achieved,
Codensa implements long-term lighting. However,

− Self-built informal lighting in Bogotá does not meet
electrical safety standards and hence endangers residents.
− Current formal public lighting does not create adequate
lighting conditions in informal settlements and fails to
anticipate their incremental building practices.
− Luminaires that allow for instant and scalable (but
temporary) lighting during the initial phase of informal
settlement growth should be used, followed by span-wire
luminaires after the settlement’s consolidation.
− Wireless bidirectional communication technology should be
included in these temporary luminaires in order to mitigate
landslide risks.
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Figure 1: Current lighting policy for informal settlements: Phase 1: during the early phase of informality, residents install dangerous self-built lighting. Phase 2: once acknowledged by the
authorities, Codensa provides public lighting. Phase 3: over the years, the lighting collides with vertical building densification (image source: the author).

Phase 1: Dangerous self-built luminaires
Systematic street observations and resident
interviews identified that night-time activities play a
significant role in community life. However, since no
public lighting is provided during the early stage of
informality, residents build and install luminaires
themselves in order to create the lighting levels
required for their activities and increase night-time
security (see figure 1, phase 1). Those self-built
luminaires can be up to around 5 m high, and they are
usually made of an inefficient lamp that is protected
by a bucket from rain. Illegal connections to the
electricity grid supply such luminaires with energy.
Lighting measurements revealed that the light
created by such luminaires does not provide
adequate light levels. Furthermore, laboratory
measurements showed that the self-built lighting
does not comply with product safety standards,
which results in the risk of electric shocks for children
and adults approaching these electric devices.
Despite these shortcomings, such luminaires reflect
the peoples’ needs, and also provide clues for how to
design informal settlement lighting more effectively.

Phase 3: Dwellings collide with formal luminaires
Informal settlements are characterised by constant
physical change and vertical densification. Therefore,
luminaires often collide over time with the
architecture due to informal building extensions or
overhangs (see figure 1, phase 3). Systematic lighting
calculations of 15 different street width and building
height scenarios revealed that the illuminance
uniformity created under such conditions tends not
to comply with the local lighting standard 'Manual
Único de Alumbrado Público' (MUAP).
Moreover, light pollution caused by light reflected
from dwellings’ roofs is created during the initial
phase of an informal settlement. Furthermore, high
light output near windows can create a light trespass
that exceeds multiple times the threshold
recommended in the international CIE lighting
standard. This has a potentially negative effect on
residents’ quality of sleep.
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Once the Secretaría Distrital de Planeación approves
an informal settlement's legalisation, Codensa
provides streetlights (see figure 1, phase 2 & 3). These
luminaires barely vary in size and shape, are usually
between 8 and 10 meters high, and are equipped
with 70 W high-pressure sodium lamps. These
luminaires are controlled by photo sensors and
consequently burn all night long with no variation in
light levels.

During 2019 – 2020 a case study was conducted
involving the analysis of the social and technical
night-time conditions of an informal settlement in
Bogotá. The multi-method research design revealed
three main phases of lighting development:

Chapter 4

Phase 2: Arrival of formal luminaires

KEY FINDINGS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

ISTP Policy Brief

Figure 2: Recommended lighting policy for informal settlements: Phase 1: In the initial phase of settlement construction, temporary lighting is installed by the residents that anticipates
subsequent vertical densification. Phase 2: During the ongoing densification, the luminaires are maintained by the resident and they do not collide with the architecture due to their poleshape. Phase 3: Once the second floors have been completed, the temporary lighting is replaced by a permanent span-wire solution (image source: the author).

way, settlement dwellers can repair broken
luminaires quickly, so that the initial lighting quality
can be maintained at low cost.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter 4

Based on these findings, the following recommendations for informal settlement lighting are given:
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Adapt to the informally-built environment and its
constant physical transformation (phase 3):

Instant but temporary reaction (phase 1):

When the second floor of a street section is nearly
completed, exchange the temporary lighting for a
permanent span-wire solution (see figure 2, phase 3)
that is motion-sensor-controlled. Carry out maintenance on the used and un-installed temporary luminaires and re-use these luminaires in the future in
other newly constructed settlements.

Provide instant but temporary public lighting in all informal settlements regardless of their legal status
(see figure 2, phase 1). The luminaires* provided
should work independent of the electricity grid, be
sensor-controlled, anticipate future growth up to the
second storey (see figure 2, phase 2), and be
installable by laymen (*design developed by D.
Kretzer). Such provision of lighting by the public authorities does not approve the existence of a settlement; rather, it simply guarantees adequate nighttime conditions until a decision for or against legalisation has been taken.

In situations where the use of lighting poles is
indispensable as part of the electricity distribution
network (in order to suspend overhead power lines
from it), use an outreach arm whose length ensures
the luminaire is located above the centre of the
street, while using a symmetric (instead of a
asymmetric) luminous intensity distribution. In order
to adequately address the impact of informal building
extensions, the luminaire spacing should not exceed
15 meters. Furthermore, the luminaires’ poles should
be designed in such a way that it does not collide with
future building extensions or overhangs.

Develop a strategy for how to give informal
settlement dwellers free access to such temporary luminaires. In this way, they can set up the lighting instantly and adapt it to the given built environment
and their social needs, based on their local
knowledge. The cost of equipping all illegally
occupied areas in the whole city of Bogotá would be
around 1 500 000 USD** (**purchase cost for the
luminaire head, solar PV panel, and battery).

Adaptation to the informally-built environment also
requires adequate integration of informal
streetscape characteristics into the current 'Plan de
Ordenamiento Territorial' (POT), as well as in the local
lighting standards 'Manual Único de Alumbrado
Público' (MUAP): At present, the narrowest street
width defined in these standards is 8 metres.

Maintenance by resident participation (phase 2):
Create a sense of ownership by giving informal
settlement residents free access to luminaire spare
parts (in exchange for broken components). In this
3
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Figure 3: Wireless communication technology enables a street luminaire to provide a visual alarm within an endangered informal area, if a landslide occurs (image source: the author).

However, significantly narrower streets can be found
in informal settlements, which therefore require a
different lighting design.
Beyond lighting:
Around 70% of informal occupations in Bogotá occur
on either very steep or environmentally protected
terrain. Many of them are endangered by landslides:
data shows that poor households in Bogotá are
disproportionately threatened by earthquakes, facing
almost twice the seismic risk compared to higherincome households. In response to these threats, the
temporary lighting solution for the first phases of
settlement construction can additionally be equipped
with
communication
technology*
(*design
developed by D. Kretzer). By doing so, lighting can
form part of a landslide risk alarm system.

Who is involved in the mentioned actions:
UAESP, SDP, SDHP, Codensa, Informal dwellers, ETH
Zurich
Further Reading:
-Kretzer, D. M., Walczak, M., (2020). The impact
of vertical densification on public lighting in
informal settlements: using virtual environments
as an evaluation tool for policy making, Athens
Journal of Architecture, 6, pp. 1-30.

The project Inform@Risk is currently implementing
and testing a landslide monitoring and early warning
system (based on geo-sensors that detect earth
movement) in an informal settlement in Medellín.
Such a system appears promising for Bogotá also.
Luminaires that are installed near landslide risk areas
should be integrated into this system in order to
provide a visual alarm while also creating adequate

- Zeiderman, A., (2016). Endangered city: the
politics of security and risk in Bogotá. Durham/
London: Duke University Press.
- Werthmann, C., (2019). Inform@Risk - Stärkung
der Resilienz informeller Siedlungen. Hannover:
Leibniz Universität Hannover.

Institute of Science, Technology and Policy
The ISTP is a novel, policy-oriented institute at ETH Zurich that
combines research and teaching with a focus on policy,
interdisciplinary research and teaching at the intersection of
engineering-, natural-, and social sciences.
Mission Statement:
The ISTP seeks to support public policy-making processes by educating
future policy analysts and decision-makers, supporting innovative
interdisciplinary research with a policy focus, and promoting exchange
between scientists, policy-makers, and society.

David Kretzer is a PhD candidate at the ISTP as part of the
interdisciplinary Urban Research Incubator (URI) focusing on Urban
Transformation towards safer, more inclusive cities. He received an
MSc degree in Light and Lighting from The Bartlett (University College
London) in 2009. Subsequently he worked as a luminaire product
manager in Austria, as a lighting designer and lecturer in China, and
again as a luminaire product manager in Switzerland until 2017.
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Equipping the temporary luminaires with
bidirectional communication technology would cost
an additional 700 000 USD for all currently illegally
occupied areas in the city of Bogotá.

Chapter 4

lighting conditions that enable people to find their
way to established shelters.

5. Discussion and
conclusions

Chapter 5

This PhD research project began with
the main question of ‘how can lighting
technology and lighting design overcome the fragmentation of public-space
lighting in Bogotá’s informal settlements’. To answer this question, the current state of lighting science had been
analysed in the literature review, and
lighting technology as well as lighting
design was then developed based both
on the literature review findings and an
ethnographic multi-method case study
in Bogotá. Finally, the policy dimension of implementing this technology
was explored by reaching out to policy-making stakeholders (see Figure 68
on page 115). In this way, the research
linked the scientific, technological, design and policy dimensions of public
space lighting in informal settlements.
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In order to address the research question, a street in Bogotá’s informal settlement Caracolí was selected for the case
study. Around half of this street was lit
by formal luminaires, whereas the other half was lit by informal luminaires
(see page 140). The street was selected because it seemed to be a good example of the common and relevant characteristics of local informal urbanism with
regard to public-space lighting. Visits
to several other informal settlements in
different areas of Bogotá’s metropolitan
area during the course of this research
project helped to develop a more general understanding of such common characteristics, and this knowledge together with the literature review findings
was used to relate case-study-specific
features found in Caracolí to the wider
context of informality in Bogotá.

In order to answer the main research
question, five research sub-questions
were addressed (see page 105):
RSQ 1: What are the lighting-relevant
socio-spatial characteristics of Bogotá’s
informal settlements?
RSQ 2: What are the socio-technical
characteristics of both formal and informal public lighting installations in Bogotá’s informal settlements?
RSQ 3: What spatial light-distribution
quality is created in Bogotá’s informal
settlements by the current formal luminaire systems?
RSQ 4: What would an adequate technology and design brief for informal
settlement lighting look like?
RSQ 5: What are the policy requirements for the lighting technology implementation?
The main findings of each research subquestion are presented in the following
sections, followed by a synthesis.
Moreover, limitations of the present research will be discussed as well as its implications for future research.
The final section will address the extent to which the research results of this
study can be transferred to settlements
in other locations.

of the informal public space has a semiprivate character (Ibid.), as can be seen
in the example of a roofed sofa standing between the exterior dwelling wall
and the street without any further partition wall (see Figure 88 on page 161).
Such informal building extensions result in non-linear public space edges
and hence in a non-constant width of
the public space. Several streets in Caracolí are extremely steep: the case-study
street is characterised by an inclination
of over 35%, for example. As a consequence, the footways tend to be winding in order to facilitate walking. Many
of Caracolí’s streets are unpaved (see
Figure 98 on page 171), creating additional challenges for walking – especially at night-time. According to the urban
planning department, the informal constructions are often not compliant with
the urban planning regulations. The resulting spatial and temporal complexity is challenging for the lighting design
because the space, with all its reflecting
and obstructing surfaces, is undergoing constant transformation. Moreover,
if the street width is narrower than the
minimum street width defined in Bogo-
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The first research sub-question addressed the lighting-relevant socio-spatial characteristics of Bogotá’s informal settlements, based on a case-study
street that belongs to the informal settlement Caracolí. The case-study site
is classified as ‘stratum 1’, which represents the lowest official social stratum
of Bogotá’s strata system (see Figure 49
on page 78). The research revealed
that the street space was the main public
space and that the informally built environment arose incrementally over years
(see page 175 and page 176). This
development has happened both vertically and horizontally. Moreover, many
of the upper building storeys protrude
into the public space – the second storey
in many cases by around 60 cm, to give
one example. Also, the construction
materials usually changed over time
from temporary to permanent ones.
The public space is thus characterised
by dynamic transformation, if considered from plan view and regarded as a
three-dimensional space, which supports the findings of Hernandez-Garcia (2013). The fieldwork also confirmed his findings by showing that part
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5.1 Lighting-relevant socio-spatial
characteristics of informal
settlement’s in Bogotá

Chapter 5
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tá’s POT urban planning regulation (i.e.
eight metres), the outdoor lighting is
likely to affect the interior spaces of the
dwellings.
Over 300 activities were observed during night-time in the case-study street
(see page 165), which mainly constituted walking. Also, outdoor activities such as talking, playing, smoking, smartphone use and cooking could
be observed in the evenings (see page
161 f.). Not only people living within
the case-study street were using its public space, but it was also used as a thoroughfare by others (see Figure 96 on
page 171). Commercial activity happened at night, since there was an informal shop. A dwelling that was mostly
used by young adults as a meeting place
for playing video games or watching
TV constituted a public indoor space to
a certain degree, because its door was
usually open and people just entered
without asking for permission.
Part of the case-study street was located in an area of Caracolí that is at risk

of landslides (see Figure 80 on page
142). This underlines the significance
of the research conducted by Echeverri
et al. (2012), Claghorn and Werthmann
(2015) regarding disaster risk management in informal settlements.
The public space in the case-study street
creates value for the whole city: the interviews revealed that many residents
work in the city centre of Bogotá and
that many of them use the public space
to walk to public transport hubs (see
page 169). This aspect is also supported by Dovey and Kamalipour (2018),
who state that informal settlement residents would service the formal city,
where they may represent up to half of
the workforce. Hence, the present sociotechnical inequality with regard to lighting seems to affect the city and its economy as a whole, not just the informal
communities.

present (see Table 2 on page 202).
The main shortcoming of the current
as well as the predicted formal lighting of the case-study street in Caracolí (see Figure 119 on page 201) is
the inadequate illuminance uniformity U0, which contributes to the fear of
crime. It also creates high illuminance
levels on the façades and hence potentially via windows in the dwelling interiors; such light trespass can be expected to have a negative impact on the residents’ circadian rhythm. Moreover,
high light levels are created on the roofs
of the dwellings, and the resulting contribution to light pollution needs to be
carefully considered due to Colombia’s role “as the world’s number one in
bird biodiversity” (McMullan & Donegan, 2014, p. iii) and in “biodiversity per
square kilometre” (Santos, 2011, p. 9).
Another shortcoming of the current formal lighting is related to the luminaire
as a physical object: the luminaires tend
to collide with the incrementally growing informal architecture that is characterised by informal building extensions
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The second research sub-question addressed the socio-technical characteristics of both formal and informal public
lighting installations in Bogotá’s informal settlements.
It has been shown that Bogotá’s current formal lighting is usually based on
the use of electrical-grid-dependent and
photosensor-controlled pole-mounted
luminaires of a height of eight to ten metres (see page 26 f. and page 81),
whose locations are determined by the
authorities and whose implementation requires the legalisation of a settlement as a precondition (see page 183).
In contrast to the surrounding informal
dwellings that grow incrementally, those
formal luminaires constitute inflexible
objects that remain constant over time.
Hence, the initial ‘quality’ of the lighting
design is unlikely to be maintained over
a long time span. Moreover, even during
the early phase of settlement construction, such lighting tends to be unable to
fulfil Bogotá’s lighting standards, especially when it comes to narrow streets
and if informal building extensions are
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5.2 Socio-technical
characteristics of formal and
informal public lighting
installations in Bogotá’s informal
settlements
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and overhangs that protrude into the
public space.
The self-built informal luminaires provided by the informal settlement dwellers improved the night-time conditions
and filled the lighting gap left by the authorities, clearly illustrating empowerment through resident participation.
However, this informal luminaire system did not create adequate light levels for safe night-time walking (see Fotios & Uttley, 2018) throughout the entire case-study street. Yet, walking conditions play a crucial role in the utility of
public transportation in contemporary
cities – because some pedestrian movement is always required to reach the final destination (Bell, et al., 1990, p. 413).
Furthermore, the light levels measured
(see Figure 99 on page 172) in Caracolí did not adequately address the fear
of crime (see Fotios, et al., 2019). Moreover, the product design of the informal
luminaires constitutes a potential source
of danger due to non-compliance with
electrical safety standards (see Annex
B on page 322), which jeopardises the
safe use of public space. The residents’
desire for better lighting conditions was
expressed explicitly during interviews,
as well as implicitly by the observed use
of mobile light sources (see Figure 97
on page 171).
The informal luminaires were fully adapted to the characteristics of the
built environment: some were mounted on walls and fences, while others
were mounted on poles (see Figure 99
on page 172). Moreover, the spacing
between those luminaires, their heights
and their distances to the centre of the
street varied widely. Each luminaire was
owned and managed by a household,

and the residents had used their knowledge about the specific spatial conditions in front of their dwelling to adapt
the lighting accordingly.
With the exception of one informal luminaire with a motion sensor sensor
(see Figure 101 on page 173), all informal luminaires were switched on/off
manually. It is thus unlikely that the different luminaires light the streets in harmony, due to, for example, residents not
being at home to switch on their luminaire – an issue pointed out previously
by Prevost (2011). The use of a motionsensor as could be found for one informal luminaire represents a more sophisticated solution than the formal luminaires provided by the municipalities,
which stay on all night long.
These different aspects of local innovation and adaptation turned out to be a
source of knowledge for the development of informal-settlement-specific
lighting, supporting the argumentation
of Beardsley and Werthmann (2008)
that the cultural adaptation and survival strategies in informal environments
provide clues to their own improvement.
However, Caracolí’s informal luminaires
tend to contribute to light pollution due
to inadequate upward shielding (see,
for example, Figure C on page 23
and page 25). This challenges the resilience of regional ecosystems to present-day patterns of urbanisation. Conversely, a large proportion of the luminaire parts are made from recycled materials. Both aspects relate to ecological
sustainability (see James, 2015). Moreover, Werthmann (2010) points out that
managing more informal settlement infrastructure locally in an environmen-

Phase 2: Once the authorities had approved the legalisation of parts of Caracolí, formal luminaires were provided.
Their product design hardly varies and
only has a limited potential for spatial
adaptation.
Phase 3: Due to constant physical
change and vertical densification, parts
of the formal luminaire system have collided with the informal dwellings.

Chapter 5

As outlined in the previous section, the
night-time public space in Caracolí was
actively used by the residents. It fulfils
an important social as well as economic function.
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tally beneficial way is essential for the
survival of the entire metropolis.
The time between the construction of
a settlement and its legalisation is regarded by Bogotá’s lighting authority
UAESP as the key challenge of lighting
provision in informal settlements: luminaires are not supposed to be provided
before a settlement is legalised, and the
legalisation process usually takes several
years (see 4.2.2.3.2 on page 182).
The provision of public lighting in Caracolí can be outlined with reference to
three phases (see Figure 148 on page
251):
Phase 1: Residents installed self-built luminaires to light the public space, since
no public lighting had been provided by
the authorities during the early stage of
informality.
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5.3 The spatial light distribution
quality provided by formal
luminaires in Bogotá’s informal
settlements
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The third research sub-question addressed what quality of spatial light distribution is created in Bogotá’s informal
settlements by the current formal luminaire systems. The hypothesis had been
formulated that a certain system of luminaires (characterised by the same luminaire type, the same luminaire height
and the same luminaire spacing) does
not create a consistent spatial light distribution if it is applied in different informal environments that are characterised by varying street widths and/or
building heights. This hypothesis was
tested by computer calculations based
on a three-dimensional model of the
case-study street (see page 195). However, the analysis went beyond the local conditions in Caracolí by varying the
case-study street’s width as well as the
height of the surrounding buildings in a
systematic way (see Figure 119 on page
201).
By doing so, the diversity of both horizontal and vertical densification in Bogotá’s informal settlements was addressed based on a digital simulation.
It was shown that using nine-metrehigh pole-mounted luminaires usual-

ly results in a sufficient average illuminance Eav in line with the local lighting
standards (see Table 2 on page 202).
However, the illuminance uniformity
requirements U0 could not be met, especially due to informal building extensions. It turned out that the narrower the street, the lower the illuminance
uniformity. Contrary to expectations,
the simulation further showed that an
increase of dwelling storeys improves
the illuminance uniformity. However,
even the four-storey scenario was a long
way from fulfilling the uniformity requirements outlined in the local lighting standard.
None of the scenarios was able to fulfil
the recommendations of the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE)
with regard to the vertical illuminance
on the windows (see Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage, 2003). It turned
out that the narrower the street, the
higher the vertical illuminance, which
was also assumed prior to the simulation.
Moreover, it could be illustrated that
the current formal lighting tends to
emit light on to the roofs of the dwell-
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tions. From this it can be seen that, even
though the luminaire system is a constant element, the resulting light space
it creates is dynamic and changes incrementally depending on the densifying environment that surrounds the luminaire. Therefore, such lighting approach does not control the quality of
the spatial light distribution – the light
space is randomly transformed by the
incrementally growing architecture that
characterises informal urbanism.
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ings. Such light is partly reflected from
the roof of a dwelling towards the sky,
contributing to light pollution. It also
represents a waste of energy because,
as Kretzer argues, “[l]ight being emitted on roofs does not support residents
travelling through an informal settlement” (Kretzer, 2020, p. 5).
Hence, the hypothesis (that a certain luminaire system does not create a consistent spatial light distribution if it is
applied in different informal environments that are characterised by varying
street widths and/or building heights)
was confirmed by the lighting calcula-
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5.4 Incremental lighting as an
adequate technology and design
approach for informal settlement
lighting
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The fourth research sub-question asked
what an adequate technology and design brief for informal settlement lighting would look like. To answer this
question, an alternative lighting strategy
was developed based on the case-study
results in order to address the shortcomings of the current lighting conditions. The aim was to enable the luminaire system to gain control over the
light space – to respond in an incremental way to its incrementally growing surroundings.
The outcome was a two-phase lighting approach (see Figure 149 on page
251): for a settlement’s foundation
phase, grid-independent and sensordriven pole-mounted luminaires with
an adaptable luminous intensity distribution (optionally with a special pole
design that anticipates dwelling overhangs) are proposed (see page 237
ff.), whereas span-wire mounted luminaires are recommended for a settlement’s consolidation phase (see page
248 f.). A crucial aspect of this strategy
is to provide public lighting in a participatory way, following the different phases of the incremental dwelling construc-

tion. Resident participation includes the
installation, maintenance and repair of
the luminaires during the foundation
phase.
A specific luminaire for the foundation phase was not available. Hence, it
was designed and built in the form of
1:1 prototypes (see page 206 ff.), using those prototypes as research instruments to explore new design directions
and to validate expectations (see Stappers, 2013). The design relies on a cocreational approach that makes use of
the settlement dwellers’ local knowledge
– and it is not form-driven but purposeoriented (see Brillembourg & Klumpner, 2010). The luminaire head allows
for four different mounting options in
order to increase the adaptability to the
complex built environment – hence, it
represents a luminaire family (see page
238). This luminaire design not only
addresses the quality of the light space
that it creates, but it goes beyond illumination by using bidirectional communication technology to provide landslide warnings (see Figure 138 on page
239).
It was shown by computer calculations
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ised and scalable luminaire provision
was adopted in the design of the newly developed ‘foundation phase luminaire (family)’. Moreover, the informal luminaire system allowed for luminaire installation, maintenance and repair through a layman (as illustrated by
the ‘light in a bucket’ (see Figure 100
on page 173)). This principle was also adopted in the design of the ‘foundation phase luminaire’ in order to foster
its sustainability and resilience. Furthermore, the informal luminaires’ height as
well as the integration of sensors provided clues for the newly developed luminaire.
The span-wire luminaires address primarily the vertical dimension of incremental settlement growth during a settlement’s consolidation phase. This
growth is accompanied by an increase
in residents and hence outdoor activities within a certain area of public space.
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that an incremental lighting approach
of this kind is able to address the shortcomings of the current spatial light distribution, which tends to be characterised by low illuminance uniformity as
well as high degrees of light pollution
and light trespass. Moreover, concrete
luminaire spacing and mounting height
recommendations were derived from
the calculations.
Incremental lighting addresses two spatial aspects of informal settlement development, namely vertical (see Figure 31 on page 61) and horizontal
growth (see Figure 40 on page 67).
The informal luminaire system of the
case-study street (see Figure 78 on
page 140) was able to deal successfully with the horizontal dimension of settlement growth: it co-emerged with the
dwellings (whereas the provision of formal lighting in Bogotá’s informal settlements is been carried out with years
of delay (see 4.2.2.3.2 on page 182)).
This principle of an instant, decentral-
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5.5 Policy requirements for the
lighting technology
implementation
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The final research sub-question addressed the policy requirements for the
implementation of lighting technology. Interviews with Bogotá’s lighting department UAESP revealed that a settlement has to be legalised before public lighting is provided (see page 183).
It was It was also established during the
interviews that this legalisation process
can take several years.
The design of the luminaire that is proposed for the foundation phase of a settlement includes a grid-independent energy supply (solar PV) as well as motion and photosensors. This is intended to constitute the basis for an instant
and scalable provision of lighting during the early phase of settlement construction. The lighting design, especially the position and spacing of the
luminaires as well as part of the luminous intensity distribution, is created by the informal settlement residents
themselves: They adapt the luminaires
to the informal urban fabric by making use of their local knowledge. Due
to a somewhat low luminaire mounting height and short luminaire spacing,
local lighting standards can be fulfilled
despite the complex built environment.
In this way, the technological means

for an instant, decentralised and scalable provision of formal lighting are provided. What now is missing is a shift
from the current policy of treating a settlement’s legalisation as the precondition for the provision of public lighting to a temporal recognition of a settlement’s existence and the necessity to
improve its night-time conditions as
soon as technologically possible. A policy would be required that acknowledges
the night-time needs of the residents regardless of whether their settlement has
yet been legalised – by providing a temporary lighting solution. Such lighting
policy would not approve the existence
of a settlement; instead, it only guarantees adequate night-time conditions until a decision for or against legalisation
is taken. It would furthermore be important for the authorities to develop a
strategy for giving these temporary luminaires, including spare parts, free of
charge to the informal communities in
Bogotá. Creating incentives for the repair of the luminaires would support the
circular economy.
Moreover, changing these ‘foundation
phase luminaires’ to (ideally) span-wiremounted luminaires during the consolidation phase requires a change of the
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A landslide occurred in Caracolí in August 2019, caused by an informal water connection (see Figure 162 on page
295). This shows on the one hand that
the classification of parts of Caracolí as
high-risk zones by the authorities is justified. On the other, people live in such
areas regardless of whether formal lighting is installed or not. Again, a new policy that provides a temporary lighting
solution without approving the existence of a settlement would be beneficial
for the residents: they would not need
to install self-built luminaires, which
are potentially dangerous since they
tend not to comply with electric safety standards. Moreover, this would support safe night-time walking conditions
and hence residents’ participation in the
labour market and community life. On
top of this, the visual alarm function of
the luminaires could warn the residents
through bidirectional communication
technology if a landslide is about to occur.
Two articles published in the Neue
Zürcher Zeitung on 4 July 2020 illustrate the potentially far-reaching impact of such ‘intelligent’ technology:
“Das neue Epizentrum der Pandemie:
In Lateinamerika breitet sich das Coronavirus rasant aus (…)” (Anliker &
Marti, 2020, p. 5) and “Schweizer Sensoren können auch Masken erkennen”
(Müller, 2020). The first article shows
that the COVID-19 pandemic has been
spreading especially in Latin America’s
informal settlements for example because it is difficult to implement a lockdown successfully in areas where people
earn their living in the informal sector.
The second article is about sensors from
a Swiss company that can automatical-
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current lighting policy from static to
temporally sequenced lighting provision: to create the light space incrementally and hence in an emancipated way
– not driven by, but responding to the
vertical and horizontal densification of
the built environment. This would constitute a lighting policy characterised by
instant reaction and a maintained lighting quality over time, resulting in good
lighting conditions across the entire city
and hence reducing the current sociotechnical night-time inequality of Bogotá’s public space.
However, the protracted legalisation
process is just one reason for the lack
of formal lighting provision during the
foundation phase of Bogotá’s informal
settlements. The second reason is that
the legalisation process for some areas
has not even started because those areas are threatened by environmental hazards. In the case of the case-study street,
this was the risk of landslides. However, during the interviews with Bogotá’s lighting and urban planning department, it turned out that the connectivity
of the temporary luminaires with landslide-detection sensors (through bidirectional communication technology)
could support the authorities in providing instant lighting in high risk areas because such technology can help protect
the dwellers’ lives, which in turn may
justify the provision of lighting infrastructure in endangered environments.
Here again, the reflected use of the technology can become a policy enabler. At
the same time, this would require a shift
of the current policy, which is characterised by a refusal to install luminaires in
areas that are subject to environmental
risks.

Chapter 5

ly detect whether people are wearing
masks. If luminaires in informal settlements were equipped with these sensors, such technology could potentially help a government manage the spread
of a virus such as COVID-19. This example shows that landslide warning is
only one possible application of ‘intelligent’ lighting technology. Moreover,
such technology is not only able to support the lighting policy for informal settlements, but also policies that are unrelated to lighting – in this case a health
policy with a global impact.
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Adequately implementing the new
lighting strategy developed during this
research would furthermore require an
adaptation of the current planning regulations, because the urban planning
standard Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial (POT) and hence the lighting
standard Manual Único de Alumbrado
Público (MUAP) do not take informal
settlements sufficiently into account.

A TV news
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B TV news
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D

Figure 162: A landslide occured in Caracolí on 15 August 2019.
Source: Alejandra Miranda, 2019 (unpublished)
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5.6 Synthesis of the research
sub-questions
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The answer to the main research question of ‘how can lighting technology and
lighting design overcome the fragmentation of public-space lighting in Bogotá’s informal settlements’ is summarised
as follows:
Lighting technology can overcome the
current fragmentation through the deployment of different luminaire types
for the different distinct phases of incremental settlement growth, facilitating
an adaptation of both the spatial light
distribution and the physical luminaire
to the dynamically changing informal
public space. This incremental lighting
approach is purpose-oriented and shifts
the focus from a lighting product to a
process.
For the foundation phase of a settlement, a grid-independent energy source
such as solar PV enables instant temporary lighting, eliminating the lighting fragmentation caused by the delay of
formal lighting installation. Moreover,
both motion and photosensors can ensure that these luminaires are switched
on whenever the light is needed by a pedestrian, addressing an aspect of temporal fragmentation and ecological sustainability. Furthermore, the adaptation
of the light distribution is supported
by a swivellable auxiliary light source.

Moreover, bidirectional communication
technology can be integrated into this
luminaire type to provide a visual warning signal should an environmental hazard (such as a landslide) be about to occur. This potentially life-saving function
may facilitate a policy that supports the
installation of public lighting in areas
that are usually excluded from lighting
provision due to the life-threatening nature of their location.
For the consolidation phase, span-wire
luminaires reduce lighting fragmentation by creating adequate illuminance
uniformity due to their position above
the centre of the road. Moreover, bidirectional communication technology
has the potential to facilitate the maintenance of these permanent luminaires by
sending instant notifications in case of a
component failure.
The reduction of lighting fragmentation can further be supported through
a lighting design that is characterised by
a shorter luminaire spacing and a lower
mounting height in terms of both the luminaire family for the foundation phase
and the span-wire luminaire used during the consolidation phase. Moreover, a
lighting design based on resident participation facilitates the reduction of lighting fragmentation during the founda-

tion phase: the newly developed luminaire family is installed in – and adapted to – the informal public space by the
settlement dwellers, based on their local
knowledge about the built environment
and people’s needs.
Such incremental lighting thus serves
as a ‘tool’ that shapes the incremental
light space of informal night-time public space.

ing to any kind of informal settlement,
this research has shown that the incremental, adaptable, scalable, and decentralised lighting approach defined above
can create a consistent quality of spatial
light distribution across all social strata
in Bogotá. The night-time public space
can be unified from the Plaza de Bolívar in the city centre to the case-study
street in Caracolí, thereby reducing Bogotá’s current socio-technical inequality.
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Assuming the possibility of a policy paradigm shift that results in the authorities’ willingness to provide instant light-
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5.7 Limitations of the present
analysis and the implications of
the results for further research
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The lighting technology and design recommendation presented here were derived from the socio-spatial and socio-technical analysis of the case-study
street in Caracolí. This analysis had a
strong ethnographic focus in order to
address public space as a social space.
The significance of night-time activities in the community life was demonstrated (see page 161 and page 165).
Moreover, the night-time motion patterns were studied, revealing the extent
to which the residents’ activities took
place within the informally lit part of
the street and the degree to which they
were linked to adjacent communities
(see Figure 96 on page 171), and also the extent to which the informally
lit part of the street was used as a transit zone by others. The analysis also considered the age and gender ratio of residents using the public space at night.
Furthermore, the residents’ daily commute to work with respect to the departure and arrival times was examined,
which included an analysis of the modes
of transport (see page 169).
All these social aspects of the present
study add to the understanding of public night-time spaces in Bogotá’s infor-

mal settlements – a topic that has so far
been under-investigated and that also
seems to be relevant to researchers outside the lighting profession.
The case-study collected spatial and
temporal construction data of many informal dwellings in a consistent area
(see page 175 ff.). Those data can further be used for policy-makers and researchers who deal with informal urbanism. By transforming these data into a 3D model as well as into a dynamic virtual environment in collaboration
with Michael Walczak, a spatial archive
was created that allows the case-study
site to be explored at different moments
of its history as well as the analysis of
future projections of it (see Figure 161
on page 271). Again, this offers potential benefits for professionals outside the
lighting profession.
Apart from the data gathered in the
case-study street, this research photographically documented a variety of
self-built luminaires as well their surroundings across Colombia (see page
21 ff.). Those self-built luminaires
constitute cultural artefacts (see Neubert, 2017; Cranz, 2016), that tend to
have a limited life span caused by ei-
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lighting authority UAESP suggested that
a local university could do a pilot project to test the applicability of the new
lighting approach in a real environment.
This seems to be a promising idea.
Moreover, the ‘foundation phase luminaire’ that is presented in this thesis as a
1:1 prototype would need to be finalised
by a luminaire manufacturer, whose
process includes laboratory tests and
product certifications. An important aspect would also be to refine the choices of component technology in order to
reduce the luminaire cost and its overall
weight, whilst simultaneously maintaining its key functions and quality. This
would include the battery design and location which thus far has been kept outside the luminaire, but that should preferably be integrated into the luminaire
head. It would further be advisable to
design the entire luminaire in 12 V, even
though common 12 V lamps provide
less luminous flux than the 230 V lamp
as used for the prototype. However, current research findings indicate that an
average illuminance of 4.0 lx would be
adequate for pedestrian areas (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage, 2019),
which justifies an adaptation of Colombia’s lighting standards (currently requiring an Eav of 7.5 lx) and a downscaling of the luminaire’s light output.
Moreover, a reflector design would need
to be developed that creates the proposed luminous intensity distribution
based on common E27 LED lamps.
Furthermore, the potential of the prototype’s luminaire pole should further
be explored by a product designer in a
co-creative process with informal settlement residents. Whilst currently made
of wood, the prototype construction
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ther settlement upgrading or eviction.
Thanks to this research, such artefacts
could be archived for potential ethnographic research on cultural practices in
informal settlement communities.
Gathering data in informal settlements
turned out to entail a higher ‘cost’ than
in formal environments. First, the access to such environments is usually restricted and may require an intermediary. Second, one has first to invest time
to gain legitimacy and the residents’
trust before receiving information from
them, since outsiders may be regarded with suspicion. Thirdly, a researcher may be exposed to special kinds of
physical danger: in Caracolí, many stray
dogs were constantly roaming through
the streets and sometimes interfered
with the research activities. Furthermore, most of the streets were unpaved,
which may cause tripping accidents.
During rainfall, some of the steep streets
became extremely slippery and hence
dangerous to walk on. Moreover, carrying around expensive research equipment in an environment characterised
by poverty may provoke a robbery. It
is therefore advisable that a researcher is accompanied throughout the entire research by a local or someone who
knows the residents well and who can
mediate in situations of conflict.
The aim of this study was to propose an
evidence-based design, and a significant ratio of this evidence was generated
by computer calculations. Such calculations cannot fully represent and evaluate
a real night-time environment. Therefore, further research would be required
to test the proposed lighting strategy over time in an informal settlement.
During the policy outreach meeting, the
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(during which both the pole height and
the luminaire weight increased) showed
that wood would unlikely be an adequate material for this special pole design. The pole would need to keep the
luminaire stable even during strong
winds. However, the installation should
still have a ‘temporary’ character that
enables rapid uninstallation of the luminaire and its pole. Moreover, the pole’s
function could go beyond just holding
luminaire head: for instance, street furniture could be integrated into it. One
could also explore the use of the pole as
a predefining architectural element of
the street space – used before the informal dwellings are built. This idea is inspired by the Manila Housing competition concept designed by Steven Holl,
James Tanner and John Cropper, in
which an initial construction “builds the
‘absolute minimum proposal’: definition
of public/private line, permanent tenure
and utilities” (Jefferson, 2006, p. 79).
As stated in the literature review, current data do not reveal an optimum light
level for the recognition of other people. Moreover, the optimum light level
on vertical architectural elements such
as façades in (especially narrow) pedestrian streets are as yet unknown. However, it is likely that future research will
provide answers to these questions. This
would require a reassessment of the luminous intensity distributions proposed
for the pole-mounted ‘foundation phase’
luminaire and the span-wire-mounted
‘consolidation phase’ luminaire.
The lighting development for this research project was centred around the
spatial light distribution. However, another aspect deserves further analysis
(regarding both formal and informal en-

vironments), namely the spectral composition of the light space. This results
in a certain colour temperature and a
certain colour rendering. As mentioned
in the literature review, the colour temperature of the light has an impact on
the perceived atmosphere of the space,
the preference for which may differ depending on the cultural background
and gender of the observer (see Bodrogi, et al., 2017). Since informal outdoor
environments can be regarded as semiprivate (Hernández-García, 2013), the
atmosphere and the colour rendering
created by the luminaires appears relevant. The current formal luminaires of
the case-study street feature high-pressure sodium lamps, which produce a
modest colour rendering quality and an
orange-coloured appearance (see Boyce,
2014). Since the S/P ratio of this kind
of lamp is rather low (Raynham, 2012),
the perception of spatial brightness and
thus safety could be increased by another lamp with a higher S/P ratio (Boyce,
2014) - such as a cold-white LED
(Raynham, 2012). Moreover, different
animals are affected by different spectral
compositions of light (Goronczy, 2018).
Hence, we see here at least four aspects
that are impacted by a lamp’s spectral
composition, namely the atmosphere of
a light space, the colour rendering, the
degree of perceived safety, and the impact on the environment (which may
include people if the effect on dwelling
interiors is considered). These aspects
are likely to be conflicting, and hence
further research would be desirable to
explore such highly complex questions.
This issue was left open for the luminaire prototype that was designed as
part of the present research: it features
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argue that “(…) durable luminaires,
which (…) are easy to dismantle (to
facilitate repair, upgrade and recycling)
and are fully recyclable, should have less
environmental impact than luminaires
that do not present these characteristics
(…)”. Hence, further research could explore whether and to what extent the
design of informal luminaires could
help reducing the environmental impact
of formal lighting systems.
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an E27 screw base (primarily to allow
for luminaire maintenance, repair and
recycling through a layman), thus allowing lamps featuring different spectral compositions to be selected.
The potential of luminaire repair and
recycling deserves further analysis. It
was shown that a large proportion of
the informal luminaire parts was made
from recycled materials. Brillembourg
and Klumpner (2013) illustrate the potential ecological benefits that arise
from informal production processes.
Casamayor, Su and Ren (2018, p. 814)
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5.8 Transferability of the
research findings
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This research was mainly based on a
case study. The selected location appeared to represent many common and
relevant characteristics of informal settlements in Bogotá.
It appears that the findings from Caracolí are in their essence transferrable
to other informal environments in Bogotá, albeit with some limitations: part
of the case-study location exhibits a
risk of landslides. Although this tends
to be a problem for settlements built on
hillsides, it is not true of all settlements
in Bogotá (see 2.2.3.3 on page 82).
Similarly, not all informal settlement
streets are as steep as the case-study
street (see Figure 82 on page 145). As
shown by the systematic computer calculations (see Table 2 on page 202),
the steeper the street, the shorter the
required luminaire spacing. Furthermore, the other informal settlements
that were visited in the course of this
research were inspected by day, whereas only Caracolí was visited at night.
The findings of the night-time observations in Caracolí (see page 165 and
page 171) may thus theoretically differ in other areas of Bogotá. Still, the
observed existence of informal luminaire installations in other areas of Bogotá (as well as in other parts of Co-

lombia (see page 21 ff.)) implicitly
shows that night-time activities seem to
be also relevant in those public spaces.
As stated, the lighting approach presented in this research project was developed for and tested in the informal
construction context of Bogotá. However, the literature review revealed that
similar informal building extensions
and overhanging upper storeys (resulting in challenging conditions for
the provision of public lighting) can be
found in informal settlements of other local context such as Mumbai, Bangkok, São Paulo and Ho Chi Minh City
(see page 59). Therefore, the applicability of the lighting approach proposed in this doctoral thesis appears
promising for those places as well, especially due to the lower height and
shorter spacing of the luminaires as
well as the incremental aspect of their
installation.
Further research could systematically explore the light space quality produced by this suggested lighting approach around the world.
Shifting the focus from Bogotá to other local contexts raises questions about
the suitability of certain international lighting planning recommendations

Besides the lighting technology discussed above, bidirectional communication technology also seems to be useful
for informal settlement in different local
context: the disaster risk warning function designed here for potential landslides in Bogotá can be adapted to other environmental hazards such as flooding or tsunamis. Again, this potential
lifesaving function may justify the provision of lighting infrastructure in asyet unlegalised environments, becoming a lighting-policy enabler in different
countries.
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pending on the width and inclination of
the street as well as the luminous intensity distribution of the luminaire) have
been proven to create adequate lighting
conditions (see page 252 ff.). Including this outcome of the present research
(as well as the recommendations on the
lighting technology components, for instance, regarding the use of sensors) in
international planning recommendations, is likely to support national lighting policies that result in better lighting
quality.
In order to provide ‘better lighting quality’, it also seems necessary for international lighting design recommendations to treat all people equally. However, the International Commission on
Illumination published a technical report called ‘Road lighting for developing countries’ that defines lighting requirements of a lower quality for developing countries compared to developed ones (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage, 2007). This may
send the (wrong) message to national policy-makers that low-grade lighting would be sufficient for poor people.
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for informal settlements and resulting
national lighting policies. The present
research revealed that luminaire systems
for informal settlements tend to require
a rather low mounting height and short
spacing to create adequate lighting conditions.
However, in 2009, a private-public partnership project that promotes high-mast
lighting for informal settlements received a Habitat Business Award for best
practices from UN-Habitat (2009b).
Moreover, high-mast lighting was
praised by UN-Habitat in a ‘best practice case book’ (Kitio & Ochieng, 2013)
that can still be found on its website. In
2020, Kenya received a USD 150 million
loan from the World Bank to improve
the living conditions in informal settlements – among other things by installing high-mast luminaires (The World
Bank, 2020). In 2020, high-mast luminaires were also installed in informal
settlements belonging to the South African city of Ekurhuleni (City of Ekurhuleni, 2020) and in settlements of Namibia’s capital Windhoek (Ikela, 2020).
Thus, it seems that the recommendations of UN-Habitat influence different national lighting policies. The policy
goal of providing public lighting to the
urban poor is honourable and progressive. However, the technological ‘policy
instrument’ to achieve this goal needs to
be revised:
High-mast luminaires are between 20 to
40 metres high (see Kretzer, 2020), and
the lighting analysis in Bogotá revealed
that even 9-metre-high luminaires (see
Figure 163 on page 304) tend not to
be suitable for informal settlement lighting (see Table 2 on page 202). In contrast, a mounting height in a range of
3.5 to 4.0 metres (varying slightly de-

and communities’) and SDG 15 (‘Life
on land’) (see 4.4.1.3 on page 242).
It is therefore important that international and national policy-making focuses more on providing proper lighting solutions for informal public spaces.
A migrating bird that flies over Switzer-
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It has been shown that lighting for informal settlements relates to several Sustainable Development Goals of
the United Nations, namely SDG 7
(‘Affordable and clean energy’), SDG
9 (‘Industry, innovation and infrastructure’), SDG 11 (‘Sustainable cities
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Figure 163: State-of-the-art research findings on different lighting approaches for informal settlements
(based on 'formal' luminaires): Kretzer (2020) showed that high-mast luminaires (A) having a spacing
≥ 100 metres create inadequate illuminance uniformity and light pollution. The present PhD research
has shown that also 9-metre-high luminaires (B) with a spacing of around 30 metres tend not to result
in sufficient illuminance uniformity and that it creates high degrees of light pollution and light trespass.
However, this research has also shown that an incremental lighting approach (that combines in a sequenced way around 4-metre-high span-wire mounted luminaires having a spacing in a range of
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land may find itself in an informal settlement somewhere in the world some
months later. Therefore, providing good
lighting in informal settlements not only matters to their residents – it has an
effect on the environment as a whole
and hence on all of us.
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15 metres (C) with 3.5-metre-high pole-mounted luminaires having a spacing in a range of 10 metres
(D)) overcomes these shortcomings. In order to address (the fear of) crime at night, the environment
should be lit consistently at a great distance, because "[t]he greater the distance at which a threat can be
detected (...), the greater is the time available to select and act out an appropriate response" (Boyce &
Gutkowski, 1995, p. 105); hence, portable light source (E) alone would be insufficent for informal settlement lighting.
Please note that the luminaire heights and spacings presented here vary slightly depending on the street
width and inclination.
Source: David Kretzer, 2020.
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A policy brief that summarises the lighting technology and design recommendations developed during this research
was provided to Bogotá’s lighting authority Unidad Administrativa Especial de Servicios Públicos (UAESP) and
to the urban planning department Secretaría Distrital de Planeación (SDP).
Furthermore, a full version of this PhD
monograph including the lighting calculation results will be sent to them.
Hence, these departments will have the
required information to develop a policy implementation strategy in collaboration with related entities. Codensa, as a joint venture between the local
government and the Enel Group, is currently in charge of public lighting installations in Bogotá. I therefore personally
hope that certain financial interests will
not constitute an obstacle regarding the
implementation of the policy recommendations developed during this research.
This research mainly dealt with the four
aspects of lighting science, lighting technology, lighting design and lighting policy. However, these four dimensions
of lighting are centred around people
and their needs, and the main goal of
this research was to improve the nighttime life of informal settlement dwellers. The time I spent in the different informal settlements – and especially the

days and nights I spent living in Caracolí – enabled me to understand the role
of public lighting as an enabler of social
life. Before I experienced such a settlement myself, I had regarded the informal dwellers as ‘them’. However, spending time with these people made me understand that their desires and goals in
life are very similar to the ones I have:
enabling my daughter to prosper, living
with my family in safety, maintaining
good health and enjoying life with my
loved ones. This experience caused me
to leave the informal settlement thinking of its residents as ‘us’, and I have kept
in contact with my host family until today.
However, most people I interacted with
during my fieldwork in January and
February 2019 no longer live in the
case-study street I analysed. They had
to leave their homes due to the steep
nature of the terrain and the associated
risk of landslides. Until December of the
same year, all non-legalised dwellings in
the neighbourhood were knocked down
by the authorities, and the city of Bogotá
plans to build a public park on this terrain instead (Caja de la Vivienda Popular, 2019).
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January 2019

December 2019

Figure 164: Caracolí before and after the eviction in 2019
Source: David Kretzer (top), 2019 & Alejandra Miranda (bottom (unpublished)), 2019
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3. Specimen
For the tests an assembled street lamp was provided by the client. Table 1 describes the unit in
detail. In the following designation the specimen is abbreviated by UUT (Unit Under Test).
Table 1: Specimen
No.

Description

Part No.

Serial No.

Manufacturer

1

Street Lamp

--

Prototype

--
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Figure 1 shows the specimen.
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Figure 1: UUT

Note:
The test specimen is an assembled system and no enclosure.
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4. Test and Equipment
On the basis of the conducted tests the tightness of an enclosure was supposed to be tested.
The test specifications were given by the client and are based on the DIN EN 60529 standard.
Table 2 shows an overview of the international protection tests and the test sequences.
Table 2: International Protection Tests
International Protection Tests
Sequence

Description

Reference

Acc.
Lab.

Test Level

Annex
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1

IP 2X

2

IP 3X
Based on
DIN EN 60529:
2014-09

3

IP X3

4

IP X4

Protection against Ingress of foreign Objects > 12.5 mm
Test Probe: Ø 12.5 mm
Test Force 30 N
Protection against access to danger parts
Test Probe: Test Finger
Protection against Ingress of foreign Objects > 2.5 mm
Test Probe: Ø 2.5 mm
Test Force 3 N
Protection against access to danger parts
Test Probe: Ø 2.5 mm
Protection against ingress of spray water
(Sprinkler Head with cover)
Flow Rate: 10 l/min
Duration 5 min

Yes, PAConsult Swiss GmbH
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IP-Code

Protection against ingress of splash water
(Sprinkler Head)
Flow Rate: 10 l/min
Duration 5 min

4.1. Test Conditions
All tests were performed under the conditions listed in Table 3, if not stated otherwise in this
test report.
Table 3: Environmental Conditions
Temperature

15°C-35°C

Relative Humidity

<85 %

Air Pressure

860 hPa – 1060 hPa
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4.2. Equipment used for Test
The test equipment used in the laboratory of PAConsult is listed in Table 4.
Table 4: Test Equipment
Manufacturer

Type

Serial number /
Version

Flow Rate Sensor

Endress+Hauser

PROMAG H

M315F019000

2019/05

Sprinkler Head
IPX3/X4
Testing Probe
(Ø 12.5 mm)
Testing Probe
(Ø 12 mm)

PTL Dr.
Grabenhorst
PTL Dr.
Grabenhorst
PTL Dr.
Grabenhorst
PTL Dr.
Grabenhorst
PTL Dr.
Grabenhorst
PTL Dr.
Grabenhorst

P 05.24

5170076

see flow rate
sensor

P 10.10

5170071

2019/06

P 10.14

5170072

2019/06

P 10.28

5170075

n./.a

P 10.26

5170073

2019/06

P 10.27

5170074

2019/06

Circuit Indicator
Testing Probe
(Ø 2.5 mm)
Testing Probe
(Ø 1 mm)

Date of last
calibration

The calibration of the laboratory test equipment is performed every two years.
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IP (International Protection) - Degrees of Protection provided by Enclosures
The degree of protection provided by an enclosure is indicated by the IP Code in the following
way:
IP

6

5

code letters
first characteristic
numeral
second characteristic
numeral
Protection classes which are not demanded to be tested are replaced by the letter “X”.
The purpose of the standard DIN EN 60529 is to define a degree of protection provided by an
enclosure of electrical equipment as regards:
•
•
•

Protection of persons against access to endangering parts inside the enclosure (1st
numeral),
Protection of equipment inside the enclosure against ingress of solid objects (1st
numeral) and
Protection of equipment inside the enclosure against harmful effects due to ingress of
water (2nd numeral).
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5. Test Procedures
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5.1. IP 2X - Protection against Ingress of foreign Objects > 12.5 mm

Chapter 8

In the first step the protection against contact to dangerous parts is to be tested. Therefore, the
test finger is not allowed to reach dangerous parts inside the enclosure. Protection against
ingress of foreign objects is tested with a ball (diameter of 12.5 mm) and a test force of
30 N.

Annex
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Figure 2: Test Finger and testing Probe 12.5 mm

5.2. IP 3X - Protection against Ingress of foreign Objects > 2.5 mm
First of all the protection against contact to dangerous parts is to be tested. Therefore the test
probe is not allowed to reach dangerous parts inside the enclosure. Protection against ingress
of foreign objects is to be tested with a wire with a diameter of 2.5 mm and a test force of 3 N.

Figure 3: Testing Probe 2.5 mm
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5.3. IP X3 - Protection against Ingress of Water Spray

Chapter 8

The UUT shall be placed in the wet chamber and is to be sprayed with a sprinkler head from
any direction (60° from the perpendicular axis). The water flow rate is 10 l/min. The test
period is 5 minutes. After the test a visual inspection should be performed. In figure 4 the
sprinkler head is shown.

Figure 4: Sprinkler Head

5.4. IP X4 - Protection against Ingress of Splash Water

Figure 5: Sprinkler Head
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The UUT is to be placed in the wet chamber and is to be sprayed with a sprinkler head from
any direction. The water flow rate is 10 l/min. The test period is a minimum 5 minutes. After
the test a visual inspection is to be performed. In figure 5 the sprinkler head is shown.
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6. Test and Results
The IP tests were performed using the parameters in table 2.

6.1. IP 2X - Protection against Ingress of foreign Objects > 12.5 mm

Chapter 8

At first the protection against access to danger parts was tested. Therefore, the test finger was
used. Figure 6 documents the test proceeding.
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Figure 6: Test Proceeding with circuit indicator
Figure 7 shows the test against ingress of foreign solid objects.
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Figure 7: Test Setup ingress of foreign solid objects
Result:
The test finger had access to danger parts. The circuit indicator flashed up at the housing of
the lamp and at a part of the cable, where damages were detected.
The test probe could not penetrate the assembled lamp to any opening.
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6.2. IP 3X - Protection against Ingress of foreign Objects > 2.5 mm

Chapter 8

At first the protection against access to danger parts was tested. Therefore, the test wire was
used. Figure 8 documents the test proceeding.
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Figure 8: Access to danger parts with test wire Ø 2.5 mm
The test showed that an access is possible to all openings. No further ingress protection test
was performed. The following figure shows the test performance with the test wire.
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Figure 9: Access to danger parts with test wire Ø 1 mm
Result:
The test wires could reach danger parts and the circuit indicator flashed up. To check which
voltage could be touched at the detection points a test was performed with a multimeter.
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Figure 10: Voltage measurement example
The test showed that the supply voltage is accessible.

6.3. IP X3 - Protection against Ingress of Water Spray
Figure 11 shows the setup in the wet-chamber and Figure 12 the test proceeding during the IP
X3 test.
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Figure 11: Test Setup Wet-Chamber
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Figure 12: Test Proceeding IP X3
The visual inspection after the test is documented in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Visual Inspection
Result:
The visual inspection after the test showed ingress of water at several points which can have a
harmful effect on the test sample.

6.4. IP X4 - Protection against Ingress of Splash Water
Figure 14 shows the setup in the wet-chamber and Figure 15 the test proceeding during the IP
X4 test.

Figure 14: Test Setup Wet-Chamber
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Figure 15: Test Proceeding IP XX
The visual inspection after the test is documented in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Visual Inspection
Result:
The visual inspection after the test showed ingress of water at several points which can have a
harmful effect on the test sample.
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7. Summary
The IP tests were performed successfully. In Table 5 the test results are summarized.
Table 5: Overview Test Results

Description

1

IP 2X

2

IP 3X

3

IP X3

4

IP X4

UUT

Result

Street lamp assembly

Test Probe could not
penetrate any opening
Test finger could
access to danger parts
Test Probe could
access to danger parts
Ingress protection not
given
Ingress of water
detected with a
potentially harmful
influence
Ingress of water
detected with a
potentially harmful
influence

The analyses of the test result are going to be performed by the client.

Dipl.-Ing.(FH) J. Lüttmann
(Laboratory Test Engineer)

Note:
This test report may be passed on as a complete version and unchanged only. Extracts require
permission of the test laboratory. Test results refer to the test object specified above. Test reports
without signature are invalid.
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International Protection Tests according to DIN EN 60529
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8.3 Annex C
Lighting calculation results
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Calculation point

Illuminance

Calculation point

Illuminance

Calculation point

Illuminance

Calculation point

Illuminance

Calculation point

Illuminance

Calculation point

Illuminance

Calculation point

Illuminance

Calculation point

Illuminance

Calculation point

Illuminance

Calculation point

Illuminance

lux

nr.

lux

nr.

lux

nr.

lux

nr.

lux

nr.

lux

nr.

lux

nr.

lux

nr.

lux

nr.

lux

nr.

lux

M1

25

M53

22.0

R1_27

18.0

R2_1

26.0

R2_58

8.7

L1_1

22.0

L1_53

18.0

L2_35

1.9

L3_59

2.9

M121

1.7

M161

0.9

M2

26

M54

17.0

R1_28

14.0

R2_2

27.0

R2_59

7.1

L1_2

22.0

L1_54

15.0

L2_36

2.0

L3_60

2.3

M122

1.4

M162

1.2

M3

26

M55

13.0

R1_29

12.0

R2_3

28.0

R2_60

4.3

L1_3

22.0

L1_55

13.0

L2_37

2.2

M79

17.0

M123

1.3

M163

1.9

M4

25

M56

11.0

R1_30

9.5

R2_4

27.0

R2_61

2.8

L1_4

20.0

L1_56

11.0

L2_38

2.4

M80

17.0

M124

1.4

M164

3.1

M5

22

M57

10.0

R1_31

7.2

R2_5

22.0

R2_62

1.8

L1_5

18.0

L1_57

9.3

L2_39

2.7

M81

15.0

M125

1.7

M165

4.3

M6

18

M58

8.1

R1_32

5.1

R2_6

17.0

R2_63

1.0

L1_6

16.0

L1_58

6.9

L2_40

3.1

M82

13.0

M126

2.2

M166

6.0

M7

15

M59

6.5

R1_33

3.7

R2_7

14.0

R2_64

0.5

L1_7

13.0

L1_59

5.5

L2_41

3.5

M83

11.0

M127

3.1

M167

7.7

M8

13

M60

4.9

R1_34

3.0

R2_8

13.0

R2_65

0.3

L1_8

11.0

L1_60

4.1

L2_42

4.1

M84

8.9

M128

4.2

M168

9.3

M9

11

M61

3.7

R1_35

2.8

R2_9

11.0

R2_66

0.2

L1_9

9.4

L1_61

3.1

L2_43

4.7

M85

8.5

M129

4.3

M169

11.0

M10

8.95

M62

2.9

R1_36

2.8

R2_10

9.6

R2_73

12.0

L1_10

7.8

L1_62

2.5

L2_44

5.5

M86

7.6

M130

4.2

M170

10.0

M11

7.2

M63

2.5

R1_37

3.0

R2_11

8.0

R2_74

15.0

L1_11

6.3

L1_63

2.2

L2_45

6.6

M87

6.6

M131

3.4

M171

9.7

M12

5.95

M64

2.4

R1_38

3.2

R2_12

6.8

R2_75

17.0

L1_12

5.3

L1_64

2.1

L2_46

7.6

M88

5.7

M132

2.3

M13

5.56

M65

2.5

R1_39

3.6

R2_13

6.5

R2_76

19.0

L1_13

5.0

L1_65

2.2

L2_47

8.6

M89

4.9

M133

1.6

M14

5.83

M66

2.7

R1_40

4.1

R2_14

6.9

R2_77

20.0

L1_14

5.2

L1_66

2.5

L2_48

9.8

M90

4.5

M134

1.3

M15

6.62

M67

2.7

R1_41

4.8

R2_15

7.9

R2_78

21.0

L1_15

5.9

L1_67

0.2

L2_49

11.0

M91

4.9

M135

1.4

M16

7.9

M68

3.0

R1_42

5.8

R2_16

9.5

R3_1

22.0

L1_16

6.9

L1_68

0.2

L2_58

1.2

M92

5.8

R1_135

1.4

M17

9.61

M69

3.5

R1_43

7.0

R2_17

12.0

R3_2

25.0

L1_17

8.2

L1_69

0.2

L2_59

4.5

M93

7.5

L1_135

1.2

M18

12

M70

4.1

R1_44

8.7

R2_18

16.0

R3_3

24.0

L1_18

10.0

L1_70

0.2

L2_60

3.6

M94

9.1

M136

1.7

M19

15

M71

4.8

R1_45

11.0

R2_19

20.0

R3_4

25.0

L1_19

12.0

L1_73

7.5

L2_61

2.8

M95

9.4

R1_136

1.6

M20

18

M72

4.4

R1_46

14.0

R2_20

24.0

R3_5

20.0

L1_20

14.0

L1_74

8.9

L2_62

2.3

R1_95

11.0

L1_136

1.5

M21

21

M73

8.8

R1_47

16.0

R2_21

27.0

R3_6

15.0

L1_21

17.0

L1_75

10.0

L2_63

2.0

L1_95

5.3

M137

2.4

M22

23

M74

11.0

R1_48

18.0

R2_22

30.0

R3_7

12.0

L1_22

18.0

L1_76

12.0

L2_64

0.4

M96

8.1

R1_137

2.6

M23

25

M75

13.0

R1_49

20.0

R2_23

33.0

R3_8

11.0

L1_23

20.0

L1_77

13.0

L2_65

0.3

R1_96

9.3

L1_137

2.1

M24

24

M76

15.0

R1_50

22.0

R2_24

34.0

R3_9

10.0

L1_24

20.0

L1_78

14.0

L2_66

0.2

L1_96

4.7

M138

3.6

M25

23

M77

16.0

R1_51

23.0

R2_25

31.0

R3_10

9.3

L1_25

18.0

L2_1

21.0

L2_73

0.5

M97

4.0

R1_138

4.8

M26

20

M78

18.0

R1_52

24.0

R2_26

24.0

R3_11

7.7

L1_26

16.0

L2_2

20.0

L2_74

0.6

R1_97

4.4

L1_138

2.7

M27

16

R1_1

27.0

R1_53

22.0

R2_27

18.0

R3_12

7.0

L1_27

13.0

L2_3

20.0

L2_75

0.7

L1_97

2.7

M139

5.8

M28

12

R1_2

28.0

R1_54

17.0

R2_28

15.0

R3_13

6.2

L1_28

9.9

L2_4

18.0

L2_76

0.8

M98

2.1

M140

7.5

M29

9.79

R1_3

29.0

R1_55

13.0

R2_29

13.0

R3_14

6.6

L1_29

7.8

L2_5

16.0

L2_77

0.9

R1_98

2.4

M141

5.4

M30

7.67

R1_4

27.0

R1_56

11.0

R2_30

11.0

R3_15

8.0

L1_30

5.9

L2_6

14.0

L2_78

13.0

L1_98

1.7

M142

1.9

M31

5.87

R1_5

23.0

R1_57

10.0

R2_31

7.9

R3_16

0.9

L1_31

4.5

L2_7

11.0

L3_1

20.0

M99

1.3

M143

0.5

M32

4.1

R1_6

18.0

R1_58

8.7

R2_32

5.7

R3_17

13.0

L1_32

3.1

L2_8

9.4

L3_2

19.0

M100

1.0

M144

0.3

M33

3.05

R1_7

15.0

R1_59

7.2

R2_33

4.0

R3_23

28.0

L1_33

2.5

L2_9

7.7

L3_3

18.0

M101

0.9

R1_144

0.3

M34

2.59

R1_8

13.0

R1_60

5.5

R2_34

3.3

R3_24

30.0

L1_34

2.2

L2_10

6.4

L3_4

15.0

M102

1.0

L1_144

0.3

M35

2.51

R1_9

12.0

R1_61

4.2

R2_35

2.9

R3_25

28.0

L1_35

2.2

L2_11

5.2

L3_5

11.0

M103

1.1

M145

0.3

M36

2.57

R1_10

9.6

R1_62

1.6

R2_36

2.9

R3_28

14.0

L1_36

2.4

L2_12

4.5

L3_6

9.4

M104

1.5

R1_145

0.3

M37

2.77

R1_11

7.9

R1_63

0.9

R2_37

3.1

R3_29

13.0

L1_37

2.6

L2_13

4.4

L3_7

8.5

M105

2.0

L1_145

0.3

M38

3.05

R1_12

6.5

R1_64

0.5

R2_38

3.4

R3_30

11.0

L1_38

2.8

L2_14

4.7

L3_8

7.6

M106

2.9

M146

0.3

M39

3.42

R1_13

6.1

R1_65

0.3

R2_39

3.8

R3_31

8.3

L1_39

3.2

L2_15

5.3

L3_9

6.2

M107

3.9

M147

0.4

M40

3.88

R1_14

6.4

R1_66

0.2

R2_40

4.3

R3_32

4.7

L1_40

3.6

L2_16

6.3

L3_10

4.7

M108

4.9

M148

0.5

M41

4.52

R1_15

7.3

R1_67

3.0

R2_41

5.0

R3_33

2.8

L1_41

4.2

L2_23

17.0

L3_11

4.0

M109

5.3

M149

0.6

M42

5.35

R1_16

8.8

R1_68

3.3

R2_42

6.1

R3_58

8.5

L1_42

4.9

L2_24

16.0

L3_12

3.6

M110

4.6

M150

1.3

M43

6.32

R1_17

11.0

R1_69

3.8

R2_43

7.5

R3_59

7.1

L1_43

5.7

L2_25

15.0

L3_13

3.7

M111

3.7

M151

1.8

M44

7.53

R1_18

14.0

R1_70

4.5

R2_44

9.6

R3_60

3.9

L1_44

6.7

L2_26

13.0

L3_14

4.0

M112

2.3

M152

2.7

M45

9.24

R1_19

19.0

R1_71

5.3

R2_45

12.0

R3_61

2.9

L1_45

7.9

L2_27

11.0

L3_15

4.6

M113

1.6

M153

3.9

M46

11

R1_20

23.0

R1_72

6.4

R2_46

15.0

R3_62

2.0

L1_46

9.4

L2_28

8.5

L3_16

5.3

M114

1.2

M154

5.9

M47

13

R1_21

26.0

R1_73

11.0

R2_47

17.0

R3_63

1.1

L1_47

11.0

L2_29

6.8

L3_34

1.8

M115

1.0

M155

6.8

M48

15

R1_22

29.0

R1_74

13.0

R2_48

18.0

R3_64

0.7

L1_48

12.0

L2_30

5.1

L3_35

1.8

M116

1.0

M156

3.2

M49

17

R1_23

31.0

R1_75

16.0

R2_49

20.0

R3_65

0.4

L1_49

12.0

L2_31

3.7

L3_36

1.9

M117

1.1

M157

1.4

M50

21

R1_24

32.0

R1_76

17.0

R2_55

11.0

R3_66

0.3

L1_50

18.0

L2_32

2.6

L3_37

0.3

M118

1.3

M158

0.7

M51

22

R1_25

30.0

R1_77

19.0

R2_56

9.9

R3_73

11.0

L1_51

19.0

L2_33

2.1

L3_38

0.2

M119

1.6

M159

0.6

M52

23

R1_26

24.0

R1_78

21.0

R2_57

9.6

R3_74

14.0

L1_52

19.0

L2_34

1.9

L3_58

3.9

M120

1.8

M160

0.7

Key
1) The calculation points M, R1, R2, R3, L1, L2, and L3 are illustrated in chapter 4.3.
2) Calculation point row nr. 1 is at the bottom of the street (the beginning of the formally lit part) and row nr. 171 at the top (the end of the informally lit part).
3) Calculation point row 78 is the last row in the formally part of the street, whereas row 79 is the first in the informally lit part.
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Calculation point

Illuminance data of the case-study street lighting reconstruction based on the lighting software Dialux

7m 4s
(3.5-m pole-mounted)

7m 4s
(4.1-m span-wire-mounted)

7m 3s
(9-m pole-mounted)

7m 2s
(9-m pole-mounted)

7m 1s
(9-m pole-mounted)

7m 0s
(9-m pole-mounted)

5m 4s
(9-m pole-mounted)

5m 3s
(9-m pole-mounted)

5m 2s
(9-m pole-mounted)

5m 1s
(9-m pole-mounted)

5m 0s
(9-m pole-mounted)

3m 4s
(9-m pole-mounted)

3m 3s
(9-m pole-mounted)

3m 2s
(9-m pole-mounted)

3m 2s
(3.5-m pole-mounted)

3m 2s
(4.1-m span-wire-mounted)

3m 1s
(9-m pole-mounted)

3m 0s
(9-m pole-mounted)

nr.

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

lux

M22

24.0

17.0

15.0

24.0

23.0

21.0

21.0

27.0

26.0

25.0

23.0

21.0

22.0

22.0

21.0

4.8

5.0

20.0

19.0

M23

26.0

20.0

11.0

26.0

25.0

23.0

22.0

29.0

29.0

27.0

25.0

23.0

25.0

24.0

23.0

6.8

6.0

22.0

20.0

M24

26.0

23.0

7.2

26.0

25.0

23.0

22.0

29.0

29.0

27.0

25.0

23.0

25.0

24.0

23.0

10.0

7.4

21.0

20.0

M25

25.0

28.0

5.0

24.0

24.0

22.0

21.0

27.0

27.0

26.0

23.0

22.0

23.0

22.0

21.0

15.0

9.8

20.0

18.0

M26

21.0

23.0

4.8

21.0

20.0

19.0

18.0

23.0

23.0

22.0

20.0

19.0

20.0

19.0

18.0

19.0

11.0

17.0

16.0

M27

17.0

19.0

5.8

17.0

17.0

15.0

15.0

19.0

18.0

18.0

16.0

15.0

16.0

16.0

15.0

23.0

14.0

14.0

13.0

M28

13.0

17.0

7.4

13.0

13.0

11.0

11.0

14.0

14.0

13.0

12.0

11.0

12.0

12.0

11.0

26.0

14.0

10.0

9.8

M29

11.0

19.0

8.6

11.0

10.0

9.5

9.2

11.0

11.0

11.0

9.9

9.4

9.5

9.3

8.8

20.0

15.0

8.5

8.0

M30

8.5

13.0

10.0

8.3

8.1

7.5

7.2

8.9

8.7

8.4

7.8

7.4

7.2

7.0

6.7

14.0

14.0

6.7

6.2

M31

6.5

9.6

13.0

6.4

6.2

5.8

5.5

6.8

6.6

6.3

6.0

5.6

5.4

5.3

5.0

9.0

10.0

5.1

4.8

M32

4.7

8.9

13.0

4.6

4.4

4.0

3.9

4.8

4.6

4.4

4.1

3.9

3.7

3.6

3.4

8.0

7.9

3.5

3.3

M33

3.6

9.7

19.0

3.5

3.3

3.0

2.8

3.5

3.4

3.2

3.0

2.8

2.7

2.7

2.5

9.4

5.1

2.6

2.5

M34

3.1

11.0

18.0

3.0

2.8

2.5

2.4

3.0

2.9

2.7

2.5

2.3

2.3

2.2

2.1

11.0

4.2

2.2

2.1

M35

3.0

13.0

20.0

2.9

2.7

2.4

2.3

2.8

2.7

2.5

2.3

2.2

2.2

2.1

2.0

12.0

4.8

2.1

2.1

M36

3.0

14.0

20.0

2.9

2.7

2.5

2.4

2.8

2.7

2.5

2.4

2.3

2.2

2.1

2.0

12.0

5.5

2.2

2.1

M37

3.3

15.0

15.0

3.1

2.9

2.7

2.6

3.0

2.9

2.7

2.5

2.4

2.4

2.3

2.2

11.0

6.6

2.4

2.3

M38

3.6

16.0

11.0

3.5

3.2

3.0

2.9

3.3

3.2

3.0

2.8

2.7

2.6

2.5

2.4

11.0

8.8

2.6

2.6

M39

4.0

14.0

6.8

3.9

3.6

3.3

3.2

3.7

3.5

3.3

3.1

3.0

2.9

2.8

2.7

11.0

9.4

2.9

2.9

M40

4.6

14.0

4.7

4.4

4.1

3.8

3.6

4.1

4.0

3.7

3.5

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.1

11.0

13.0

3.3

3.2

M41

5.3

13.0

4.6

5.1

4.8

4.4

4.2

4.8

4.7

4.3

4.1

3.9

3.8

3.7

3.6

11.0

13.0

3.8

3.7

M42

6.3

14.0

5.7

6.1

5.6

5.2

5.0

5.7

5.5

5.1

4.8

4.6

4.4

4.3

4.2

9.8

14.0

4.4

4.3

M43

7.3

14.0

7.0

7.1

6.6

6.1

5.8

6.6

6.5

6.0

5.6

5.3

5.2

5.0

4.9

8.2

13.0

5.2

5.0

M44

8.7

13.0

8.1

8.5

7.9

7.2

6.9

7.9

7.7

7.1

6.6

6.2

6.1

5.9

5.8

7.3

10.0

6.1

5.8

M45

10.0

11.0

9.8

10.0

9.6

8.9

8.5

9.5

9.2

8.5

7.8

7.4

7.3

7.1

7.0

7.2

7.5

7.2

6.9

M46

13.0

9.2

13.0

12.0

12.0

11.0

10.0

11.0

11.0

10.0

9.4

8.9

8.2

8.0

8.3

8.3

4.6

8.5

8.2

M47

15.0

9.6

13.0

14.0

14.0

13.0

12.0

13.0

13.0

12.0

11.0

10.0

7.8

7.5

9.6

12.0

3.6

9.8

9.4

M48

17.0

10.0

19.0

17.0

16.0

15.0

14.0

15.0

15.0

14.0

13.0

12.0

7.1

6.8

11.0

15.0

3.9

11.0

11.0

M49

19.0

11.0

19.0

18.0

17.0

16.0

16.0

17.0

16.0

15.0

14.0

13.0

7.1

6.8

12.0

19.0

4.7

13.0

12.0

R1_22

30.0

12.0

14.0

30.0

29.0

28.0

26.0

31.0

31.0

30.0

29.0

27.0

R1_23

33.0

15.0

11.0

33.0

32.0

30.0

29.0

35.0

34.0

33.0

31.0

29.0

30.0

29.0

28.0

5.9

5.5

28.0

26.0

R1_24

33.0

21.0

6.5

33.0

33.0

31.0

29.0

36.0

35.0

34.0

32.0

30.0

32.0

31.0

30.0

8.7

6.9

29.0

27.0

R1_25

31.0

25.0

4.6

31.0

31.0

29.0

28.0

34.0

33.0

32.0

31.0

28.0

30.0

29.0

28.0

12.0

8.8

27.0

25.0

R1_26

25.0

23.0

4.6

25.0

25.0

23.0

22.0

27.0

26.0

26.0

24.0

22.0

R1_27

19.0

22.0

5.4

19.0

18.0

17.0

16.0

20.0

19.0

19.0

18.0

16.0

R1_28

16.0

21.0

6.8

15.0

15.0

14.0

13.0

16.0

16.0

15.0

14.0

14.0

13.0

13.0

12.0

17.0

13.0

12.0

12.0

R1_29

13.0

22.0

8.2

13.0

13.0

12.0

11.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

12.0

11.0

11.0

10.0

9.9

11.0

14.0

10.0

10.0

R1_30

10.0

17.0

9.7

10.0

9.9

9.4

9.0

11.0

10.0

10.0

9.7

9.0

7.8

7.6

7.3

7.7

12.0

7.6

8.1

R1_31

7.8

11.0

12.0

7.7

7.4

7.1

6.8

8.0

7.8

7.6

7.3

6.8

5.4

5.3

5.1

5.4

8.7

5.2

6.1

R1_32

5.7

9.0

14.0

5.6

5.4

5.1

4.8

5.8

5.6

5.4

5.2

4.9

3.4

3.3

3.1

5.9

5.9

3.1

4.2

R1_33

4.2

10.0

18.0

4.1

3.9

3.6

3.4

4.1

4.0

3.8

3.6

3.4

1.9

1.9

1.7

4.6

3.0

1.7

3.0

R1_34

3.5

12.0

19.0

3.3

3.1

2.9

2.7

3.3

3.2

3.1

2.9

2.7
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14.0

20.0

3.1

2.9

2.7

2.5

3.1

2.9

2.8

2.6

2.5

3.2

15.0

18.0

3.1

2.9

2.7

2.6

3.0

2.9

2.7

2.6

2.5

R1_37

3.4

15.0

14.0

3.3

3.1

2.9

2.8

3.1

3.0

2.9

2.7

2.7

R1_38

3.7

15.0

10.0

3.6

3.4

3.2

3.0

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.0

2.9

R1_39

4.2

15.0

5.9

4.0

3.8

3.5

3.4

3.8

3.7

3.5

3.4

3.3

R1_40

4.7

14.0

4.2

4.6

4.3

4.0

3.9

4.3

4.2

3.9

3.8

3.7

R1_41

5.5

15.0

4.2

5.4

5.0

4.7

4.5

5.0

4.9

4.6

4.4

4.3

R1_42

6.5

15.0

5.1

6.4

6.0

5.6

5.4

5.9

5.8

5.4

5.3

5.1

R1_43

7.9

13.0

6.3

7.7

7.3

6.8

6.5

7.1

6.9

6.5

6.3

6.0

R1_44

9.8

12.0

7.7

9.6

9.0

8.4

8.0

8.6

8.4

7.9

7.6

7.2

R1_45

12.0

10.0

9.3

12.0

11.0

11.0

10.0

11.0

10.0

9.8

9.4

8.9

R1_46

15.0

7.9

12.0

15.0

14.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

12.0

11.0

11.0

R1_47

17.0

7.4

13.0

17.0

16.0

15.0

15.0

15.0

15.0

14.0

13.0

13.0

R1_48

19.0

7.2

18.0

19.0

18.0

17.0

16.0

18.0

17.0

16.0

15.0

15.0

R1_49

21.0

7.2

19.0

21.0

20.0

19.0

18.0

20.0

19.0

18.0

17.0

17.0

R2_22

32.0

7.4

13.0

32.0

31.0

30.0

29.0

R2_23

34.0

9.2

9.4

34.0

33.0

32.0

30.0

34.0

34.0

33.0

33.0

30.0

R2_24

35.0

13.0

5.7

35.0

34.0

33.0

30.0

36.0

36.0

35.0

34.0

30.0

R2_25

32.0

17.0

4.2

32.0

32.0

31.0

29.0

34.0

34.0

33.0

32.0

28.0

R2_26

25.0

18.0

4.3

25.0

25.0

24.0

22.0

R2_27

19.0

21.0

5.0

18.0

18.0

17.0

16.0

R2_28

16.0

24.0

6.3

16.0

16.0

15.0

14.0

16.0

16.0

15.0

15.0

14.0

R2_29

14.0

19.0

7.7

14.0

13.0

13.0

12.0

14.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

12.0

R2_30

11.0

13.0

9.3

11.0

11.0

10.0

9.8

11.0

11.0

11.0

11.0

9.7

R2_31

8.4

8.4

12.0

8.3

8.1

7.8

7.4

7.1

7.0

6.8

6.7

7.4

R2_32

6.2

7.8

13.0

6.1

5.9

5.6

5.3

4.7

4.5

4.4

4.3

5.3

R2_33

4.5

9.2

16.0

4.3

4.2

3.9

3.7

2.7

2.6

2.5

2.4

3.7

R2_34

3.7

10.0

18.0

3.6

3.4

3.2

3.0

R2_35

3.3

12.0

19.0

3.2

3.0

2.9

2.6

R2_36

3.3

11.0

15.0

3.2

3.0

2.9

2.7

R2_37

3.5

11.0

13.0

3.4

3.2

3.0

2.9

R2_38

3.8

11.0

8.7

3.7

3.5

3.3

3.2

R2_39

4.2

11.0

4.7

4.0

3.8

3.7

3.6

R2_40

4.7

12.0

3.6

4.6

4.4

4.2

4.1

R2_41

5.5

12.0

3.9

5.4

5.1

4.9

4.8

R2_42

6.7

11.0

4.8

6.5

6.2

6.0

5.8

R2_43

8.2

9.7

5.9

8.1

7.7

7.4

7.1

R2_44

10.0

8.7

7.3

10.0

9.8

9.4

8.9

R2_45

13.0

7.6

9.1

13.0

12.0

12.0

11.0

R2_46

16.0

6.5

12.0

15.0

15.0

14.0

14.0

R2_47

18.0

5.6

13.0

17.0

17.0

16.0

15.0

R2_48

20.0

4.7

16.0

19.0

19.0

17.0

17.0

R2_49

21.0

4.2

17.0

21.0

20.0

19.0

18.0

R3_23

29.0

6.9

7.2

29.0

28.0

29.0

25.0

R3_24

30.0

9.5

4.9

30.0

30.0

29.0

25.0

R3_25

29.0

12.0

3.8

29.0

28.0

28.0

24.0

R3_28

15.0

15.0

5.9

14.0

14.0

14.0

13.0

R3_29

13.0

11.0

7.1

13.0

13.0

13.0

11.0

R3_30

11.0

7.5

8.4

11.0

11.0

11.0

9.5

R3_31

8.6

5.3

9.4

8.5

8.4

8.3

7.5

R3_32

5.0

5.5

9.6

4.9

4.8

4.7

5.6

R3_33

3.1

4.5

9.3

3.0

2.9

2.8

4.1

L1_22

21.0

21.0

14.0

21.0

20.0

18.0

17.0
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L1_23

22.0

25.0

11.0

22.0

21.0

19.0

18.0

24.0

24.0

23.0

20.0

19.0

L1_24

21.0

27.0

6.8

21.0

21.0

19.0

18.0

23.0

23.0

22.0

20.0

18.0

L1_25

20.0

25.0

4.9

20.0

19.0

17.0

17.0

22.0

21.0

20.0

18.0

17.0

L1_26

17.0

21.0

4.9

17.0

16.0

15.0

14.0

19.0

18.0

18.0

15.0

14.0

L1_27

14.0

16.0

5.9

14.0

14.0

12.0

12.0

15.0

15.0

15.0

13.0

12.0

L1_28

11.0

12.0

7.1

11.0

10.0

9.4

9.1

12.0

11.0

11.0

9.7

9.2

L1_29

8.7

13.0

8.4

8.6

8.3

7.6

7.3

9.2

9.0

8.6

7.8

7.3

L1_30

6.7

9.3

9.9

6.6

6.3

5.8

5.5

7.0

6.8

6.5

6.0

5.6

L1_31

5.1

7.9

12.0

5.0

4.8

4.4

4.2

5.3

5.2

4.9

4.5

4.2

L1_32

3.7

8.1

13.0

3.6

3.4

3.1

2.9

3.8

3.6

3.4

3.1

2.9

L1_33

3.0

8.7

18.0

2.9

2.7

2.4

2.3

3.0

2.8

2.6

2.4

2.2

L1_34

2.7

9.6

18.0

2.6

2.4

2.2

2.1

2.6

2.5

2.3

2.1

2.0

1.4

1.3

1.5

12.0

3.6

1.4

1.8

L1_35

2.7

11.0

19.0

2.6

2.4

2.2

2.1

2.5

2.4

2.2

2.1

2.0

1.1

1.1

1.0

14.0

4.0

1.0

1.8

L1_36

2.8

13.0

17.0
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Key
1) 7m 4s stands for a 7-metre-wide street with 4-storey buildings.
2) The calculation points M, R1, R2, R3, L1, L2, and L3 are illustrated in chapter 4.3. Nr. 22 is underneath luminaire F2 and nr. 49
underneath luminaire F3.

Chapter 8

3) Calculation point Façade L1_S2 stands for the second storey of the first building (withtin the calculation section) on the left-hand side of the
street.
4) Calculation point Roof R1_4S stands for the roof of the fourth storey of the first building on the right-hand side of the street.
5) Calculation point Façade/Roof L1 represents building 2b, R1 represents 2a, L7 represents 8b and R7 represents 8a.
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Figure 165: Technical data of luminaire F1 to F4, used for the calculations of the formal lighting in the case-study street
Source: www.celsa.com.co/es/iluminacion-publica/26-solaris.html (online: accessed on 15 July 2019).
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Figure 166: Technical data of luminaire F1 to F4, used for the calculations of the formal lighting in the case-study street
Source: www.celsa.com.co/es/iluminacion-publica/26-solaris.html (online: accessed on 15 July 2019).
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Transcription of the policy stakeholder meeting with Bogotá’s lighting authority
Unidad Administrativa Especial de Servicios Públicos (UAESP) and Bogotá’s urban
planning department Secretaría Distrital de Planeación (SDP) on 23 July 2020
The following content of the meeting is based on a transcription and translation by Zappmedia (Berlin). It
only contains the answers given by the UAESP and SDP representatives; during the meeting, their Spanish
answers were translated to David Kretzer in German, and these parts of the conversation are not included
below. Moreover, a second set of questions dealt with the application of virtual reality as a communication
tool for policy makers (examined by M. Walczak) – this part is not included in the transcription as well.
P1 (a lawyer), P3 (a lawyer) and P4 (an engineer) belonged to the UAESP, whereas P2 (an architect and
urban planner) represented the SDP.

P1: #01:10:13-5# Well, if you want, I'll start. Well,
okay, I mean I do understand the needs of these
informal neighbourhoods for public lighting,
because really these areas are generally very
unsafe and if they need it, however, well, I think
the project is very cool, but, for example, I have
doubts about the post type because if you do it
that way, it will be seen as an incentive by the
people of that community to build in that way,
which to me seems a little complicated, because
that is not the intention, but rather that from now
on and when the neighbourhoods are legalised,
they will have to build in accordance with the
regulations. I refer to the urban planning issue,
that would be my observation regarding this post
type. #01:11:12-3#

At this point, D. Kretzer explains that the Bogotá’s urban development norm does permit overhangs
(‘voladizos’) of 0.6 m. Hence, the luminaire pole would not incentivise an act against this norm.
P2: #01:12:25-8# Le quería complementar en ese
sentido, si, realmente la norma urbanística para
estos barrios, lo máximo que se exige de voladizo
con esos anchos de vía son 60 centímetros
#01:12:39-2#

P2: #01:12:25-8# On this point, I would also like to
add that, yes, the urban development norm for
these neighbourhoods really demands a
maximum overhang of 60 centimetres in those
street widths. #01:12:39-2#

P1: #01:12:47# No, pues les estaba diciendo que
me parece muy chévere, pero también pues me
pongo a pensar si ustedes lo que planean pues es
que ¿si ustedes lo que planean es que pues los
mismos barrios sean los que prácticamente se
apropien de esa infraestructura? no sé cómo sería
el tema de ahí de quién la va a proveer, ¿si me
entienden más o menos? #01:13:15-5#.

P1: #01:12:47# No, I was telling you that I think it is
very cool, but I also wonder if what you have in
mind is that those same neighbourhoods are the
ones that will practically take over this
infrastructure? I don’t know about the issue of
who would be providing them. Do you
understand what I mean?? #01:13:15-5#.
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P1: #01:10:13-5# Bueno, si quieren yo empiezo,
pues, okay, osea yo entiendo las necesidades que
tienen estos barrios informales del alumbrado
público, pues es que realmente las generalidades
es que esas zonas son muy inseguras y que si lo
necesitan, sin embargo, bueno, me parece muy
chévere el proyecto, pero, por ejemplo, con el que
es tipo poste yo tengo dudas porque ustedes lo
hacen de esta forma que lo que va a hacer es
permitirle a las personas de esa comunidad que
construyan en esa forma, que pues para mí me
parece como un poco complicado, porque la idea
no es esa, sino que en adelante y cuando se
legalicen los barrios pues tengan una
construcción conforme la normatividad de pues el
tema urbanístico, ese sería como mi observación
con respecto al que es de poste/ #01:11:12-3#
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Question 1: What is your opinion about this lighting solution? What advantages and what
disadvantages or challenges do you see in it?
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D. Kretzer answers that how to manage the logistics and distribution of the lighting infrastructure is a
good question. This question has not fully answered yet. However, the current discussion focusses on
the technology not on the role out strategy.
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P1: #01:13:48# Okay, entonces si quieren
seguimos con Omar que él sabe más un poco la
parte técnica y con David #01:13:55-2#

P1: #01:13:48# Okay, so if you want to proceed
with Omar and David as they know more about
the technical aspect #01:13:55-2#

P4: #00:01:13:56# Gracias, Lina, yo quería
comentar primero que en Colombia pues ha
venido tomando fuerza todas las soluciones
solares.
Hay que tener en cuenta que ustedes acá están
tomando en Bogotá pues que estamos hablando
de una ciudad que es de altura, ¿no? que tiene
nubosidad, que estos paneles funcionen bien
dentro de las condiciones que tiene una ciudad
como Bogotá, aunque yo tengo que decirles que
tengo prevenciones en el tema de las baterías, en
las inversiones en estas baterías. Sé que han
venido bajando los costos pero digamos que es
un poco para entender el tema económico: bueno
invierto en el sistema y cuando tengo que
reinvertir es que tengo que comprar baterías. Y
ese es el tema ¿no?
Me parece muy interesante la visión que tienen en
el sentido de la preocupación con respecto a la
contaminación ¿no? O la luz que se desperdicia en
este caso sería en los techos o en la vida de las
personas si le entra por una ventana, digamos
toda la tendencia europea del ‘human centric
lighting’ eso me parece bien interesante, esa
preocupación por la afectación al ser humano, no,
y a su círculo circadiano y a todas estas
implicaciones que tiene la iluminación. Entonces
yo haría un comentario que me parece muy
interesante al proyecto, me parece que tiene unos
enfoques bien interesantes, mi preguntas irían un
poco sobre eso, al tema técnico, al tema como
decía Lina del costo no de cómo seria el modelo
para optar a una solución de ese tipo.
#00:01:16:03#

P4: #00:01:13:56# Thanks, Lina, first I wanted to
comment that in Colombia all solar solutions have
been gaining popularity.

P4: #00:01:18:30# Yo veo ventajas en el sentido en
general de que los sistemas fotovoltaicos tienen
ventajas en instalarlos precisamente donde no
hay redes eléctricas. También es una energía
renovable ¿no? y que creo que los costos… sé que
los están evaluando, me lo acabas de decir, pero
solo como comentario: sé que los costos en
general de las energías fotovoltaicas también
están tendiendo a la baja, así como ha venido

You have to take into account that you are
speaking of Bogotá, because we are talking about
a city that is at a high altitude, where the sky tends
to be cloudy, that these panels should work well
within the conditions that a city like Bogotá has,
right? Although I have to tell you that I have my
reservations in the matter of batteries, in the reinvestments these batteries require. I know that
the costs have been going down but let's say that I
would like to better understand the economic
side: well I invest in the system and at some point I
have to reinvest in order to buy batteries. And
that's the thing, isn't it?
I find it very interesting how you see the aspect of
[light] pollution, right? Or that the light that gets
wasted in this case would be on the roofs or that it
would affect people's lives if it enters through a
window – let's say the whole European trend of
‘human centric lighting’ – that seems very
interesting to me. I mean, this concern about the
effect on the human being and on his circadian
rhythm and all such implications that lighting
brings. Then I would like to pass a comment that I
think is very relevant to the project. I think it has
some very interesting approaches, my questions
would revolve around that, on the technical
aspect, on how to weigh the costs and how the
model would be in order to opt for a solution of
this kind. #00:01:16:03#

P4: #00:01:18:30# I see advantages in the general
sense, I mean photovoltaic systems do have
advantages in the fact that they can be installed
precisely where there are no electrical grids. It is
also based on renewable energy, right? and I think
the costs... I know they are still being evaluated,
you just told me, but just as a side comment: I
know that, in general, the costs of photovoltaic
energy are also tending to fall. Even the costs of

P3: #01:22:29-0# David, yo no sé de iluminación ni
de técnicas de iluminación porque soy abogada y
mi parte es la jurídica, pero, considero la
propuesta, es decir, en Colombia tenemos
muchos barrios subnormales o que no están
legalizados, ya Glenda nos ilustró sobre que este
barrio si ya estaba legalizado, pero yo supongo
que cuando David empezó su investigación era
un barrio subnormal, esa es una realidad de
Colombia, los barrios subnormales y de Bogotá y a
mí me parece que si de verdad se pudiera
implementar este tipo de tecnología, pues más
allá de los costos, que sería como el tema que
ahorita no podríamos resolver, pero esa era una

P3: #01:22:29-0# David, I do not know much about
lighting or lighting techniques because I am a
lawyer and my part is the legal part, but I consider
the proposal, that is, in Colombia we have many
subnormal neighbourhoods or that are not
legalised, Glenda already pointed out that this
neighbourhood was already legalised, but I
suppose that when David began his research it
was still a subnormal neighbourhood, that is a
reality of Colombia. In subnormal neighbourhoods
and those of Bogota, I think that one could really
implement this type of technology, well, beyond
the costs, which would be the issue that we could
not solve now, but that was a question that I was
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LED and other things related to lighting have been
falling. It is very interesting and is a key trend in
Colombia. Even in Colombia, we have been
installing photovoltaic systems on streets. For
example, even here where I Iive, in Cajicá, a town
near Bogota. Here on the road, on the Chía side
they mounted photovoltaic lighting on the
bridges, and it really has an interesting power. I
also find the solution very interesting with regard
to its sensor activation, let's say the dimming,
which is being shown in the lighting, so that the
energy is not consumed all the time, let's say... I
find that point very interesting and I also think
that the issue could be solved by moving from
poles to span-wires, and I like the fact that the
cone of light is focused. I insist, I find the project
very interesting, I think it was missing... I mean, I
was mentioning the topic of urban demands. Let's
say that it would have to be adapted, but one also
has to take into account many neighbourhoods
that are expanding in Bogota and it is true that
those norms are also very often ignored, so one
generally sees things as you are showing them in
your presentation, and buildings do exceed those
prescribed limits. One has to understand that this
is a situation where it is quite difficult to impose
control, I’m referring to these types of
neighbourhoods, right? So, in general, I think it is a
very interesting project. I think one can reap
benefits in terms of energy consumption and in
terms of the lighting source and that as you are
saying, it expressly complies with Colombian
standards – the technical regulations of Colombia
– and that one has to do a comparison, more or
less, to a traditional system, I mean a cost-tobenefit comparison, this solution against a
traditional one. #00:01:21:25#
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bajando los costos del LED y otros temas
relacionados con la iluminación. Es muy
interesante y es una tendencia clave en Colombia,
incluso en Colombia se han venido instalando
sistemas fotovoltaicos en vías, acá, por ejemplo,
cercano yo vivo en una población cercana a
Bogotá que se llama Cajicá. Aquí en la vía, por el
lado de Chía montaron esto sobre los puentes
iluminación fotovoltaica y realmente tiene una
potencia interesante. Me parece bien interesante
también la solución respecto a la sensorización,
¿no? digamos a la bimerización que se está
mostrando en la iluminación para que no se esté
todo el tiempo consumiendo la energía,
digamos… esa parte me parece bien interesante y
me parece una solución también el tema de pasar
del poste a las candelarias ¿no? y que el cono de
luz está enfocado, entonces. O sea me parece muy
interesante, insisto, el proyecto, yo creo que pues
faltaría… estaba mencionando el tema de las
demanda de urbanismo digamos que habría que
adaptarse pero también tener en cuenta muchos
barrios que crecen en Bogotá y realmente esas
normas pues también son irrespetadas muchas
veces, entonces uno ve las cosas generalmente
como las muestran ustedes ahí y se sobrepasan
esos límites, y habría que entender que esa es una
situación en la que es bastante difícil el control en
este tipo de barrios ¿no? Entonces en general yo
creo que es un proyecto muy interesante me
parece que se puede tener beneficios en cuanto al
consumo energético y en cuanto a la fuente de la
iluminación y que cumpla con la normativa
colombiana, el reglamento técnico de Colombia y
hacer más o menos como con respecto a un
sistema tradicional, yo diría como un comparativo
costo-beneficio, una solución respecto a la
tradicional. #00:01:21:25#
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pregunta que yo te iba a hacer también, no sé si
más adelante haya espacio de preguntarle a
David de si esas luminarias o ese sistema irregular
que él se llevó para Alemania y que testeó, probó
y se dieron cuenta que no cumplía con los
parámetros, los costos de ese sistema frente a los
costos de este sistema, yo me imagino que son
muy diferentes, osea este nuevo sistema es
mucho más costoso, pero apartando eso a mí si
me parece que sería una solución muy acertada
para los barrios subnormales, hasta tanto cuando
los barrios se legalicen , porque la legalización de
un barrio aquí es un proceso muy lento y si se
podrían evitar todos los riesgos que conlleva este
alumbrado manual o este alumbrado
autoconstruido como lo denominó David en su
investigación David y Michael se podrán evitar
esos riesgos, esa es la parte que me parece más
interesante del trabajo como tal, pues haciendo la
claridad que estoy de acuerdo con todo lo que
han dicho mis compañeros en el sentido que si es
para nosotros los abogados, si es un poquito, hay
un poco de tensión, entre la idea de apoyar una
idea como ésta en un barrio subnormal que no
debería estar haciendo cosas ilegales, sino que
debería legalizarse, pero mientras se legaliza es
una gran alternativa. #01:24:57-2#

going to ask you too. I do not know if later there is
room to ask David if those lamps, I mean that
irregular system that he took to Germany, tested
and tried it, and realised that it did not meet the
parameters, I imagine that the costs of that system
versus the costs of this system are very different,
so this new system would be much more
expensive. Apart from that, I think that it would be
a very good solution for the subnormal
neighbourhoods, until the neighbourhoods are
legalised, because the legalisation of a
neighbourhood here is a very slow process, and
the part I find most interesting in the work is that
one could avoid all the risks involved in this type
of improvised lighting, or this “self-built lighting”,
as David and Michael called it in this research. To
make it clear, I fully agree with everything my
colleagues have said in the sense that for us
lawyers, it's a little bit complicated, there's some
tension between the idea of supporting an idea
like this in a subnormal neighbourhood that
shouldn't be doing illegal things, but should
rather be legalised. But while it's being legalised
it's a great alternative. #01:24:57-2#

P2: #01:25:40# Si, a mí me parece interesante
porque la propuesta tiene en cuenta el desarrollo
de las edificaciones y sus condiciones en los
barrios, de eso me parece interesante, porque
siempre cuando se hacen propuestas, pues se
tienen en cuenta pues la ciudad formal y resulta
que esta ciudad se desarrolla totalmente a la
ciudad formal, eso por un lado y por otro lado me
parece interesante, porque según un estudio que
mostraron en la iluminación se distribuye de
forma uniforme, no es de hacia un lado, hacia
otro, sino que se distribuye la iluminación de
forma pues uniforme y lo otro es que es una
forma de solucionar el tema sin utilizar la energía
eléctrica, claro que respecto a eso, tengo otra
cantidad de dudas, también para hacerle, no sé
cuándo sea el momento de las preguntas.
#01:26:42-8#

P2: #01:25:40# Yes, I think it is interesting because
the proposal takes into account the development
of the buildings and their conditions in the
neighbourhoods—that is what I find interesting—
because when proposals are made, they always
take into account the formal city and it turns out
that this city develops in a totally different way to
a formal city. On the one hand there is that point
and on the other hand I think it is interesting,
because according to the study it was shown that
the lighting is distributed uniformly, it is not
towards one side or to another, but the lighting is
distributed uniformly and the other thing is that it
is a way of solving the issue without resorting to
electricity. Of course, in this regard, I have several
other questions, which I would like to ask you,
maybe when it is time for questions. #01:26:42-8#

P4: #00:01:28:44# Yo creo que sí, faltó una
pregunta un poco enfocada hacia los abogados,
pero lo que yo sí puedo mencionar es que cuando
uno ve soluciones que funcionan a nivel
tecnológico generalmente se puede hacer que la
normativa se vaya digamos adaptando ¿no?

P4: #00:01:28:44# I think that yes, it was a question
that was sort of aimed at the lawyers, but what I
can mention is that when you see solutions that
work at a technological level, generally you can
adapt the norm, right? Because what I do know is
that technology evolves much faster than the

Question 2: Do you think that the new technological approaches (presented here) enable a
new policy for lighting informal settlements in and Bogotá? If yes, what would be the next
necessary steps for the implementation of this policy? If not, what need to be changed
regarding the presented approach?
P1: #01:31:29-6# Bueno pues es que la pregunta si
tocaría como analizarla un poco más a fondo
realmente, pero estoy de acuerdo con Omar, yo
creo que si este tipo de tecnologías o este tipo
como de proyecciones que estaban realizando en
su proyecto puede ajustarse a la normativa
técnica en primer lugar, pues ya tiene un paso
adelante para que sea viable, por el otro lado en
temas de sistemas fotovoltaicos y de
implementación de estas fuentes no
convencionales de energía nosotros hemos
tenido un avance, de hecho el distrito ha venido
implementando progresivamente este tipo de
tecnologías y busca también de pronto que las
entidades o que las personas que lo introduzcan
en su día a día o en su sistema puedan tener unos

P1: #01:31:29-6# Well, I think that the question
should be analysed a little more thoroughly really,
but I agree with Omar. I think that if this type of
technology or these types of projections that you
are proposing in your project can be adjusted to
the technical standards in the first place, because
there already exists this step forward that makes it
viable. On the other hand, in issues of
photovoltaic systems and implementation of
these non-conventional sources of energy, we
have seen an advancement. In fact, the district has
been progressively implementing this type of
technology and is also looking for entities or
people who introduce it in their day-to-day lives
or in their system to attain some benefits. In fact
we do have development in issues of (unclear
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regulatory part, so sometimes the norm may not
be so precise on such issues, but when the
solution really works there is a possibility to adapt
it. One way I could see with regard to its
implementation is to do a validation through a
university, right? Because we are using urban
laboratories, just as you did. Apart from the fact
that it works and that it has to go through the
certification process, I mean, it would be going
through the process of withdrawing the product
as such. Since the solution, let's say, already has a
technical validation, we would have to review
what the validation would be in terms of the
uniformity of the lighting, but, although I might
not be such an expert in photovoltaic issues, I do
believe that this has been gaining strength in
Colombia and I would say that there are many
more regulatory issues on which to base such
implementation in Bogota. One also has to
consider public policy, because I think that at least
here it is very committed to these issues of
sustainability and environmental solutions, and
well as all these topics about having a much more
intelligent city, and I believe that such solutions
are totally in line with this, right? Well, I don’t
know, we should pass it on to our lawyers here,
and get their impression from the perspective of
public policy. #00:01:30:44#
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porque lo que yo sí se es que la tecnología va
mucho más rápida que la parte normativa,
entonces a veces puede que la norma no tenga
tan claro estos temas pero cuando la solución
funciona realmente hay posibilidad de adaptarla.
Una vía que yo vería para adopción es por
ejemplo hacer una validación a través de una
universidad ¿No? porque nosotros estamos
digamos usando laboratorios urbanos, así como
ustedes lo hicieron, aparte de que funcione y que
tenga que pasar por el proceso de certificación de
retirar, sería pasando por el proceso de retirar
digamos el producto como tal pues la solución
digamos que ya tiene una validación técnica,
habría que revisar cuál sería la validación ya en la
parte en cuanto a la uniformidad de la
iluminación, pero yo sí creo, igual no soy tan
experto en temas fotovoltaicos pero en la medida
en que eso ha venido tomando fuerza en
Colombia yo diría que hay mucho más tema
normativo sobre el cual tomar bases para una
implementación en Bogotá y ya la política pública
yo pues creo que al menos acá esta muy
comprometida con estos temas de sostenibilidad
y de soluciones referentes a medioambiente y
bueno como todos estos temas de una ciudad
mucho más inteligente y creería que este tipo de
soluciones están totalmente es esta línea ¿no?
pues no se habría que pasarlo a nuestros
abogados abogadas acá para la visión que tienen
ellos desde la política pública. #00:01:30:44#
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beneficios, entonces de hecho nosotros si
tenemos desarrollo en temas de (poco claro
#01:32:39-1#) no convencionales que es apenas se
están iniciando y se ha hecho un trámite, pero
pues del sistema que ustedes estaban
presentando si eso toca pues hacer una
investigación y coordinar entre entidades y ver si
es viable pues por ejemplo con planeación que
está aquí en la reunión, que sería muy importante
su punto de vista y ya, por ahora sería como esa
observación. #01:33:04-2#

#01:32:39-1#) ) non-conventional solutions, which
has just been initiated and a formality has been
put forward, but then with regard to the system
that you were presenting, one would have to
make an investigation and coordinate it between
entities and see if it is viable because, for example,
one needs to have planning, which is what we are
doing here in this meeting. This would be very
important—I mean, your point of view—and
that’s all I wanted to say. Well, it’s just like an
observation for now. #01:33:04-2#

P2: #01:33:42# Mire precisamente en este
momento estamos en el proceso de diagnóstico,
de DTS, osea documento técnico de soporte de la
formulación del plan de ordenamiento para la
ciudad y dentro del plan de ordenamiento hay un
capítulo que tiene que ver con todo el tema de
urbanismo, construcción sostenible, el tema de
tecnologías limpias y el tema de la contaminación,
todo eso es un capítulo que se va a tener en
cuenta en el plan de ordenamiento, osea que
sería una forma como de abordar estos temas, sin
embargo, lástima no haber conocido antes todo
esto porque hubiera podido invitar a la persona
que está directamente trabajando en el plan de
ordenamiento sobre ese tema, pero si he estado
participando y me parece que es un tema que se
puede abordar desde este capítulo que se está
armando para el plan de ordenamiento.
#01:34:42-9#

P2: #01:33:42# Look precisely, we are currently in
the process of diagnosis, of DTS, that is, a technical
document of support for the formulation of the
ordinance plan for the city, and within the
ordinance plan there is a chapter that has to do
with the whole topic of urbanism, sustainable
construction, the topic of clean technologies and
the topic of pollution. This all falls into a chapter
that is going to be taken into account in the
ordinance plan—so that would be a way to
address these issues—however, it is a pity not to
have known all this before because I could have
invited the person who is directly working on that
topic in the ordinance plan, but I have also been
participating and it seems to me that it is a topic
that can be addressed in this chapter that is being
put together for the ordinance plan. #01:34:42-9#

P4: #00:01:35:05#
Quería mencionar es solo que eventualmente en
la evaluación que están haciendo en el modelo y
considerar también que hay algunos incentivos
tributarios a este tipo de soluciones que tienen
implicaciones en eficiencia energética…la Ley 1715, por ejemplo, y que valdría la pena revisar
porque pudiera digamos apoyar el modelo y
también pues sé que ustedes tienen mucha
experiencia en Europa, pero revisar también el
impacto y la medición en huella de carbono, el
impacto positivo porque sé que eso también
podría ser atractivo digamos para atraer ingresos
al modelo a través de los bonos y demás porque
creo que esta solución podría aplicar a ello.
#00:01:36:08#

P4: #00:01:35:05#
I just wanted to mention that eventually in the
evaluation that you are doing on the model, you
should also consider that there are some tax
incentives for such solutions that have
implications on energy efficiency – for example,
Law 17:15 – and that it would be worth reviewing
them because, let’s say, it could back the model
and also because I know that you have a lot of
experience in Europe, but you should also review
the impact and measurement in terms of the
carbon footprint – the positive impact – because I
know that it could also be attractive with regard to
funding the model through bonds and the like,
because I think that this solution could qualify for
that. #00:01:36:08#

P2: #01:36:13-7# Quería agregarle que siempre,
cuando hemos mirado estos temas de tecnología
limpias y todo siempre se ha entendido o que son
muy costosos para aplicarlos en los barrios

P2: #01:36:13-7# I wanted to add that, when we
have looked at these issues of clean technology,
everything has always been understood or that
they are very expensive to apply in informal

informales, lógicamente el beneficio es a futuro,
pero siempre se ha visto eso, entonces sería
interesante conocer económicamente después
más adelante el tema de qué diferencia habría
entre esta tecnología que estamos utilizando y la
nueva tecnología y qué ahorro habría, porque
siempre en los barrios informales ese es uno de
los temas críticos cuando se habla de
implementar estas tecnologías. #01:36:56-1#

neighbourhoods. Logically the benefit lies in the
future, but that has always been seen like that, so
later on it would be interesting to know in
economic terms about the difference between
this technology that we are currently using and
the new technology, and what savings that would
bring, because that is always one of the critical
issues in informal neighbourhoods when
discussing the implementation of these
technologies. #01:36:56-1#

P3: #01:38:35-4# David, I don't know if the legal
issue would be another obstacle. Glenda, correct
me if I’m wrong, but I don't know the extent, I
mean, how much the district mayor's office can
involve itself to solve this type of situation in a
subnormal neighbourhood. #01:38:55-0#

P2: #01:39:25# Realmente nosotros tenemos que
estar ajustados pues a las normas que hay en el
país y tienen a nivel distrital entonces para
implementarlo pues tiene todo un procedimiento
que habría que surtir para poder llegar a ya su
implementación, porque así implementarlo de
primeras yo creo que no va con toda lo que se
está utilizando en la ciudad, pero pues es una
alternativa interesante. #01:39:57-0#

P2: #01:39:25# We really have to stick the rules
that are in the country, which exist at the district
level in order to implement it because there is a
whole procedure that should be sorted out to
achieve and implement it, because with regard to
its implementation, I think that at first glance it
does not go with everything that is being used in
the city, but it is an interesting alternative.
#01:39:57-0#

P3: #01:39:57# Eso yo quería preguntar ¿es una
alternativa?, osea el distrito como tal si interviene
barrios subnormales en algunos aspectos.
#01:40:06-7#

P3: #01:39:57# That's what I wanted to ask, is it an
alternative? I mean, the district as such does
intervene in subnormal neighbourhoods in some
respects? #01:40:06-7#

P2: #01:40:09-3# El distrito siempre interviene,
siempre, ya sea en control desde su etapa previa,
siempre interviene el distritito, osea
aparentemente los barrios parece que fueran
solos, pero realmente en todas las etapas hay un
sistema de control que unas entidades adelantan,
después sigue ya la intervención desde
planeación, después sigue el tema de
mejoramiento que sería muy interesante desde el
mejoramiento mirar cómo se entrarían con estas
alternativas y sobretodo en el plan de
ordenamiento que se está formulando tener en
cuenta estas propuestas.

P2: #01:40:09-3# The district always intervenes,
always, whether by taking control from its
previous stage... It always intervenes. So
apparently the neighbourhoods seem to be left to
their own devices, but in truth there is a control
system in all stages that some entities advance.
This is followed by intervention, from planning to
the issue of improvement, which would be very
interesting to see, from the perspective of
improvement, how you would engage with these
alternatives and, especially in the development
plan, which is being laid down to take into
account these proposals.

Al año entrante, está propuesto al año entrante
como a mitad de año es lo máximo que le han
propuesto. #01:41:16-8#.

Next year, they proposed moving it to next year,
towards the middle of the year. This is the
maximum that has been proposed. #01:41:16-8#.
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P3: #01:38:35-4# David, yo no sé si otro obstáculo
sea el tema jurídico, yo no sé, Glenda, tú me
corregirás, pero yo no sé qué tanto nosotros, osea
qué tanto la alcaldía distrital puede entrar a
solucionar este tipo de situaciones en un barrio
subnormal. #01:38:55-0#
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Question 3: Do you see any obstacle for the implementation of this alternative technology/policy
(besides the obstacles that have been already mentioned)?

Question 4: Does the construction of a luminaire in a not-yet legalised (or environmentally
protected) environment brings any restrictions with it (for example, regarding the materials used)?

Chapter 8

P2: #01:42:20# En el tema de los barrios
informales, cuando el barrio está sin legalizar, la
prestación de los servicios no se considera
definitiva, es de este de forma provisional, lo
llamamos, entonces y solamente cuando se
legaliza entonces si viene la intervención del
distrito y entra todos los programas que el distrito
tiene y entre esos pues el tema de la iluminación
ya definitiva o la prestación de los servicios
definitivos, entonces habría como que mirar este
tipo de luminarias o este tipo de iluminación en
qué categoría entraría, si es una categoría
provisional o si podría ser una categoría definitiva.
#01:43:08-8#.
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P2: #01:42:20# Talking about informal
neighbourhoods, when the neighbourhood is not
legalised, the provision of services is not
considered definitive. It is of a provisional
nature—that’s how we call it—and only when it is
legalised can the district intervene and apply all
the programs that the district has to offer. Among
those, there is the issue of the lighting, which is
already definitive, or the provision of the definitive
services. Then would have to look at this type of
lamp or this type of lighting and see in which
category it would fit, if it falls in a provisional
category or if it could form part of a definitive
category. #01:43:08-8#.

D. Kretzer answers that the first lighting solution is temporary, whereas the second is permanent.
Furthermore, he asks P2, what ‘provisional’ exactly means in this context.
P2: #01:44:00# Anteriormente en cuánto a la
empresa de energía para la prestación de los
servicios domiciliarios ellos utilizaban un
transformador de frontera y de allí la población
del transformador se conectaba a las viviendas,
hoy eso, esa solución tenía problemas porque era
un riesgo realmente para la población porque las
personas independiente de que la empresa lo
llevara, los particulares, la población también se
conectaba provisionalmente ellos, entonces eso
era un riesgo para la población, yo creo que hoy
eso cambió, creo que hoy la prestación ya no es
con ese transformador de frontera, pero no sabría
aclararle bien cómo es el tema. #01:44:48-6#.

P2: #01:44:00# Previously, the energy company
had used a border transformer to provide home
services, and from there, the population
connected the homes to the transformer. Now,
this solution had problems because it was a real
risk for the population, because regardless of
whether the company was running it or not,
people, individuals, the population also
connected to it temporarily—this was a risk for the
population. I think that the situation changed
nowadays. I believe that today the service is no
longer provided through that border transformer,
but I would not know how to explain the issue
properly.#01:44:48-6#.

D. Kretzer asks P2, whether there would be any restrictions regarding the use of certain materials when
it comes to ‘provisional’ structures in informal settlements.
P2: #01:45:49# En cuanto a los servicios sociales
está previsto para los barrios en trámites de
legalización está previsto que entren los servicios,
pero no la construcción, porque la construcción
igual debe tener una licencia y debe cumplir con
las normas, osea que si la construcción se va a
hacer ellos piden una licencia independiente del
barrio informal piden una licencia que tiene que
ser de urbanismo y construcción y allí se le da la
viabilidad o no de prestación de los servicios,
dependiendo de la zona donde se ubique porque
es que el problema de estos barrios es que usted
ve barrio aparentemente, pero por ejemplo en el

P2: #01:45:49# As for the provision of social
services for the neighbourhoods following the
procedure of legalisation, it is foreseen that they
will be provided with the services, but not their
construction, because the construction must be
licenced and must fulfil the norms, that is to say
that if the construction is going to be carried out,
they must request a license independent of
whether the neighbourhood is informal. They
request a license that has to be for urbanisation
and construction and there one sees the viability
or not of the benefit of the services, depending on
the zone where it is located. The problem of these

caso de Caracolí que David estudió, ese caso
cuando se legalizó, quedó una buena área en
riesgo alto no mitigable pasó a suelo protección y
tocó reasentar todas esas familias, entonces para
la prestación de servicios, pues si entra el servicio
definitivo estaría prestando un área que no puede
ser desarrollable sino que el área debe ser
reasentada a la población que está allí, entonces
esa es la diferencia entre un barrio que está en
trámite y un barrio que está legalizado que ya se
define cuáles son las áreas a las cuales se les debe
prestar los servicios. #01:47:02-9#

neighbourhoods is that you see a neighbourhood
apparently, but for example, in the case of
Caracolí, which David studied, when it was
legalised, a good area was left at high unmitigated
risk and it was necessary to relocate all these
families. So, to provide the services, because if the
definitive service is provided, it would be servicing
an area that cannot be developed, but rather the
area must be resettled to the population that is
there. So that is the difference between a
neighbourhood that is in the pipeline and a
neighbourhood that is legalised where the areas
to be served are already defined.#01:47:02-9#

Question 5: Do you have a suggestion in what way a temporary lighting solution for not yet legalised
settlements could be financed by the government?

P2: #01:49:21-7# Desde el ordenamiento en la
ciudad tenemos bastantes dificultades en el tema
de los anchos de vía, porque ustedes tienen razón,
las vías que existen en los barrios son inferiores a
las B9, la mayoría, entonces cuando se hace el
estudio vial, por lo general, dejan unas notas, B9
ancho tanto, le ponen unas notas al estudio vial,
ahora en el plan de ordenamiento como hemos
identificado todas estas dificultades en el plan de
ordenamiento, se piensa dejar una nota o una
reglamentación respecto a estos anchos de vía en
los barrios, lógicamente desde que la vía baja
desde 5 metros hacia abajo, ya no se considera
vía, sino que le ponen sendero, otro tipo de
clasificación que no está clasificado en el plan de
ordenamiento, pero que nos toca necesariamente
identificar de alguna forma, para que cuando
entre los diferentes servicios o entre a ser el
mejoramiento en los barrios haya una forma de
identificarlos y a la vez sea entregado porque
también tiene su repercusión después, esas áreas
se consideran espacio público, entonces quiere
decir que debe ser entregado a la defensoría del
espacio público que es la entidad en el distrito
que administra estas áreas, entonces todo eso se
está teniendo en cuenta, pero en este momento
cuando las vías son menos de 8 metros, ya
comienzan a ser unas codificaciones diferentes

P2: #01:49:21-7# From the standpoint of city
planning we have quite a few difficulties
regarding the widths of roads, because you are
right, the roads that exist in the districts are
inferior to the B9, so generally when the road
study is made, many just leave a few notes, such
as “B9 is wide so much”, they add some notes to
the road study. Now, in the ordinance plan, as we
have identified all these difficulties in the
ordinance plan, the idea is to leave a note or
regulation regarding these road widths in the
neighbourhoods. Logically, since the road
becomes narrower than 5 meters, it is no longer
considered a road, but rather a path—another
type of classification that is not classified in the
ordinance plan—but which we must necessarily
identify in some way, so that when there is a way
to identify the different services or improvements
in the neighbourhoods, and at the same time it is
handed over, because this also has repercussions
later: these areas are later considered as public
space. This means that it must be handed over to
the public space ombudsman's office, which is the
entity in the district that manages these areas,
then all of this is taken into account, but at this
time when the roads are less than 8 meters,
different codes are used that do not exist in the
ordinance plan and cannot be added to it. It is
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Question 6: Do you think that the POT and the MUAP take informal settlements and the public
lighting in this context sufficiently into account (for example, regarding the minimum road width
classification)?

Chapter 8

This question was skipped, because it had already been addressed before.
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que no existen en el plan de ordenamiento y no le
pueden poner, es peatonal porque no cumple con
el ancho, en eso tiene razón, en los anchos y
entonces lógicamente repercute en el tema del
alumbrado público, en el tema del acueducto, en
todos los temas repercute porque cuando van a
instalar las redes, pues las redes no caben en esas
áreas. #01:51:24-5#

Question 7: Maybe you wonder way this luminaire has a red alarm light. This light can receive a
warning from earthquake sensors, in case a landslide occurs in a certain area (this sensor system is
currently developed by the German professor Christian Werthmann, Leibniz University Hannover).
The red light can indicate to people to escape from the particular area. In order to locate the
luminaire, it can send GPS coordinates.
Besides the advantage for the earthquake sensors to send the right warning to the right luminaire,
the government can also see in real-time how an informal settlement grows. Hence, the government
can immediately develop strategies for responding to the informal settlement growth.
What do you think about these two additional luminaire functions (1. sending a visual warning to
informal settlement dwellers when a landslide occurs, 2. monitoring the spatial development of an
informal settlement)?
P3: #01:55:55-4# En la primera está super clara
David, la segunda yo personalmente no la
comprendo, pero porque yo no sé nada de
desarrollo espacial, no sé Omar. #01:56:05-5#

P3: #01:55:55-4# The first one is super clear David,
but I personally cannot understand the second
one, but since I don't know anything about space
development, maybe Omar can say something in
that regard. #01:56:05-5#

P4: #00:01:56:07# Yo trato de interpretar un poco
que la primera es detectar un movimiento de
tierra con una luz que pueda salvar vidas y pues
eso me parecería una excelente solución para
Bogotá teniendo en cuenta que hay zonas que
tienen riesgos de estos deslizamientos, son
generalmente en estas zonas empinadas y demás.
También pueda ser por la misma forma en que
construyen existe el mismo riesgo de las bases y
de la cimentación de esas casas que pueden
digamos incrementar el riesgo de una luz como
mencionan ahí, de un deslizamiento de tierra. En
el otro yo entendería que los movimientos de
tierra de cimentación y demás pueden ser
detectados por la luminaria y podría dar un aviso
a la autoridad por medio de una alarma, a la
alcaldía local, no sé, o donde sea, mostrando que
hay unos movimiento de tierra así, que sería un
poco más la cimentación hacia los movimientos
propios de construcción ¿no? #00:01:57:22#

P4: #00:01:56:07# I try to interpret a little that in
the first one the aim is to detect land movement
with a light that can save lives, which I think would
be an excellent solution for Bogota, taking into
account that there are areas with risks of such
landslides. They do tend to occur in these steep
areas. It may also be that the way they build there
also contributes to the same risk due to the bases
and foundations of those houses that can, let’s
say, increase the risk of a light, as you mention
there, I mean of a landslide. In the other one, I
would understand that the movements of earth in
the foundation and other things can be detected
by the light and that it could give a warning to the
authority by means of an alarm, which would be
sent to the local mayor's office, I don't know, or
wherever, indicating that there is some movement
of earth, which would be the foundation, up to the
movement of the building itself, right?
#00:01:57:22#
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pedestrian because it does not meet the width,
you are right there with regard to the widths. So
logically it has repercussions on the issue of public
lighting, on the issue of the aqueduct and on all
other issues because when they are at the stage of
installing the networks, the networks do not fit in
those areas. #01:51:24-5#

Here, D. Kretzer explains that the second additional function of the luminaires is to help the authorities
monitoring an informal settlement’s spatial growth.

P2: #01:59:25-4# Me parece interesante de todas
maneras para la ciudad existe por el instituto
digital de gestión de riesgo y cambio climático
existe un plano de la ciudad en dónde están
identificadas las zonas de riesgo alto, medio y
bajo por deslizamientos o por inundación porque
están también por inundación, entonces pues
sería interesante este (poco claro #01:59:56-4#) si
existen esos elementos, para mí si sería
interesante ese instrumento para que fuera
monitoreando esos temas, de hecho, en Altos de
la Estancia, que es pegado a Caracolí, ahí existen
unos implementos colocados que van avisando
los movimientos de tierra, porque ese es uno de
los movimientos de tierra más grande de
Sudamérica, que es el tema de Altos de la
Estancia, entonces de pronto este instrumento
puede resultar interesante, respecto a eso,
respecto al tema de el monitoreo del desarrollo,
osea el monitoreo sería en el crecimiento de la
edificación, que porque estaría iluminando las
edificaciones ¿no?, aquí el monitoreo que se hace
es el monitoreo cuando hay la ocupación,
entonces quiere decir que habría aquí un
monitoreo a la construcción, entiendo que es así,
eso resulta interesante. #02:01:04-2#.

P2: #01:59:25-4# I think it would be interesting for
the city to have a map of the city where the areas
at high, medium and low risk of landslides or
flooding are identified because they are also at
risk of flooding. (not clear) #01:59:56-4# These
elements do exist. For me it would be interesting
to have this instrument to monitor these issues. In
fact, in Altos de la Estancia, which is close to
Caracolí, there are some devices placed to warn
about land movements, because over there, there
is one of the largest land movements in South
America, which is the issue of Altos de la Estancia.
So suddenly this instrument may be interesting, in
that respect, regarding the issue of monitoring the
development, would the monitoring be in the
growth of the building? Because it would be
illuminating the buildings, right? Here the
monitoring is carried out when there is
occupation, I mean that there would be
monitoring of the construction here, that’s how I
understand it, that is interesting. #02:01:04-2#.

Question 8: Do you think the potential life-saving function and the spatial development
monitoring function of a luminaire could justify the installation of such public luminaires
in ‘not-yet-legalised’ areas?
P2: #02:02:10# Como le decía anteriormente, el
plano de la ciudad tiene identificadas unas áreas,
entonces seguramente para el tema de salvar
vidas, se requeriría en unas áreas determinadas,
pero no en todos los barrios informales de la

P2: #02:02:10# As I said before, the city map has
some areas identified, so surely for the issue of
saving lives, it would be required in some areas,
but not in all informal neighbourhoods of the city.
In the issue of saving lives and the issue of growth

Chapter 8

P4: #00:01:58:06# I would see what Glenda and the
lawyers have to say, as they are experts. I think
that the first one would be a very important
solution as a reaction to an emergency situation
and above all because I believe it can save lives.
And the second one, I think it can be useful as a
control tool. The aim would be to verify how the
neighbourhood is moving –I don't know if that's
the right way of saying it – how it would be
developing, but I don't know how it is done, well,
what I know is that the light fixture can monitor it,
it can generate the sensor signals, but I don't
know what the entity receiving that information
would need to have in order to control it, I mean,
to take advantage of that information.
#00:01:59:04#
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P4: #00:01:58:06# Yo vería (¿) que son expertos y
los abogados y abogadas. El primero pues me
parecería una solución muy importante como
reacción ante una emergencia y sobre todo
porque creo que puede salvar vidas. Y el segundo
pues como herramienta de control puede yo creo
que puede ser útil ¿no? el tema es verificar cómo,
sí cómo se está, no sé si a es la palabra, como se
está moviendo la conformación del barrio ¿no?
cómo se está desarrollando, pero no sé cómo
sería, bueno sé que la luminaria lo puede
monitorear puede generar la sensorización pero
no sé cómo sería que tendría que tener la entidad
que recibe esa información como para controlar
¿no? para aprovechar esa información.
#00:01:59:04#

ciudad, en el tema de salvar vidas y en el tema del
crecimiento pues también hay unas áreas
monitoreadas por la secretaría de la habita que
también tiene identificadas las áreas de dónde
están creciendo, lógicamente no tienen este
instrumento de mirar que le mida cuánto está
creciendo, pero pues nos toca ir hasta el terreno y
mirar entonces sería también una forma de
monitorear. #02:02:54-4#

because there are also some areas monitored by
the Habitat Secretary that also has identified the
areas where they are growing, logically they do
not have this instrument that measures the
amount of growth, but then one has to go to the
area and look with his own eyes. Then this would
also be a way to monitor. #02:02:54-4#

Since there were no further comments and because this question had already been addressed by the
previous comments, D. Kretzer formulated the conclusion that the life-saving function can be regarded
as a rationale to supply public luminaires in areas that have not yet been legalised. Nobody of the four
UAESP and SDP representatives objected to his conclusion.
From here on, the discussion addressed the application of virtual reality as a communication tool for
policy makers.

Chapter 8

After the discussion on virtual reality, the attendees gave short feedbacks on the meeting and said
goodbye:
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P1: #02:36:24# Muchas gracias a ustedes, la
investigación está muy chévere, el trabajo es un
trabajo muy bueno que va a traer cosas, pues yo
pienso a futuro que va a traer cosas muy buenas
para este tipo de comunidades y realmente pues
los felicito, muy chévere, sigan así y lo del tema de
la realidad virtual, lo máximo. #02:36:44-7#

P1: #02:36:24# Thank you very much, the research
is very cool, you did a very good job that is very
promising. I think that in the future it is going to
be a very good thing for this type of community
and I really congratulate you, very cool, keep it up
and as to the topic of virtual reality, it was super.
#02:36:44-7#

P4: #00:02:36:48# Yo quería agradecerles el
espacio, un gusto conocerlos; agradecerles que
hayan hecho esa investigación en Colombia y que
se hayan interesado en nuestro país. Me interesa
mantener el contacto con ustedes para estos
temas de realidad virtual y todo lo que tiene que
ver con todo lo relacionado con lo inteligente; es
un tema que yo he venido trabajando desde hace
ya un buen tiempo y me parece que ustedes están
trabajando en esa línea y muchas gracias por
ofrecerse a compartir este conocimiento.
#00:02:37:27#

P4: #00:02:36:48# I wanted to thank you for
allowing me to join, it was a pleasure to meet you.
Thank you for doing that research in Colombia
and for your interest in our country. I am
interested in keeping in touch with you for these
virtual reality topics and everything that has to do
with intelligence. It is a subject that I have been
working on for quite some time now and it seems
to me that even you are working along these lines,
so thank you very much for offering to share this
knowledge. #00:02:37:27#

P3: #02:37:33# Muchas gracias!
#02:37:37#

P3: #02:37:33# Thank you very much!
#02:37:37#

P2: #02:37:35# Muchas gracias por la información
y la comentaré en planeación para más adelante
poder comunicarles y que otras oficinas de
planeación puedan conocer este tema que me
parece muy importante, gracias. #02:37:51-4#

P2: #02:37:35# Thank you very much for the
information and I will refer to it during planning so
that later on I can get in touch with you and other
planning offices can know about this subject
which I think is very important, thank you.
#02:37:51-4#
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School of Architecture
University of Sheffield
The Arts Tower
Western Bank
Sheffield, S10 2TN

Email: steve.fotios@sheffield.ac.uk

To Whom It May Concern
This is to confirm that David Michael Kretzer participated at the LumeNet 2018 symposium which took
place at Aalborg University Copenhagen, 16-17 August 2018.
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David gave the following presentation:
“The impact of lighting technology on public lighting policies for informal settlements in the Global South”
Yours faithfully,

Professor Steve Fotios
Professor of Lighting and Visual Perception
School of Architecture
University of Sheffield

Institute of Urban Design
Network City and Landscape NSL
Chair of Architecture and Urban Design

To Whom It May Concern

ETH Zurich
ONA J 14
Neunbrunnenstrasse 50
8093 Zurich, Switzerland
Prof. Alfredo Brillembourg & Prof. Hubert
Klumpner
Phone +41(0)44 633 90 80
brillembourg@arch.ethz.ch
klumpner@arch.ethz.ch

Letter of Invitation: SHARELAND Doctoral Colloquium 2019
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
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quium’s Call for Papers. We look forward to the presentation of Mr. David Kretzer’s paper and
his attendance at the conference.
With best regards,

Prof. Hubert Klumpner
Shareland Colloquium Committee
Chair of Architecture and Urban Design
Institute of Urban Design NSL
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This letter certifies the submission and acceptance of Mr. David Kretzer’s abstract “Public Space
Lighting in Colombia’s Informal Settlements”, in response to the SHARELAND Doctoral Collo-
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Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren,
hiermit bestätigen wir, dass Herr David Kretzer am 21. November 2019 zum Thema
„Beleuchtung und Kriminalität“ auf unserer 17. Fachtagung „Straßen- und
Außenbeleuchtung 2019“ in Hannover erfolgreich referiert hat.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen

i.A. Ellen Mieth
Projektkoordinatorin
EW Medien und Kongresse GmbH
Bismarckstrasse 33 | 10625 Berlin
Telefon 0 30 / 2 84 49 4-201
Telefax 0 30 / 2 84 49 4-29201
ellen.mieth@ew-online.de
www.ew-online.de
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Sehr geehrter Herr Kretzer,
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School of Architecture
University of Sheffield
The Arts Tower
Western Bank
Sheffield, S10 2TN

Email: steve.fotios@sheffield.ac.uk

To Whom It May Concern
I have the pleasure to confirm that David Michael Kretzer participated at the Pedestrian Lighting
Symposium which took place online on 8th September 2020.
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David was the author of the following contribution:
“Lessons from pedestrian lighting research in the Global South: Proposals for future research”
Yours faithfully,

Professor Steve Fotios
Professor of Lighting and Visual Perception
School of Architecture
University of Sheffield

21/10/2020

Hereby this letter certifies that we had the pleasure of receiving Mr. David M.

Kretzer as a guest speaker at the Program MSc Architectural Lighting Design

within the course HS2009 / 'Light and Space-Outdoor' on 12 October 2020. His
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Sincerely

Rodrigo Muro

Program Director
KTH ABE

Architectural Lighting Design

KTH - Royal Institute of Technology

School of Architecture – Light and design

Location: KTH Architecture, Osquars Backe 5, 114 28 Stockholm, Sweden
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